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SECTION 1.0 – INTRODUCTION 

 
This Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields Project Final Environmental Impact Report 
(Final EIR) was prepared in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act 
(CEQA) of 1970 (Public Resources Code Section 21000 et seq.) and the Guidelines for the 
Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA Guidelines) published 
by the Resources Agency of the State of California (California Code of Regulations Sections 
15000 et seq.). 

In accordance with CEQA, the Draft EIR and this Final EIR, together, comprise the Lead 
Agency’s environmental analysis of the Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields 
Project. Numerous references are made throughout this Final EIR to the Draft EIR and to the 
Draft EIR appendices. These documents were circulated previously and are not being 
reproduced. Copies, however, are available for inspection at the Bureau of Engineering. The 
Draft EIR and supporting appendices (State Clearinghouse Number [SCH No.] 2013011012 
together with this Final EIR are the CEQA documentation for the Griffith Park Crystal 
Springs New Baseball Fields Project. 

The abbreviated format used for this Final EIR complies with State CEQA Guidelines, 
Section 15132. 

This Final EIR is organized in the following way:  

 Section 1.0 – Introduction 

 Section 2.0 – Response to Comments 

 Section 3.0 – Clarifications and Modifications  

 Appendices 

The appendices are identified as follows and are additional to those already 
included in the Draft EIR. 

 Appendix A Notice of Availability 

 Appendix B Notice of Availability Distribution List and Newspaper 
Notice 

 Appendix C Public Hearing Transcript, Speaker Cards and Sign-In Sheets 

 Appendix D  Supplemental Information 
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1.1 PROJECT LOCATION AND SETTTING 

The proposed project is located in the Hollywood Community of the City of Los Angeles, 
and is entirely within Griffith Park (Park). The Park is located northwest of downtown Los 
Angeles, mainly west of the Golden State (I-5) freeway, roughly between Los Feliz 
Boulevard on the south and the Ventura freeway (SR-134) on the north. The proposed 
project site is approximately 4.0 acres and is located at the northeast section of the Crystal 
Springs Picnic Area and just northeast of the Pote Baseball Field, south of the Harding 
Municipal Golf Course, and west of the I-5 freeway.  See Figure 1-1.   

The project site has a wide variety of landscaping, to include grasses and trees. In general, 
the trees present within and adjacent to the project site include California native, 
ornamental, and invasive tree species. Native species identified on the sites include 
California incense cedar, Arizona ash, Monterey pine, California sycamore, Fremont 
cottonwood, and coast live oak.  

Ornamental trees include deodar cedar, chitalpa, camphor, Italian cypress, silver dollar 
gum, evergreen ash, black walnut, golden rain tree, American sweetgum, white mulberry, 
Canary Island pine, Italian stone pine, Chinese pistache, London plane tree, fern pine, 
lavender trumpet tree, and Chinese elm.  Invasive trees include Tasmanian blue gum which 
has been listed as invasive (California Invasive Plants Council 2006).  The proposed project 
site footprint consists of approximately 4.0 acres.  During the site visits conducted by ICF 
International for the Biological Resources Technical Analysis, 67 trees were recorded of 
which 49 would be impacted.   

California sycamores and coast live oaks are protected under the City’s Native Tree 
Protection Ordinance.  Various types of trees, including heritage trees, are also protected by 
Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks (Recreation and Parks) Tree Preservation 
Policy.  The heritage tree classification includes individual trees of any size or species that 
are specially designated because of their historical, commemorative, or horticultural 
significance.   

Birds are among the most numerous and conspicuous wildlife species in the Park.   
Approximately 200 bird species have been recorded.  Some lizards and snakes, including 
the western fence-lizard, the western whiptail, and Pacific rattlesnake are also known to 
occur at the Park.    Mammals, including, coyotes, raccoons, striped skunks, mule deer, and 
rabbits, also occur at the Park.   

Existing facilities within the vicinity of the project site include the Ranger Station and 
Visitors Center, the Harding and Wilson Golf Courses, Shane’s Inspiration Universally 
Accessible Playground, the Merry-go-Round, tennis courts, the Los Angeles Zoo, the Train 
and Pony Rides, and equestrian trails.  Specifically, within the Crystal Springs area are two 
restrooms, Pote Baseball Field (unlighted), 119 picnic tables, barbeque pits (outdoor grills), a 
children’s play area, volleyball courts (no nets and unlighted), a storage shed, a paved 
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access loop driveway that surrounds the picnic areas, and several parking areas, adjacent  to 
the access driveway, which provide 265 parking spaces.   

In 2009, the City designated Griffith Park as Historic-Cultural Monument (HMC) No. 942. 
Features contributing to this designation include numerous buildings and structures that 
represent various architectural styles including Spanish Colonial Revival, Moderne, and 
Second Greek Revival, as well as infrastructure elements designed in the “Park Style”.  
Natural wilderness areas and designated landscapes also contribute to the Park’s 
designation.  Crystal Springs Picnic Area, including the project site, is not identified as a 
contributing feature of the Griffith Park HCM.  However, the project site lies within the 
vicinity of two contributing features: the Feliz Adobe, which houses the Park Ranger Station 
and Visitors Center, and the Wilson and Harding Golf Courses.   

Recreational activities conducted at the Park include hiking, jogging, cycling, camping, golf, 
horseback riding, swimming, tennis, soccer, and picnicking. The Park is open to the public 
from 5:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. daily.  Bridle trails, hiking paths, and mountain roads are closed 
at sunset.  The Crystal Springs facility serves Recreation and Parks’ Central Neighborhood 
Service Area.  
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Figure  1-1 

Project Location Map 
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1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

The broad goal of the Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields project is to provide 
access to high quality, affordable recreational programs, based on the needs of the 
community. 

The main objectives of the project are to: 

 Restore baseball/softball fields to Griffith Park Crystal Springs that served the area 
prior to the construction of the I-5 freeway, 

 Increase access to high quality, affordable recreational programs for youths in the 
area, especially at-risk boys and girls ranging from 6 to 12 years of age; 

 Provide area residents with team-sports programming opportunities; 

 Assist Recreation and Parks in meeting their planning goal to elevate the 1 baseball 
field per 15,449 persons ratio to 1 baseball field per 12,000 persons by 2013; and 

 Meet the requirements of available funding sources (Proposition K and Quimby 
Act). 

1.3 SUMMARY OF PROPOSED PROJECT 

The City proposes to construct two new youth baseball fields within the north Crystal 
Springs Picnic Area northeast of the existing Pote Baseball Field.  Each natural-grass 
baseball field would be sized for youth baseball and would include dugouts, bleachers, 
fencing, warm-up areas, and scoreboards. Security lighting, landscaping and irrigation 
systems would also be installed.  Refer to Figure 1-2 for the proposed conceptual project 
layout.  Up to forty-nine (49) trees would be affected by the proposed project.  Thirty-three 
(33) trees are targeted for removal and twelve (12) trees with trunks less than five (5) inches 
in diameter may be relocated, if relocation is deemed feasible.  However, if relocation is not 
deemed feasible, up to forty five (45) trees would be removed.  Additionally, four trees may 
be impacted by construction activities.  However, protective fencing and other Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) would be implemented to protect these four trees from 
damage during construction. Removed trees would be replaced according to City policy. 
The replaced trees would be planted at appropriate locations within Griffith Park as 
determined by the City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks (Recreation and 
Parks).  Seven picnic tables would be relocated within or near the Crystal Springs Picnic 
Area and an existing loop driveway would be truncated and a cul-de-sac constructed at 
each end. An existing restroom would be renovated to comply with current code 
requirements. Project construction would take approximately two years. 
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Figure ES-2 
Proposed Project Conceptual Layout 

Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering   
Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields Project
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1.4 SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

The following issue areas analyzed in Section 3.0 of the Draft EIR were determined to result 
in potentially significant adverse impacts; however, with the implementation of mitigation 
measures the impacts would be reduced to a less than significant level: 

 Cultural Resources 

o   Paleontological resources could be encountered during construction. 

o   Archaeological resources could be encountered during construction. 

 Noise 

o   Construction activities could impact receptors at adjacent residential areas. 

o   Operation of the project could impact users in picnic areas and children’s play 
area. 

Unavoidable significant impacts are identified in Section 3.0 of the Draft EIR in potentially 
two environmental resource areas, as well as cumulative impacts. The City of Los Angeles, 
as Lead Agency, has determined that unavoidable significant adverse impacts would result 
from the Project and the City has prepared a "Statement of Overriding Considerations". The 
Statement of Overriding Considerations states that the decision-making body has 
considered the benefits of the proposed project against its unavoidable significant 
environmental effects and has determined that the benefits of the Project outweigh the 
adverse effects and, therefore, the adverse effects are considered to be acceptable. The 
environmental resource areas that were found to have significant and unavoidable impacts 
are (Section 3.0 of the Draft EIR provides further details on these impacts):  

 Aesthetics 

No feasible mitigation measures were identified that would both address resulting impacts 
on aesthetics and meet the project objectives.  Significant unavoidable impacts to Griffith 
Park aesthetic resources would occur as a result of the proposed project. 

 Cumulative 

o     Paleontological resources: Construction activities could encounter significant 
paleontological resources.  Mitigation would reduce such impacts to less than 
significant level. However, the project’s impacts could be cumulatively 
considerable in combination with related projects. 

o     Construction activities could encounter significant archaeological resources 
(including human remains).  Mitigation would reduce such impacts to less than 
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significant level.  However, the project’s impacts could be cumulatively 
considerable in combination with related projects. 

o     The construction of the proposed project would result in a less-than-significant 
impact on the historical resource, which is Griffith Park. However, the project’s 
impacts could be cumulatively considerable in combination with related projects. 

Table 1-1 presents a summary of the environmental impacts of the proposed project, 
mitigation measures that reduce potential significant impacts for the proposed project, and 
the level of significance of each impact after mitigation.  Refer to Section 3.2 of this Final EIR 
for modification made to the Executive Summary of the Draft EIR made for clarification of  
Mitigation Measures BIO-1, CUL-1 and CUL-2 Table ES-1, Summary of Environmental 
Impacts and Mitigation Measures. 
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Table 1-1 
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Environmental Impact Mitigation Measures 
Level of 
Significance 
After Mitigation

Aesthetics  

Construction 
Construction activities may temporarily obscure views of the 
site from recreational users at the Crystal Springs Picnic Area.  
However, sensitive viewers are aware that construction 
activities would be short-term in nature and viewer response is 
expected to be low-to-moderate and not considered a 
substantial adverse effect, thus a less-than significant impact.   
  

 

None Required.  

 

 

Less than 
Significant.  

 

Views 

The project would have no impact on scenic vistas or on any 
scenic resource within a scenic highway. 

 

 

None Required. 

 

No Impact. 

Visual Quality 
Based on the City of Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds, the 
removal of certain trees during project construction would 
reduce visual quality from high to moderate and  therefore have 
a substantial adverse effect on visual quality 

 

No Feasible Mitigation. 

 

Unavoidable 
Significant 
Impact. 

 

Light or Glare 
The project would not create a substantial new source of light 
or glare 

 

 

 

 

  

 

None Required. 

 

No Impact. 
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Table 1-1 
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Environmental Impact Mitigation Measures 
Level of 
Significance 
After Mitigation

Air Quality  

Construction 
Project construction activities would have a less than significant 
impact in both a regional and local context; project construction 
would have a less than significant effect on generation of toxic 
air contaminants and on contribution to carbon monoxide hot 
spots. 

 

 

 
None Required. 

 

Less than 
Significant 

 

 

Operations 
Project operations would have a less than significant impact in 
both a regional and local context; project operations would 
have a less than significant effect on generation of toxic air 
contaminants and on contribution to carbon monoxide hot 
spots.  The project is consistent with the Air Quality 
Management Plan and with the City of Los Angeles General 
Plan. 

 

 

None Required. 

 

Less than 
Significant. 

Biological Resources 

Project construction could impact migratory birds during nesting 
season.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BIO-1:  Mitigation Measure for Protection of Nesting Birds. 

Construction activities that involve tree removal or trimming would 
be timed as much as possible to occur outside the migratory bird 
nesting season, which occurs generally from March 1 through 
August 31, and as early as February 1 for raptors. 

If construction must occur during the migratory bird nesting 
season that would remove or disturb suitable nesting habitat, one 

 

Less than 
Significant After 
Mitigation. 
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Table 1-1 
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Environmental Impact Mitigation Measures 
Level of 
Significance 
After Mitigation

Continued: 
Project construction could impact migratory birds during nesting 
season. 

biological survey would be conducted within 72 hours prior to 
construction, or if observed during construction activities. The 
surveys would indicate the presence or absence of any protected 
native birds in the habitat to be removed and any other habitat 
within 300 feet of the construction work area. If a protected native 
bird is found, surveys would be continued in order to locate any 
nests. If an active nest is found, construction within 300 feet of the 
nest (500 feet for raptor nests) would be postponed until the nest 
is vacated and juveniles have fledged (minimum of six weeks after 
egg-laying), and there is no evidence of a second attempt at 
nesting.  The buffer may be reduced by the monitoring biologist 
based on site-specific conditions, including the bird species and 
nest location (e.g., within the vicinity of developed areas, taking 
into consideration the site’s pre-construction noise and activity 
levels, etc.). 

 

Removal of protected trees could be considered a significant 
adverse environmental impact to biological resources. 

No Feasible Mitigation. Unavoidable 
Significant 
Impact. 

The project would have no impact to wetlands, riparian habitat 
or other sensitive natural communities. 

None Required. No impact. 

Cultural Resources 

Archaeological Resources 
If any human remains are encountered during project 
construction, applicable regulations in the Health and Safety 
Code and Public Resources Code would be followed. 

 

None Required. 

 

Less than 
Significant. 
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Table 1-1 
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Environmental Impact Mitigation Measures 
Level of 
Significance 
After Mitigation

Archaeological Resources 
Trenching excavations could encounter significant 
archaeological resources. Disturbance of significant 
archaeological resources, if any were encountered, would 
result in significant impacts.   

 

CUL-1: A qualified professional archaeologist shall monitor all initial phases of 
ground- disturbing activities of the project. If buried cultural resources 
— such as flaked or ground stone, historic debris, building foundations, 
or non-human bone — are discovered during ground-disturbing 
activities, work shall stop in that area and within 50 feet of the find until 
a qualified archaeologist can assess the significance of the find and, if 
necessary, develop appropriate treatment measures. Treatment 
measures typically include: development of avoidance strategies, 
capping with fill material, or mitigation of impacts through data recovery 
programs such as excavation or detailed documentation. A report of 
findings shall be prepared, and recovered materials curated, if needed, 
in an approved facility. If during cultural resources monitoring the 
qualified archaeologist determines that the sediments being excavated 
are previously disturbed by construction or are unlikely to contain 
significant cultural materials, the qualified archaeologist can specify that 
monitoring be reduced or eliminated. 

 

 

Less than 
Significant with 
Mitigation. 

 

 

 

Historic Resources 
The construction and operation of the proposed project would 
result in a less-than-significant impact on the historical 
resource, which is Griffith Park. The proposed construction at 
the Crystal Springs Picnic Area does not appear to be a 
substantial change such that it would cause Griffith Park to lose 
its historic integrity, rendering the property ineligible as a locally 
listed and CRHR-listed historical resource. 

 

 

None Required. 

 

 

 

Less than 
Significant.  

 

 

. 
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Table 1-1 
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Environmental Impact Mitigation Measures 
Level of 
Significance 
After Mitigation

Paleontological Resources 
 

Trenching excavations during project construction could 
encounter significant fossil resources. Disturbance of significant 
paleontological resources, if any were encountered, would 
result in significant impacts. 

CUL-2:  Project plans shall specify that a qualified paleontologist shall monitor 
initial ground disturbance at depths below ground surface greater than 
ten feet. The qualified paleontological monitor shall retain the option to 
reduce monitoring if, in his or her professional opinion, the sediments 
being monitored were previously disturbed. Monitoring may also be 
reduced if the potentially fossiliferous units, previously described, are 
not present or, if present, are determined by qualified paleontological 
personnel to have a low potential to contain fossil resources. The 
monitor shall be equipped to salvage fossils and samples of sediments 
as they are unearthed to avoid construction delays and shall be 
empowered to temporarily halt or divert equipment to allow removal of 
abundant or large specimens. Recovered specimens shall be prepared 
to a point of identification and permanent preservation, including 
washing of sediments to recover small invertebrates and vertebrates. 
Specimens shall be curated into a professional, accredited museum 
repository with permanent retrievable storage. A report of findings, with 
an appended itemized inventory of specimens, shall be prepared and 
shall signify completion of the program to mitigate impacts on 
paleontological resources. 

 

 

 

 

Less than 
Significant With 
Mitigation. 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

Construction 
Greenhouse gas emissions during project construction would 
be less than significant. 

 

 

None Required. 

 

Less than 
Significant. 
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Table 1-1 
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Environmental Impact Mitigation Measures 
Level of 
Significance 
After Mitigation

Operation 
Greenhouse gas emissions during project operation would be 
less than significant. 

None Required. 
 

 

Less than 
Significant. 

Noise 

Construction Noise 
Park uses in the area would be exposed to noise levels of 5 dB 
or more above ambient levels due to construction noise in 
Crystal Springs Picnic Area. Therefore, the impact of exposing 
noise-sensitive land uses to noise increases above thresholds 
due to construction noise would be considered significant. 

 

NOI-1a:  The City shall require the construction contractor to implement 
noise –reducing construction practices to ensure that 
construction noise levels do not increase ambient noise levels 
by more than 5 dB at adjacent residential areas.  Measures 
used to limit construction noise include the following: 

 Locating stationary equipment (e.g., generators, 
compressors, rock crushers, cement mixers, and idling 
trucks) as far as possible from noise-sensitive land uses.  

 Prohibiting gasoline or diesel engines from having unmuffled 
exhaust. 

 Requiring that all construction equipment powered by 
gasoline or diesel engines have sound-control devices that 
are at least as effective as those originally provided by the 
manufacturer and that all equipment be operated and 
maintained to minimize noise generation. 

 Preventing excessive noise by shutting down idle vehicles or 
equipment. 

 Using noise-reducing enclosures around noise-generating 
equipment. 

 Constructing temporary barriers between noise sources and 
noise-sensitive land uses or take advantage of existing 
barrier features (e.g., terrain, structures) to block sound 

 

Less than 
Significant with 
Mitigation.  
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Table 1-1 
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Environmental Impact Mitigation Measures 
Level of 
Significance 
After Mitigation

transmission to noise-sensitive land uses. The barriers shall 
be designed to obstruct the line of sight between the noise-
sensitive land use and on-site construction equipment.  

NOI-1b:   Prior to Construction, Initiate a Complaint/Response Tracking 
Program. The City shall make a construction schedule 
available to residents living in the vicinity of the construction 
areas before construction begins, and designate a noise 
disturbance coordinator. The coordinator shall be 
responsible for responding to complaints regarding 
construction noise, shall determine the cause of the 
complaint, and shall ensure that reasonable measures are 
implemented to correct the problem when feasible. A 
contact telephone number for the noise disturbance 
coordinator shall be conspicuously posted on construction 
site fences and shall be included in the notification of the 
construction schedule. 

 

Construction Vibration 

Impacts from vibration caused by construction activities would 
be less than significant. 

 
None Required. 

 
Less than 
Significant. 

Noise from Traffic During Operation 
Impacts from noise generated by traffic during project operation 
would be less than significant. 

 
None Required. 

 
Less than 
Significant. 

Noise from Project Operation 
Park visitors in Picnic Area #1 could be exposed to ambient 
noise level increases of up to 4 dB due to baseball game 
activities under proposed Alternative 1A. Since the project plus 
ambient noise level exceeds the “normally unacceptable” level 
of 67 CNEL for parks, this impact would be significant. 

 
NOS-2: The City shall relocate impacted picnic and play areas so that the 

noise increase from the new baseball fields is less than 3 dB. To 
reduce the predicted noise increase of 4 dB to less than 3 dB at the 
picnic and children’s play areas, it is anticipated these uses would 
need to be moved a distance of at least 125 from the baseball 
fields.   

 

 
Less than 
Significant with 
Mitigation.  
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Table 1-1 
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Environmental Impact Mitigation Measures 
Level of 
Significance 
After Mitigation

Recreation  
Construction 
 
Temporary impacts associated with changes in park use during 
the construction period would be less than significant. No 
impacts related to construction or expansion of additional 
recreational facilities or other governmental facilities would 
occur as a result of the proposed project construction.  

 

 

 
 
None Required.  

 
 
Less than 
Significant.  

Operation 
The anticipated increase in park use occurring as a result of 
operation of the proposed project would not cause or 
accelerate substantial physical deterioration of existing 
recreational facilities, and impacts would be less than 
significant.   No impact related to the need to construct 
additional recreational facilities as a result of the project would 
occur.  

 

 

None Required. 

 

Less than 
Significant. 

Plans and Policies 
The project would not significantly conflict with applicable plans 
and policies. 

 

None Required. 

 

Less than 
Significant. 

Transportation and Traffic 
 

Traffic impact analysis determined that the proposed project 
would not result in any significant traffic impacts either during 
construction or operation. 

 

None Required. 

 

Less than 
Significant. 
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Table 1-1 
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures 

Environmental Impact Mitigation Measures 
Level of 
Significance 
After Mitigation

A regional transportation system impact analysis conducted 
using the procedures outlined in the Congestion Management 
Program showed that project impacts would be minimal. 

 

None Required. 

 

N/A  
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1.5 SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES EVALUATED IN THE EIR 

As described in Section 2.3 of the Draft EIR, the development of two new youth baseball fields 
at Griffith Park has been considered for several years.  Five separate conceptual designs, each 
featuring two baseball diamonds at different site locations with alternative layouts and 
dimensions were developed by the City in the 2005 May-July timeframe.  Since then, the City 
has continued to work with the community to develop the concept of two youth baseball fields.  
The proposed project, Alternative 1B, and Alternative 2 are a result of the most recent efforts 
under the Proposition K program and the Local Volunteer Neighborhood Oversight Committee 
(LVNOC) process.  The proposed project and the two alternatives along with the No Project 
Alternative were carried forward for further analysis in the EIR.  Refer to Sections 2.3 and 2.8 of 
the Draft EIR for a detailed discussion of how the alternatives were selected and refer to Section 
4.0 for a discussion of the relative impacts associated with each alternative analyzed. Following 
is brief summary of each alternative analyzed:   

 Alternative 1B: This alternative would contain the same elements as the proposed 
project.  However, one field would be located just southeast of Pote Field and the 
other would be located southeast of the first field, on the grassy area across the loop 
driveway and parking lot (DEIR Figure 2-6).  Additionally, the circular loop 
driveway would be maintained.    To implement this alternative, approximately 
fifty-six (56) picnic tables would be relocated within or near the Crystal Springs 
Picnic Area and sixty-eight trees would be removed and replaced.  The replaced 
trees would be planted at appropriate locations within Griffith Park as determined 
by Recreation and Parks.  No changes in traffic circulation or parking are anticipated 
with this alternative.   

 Alternative 2: This alternative would retrofit an existing softball field at North Atwater 
Park to youth baseball and a new youth baseball field would be constructed.  The 
existing backstop, bleachers, and players’ benches would remain and the softball 
field would be upgraded or replaced.  The new youth baseball field would be 
constructed just north of the existing softball field.  The new bleachers, backstop, and 
players’ benches would match those of the existing softball field. Refer to DEIR 
Figure 2-7.  To implement this alternative, an existing basketball court and sand 
volleyball court would be removed.  Approximately twenty-six (26) trees would be 
removed and replaced.  The replaced trees would be planted at appropriate locations 
within Griffith Park as determined by Recreation and Parks.  Unlike with the 
proposed project and Alternative 1B, Alternative 2 would not displace picnic tables.  
Rather, new picnic tables would be added to the area as part of the project. 

 No Project Alternative. The No Project Alternative would result in not implementing 
improvements proposed under the Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields 
Project. Under this alternative, the current uses and conditions of the project site 
would remain unchanged. This analysis includes discussion about the existing 
conditions within the project site, as well as reasonably foreseeable consequences or 
conditions if the project were not approved and implemented.  
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The proposed project and alternate layouts are subject to minor modification during the design 
process.   

1.6 SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION 

Table 1-2 provides a relative comparison ranking of the alternatives to the proposed project 
based on the analysis in Section 4.0 of the Draft EIR. 

Table 1-2 
Comparison of Alternatives to the Proposed Project* 

Environmental 
Resource Area 

 
Proposed 

Project 
 

Alt 1B Alt 2 No Project 

Aesthetics  I -1 -2 -3 

Air Quality III 0 0 -1 

Biological Resources I -1 -2 -3 

Cultural Resources II 0 0 -1 

Greenhouse Gases III 0 0 -1 

Noise II 0 2 -3 

Recreation III 0 1 -2 

Transportation/Traffic III -1 0 -2 

Total  -3 -1 -16 
 Notes:  

* Alternatives eliminated from further consideration are not included.  
(-3)    =        Impact considered to be substantially less when compared with the proposed project. 
(-2) = Impact considered to be moderately less when compared with the proposed project. 
(-1) = Impact considered to be slightly less when compared with the proposed project.  
 (0) = Impact considered to be equal to the proposed project.  
 (1) = Impact considered to be somewhat greater when compared with the proposed project. 
 (2) = Impact considered to be substantially greater when compared with the proposed project. 
 ( I )   =        Significant Unavoidable Impact 
 ( II )  =        Potentially significant impact unless mitigated  
 (III)   =        Less than significant impact 
 

As discussed in Section 4.2, the project alternatives carried forward in this EIR (Alternative 1B 
and Alternative 2) would meet the project goals and objectives. Based on the relative 
comparison ranking of the alternatives in Table 1-2, the No Project Alternative would result in 
the fewest environmental impacts, and as such, is considered to be the environmentally 
superior alternative. However, under CEQA, if the No Project Alternative would be 
environmentally superior, an EIR is required to determine if an environmentally superior 
alternative exists among the other alternatives. Based on the information in Table 1-2, the 
environmentally superior alternative is therefore deemed to be Alternative 1B. However, it 
should be noted that the difference in impacts between Alternative 1B and the proposed project 
is relatively minor.    Although the No Project Alternative would result in the fewest 
environmental impacts, it has not been recommended for implementation because it would not 
meet the purpose and objectives of the project.  
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1.7 NOTICING AND AVAILABILITY OF THE DRAFT EIR 

1.7.1 Notice of Availability of the Draft EIR 

In its role as the Lead Agency, the City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works Bureau of 
Engineering distributed a Notice of Availability of the Draft EIR. In addition, copies of the 
Executive Summary with a CD of the Draft EIR in its entirety were mailed to agencies and 
interested persons for a 45-day public review period, which closed on December 17, 2013. The 
Notice of Availability and the Draft EIR were sent to all known responsible and trustee 
agencies, numerous City of Los Angeles departments that could have interest or discretionary 
approval regarding the project, and individuals and organizations known to have interest in the 
project, or type of project.  Approximately 1,200 Notices of Availability were sent, via U.S. Mail 
or e-mail.   A newspaper notice was posted on October 31, 2013, in the Los Angeles Times – a 
newspaper of citywide circulation. A notice was also posted in the Department of 
Neighborhood Empowerment Newsletter.  In addition, the Notice of Availability and Draft EIR 
were sent to the State of California Governor’s Office of Planning and Research, State 
Clearinghouse, for further responsible and trustee agency distribution. Copies of the Notice of 
Availability and newspaper notice for the Draft EIR are included (respectively) in Appendix A 
and Appendix B of this Final EIR.  

1.7.2 Public Hearing 

On November 20, 2013, the Bureau of Engineering held a public workshop and hearing at the 
Witherbee Auditorium of the Los Angeles Zoo and Botanical Gardens, 5333 Zoo Drive, Los 
Angeles, to answer questions on the project (during the workshop) and to give an overview of 
the proposed project and solicit comments on the EIR. A copy of the transcripts from the public 
hearing is included as Appendix C, and applicable responses to the comments made at the 
hearing are included in Section 2.0, of this Final EIR. 
 

1.7.3 Public Review of Draft EIR 

The Draft EIR was distributed to numerous public agencies and other interested parties for 
review and comment. The Draft EIR was also available at the following locations throughout 
the City: 

 Bureau of Engineering, Environmental Management Group, 1149 South Broadway, 6th 
Floor, contact: Maria Martin at (213) 485-5753, fax: (213) 847-0656 

 Bureau of Engineering website:   http://eng.lacity.org/techdocs/emg/projects.htm 

 Atwater Village Branch, Los Angeles Public Library, 3379 Glendale Blvd., Los Angeles, 
CA 90039 

 Silver Lake Branch, Los Angeles Public Library, 2411 Glendale Blvd. Los Angeles, CA, 
90039  
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 Hollywood Field Office, Councilmember Tom LaBonge, CD #4, 6501 Fountain Ave., Los 
Angeles, CA, 90028 

 Glassell Park Satellite Office, Councilmember Mitch O'Farrell, CD #13, 3750 Verdugo 
Rd., Los Angeles, CA, 90065 
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SECTION 2.0 – RESPONSE TO COMMENTS 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The 45-day public comment period for the Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields Project 
Draft Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR) began October 31, 2013, and closed on December 
17, 2013. During the public review period, a public hearing was held at the Witherbee 
Auditorium of the Los Angeles Zoo and Botanical Gardens on November 20, 2013 at 6:00 p.m. 

Public participation is an essential part of the CEQA process and the public comment period 
provides an opportunity for interested parties to comment on the possible impacts of a project 
on the environment.  Section 15024 of the State CEQA Guidelines describes the comment and 
response process.  Comments on a Draft EIR are most helpful when they suggest additional 
specific alternatives or mitigation measures that would provide better ways to avoid or mitigate 
any significant environmental effects.  Reviewers should explain the basis for their comments, 
and should submit data or references offering facts, reasonable assumptions based on facts, or 
expert opinion supported by facts in support of their comments.  The City, as the lead agency, is 
charged with responding to comments that raise significant environmental issues.  

During the public comment period, written comments were received in the following formats: 

• Letters, 

• Emails, 

• Form letters, and 

• Cards submitted at public hearing on November 20, 2013. 

Letters and Emails 

All comments received via letter or email were sorted into one of two groups: (1) comments that 
raise a significant environmental issue (or issues), thus requiring a response pursuant to CEQA; 
and (2) comments that either did not raise a significant environmental issue or raised an 
environmental issue already covered in another comment for which a response is provided.  
This process was intended to provide a response to every significant environmental issue raised 
while avoiding duplication of responses to issues raised by more than one commenter.  
Comments to which responses were made are included in 2.2.1 below.  Comments that did not 
raise or introduce new significant environmental issues and thus for which no response was 
required are reproduced in Section 2.2.2 below. 

 

 

 

 



Form Letters 

 Form letters are reproduced below in Section 2.2.3 below. 

Comments Received at Public Hearing (November 20, 2013) 

The 84 speaker cards submitted at the public hearing on November 20, 2013, are reproduced in 
Appendix C of the Final EIR.  The transcript from the public hearing is also provided Appendix 
C.  At the hearing, Tim Sullivan requested clarification on the number of trees in the project 
area.  This data is presented in Section 3.4 of the Draft EIR as well as in Appendix D of the draft 
EIR (see especially Figures 6 through 9). 

2.2 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS 

 2.2.1 Comment Letters with Responses 
Following are the comments received during the public review period for the Draft EIR and 
responses. This section is organized in the following manner. Each of the comment letters is 
bracketed and the brackets numbered. Following each comment letter are the corresponding 
responses. Where responses to comments resulted in changes to the text of the Draft EIR, these 
changes are noted in the responses. 

Some comments included lengthy supporting material and documents submitted as 
attachments.  For several comments, this supporting material is included in Appendix D to the 
Final EIR, rather than with the comment itself.  For each of these cases, the comment has been 
annotated to make this clear. 
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11/4/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Re: City of LA Project - Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields - DEIR

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=bc83aa72d1&view=pt&search=inbox&th=142103d4859402db 1/2

Norman Mundy <norman.mundy@lacity.org>

Re:  City  of LA Proje ct - Griffith Park Cry stal Springs Ne w Base ball Fie lds -
DEIR
1 message

David Adams <dadamsjr@sbcglobal.net> Thu, Oct 31, 2013 at 1:38 PM
To: Norman Mundy <norman.mundy@lacity.org>

Hello Norman,

I am pretty sure that the sand volleyball court is at the Atwater location and not at the Crystal Springs
location.

Thanks,
David Adams

On 10/31/13 1:09 PM, "Norman Mundy" <norman.mundy@lacity.org> wrote:

TO:    Interested Parties

RE:    Griffi th Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields Project - Draft Environmental
Impact Report

I write by "blind copy" to inform you of a proposed City of Los Angeles project that would construct
two new youth baseball fields in the Crystal Springs Picnic Area of Griffith Park.  The City has
prepared a Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) on the project pursuant to the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).  As part of the EIR process, the City of Los Angeles Bureau of
Engineering is soliciting comments on the DEIR from interested parties.  The attached Notice of
Availability describes the project and provides information for those interested in submitting
comments on the DEIR.

The DEIR and additional information are available on the Bureau of Engineering website
at http://eng.lacity.org/techdocs/emg/griffith_park_baseball_field.htm

Comments on the Draft EIR must be received in writing by December 17, 2013. Mail to:

Maria Martin, City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Engineering, 1149 South Broadway, Suite 600,

Los Angeles, CA 90015; or e-mail to Maria.Martin@lacity.org; or fax to (213) 847-0656.  If

you have any questions. please contact Maria Martin.

A public hearing to receive comments on the DEIR will be held on Wednesday, November 20, 2013,
beginning with a workshop at 5:30 p.m. and the public hearing at 6:00 p.m. at the Witherbee
Auditorium of the Los Angeles Zoo in Griffith Park.

You are receiving this message because your e-mail address was provided during a previous public
meeting or because you have expressed interest in City projects in Griffith Park.

-- 
Norman Mundy
Environmental Management Group | Environmental Specialist II
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Bureau of Engineering | Department of Public Works
City of Los Angeles

<http://eng.lacity.org/> 
  <http://lacity.org/>   <http://facebook.com/LABureauofEngineering> 
Check out these sites and links!  Go ahead, just click.
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Response to Comment Adams_D_20131031 

 

Comment 1: Comment noted. 
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Response to Comment Anderson_J_20131214 

 

Comment 1: Funding for the project is largely through a grant award based on a project that 
would provide two fields.  Constructing only one field would not provide the same level of 
service as would two fields.  If one field were constructed, some of the effects of the project 
would be quantitatively less.  Depending on the specific location of the one field, it is likely that 
fewer trees would have to be removed or relocated; noise from project operations would be 
lessened; but potential effects on cultural resources would remain.  The significance of the 
reduced aesthetic and noise effects from one field was not evaluated as part of the Draft EIR. 

Comment 2: The commenter suggests several alternative locations (golf course, Merry-Go-
Round, reservoirs, Hansen Dam, Sepulveda Basin.  During the comment period, other 
alternative locations were suggested (Ferraro Fields, the Cornfields, Central Service Yard).  All 
of these locations are either used for other purposes, geographically distant from the Griffith 
Park area, or are unsuitable for baseball fields.  The Draft EIR discussed a range of project 
alternatives in Section 4.0 (including the Commonwealth Nursery). 

Comment 3: The commenter is referred to City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and 
Parks. 2009. Citywide Community Needs Assessment Final Report. (cited in Draft EIR) and Executive 
Summary (available at http://www.laparks.org/planning/pdf/exeSum.pdf ).  Both of these 
documents are reproduced in Appendix D to the Final EIR. 

Comment 4: North Atwater Park is considered as a project alternative in the Draft EIR. 

Comment 5: The equestrian and pedestrian trail that passes between Crystal Springs area and 
the I-5 Freeway is part of the Juan Bautista de Anza National Historic Trail.  The effects of the 
project on this section of the equestrian and pedestrian trails are discussed throughout the Draft 
EIR. 

Comment 6: Project details as they are currently known and as are necessary to analyze 
environmental effects are presented in the Draft EIR. 
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TELEPHONE:(31O) 798-2400 
FACSIMILE: (310) 798-2402 

CHATTEN-BROWN & CARSTENS LLP 
2200 PACIFIC COAST HlGHW A Y 

SUITE 318 
HERMOSA BEACH, CALIFORNIA 90254 

www.c~eartb"w.eom 

December 17, 2013 

Via U.S. Mail and email Maria.Martin@lacitv.org 

Ms. Maria Martin 
City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering 
Environmental Management Group 
1149 S. Broadway, 6th Floor, Mail Stop 939 
Los Angeles, CA 90015-2213 

Re: SCHNo.2013011012 

E-MAIL: 
MNB@CBCEARTHLAW.COM 

Draft EIR Comments on Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields 
Proposition K 

Dear Ms. Martin: 

We submit these comments on behalf of Friends of Griffith Park (FoGP). Friends 
of Griffith Park is a non-profit charitable group that promotes the enlightened stewardship 
of Griffith Park: so it can survive and thrive in the 21st Century. For this reason, FoGP 
has been active and interested in the City's process to determine a suitable location (or 
locations) for the two new ball fields proposed for Griffith Park ("Project"). As currently 
proposed, the Project would locate two new youth baseball fields on approximately four 
acres in the Crystal Springs picnic area of Griffith Park. The existing loop road would be 
converted to have two cul-de-sacs. The Project would require the removal of thirty-three 
trees and the relocation of twelve trees. Just as important, the Project would require the 
relocation of seven picnic tables that cUITently comprise one of the only large group 
picnic areas in Griffith Park. While the picnic tables themselves would be retained, they 
would be placed in a much smaller area, thereby constraining the size of the groups that 
they may serve and likely ending the ability to have reserved group picnics. (Department 
of Recreation and Parks presentation, L VNOC Meeting #2, February 27, 2012.) Since 
picnicking is a low-cost recreational activity available to all Los Angeles families, the 
loss of these group picnic areas will have significant impacts on Griffith Park and its 
ability to provide recreational opportunities. Accordingly, FoGP respectfully requests 
that the City carefully consider replacement of these picnic areas with ball fields that may 
not be available for free public use. 
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Ms. Maria Martin 
City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering 
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Page 2 

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) is intended to produce an EIR 
that adequately informs the public and decision makers about the potential environmental 
impacts of a project and to provide alternatives and mitigation to lessen or eliminate those 
impacts. (CEQA Guidelines § 15002; Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Bd. of Supervisors 
(1990) 52 Cal. 3d 553, 564; Laurel Heights Improvement Ass 'n of San Francisco v. 
Regents of the University of California (1988) 47 Ca1.3d 376, 392.) The DEIR prepared 
for the Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields Project contains numerous 
deficiencies that prevent it from complying with CEQA. The DEIR fails as an 
informational document, it is based upon premises that are contradicted by evidence in 
the record, and it fails to address the concerns and alternatives submitted by FoGP during 
the scoping period. The DEIR recognizes that significant impacts will occur, but fails to 
explore the significance of those impacts, to develop a full range of effective mitigation 
measures, or to adequately analyze alternatives to the Project avoid or lessen impacts, as 
required by law. The DEIR must be substantially revised before the Project may be 
approved by the City. 

I. The EIR's Alternatives Analysis is Inadequate. 

CEQA mandates that a public agencies, "not approve projects as proposed if there 
are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would 
substantially lessen the significant environmental effects of such projects." (public 
Resources Code § 21002.) Accordingly, the alternatives analysis is the "core of the ElR." 
(Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal. 3d 553,564.) "One of 
[an EIR's] major functions ... is to ensure that all reasonable alternatives to proposed 
projects are thoroughly assessed by the responsible official." (Laurel Heights 
Improvement Ass'n. v. Regents of the University of California (1988) 47 Cal. 3d 376, 
400.) Further, "Under CEQA, the public agency bears the burden of affirmatively 
demonstrating that ... the agency's approval of the proposed project followed meaningful 
consideration of alternatives and mitigation measures." (Mountain Lion Foundation v. 
Fish and Game Commission (1997) 16 Cal.4th 105, 134.) 

A. The DEIR Ignored Feasible Alternatives Suggested During the Scoping 
Process. 

By failing to thoroughly assess all reasonable alternatives to the proposed Project 
that were put forth during the scoping process, the City has failed to comply with CEQA. 
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The DEIR correctly states that Section 15126.6 of the CEQA Guidelines requires 
that an EIR should discuss a range of reasonable alternatives to the proposed project, but 
that it need not consider alternatives that are infeasible. Although the DEIR chose to 
discuss five allegedly feasible alternatives, it ignored completely those alternatives that 
presented the best opportunities to "avoid or substantially lessen" environmental impacts 
and best fit the objectives and spirit of the project. Of those alternatives the DEIR 
"considered and found infeasible," most were red herrings that would never have been 
implemented for various reasons: Carpenter Community Charter School, Toyon Canyon 
Landfill, and Commonwealth Nursery. Alternative I b should not be considered an 
alternative since it is merely a different layout at the same Crystal Springs Picnic Facility 
location. Much better alternatives which were also suggested during the scoping period 
(and even earlier) were intentionally and completely ignored. These alternatives are 
discussed below. 

1. Alternative Placement: During the scoping period, it was suggested that the 
two new ball fields did not necessarily need to be adjacent to each other. The Project and 
its Objectives call for new baH fields, not one new sports complex comprising two ball 
fields. This was not considered, discussed or analyzed in the DEIR. This alternative 
configuration has great potential to reduce the negative environmental impacts to already
crowded venues within Griffith Park. It also has the potential to fit within the existing 
infrastructure of the park, such that new rest rooms and parking spaces, for example, 
present less challenge and expense. 

By placing ball fields in two distinct locations rather than adjacent, accessibility of 
these ball fields to two different communities is possible. There is significant value in 
having recreational facilities in close proximity to the residential areas in need of them, 
without the requirement of transportation via parents of the 6 to 12 year olds targeted by 
the Project. Having one enhanced field at North Atwater location, for example, could 
help serve the needs of that residential area. Also, locating one baH field at the North 
Atwater location, rather than two, would eliminate the single significant impact (noise) 
which would occur if two baH fields located there under the North Atwater Alternative, 
according to the DEIR noise analysis. 

The DEIR fails totally to analyze the split-field alternative in relationship to 
reduction of adverse impacts and in relationship to fulfillment of the project objectives. 
The DEIR must be revised to analyze the inherently feasible alternative of locating the 
two Project ball fields in different locations, with reduced environmental impacts at each. 
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2. Central Service Yard (CSY): This previously suggested alternative was not 
considered at all in the DEIR. Yet, it is the most highly-studied venue for active sports of 
all alternatives under consideration by the City. City Project, a non-profit environmental 
justice organization, initiated a conceptual design project for the area as LA's "next great 
urban park." Of course full implementation of City Project's entire proposal would be 
costly and prohibitive. However, the current Prop K funding creates an opportunity to 
begin transforming at least a portion of this property to park recreational usage. 
(See, KCET Departures 
http://www.kcet.org/socalldepartures/landofsunshine/ACE LAR comments 20131118 u 
pdated2.pdf; CITY PROJECT CSY 
http://www.kcet.org!socal/departureslcolumns/2011 %20GPEBLAR%20Final%20Concep 
tual%20Plan%2020120713%20BD%20.pdf.) 

CSY is a large complex of buildings, parking lots, and outdoor storage yards 
adjacent to the LA River on its east bank. It is currently occupied by multiple City 
departments. CSY is also dedicated park land and should not be used for non-parkland 
business. (City Charter, Sec. 594 Control and Management of Recreation and Park 
Lands. ( c) Restrictions on Transfer of Dedicated Parks [" All lands heretofore or hereafter 
set apart or dedicated as a public park shall forever remain to the use of the public 
inviolate ... "].) Without demolishing any buildings, the acreage for two ball fields could 
be easily configured onto this 28-acre City property by utilizing some of the storage yard 
area. Thus, CSY is a feasible alternative that must be analyzed in a revised DEIR. 

3. Ferraro Fields: Yet another suggested alternative location was not 
considered at all in the DEIR Ferraro Fields is already an active sports complex, and 
would therefore eliminate environmental challenges apparent at the Crystal Springs 
location. The Ferraro Fields property is nearly 30 acres and is comprised of seven soccer 
fields, parking lot, a shady picnic area with playground, a large un-landscaped area, and 
an off-leash dog park facility. A road currently encircles the area, providing ample 
additional parking capacity. At least one ball field could be built at this area without 
sacrificing soccer fields. With a reconfiguration, it may be possible to build two fields 
but may require relocating the dog park and/or realigning the road. 

Design concepts and detailed analysis for all three of the above alternatives should 
be a part of a revised DEIR 
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B. The EIR's Alternatives Analysis Failed to Accurately Analyze the 
Comparative Environmental Impacts of Alternative Sites. 

1. Aesthetics 

The DEIR correctly states that at both Crystal Springs locations, the 
"Aesthetics impact after mitigation would be significant." The OEIR fails, however, to 
analyze the full extent of the recreational activities these aesthetical changes will impact. 
The character of Griffith Park as an urban wilderness is largely defined by its native 
habitat. "Urban Wilderness Identity", per the Griffith Park Vision Plan, applies to all of 
Griffith Park. Far more value should be placed on retaining native species trees, both 
from a biological resource perspective and for aesthetical context. Large native 
"protected" trees will need to be removed at both Crystal Springs sites. (Griffith Park 
Vision Plan, Executive Summary: 
http://1aparks.org/planning/pdflGPvisionplan.pdf; Protected Tree Ordinance (2006): 
http:// cityplanning.1acitv.org/Code Studies/Other/ProtectedTreeOrd.pdf.) 

The OEIR also fails to anticipate the much-increased future usage of the Crystal 
Springs area's adjacent trails. Increase in usage will result from the recently approved La 
Kretz Bridge over the Los Angeles River which will deliver new, higher levels of 
equestrians, runners and hikers to the area. Future improvements to the Juan Bautista de 
Anza National Historic Trail in Griffith Park (National Park Service), currently in 
conceptual design and planning phase, will also produce increased numbers of users. 
Higher usage, in tum, presents an even higher level of aesthetics impact which was not 
considered by the OEIR. 
(Attachment #3: Griffith Park Anza Trail brochure, and Attachment #4: National Park 
Service support letter) 

2. Biological Resources 

The OEIR correctly states that at both Crystal Springs locations, the "Biological 
Resources impact after mitigation would be significant." The DEIR fails, however, to 
analyze the full extent of the impact and is therefore inadequate. 

The Los Angeles River Revitalization Master Plan (LRRMP) is cited with a 
reference to enhancing the biological resources lost when the river was re-engineered in 
the 1930s. (OEIR p. 3, 2-6.) However, the OEIR does not attempt to analyze the 
importance Crystal Springs area has to wildlife connectivity, via the adjacent tunnel to the 
Los Angeles River or otherwise. The Griffith Park Wildlife Connectivity Survey has 
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continued since summer 2011 and is neither referenced nor consulted. The nearby tunnel 
is one of only two viable park corridors to cross 1-5, allowing good connectivity to the 
river for wildlife. Alternatives sites do not create this significant impact. Even so, the 
DEIR finds, without support, "There are no migratory wildlife corridors for wildlife 
within the project site .. " (DEIRpp. 3, 4-19.) How is this claim substantiated? The 
DEIR's failure to discuss the potential loss of habitat connectivity and wildlife corridors, 
an impact that affects only the Crystal Springs locations, is a failure to disclose that 
violates CEQA. The DEIR must be revised to analyze the Project's potential impacts on 
wildlife corridors and habitat connectivity. 

The loss of trees at Crystal Springs is discussed in the DEIR. However, there is 
inadequate analysis of the wildlife supported by the trees. No nesting surveys were done 
to identify nesting birds, migratory or otherwise. Only anecdotal observations were made 
during a brief visit on one hot summer day, outside the main nesting season. 
Additionally, some valuable bird species known to inhabit the Crystal Springs location 
are not mentioned at all in the DEIR. Omitted species include redtail hawk, common 
poorwill, great blue heron, and western bluebird. 

Due to the inadequate disclosure and analysis of biological resources located 
onsite, the DEIR's mitigation measures for biological impacts are inadequate. Without an 
adequate analysis, the likely adverse biological impacts on Griffith Park and the Santa 
Monica Mountains cannot be mitigated. 

Light spillage from the Crystal Springs site also affects the Project's adverse 
impacts on wildlife. Decades of scientific research has established that artificial 
nighttime lighting interferes with wildlife and habitat value. The introduction of 
nighttime lighting can interfere with predator-prey relationships, affect bird nesting 
behavior, as well as circadian and annual rhythms affecting wildlife behavior. The DEIR 
also fails to adequately consider the disruption to wildlife that would result from lighting 
two ball fields at Crystal Springs, in violation of CEQA. (See, The Ecological Consequences 
of Artificial Night Lighting, Travis Longcore and Catherine Rich, 2006.) 

Finally, FoGP notes that the DEIR confuses the City of Los Angeles Protected 
Tree Ordinance (2006) and the Department of Recreation and Parks Tree Preservation 
Policy. 

1. Errata: The City ordinance is incorrectly called "Tree Preservation Ordinance" 
multiple times in the DEIR. A suitable name for the ordinance is "Protected Tree 
Ordinance." The City has a list of special native species, called "protected trees," 
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which need to be respected for fulfilling important native habitat functions. By 
misnaming the ordinance, the DEIR misrepresents and obscures the purposes for 
which these trees were protected. 

2. Errata: The Department's policy statement on trees is incorrectly called "Tree 
Preservation Ordinance" on page 3 4-6, and should be "Tree Preservation Policy." 

3. Noise 

The noise-related "significant impact" noted for Alternative #2, North Atwater, is 
highly subjective due to the operation of the often-criticized metrics associated with 
noise. Ironically, the lower ambient noise level at Alternative #2 provides a more 
acceptable noise level for the recreational activity of youth baseball, given that numerous 
studies have shown that youth may be disproportionately impacted by high volumes and 
hearing loss. 

The DEIR analysis also fails to take into consideration future sound mitigation 
programs which will likely be introduced at the Crystal Springs location. Sound 
mitigation measures will ultimately be accomplished at Crystal Springs with freeway 
barriers, berms, plantings, or combinations thereof. When this proposed sound mitigation 
is implernented to reduce traffic noise levels from 1-5, the lower ambient level will then 
put Crystal Springs ballgame noise impacts on par with that expected at the North 
Atwater location. Thus, the basis for the City's conclusion that the Crystal Springs 
location is superior - the lesser noise impact - will be eliminated. CEQA analysis must 
include consideration of other relevant, probable future projects, such as the proposed 
noise reductions for 1-5, the Anza Trail, and other Caltrans projects for the area. (Public 
Resources Code § 21083(b)(2).) 

4. Recreational Resources 

Since the purpose of Objective #2 is to create high quality, affordable recreational 
programming for at-risk youth, the DEIR should include a thorough analysis of the costs 
of ball team play to ensure that the Project will meet the Objective. Little League and 
similar league activities (with uniforms, equipment, coaching) may be out of reach for 
many families with at-risk children. (See, Big Price Tags Attached Even to Littlest 
Games, New York Times, http://www.nvtimes.coml2012/04/24/sportslbig-price-tags
attached-to-even-the-littlest-Ieagues.html? FO; Youth Baseball Costs Soar on and off the 
Field, http://www.huffingtonpost.coml20 12/04/24/youth-sports-costs-
soar n 1448988.html.) The DEIR should also analyze whether alternative sports with 
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lower costs, such as soccer, might better fit the City's Objectives. A convincing argument 
must assert how the Project's ball fields will be available to at-risk youth. 

Currently, at the Crystal Springs Picnic Facility, families with "at-risk" 6 tol2 year 
olds targeted by the City can recreate creatively at no cost. Many families have been 
doing so at Crystal Springs for three or four generations. An analysis by professionals 
with "environmental justice" expertise should also be performed to ascertain that policies 
that protect people on environmental justice grounds, including state law, are upheld with 
any project at this site. Finally, as previously referenced, privatization, in any way, of 
dedicated parkland at Griffith Park would violate City Charter, Section 594 (c). 

5. Transportation and Traffic 

The DEIR discusses traffic studies with meaningless results, while ignoring the 
obvious parking problem at the Crystal Springs location. On many warm days, all 265 of 
the site's parking spaces are taken. Cars must circle until another car leaves. This is the 
current state of affairs, even without the new parking demands of two simultaneous Little 
League games. Additionally, since teams must be prepared to take the field as soon as a 
previous game ends, the parking lot will need to accommodate parking generated by a 
minimum of four teams, in addition to the existing demand created by picnicking, Pote 
Field, and adjacent facilities. Thus, 120 additional spaces may be understating the ball 
field needs. 

A thorough analysis of baseline parking by season, by weekdays, by weekend, and 
by time of day must be done. Only then can logical and informed decisions about the 
impacts to the area can be formed. At present, anecdotal reports by park rangers support 
the conclusion that this area is already at maximum capacity on warm days. The existing 
parking supply is insufficient to meet existing demands. The nearest alternative parking 
is at Merry-go-round Lot #1, a half-mile away, and is also often at capacity. 

The DEIR also fails to include an analysis of the impacts and safety of the area for 
bicycle users, particularly young bicyclists, with regard to the proposed reconfiguration of 
the road to accommodate the Crystal Springs ball fields. 

6. The Table Summarizing the Alternatives Analysis is Unsubstantiated and 
Confusing. 

The DEIR attempts to tabulate its alternatives analysis into a single table, Table 4-
2, located at DEIR page 4-39. This table presents a failed attempt to quantify relative 
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impacts which are not quantifiable. Not all adverse impacts are of the same magnitude, 
as illustrated by a reference to significant impacts as "I" and lesser ones as "II." A false 
assumption is made giving equal weighting, plus or minus from the initial impact ranking, 
for the various impacts and various alternatives, skewing the results in favor of 
Alternative I b. This table is not credible and should not be the basis for the conclusion 
which follows on the same page. 

A more acceptable conclusion from this chart is that two significantly adverse 
impacts which are unavoidable ("I" level for both Biological and Aesthetics, per Table 4-
2) are present at both Crystal Springs locations. At least one of the analyzed alternatives 
substantially lessens or avoids both of these impacts, and it is likely that the other feasible 
alternatives suggested by FoGP would avoid or lessen these impacts, as well. Therefore, 
other alternatives should be explored and analyzed in a revised DEm. 

II. The Project Fails to Satisfy Proposition K Requirements for Public 
Access. 

It is our understanding that Proposition K funds are not available for projects 
which are not accessible to the general public. Given that "youth fields" was later 
substituted for the original application's specification of fields for "Little League 
regulation baseball," it is important that ball fields placed into service via Prop K funding 
- regardless of location in Griffith Park - conform to Prop K guidelines. (Attachment # I, 
pp. 11-12, Prop. K Application.) The DE1R fails to prove that the Project will be 
accessible to the general public, either at the Project's opening or during the life of the 
ball fields. In practice, many Little League fields are not available for public use, or are 
available rarely due to their use by Little League participants. The Project must be 
revised to include conditions honoring Proposition K prerequisites for general public 
access. 

The voter-supported intention of Prop K is to expand recreation in the City of Los 
Angeles. Ball fields would only bring new recreation to Griffith Park if the ball fields 
were located in a place where they truly brought new recreation, rather than "trading-off' 
lost picnickers for new ball players, as it would be the situation at Crystal Springs Picnic 
Facility. The DE1R fails to rationalize the purported increase in recreational opportunity 
provided by this taxpayer-provided Proposition K funding, given the detrimental impact 
the Project would have on recreational picnicking opportunities at Crystal Springs. 
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m. Inadequate Public Notice Was Given to Affected Parties. 

The nonnal course of public notification of this Project - via City Hall, the 
internet, and of businesses and residences within the affected area's perimeter - do not 
suffice as adequate notification for this Project. In this situation, where a treasured city
wide resource is potentially impacted, the City should have notified the most affected 
party - the picnickers - as a first priority. This was suggested in writing during the 
seoping period, but not heeded. Specifically, in order to reach members of the public that 
utilize the Project area, notices with a map depicting the proposed Project location should 
have been posted at the Crystal Springs Picnic Area itself. Secondly, since a database 
exists of all group picnic "use-fee" patrons (organizations, churches, families, and 
corporations), many which are regular group picnickers, the Department of Recreation 
and Parks should have been directed to send notifications to them. CEQA's vitality is 
derived from public participation. (Ocean View Estates Homeowners Assn v. Montecito 
Water District (2004)116 Cal.App.4th 396, 400.) Going forward, FoGP requests that the 
City post notices at Crystal Springs and mail notices to groups contained within the 
database. 

IV. The Project Objectives are Flawed and May Not be Satisfied by the 
Project. 

A Project's objectives are important because they shape the Project and are the 
metric by which Project alternatives are measured. Thus, flaws in the Project Objectives 
will extend to all parts of the environmental analysis. 

Objective # 1, "Restore basebaIVsoftball fields to Griffith Park Crystal Springs that 
served the area prior to the construction of the 1-5 freeway," is flawed since there is no 
evidence that any ball fields ever previously existed at the Crystal Springs location except 
for the current Pote Field. (DEIR p. 2-17.) Two ball fields did exist at a different 
location more than one mile away, and this was over 55 years ago. Thus, as written, 
Objective #1 appears to be improperly biased toward the Crystal Springs location for the 
fields. Previous efforts to dispel this misinfonnation went unacknowledged in the DElR. 
In addition, use of unduly narrow project objectives violates CEQA (In Re Bay Delta 

Coordinated Environmental Impact Report Proceedings (2008) 43 Cal. 4th 1143, 1166 
["a lead agency may not give a project's purpose an artificially narrow defmition"].) 

DElR Objective #2 is to "Increase access to high quality, affordable recreational 
programs for youths in the area, especially at-risk boys and girls ranging from 6 to 12 
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years of age." (DEIR p. 2-17.) Yet "At-risk" is never defined in the DEIR. In most 
instances, the most at-risk youth include a higher age group. Moreover, the DEIR 
contains little substantiation that the Crystal Springs location is better suited to fulfill the 
"at-risk" objective than other possible Project locations. Current demographics support 
the conclusion that other locations may be more conducive to satisfying this Project 
Objective. The FEIR must contain supportable Project Objectives that are less narrowly
tailored toward the Crystal Springs site. 

V. The City Appears to Have Unlawfully Precomrnitted to the Crystal 
Springs Location. 

The Proposition K process and especially the Local Volunteer Neighborhood 
Committee (LVNOC) were predestined to name Crystal Springs Picnic Grounds as the 
favored location. This was, in part, the result of committee appointments made without 
regard for fair representation of the local community. FoGP requests a review of the 
appointments in relationship to demographics, fair representation and any L VNOC 
Committee member self-interests in the revised DEIR. Despite the significant 
environmental impacts that the Project would impose upon the Crystal Springs location, 
the CEQA process has been predisposed to this site. For example, a Task Order 
Solicitation (TOS) issued by City Bureau of Engineering Department on October 2, 2013, 
requests designs for only the Crystal Springs Project location, even though the DEIR and 
accompanying analysis determining the City's preferred alternative had not yet been 
completed. (Attachment #4: Task Order Solicitation, dated October 2,2013.) This 
demonstrates a precommittment to the proposed project in violation of California 
Supreme Court decision in Save Tara v. City of West Hollywood (2007) 45 Cal.4th 116. 
An agency "must not 'take any action' that significantly furthers a project 'in a manner 
that forecloses alternatives or mitigation measures that would ordinarily be part of CEQA 
review of that public project.'" (/d. at 138, citations omitted.) As one court stated: 

The CEQA process is intended to be a careful examination, fully open to 
the public, of the environmental consequences ofa given project, covering 
the entire project, from start to finish. This examination is intended to 
provide the fullest information reasonably available upon which the 
decision makers and the public they serve can rely in determining whether 
or not to start the project at all, not merely to decide whether to finish it. 
The EIR is intended to furnish both the road map and the environmental 
price tag for a project, so that the decision maker and the public both know, 
before the journey begins, just where the journey will lead, and how much 
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they-and the environment-will have to give up in order to take that journey. 

(Natural Resources Defense Council v. City of Los Angeles (2002) 103 Cal.AppAth 268, 
271.) By precommitting to the Crystal Springs location, the City appears to have 
foreclosed true consideration of the alternative locations discussed in the DEIR, without 
any public disclosure or participation. 

VI. The DEIR Fails as an Informational Document. 

As an informational document, this DEIR fails to provide sufficient detail to 
enable adequate analysis of the Project's impacts and benefits. The following are 
examples of information which is missing: 

• Who will use the fields? 
• What hours will the fields be available for free use on a "walk-up" basis? 
• Will they be available without reservations at specified times? 
• What geographic areas will they serve and how will this be ascertained? 
• How will the targeted "at-risk" boys and girls be accommodated? 
• Will there be equal access to girls who may want to play softball rather than 

baseball? 
• How will the Department manage and maintain these fields? 
• What is the data on ball fields within the local area and does the data support ball 

fields over soccer fields in relationship to the project objective #2, "at-risk" youth? 
• Will the ball fields be available to teen age group, which generally are considered 

more "at-risk" than 6-12 age group? 
• What are the statistics of "at-risk" youth on Los Feliz side of LA River vs. east 

bank LA River areas? 
• How many residents will the ball fields serve and what is the per capita dollar 

investment? 

The responses to these questions are relevant to a thorough analysis of the Project's 
potential environmental impacts as well as a reasoned assessment of its community 
benefits. Since the Project will have at least one significant and unavoidable 
environmental impact, a Statement of Overriding Considerations will have to be prepared 
before the City may approve the Baseball Fields J>roject. This information will be 
required to provide substantial evidence in support of such a Statement of Overriding 
Considerations. 
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Friends of Griffith Park respectfully requests that the City revise the DEIR 
prepared for this Project to include reasoned analysis of the additional, feasible 
alternatives suggested in this letter and in FoGP's previous correspondence with the City. 
A thorough analysis of alternative configurations and locations that will actually avoid or 
substantially lessen the potential impacts of placing new ball fields in Griffith Park is 
required - not only to comply with CEQA, but to protect the integrity of the City's largest 
park. Thank you for your consideration of these comments. Friends of Griffith Park 
looks forward to the City's release of a revised DEIR for this Project and to participating 
in the FEIR process. 

ATTACHMENTS: 

Sincerely, 

Doug Carstens 
Michelle N. Black 

1. Prop K Application, pages 11-12 
2. Griffith Park Anza Trail brochure 
3. National Park Service Anza Trail support letter 
4. Task Order Solicitation, BOE, of October 2,2013 
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Response to Comment Carstens_Black_20131217 

 

Comment 1: Placing one field at Crystal Springs and one at North Atwater Park would not 
qualitatively change the overall effects of the projects.  Instead, impacts would be spread 
between two separate locations. 

Comment 2: Potential effects on nesting birds are discussed in the Draft EIR and addressed in 
mitigation measure BIO-1. 

Comment 3: The project does not include any night lighting, other than security lighting. 

Comment 4: The project does not propose any privatization of dedicated park land. 

Comment 5: Transportation and traffic impacts are discussed in the Draft EIR. 
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https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142e2f40e76c2dc9 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

NO LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL at CRY STAL SPRINGS ! !!!
1 message

Carol Cetrone <perpetua33@gmail.com> Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 10:38 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org, michael.a.shull@lacity.org, rap.commissioners@lacity.org, Mayor.Garcetti@lacity.org,
councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org
Cc: Griffith Park Supporters <gmrnet2@gmrnet.com>

I am a constituent, a neighbor and someone who uses Griffith Park and Crystal Springs Picnic Area
and I am COMPLETELY OPPOSED to the proposed bulldozing of this beautiful and popular public
area to make room for Little League Baseball !!!!!!!!

I am also concerned that this is a VIOLATION of RFP criteria for funding Prop K projects; since the
baseball fields would be closed to the general public, it is ILLEGAL to use MY MONEY for this project.

There are other location options - the Ferraro Soccer Fields or Atwater Park; USE ONE OF THOSE
instead of using OUR PARK.

I am asking the city to GO BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD and find a legal location for this project.

Sincerely,
Carol Cetrone
CD13
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Response to Comment Cetrone_C_20131211 

 

Comment 1: Proposition K funding can be used for a project that is used at least partly for "free 
play" by the public, including programs that are open to any youth that wants to sign up and 
meets the league eligibility requirements.  Any member of the public can apply to the 
Department of Recreation and Parks for a permit to use this type of facility. 
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https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1430244f4bad19d7 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Draft EIR Re sponse  from  CFAC
1 message

Ryan Allen <rallen@kyccla.org> Tue, Dec 17, 2013 at 12:35 PM
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>
Cc: "rmayer@trollermayer.com" <rmayer@trollermayer.com>

Good Afternoon Ms. Martin,

 

On behalf of the Community Forestry Advisory Committee I would like to submit our response to the draft EIR for
the proposed baseball fields in Griffith Park.

 

Please let me know if you have any questions regarding our letter. 

 

Thank you,

 

Ryan Allen

Environmental Services Manager

Koreatown Youth and Community Center

3727 W. 6th Street, Suite 300

Los Angeles, CA  90020

(213) 365-7400 x5401

"Our Tow n, Your Tow n, Koreatow n. Improving Quality of Life for Over 35 Years."

Website: w w w .kyccla.org

Facebook: w w w .facebook.com/KYCCLA

Tw itter: w w w .tw itter.com/KYCCLA

 

CFAC Response to Proposed Griffi th Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Feilds.docx
86K
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December 17th, 2013 

 

Ms. Maria Martin 
City of Los Angeles 
Public Works, Bureau of Engineering 
Environmental Management Group 
1149 S. Broadway, 6th Floor, Mail Stop 939 
Los Angeles, CA 90015-2213 
 

RE:  Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Report for the Griffith Park Crystal Springs New 
Baseball Field Project (SCH#2013011012) 

 

Dear Ms. Martin, 

  

The Community Forestry Advisory Committee (CFAC) has reviewed the Environmental Impact 
Report for the proposed construction of new baseball fields at the Griffith Park Crystal Springs area 
and the feasibility of the three different options for the site of the baseball field.   

CFAC submits that, of the three locations proposed for this project,  Alternative 2, located at 
North Atwater would be the most appropriate site  for the new baseball field construction.  
We have outlined below why we oppose Alternative 1 options A and B at Crystal Springs, and why 
Alternative 2 at North Atwater would be the best choice for the community and environment.  To 
summarize, Alternative 2 at North Atwater is the best option because it requires the least number 
of native tree, heritage tree, and non-native tree removals, preserves Crystal Springs as a highly 
used public open space and picnic area, and has the least impact on native animals and birds. 
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Protection of Trees  

The selected preferred option for this project must consider the minimum destruction of trees 
protected under the Los Angeles Tree Protection Ordinance and the RAP Tree Preservation Policy. 
Alternative 1 - Option A accounts for the removal of 45 trees (including 15 protected trees),  Option 
B, the removal of 68 trees (including 13 protected trees),  and Alternative 2 the removal of 28 
native trees (including 4 protected trees).   In addition, included among these protected native trees 
is a magnificent California Sycamore tree (Platanus racemosa), that has a trunk diameter of 52 
inches. Removal of this tree cannot be justified.  In addition to violating both State and local laws 
and policy, the removal of these native trees will have a large negative, cumulative impact on the  
local ecosystem, particularly the native birds, animals, and insects that rely on these trees to sustain 
them.  Trees that have been living for decades providing numerous benefits to the community 
would be lost.   

Conversely, Alternative 2 at North Atwater proposes the removal of 28 trees with only 4 protected 
native trees slated for elimination.  While CFAC would prefer that no tree be removed in the face of 
new construction, the realities of this project dictate otherwise.  As such, the best option for the 
preservation of our City’s trees is clearly Alternative 2. 

Protection of Open Space 

Alternative 1 – Option A proposes to ring approximately 4 Acres of land with a 16 Foot fence, and 
Option B would surround 4.98 Acres with a fence. Alternative 2, the North Atwater site, would build 
a 16 Foot fence around 3.37 Acres of land. The two Crystal Springs locations would thus eliminate 
an open space area of Crystal Springs that is used for both active and passive recreation by the 
community.  Every weekend, this site is filled to capacity with families having picnics, kids playing 
with parents, and friends enjoying a game in the field.  It is a beloved space of Griffith Park that all 
Los Angelino’s are able to enjoy.   Placing fenced baseball fields in this location takes away a 
significant portion of this vital open space, replacing it with something that community members 
can not freely use to picnic, play, and recreate.  Crystal Springs is meant to be an open space open 
for everyone, and should not have the majority of the area covered by a single use baseball field. 

Alternative 2 at North Atwater is not a part of the main Griffith Park area and does not have nearly 
the same amount of park users as Crystal Springs.  By adding the baseball fields to the North 
Atwater location, the community members get the benefit of having Crystal Springs preserved as a 
popular open space, and having a park for baseball activities at North Atwater.  If the baseball field 
is placed in Crystal Springs, the community will lose a popular open space, and lose a park designed 
for baseball. 

Protection of Native Habitat 

Alternative 1 – Options A and B are in a busy transit corridor for many of the local wild animals that 
are home to Griffith Park.  The addition of a fenced baseball field to this area would disrupt the 
traveling lanes these animals have known for many years.  This confusion can cause animals to find 
new routes that take them into areas trafficked by cars and people.  In addition, the removal of 
native trees, and especially the significantly large native Coast Live Oaks and California Sycamores, 
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would remove nesting locations for many of LA’s native birds.  The native animals and birds of Los 
Angeles cannot survive without the native Oak and Sycamore. 

Alternative 2 at North Atwater does not pose the same problems to the wildlife of Griffith Park or to 
nesting habits of native birds, whether resident or migrating, along the Pacific flyway.  North 
Atwater is located near a residential neighborhood and it is not on a transit corridor for native 
wildlife.  In addition, the removal of the lowest number of native trees will result in nesting 
locations being preserved at the Crystal Springs location. 

Negative Health Impacts 

 
Alternative 1 places children playing a sport immediately adjacent to the I-5 freeway, on of the most 
heavily used truck routes in California.  It is well known that the health of young children is 
adversely affected by vehicle emissions.  The Los Angeles River and the bike and pedestrian paths 
on either side of the river further remove the Alternative 2 location, at North Atwater, from the 
freeway. Thus, it is a safer location for a sports-oriented project, such as is proposed. 

Public Safety 

Alternative 1 is located immediately adjacent to the bridle path running next to the I-5 
freeway .Equestrians use the tunnel running under the freeway, after crossing the Los Angeles 
River, and have no alternative to access the popular bridle trail to Five Points, but to proceed north 
on this path, which is separated from the picnic area of Alternative 1. Soon after, the route turns 
west and runs along the north side of the proposed site.  Cheering crowds and athletes running 
easily frightens horses.  Accidents causing injuries to riders have occurred in this area.  

Alternative 2 is at the site of an existing field where soccer and other games are played by the public. 
Equestrians are not forced to use this area as they have a public arena accessible for equestrian use. 

Conclusion 

While this list of reasons for Alternative 2 is not exhaustive, it does point out the more salient 
reasons why this is the best of the choices for the proposed baseball field.  In every aspect of the 
Environmental Impact Report, Alternative 2 at North Atwater is less destructive to nature, 
preserves our native trees, protects our local birds and wildlife, and gives the largest benefit to the 
community of Los Angeles.   

 

Sincerely, 

Community Forestry Advisory Committee of Los Angeles 
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Response to Comment CFAC_20131217 

 

Comment 1: The project will comply with applicable requirements relating to protection of 
trees. 
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12/18/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Fwd: Missing from Griffith Park Crystal Springs Appendices

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=bc83aa72d1&view=pt&search=inbox&th=143073c6bc3079cb 1/1

Norman Mundy <norman.mundy@lacity.org>

Fwd:  Missing from  Griffith Park Cry stal Springs Appe ndice s
1 message

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org> Wed, Dec 18, 2013 at 11:43 AM
To: Norman Mundy <norman.mundy@lacity.org>

Can you please take a look at Allison's e-mail below and check if we missed this one in the DEIR?

Maria Martin, Environmental Supervisor II
Department of Public Works
Bureau of Engineering, EMG 
1149 S. Broadway, Suite 600
Los Angeles, CA 90015
Tel. (213) 485-5753 / Fax  (213) 847-0656

   

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: All ison Cohen <allisoncohen@mac.com>
Date: Tue, Dec 17, 2013 at 1:23 PM
Subject: Missing from Griffith Park Crystal Springs Appendices
To: Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Maria; this appears to be missing from the D-EIR and is therefore causing some confusion. 

FYI

Allison B. Cohen
Publisher
Los Feliz Ledger
4459 Avocado Street
Los Angeles, CA  90027
phone: (323) 667-9897
fax: (323) 667-1816
email: acohen@losfelizledger.com
Losfelizledger.com

12 0307  SLNC Ball Field Resolution v2.pdf
39K
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S I L V E R  L A K E  N E I G H B O R H O O D  C O U N C I L  
R E S O L U T I O N  

 
March 7, 2012 

 
 
WHEREAS, Los Angeles’ Griffith Park was gifted to the City with the specific intent it be “a 
place of rest and relaxation for the masses, a resort for the rank and file, for the plain people” and 
it currently contains an abundance of golf courses, tennis courts, equestrian and hiking trails, as 
well as popular attractions such as a merry-go-round, pony rides, a miniature railroad, etcetera; 
and 
 
WHEREAS, the majority of youth ball fields that once served the entire City as well as the 
communities abutting Griffith Park were torn out by the construction of the ‘Golden State (#5) 
Freeway’ and never subsequently replaced; and 
 
WHEREAS, the neighborhood of Silver Lake has experienced marked growth in the number of 
families with children over the past ten years; and 
 
WHEREAS, Silver Lake’s city administrated recreation center sports programs, specifically 
youth baseball, are routinely filled to capacity where parents are turned away because of lack of 
facility space; and 
 
WHEREAS, physical education programs have been eliminated from our public grammar 
schools and lack of exercise has been scientifically linked to the growing problem of childhood 
obesity; and 
 
WHEREAS, a Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks (RAP) Citywide parks needs 
assessment report (2008) specified a goal of providing one (1) baseball field per 12,000 persons 
by 2013 requiring the addition of seventy three (73) new ball field installations; and 
 
WHEREAS, a Proposition K (“K for Kids”) funded project to restore two (2) youth ball fields in 
Griffith Park’s Crystal Springs area is currently being contemplated by the Bureau of 
Engineering and the Department of Recreation and Parks; and 
 
WHEREAS, 2009 census data projections indicate 25% of the population within a 3.0 mile 
radius of the project site are categorized in the 15- 34-year age range; and 
 
WHEREAS, many Silver Lake stakeholders included in these population projections will 
directly benefit from the creation of additional recreational facilities; and 
 
WHEREAS, Griffith Park, as a Los Angeles Historical-Cultural monument, enjoys the benefit 
and protection of having significant projects undergo a thorough review/approval process by the 
City’s Office of Historic Resources and Cultural Heritage Commission to ensure their 
appropriateness within the confines of the park; 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, The Silver Lake Neighborhood Council (SLNC) 
supports the project (BOE - K277) to restore youth ball fields in Griffith Park so sorely missed 
by our community’s children and the City of Los Angeles as a whole. 
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Response to Comment Cohen_A_20131218 

 

Comment 1: The attached resolution was not submitted during the NOP scoping comment 
period.  It is included here at the request of the commenter. 
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12/18/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Comments to BOE Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields due 12.17.2013

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1430300b35617e98 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Com ments to BOE Griffith Park Cry stal Springs Ne w Base ball Fie lds due
12.17.2013
1 message

Joyce Dil lard <dillardjoyce@yahoo.com> Tue, Dec 17, 2013 at 3:57 PM
Reply-To: Joyce Dillard <dillardjoyce@yahoo.com>
To: Maria Martin <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

As a Cultural Historic Monument for its buildings and structures, we see no purpose of installing
baseball fields in a regional park which serves an wide area and is internationally known for its
natural wilderness.
 
Close to the park is the URBAN WATERS PARTNERSHIP funded NELA Riverfront
Collaborative.
 
US Army Corps has released a study on the LA River Ecosystem Restoration Feasibility
Study.  Migratory bird and wildlife issues take more importance as this study is being
considered for financing.
 
This project appears to be a conduit for Prop K and Quimby Fund monies with no application to
the overall area.
 
Stormwater runoff has not been addressed properly with identified sources for maintenance
after any mitigation.
 
Hollywood Community Plan has been voided by the court recently. 
 
All aspects of the area including recreation (General Plan and its Elements) need to be
updated with current information.  Trails, equestrian trails, hiking trails and other aspects are
understated.
 
We prefer the NO PROJECT ALTERNATIVE at this point.
 
Joyce Dillard
P.O. Box 3177
Los Angeles, CA 90031
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Response to Comment Dillard_J_20131217 

 

Comment 1: The project will be constructed acording to applicable regulations regarding 
stormwater.  The project will be maintained by the Department of Recreation and Parks. 
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Marian Dodge
2648 N. Commonwealth Avenue

Los Angeles, CA 90027
smdodge@earthlink.net

December 16, 2013

Maria Martín
Environmental Management Group
1149 S. Broadway Ave. 6th floor
Los Angeles, CA 90015-2213

Re: Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields Project
 SCH#2013011012

Dear Ms. Martín:

I have reviewed the DEIR for the proposed ball fields in Griffith Park and find the analysis 
deficient and inadequate.

A DEIR is required to consider alternatives. This one considered Alternative 1B an alternative to 
the proposed site although it is in the same location with the same impacts. How do you justify 
considering 1B an alternative?

At the LVNOC meetings several alternatives were discussed, but they were not evaluated by the 
DEIR. One suggestion was that the existing Pote Field be reconfigured into a multi-use field that 
could accommodate both adult baseball and Little League. That would have a far less impact in 
Crystal Springs because it would not impact the picnic grounds with its acres of grassy play area. 
Nor would it cut off the existing loop road around the Crystal Springs area. How do you justify 
not evaluating the Pote Field alternative?

Another alternative that the DEIR failed to consider is the possibility of putting the ball fields 
near the Ferrero soccer fields. There is already a sports complex in that area; adding baseball 
fields to that location makes sense. The area is flat, readily accessible, and already has sports 
facilities. How do you justify not considering Ferraro Fields as an alternative?

The two ball fields could be located in two different locations. Splitting the fields would greatly 
reduce the impact in all environmental resource areas. If one field were located at the site of the 
existing ball field in N. Atwater and the other located in Ferraro fields the negative impact would 
be almost nothing. Both sites would benefit from much needed upgrades. An added benefit is 
that the N. Atwater site would benefit the under-served lower income population on the east side 
of the river while the Ferraro Fields site would benefit those populations to the north and the 
west. Why wasn’t the alternative of locating the fields in two sites evaluated?
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P. 4-39 Alternative Comparison and Environmentally Superior Project.  This table identifies two 
areas in the project which would have a Significant and Unavoidable Impact–aesthetics and 
biological resources. Those are both major issues. Alternative 2, North Atwater Park, is identified 
as having moderately less impact than the proposed project.

Noise: The proposed project is identified as II, Potentially significant impact unless mitigated. 
However Alternative 2 is identified as (2) substantially greater when compared to the proposed 
project. The DEIR is deficient because it fails to explain that the two Crystal Springs locations 
are already noisy because of the proximity of the I 5 freeway. The N. Atwater site is much 
quieter to begin with; thus it appears to add more noise.

Transportation/Traffic at Alternative 1B is rated at -1, “slightly less when compared to the 
proposed project.” Please explain how the same number of cars going to exactly the same 
location can have a different impact.

P. ES-24 Environmental Impact - Operations claims that “...the proposed project would not cause 
or accelerate substantial physical deterioration of existing recreational facilities, and impacts 
would be less than significant… Mitigation: None Required” Also on p. 4-39 recreation is 
identified as a less than significant impact.  Yet the included drawings of the proposed project 
clearly show the complete elimination of the grassy play area which is filled with hundreds of 
children every weekend. There was no public outreach to the current users of the picnic area. 
Hearing notices were never posted in the area. They had no warning that their beloved picnic 
area might disappear. Indeed when the DEIR was distributed, it was sent to the Glassell Park 
Library miles away instead of to the nearby Atwater Village Library. The users of the golf course 
immediately adjacent to the proposed project site were not notified. Furthermore, the Council 
Districts in the area were changed in July, 2013. The notification of for the project was deficient. 
Why was no attempt made to reach out to the people who would be most impacted?

Although only 7 picnic tables would be relocated (p. 2-18), there would be no play area left. 
Thousands of families living in apartments have no back yard for child to play. Griffith Park is 
their back yard. Relocating a picnic table to a wide spot in the road with no surrounding play 
area is not an adequate mitigation. Taking their play area away is unconscionable; claiming its 
impact is less than significant only adds insult to injury. How can you justify the elimination of 
the large play area and say it has a less than significant impact?

This DEIR is deficient because it lacks unbiased analysis of a meaningful selection of alternate 
project sites.

Sincerely,

Marian Dodge
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Response to Comment Dodge_M_20131216 

 

Comment 1: Though Alternative 1B is also in Crystal Springs, it is in a different location and 
would have different impacts that the proposed project. 

Comment 2: Alternative 1B would not involve changes to the existing roadways in Crystal 
Springs, while the proposed project would require reconfiguration. 

Comment 3: The DEIR was available at the Atwater Village Library, as well as other locations. 
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December 17, 2013 
 
 
 
Ms. Maria Martin 
Maria.martin@lacity.org 
 
 
Ms. Martin:  
 
Overall, I have read the D-EIR three times. Its best to say, it is obvious there was 
no one reader (or editor) that look at the entire document (written by various 
people) to fact-check it. There are numerous errors (affected trees, for example) 
as well as miscalculation errors regarding “visual impact.”  
 
The most important flaw however, is the lack of dialogue in the D-EIR occurring 
around the “impacted” trees of the project (whatever number they may be). 
Under closer analysis, I have researched the “Tree Data” provided in the D-EIR 
and taken a closer look at the “comments” about each tree studied. Of the 67 
trees studied in this D-EIR, 45 (67%) are compromised or are in some sort of 
decay. Of the 15 “heritage” trees evaluated, 14 (or 93%) are also either 
compromised or in some sort of decay. That your D-EIR does not summarize this 
tree health data for the reader is out of order. I only learned of the health issues 
regarding the trees studied after calling two arborists: one from USC and the 
other a nationally certified arborist who declined the opportunity to study these 
very same trees for this project/document.  
 
FLAWED PROCESS 
 
In that only I, someone who has been advocating for youth baseball fields at the 
Crystal Springs location in Griffith Park for six years, would take it upon myself to 
seek the advice/knowledge of two arborists; and that given the public was only 
allowed to speak for one minute during the very truncated Nov. 20, 2013 public 
meeting on this issue: I declare the commentary process to this DEIR to be  
flawed and incomplete. Having read the 326-page document three times, I doubt 
there are many others that would do so, but for the handful deeply committed 
either pro or con.  
 
How can anyone intelligently speak to a D-EIR in one minute as we were 
provided at the Nov. 20th public hearing on this matter? Any expectation 
otherwise, by the city, is over-reaching. People either believe in the value of 
youth sports; the lack of LA ballfields in Los Angeles and the value in helping at 
risk children (71% of our area schools are considered Title One, meaning more 
than 50% of students at each school is living at or below poverty) or they believe 
political and personal ideologies are more important. Do not forget the website 
for the Los Feliz Leger (when polling readers about this topic) was hacked in 
Sept. 2013 regarding a poll on this on our website. Not only was the vote  
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Ms. Maria Martin 
Page 2 
 
skewed abnormally heavy against this project, but, malicious code was placed on 
the Ledger’s website to harm users of the site. These matters are warranted 
enough that the Los Angeles Police Department’s “Computer Crimes Unit” is 
investigating.  
 
Further, it seems clear to me by talking with your media relations representative 
(Cora Jackson Fossett) that the BOE does not even know how many baseball 
fields have been built using voter approved Prop. K funds. This should be a 
relatively question to answer if the department was following success rates and 
expenditures closely. 
 
Further showing flaws in the process is the leverage (opponents forced the city 
into this $240K EIR) given to a handful who don’t want this project to move 
forward even in light of overwhelming local political support (CD4 & CD 13); from 
the California State Assemblymember (Mike Gatto) representing this same area; 
and six neighborhood councils (voter elected) representing over 200,000 
constituents. Added that list is the support from: LA Dodgers, LA84, LAUSD and 
MLB (Major League Baseball).  
 
Neil Drucker was quoted in the Los Feliz Ledger—readership about 100,000—
(Oct. 2013) saying: “Even if the entire community supported this project, if one 
person is against it, we would have to have an EIR.” Is that true? $240,000 for a 
D-EIR because a small group, recently, organized say they oppose this?  
 
My specific comments on Griffith Park Crystal Springs – Draft EIR: 
 
Unavoidable Significant Impacts 
 

• Aesthetics—Because no feasible mitigation measures were identified that 
would both address resulting impacts on aesthetics and meet the project 
objectives, significant unavoidable impacts to Griffith Park aesthetic 
resources would occur as a result of the proposed project. 
 

• Biological Resources (Trees) - Based on the conceptual layouts, it is 
estimated that the proposed project would require the removal of up to 49 
trees.  Among the trees to be removed are unique trees located in a 
sensitive and historic location (Griffith Park) that are uncommon 
specimens because of their size, maturity and visual quality.  Although the 
project would be designed in compliance with applicable tree protection 
requirements, it is possible that this impact may not be mitigated to a less 
than significant level. Therefore, tree removal could cause unavoidable 
significant impacts relative to biological resources. 
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Ms. Maria Martin 
Page 3 
 
 
COMMENT: As sited on page ES-6, ES2.1 “Project Setting” it is indicated the 
“Crystal Springs Picnic Area, including the project site is NOT an identified 
contributing feature of the Griffith Park HCM.”  
 
COMMENT: Many of the trees (see above) in the project are unhealthy and 
comprised. If the city promises a mitigation of trees 2:1, 3:1 or 4:1 (each ratio is 
cited in the DIER) then how can that be a bad thing? Replacing/Replanting sick 
trees twice as many with healthy ones?) 
 
DEIR STATES: 
 
In ES 3.3 “Biological Resources,” page ES 12, it is indicated “[a]mong the trees 
to be removed are unique trees located in a sensitive and historic location  
(Griffith Park) that are uncommon specimens because of their size, maturity and 
visual quality. 
 

COMMENT: As stated above, Crystal Springs was not identified as an historic 
location in Griffith Park. Further, when were these “mature” trees planted? Was 
this same (or nearby) used for baseball fields in the 1950s? At what age does a 
tree become “mature” relative to other trees in Griffith Park that were not planted 
but were indigenous? 
 
Alternative IB (1 field south of Pote Field and the 2nd southeast of the 1st field) 
 
To implement this alternative, approximately fifty-six (56) picnic tables would be 
relocated within or near the Crystal Springs Picnic Area and sixty-eight trees 
would be removed and replaced. 
 
COMMENT: Clearly this shows Alternative 1B is not an alternative.  
 
Alternative 2 (North Atwater Park) 
 
To implement this alternative, an existing basketball court and sand volleyball 
court would be removed as well as the John Marshall High Schools Girls Softball 
team (which hopes to return there when money is more flush in the LAUSD). 
which is not mentioned in the D-EIR. Approximately twenty-six (26) trees would 
be removed and replaced. The replaced trees would be planted at appropriate 
locations within Griffith Park as determined by Recreation and Parks. Unlike with 
the proposed project and Alternative 1B, Alternative 2 would not displace picnic 
tables. Rather, new picnic tables would be added to the area as part of the 
project.   
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Ms. Maria Martin 
Page 4 
 
COMMENT: Fewer trees removed. New picnic tables added. That’s great, but 
the Atwater Village Neighborhood Council, representing thousands, have voiced 
this is not an alternative as North Atwater Park is located in a residential cul-de-
sac. Your D-EIR states there would not be a significant increase in traffic for this 
area if ballfiled/s were constructed there? How there could not be a traffic impact 
to this neighborhood with its tiny residential street leading to North Atwater Park? 
 
Table ES-1: Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures 
 
Visual Quality 
Based on the City of Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds, the removal of certain trees 
during project construction would reduce visual quality from high to moderate and  
therefore have a substantial adverse effect on visual quality. 
 
COMMENT: Which “certain trees.” Isn’t the notion of “visual quality” subjective? 
Who compiled the data for “visual quality” in this report? Is this only during the 
“construction” portion of the project or from then forward? 
 
Archaeological Resources 
Trenching excavations could encounter significant archaeological resources. 
Disturbance of significant archaeological resources, if any were encountered, 
would result in significant impacts.    
 
Mitigation Measures: A qualified professional archaeologist shall monitor all initial 
phases of ground- disturbing activities of the project. If buried cultural resources 
— such as flaked or ground stone, historic debris, building foundations, or non-
human bone — are discovered during ground-disturbing activities, work shall 
stop in that area and within 50 feet of the find until a qualified archaeologist can 
assess the significance of the find and, if necessary, develop appropriate 
treatment measures.  
 
Level of Significance After Mitigation: Less than Significant with Mitigation. 
 
COMMENT: Was this level of mitigation used for the construction of the Crystal 
Springs Picnic Area and for the construction of Pote Field? Wouldn’t any 
development (large or small) be subjected to this same archaeological scrutiny? 
How was all of Los Angeles built, if so? 
 
COMMENT: How much will this cost if encountered?  
 
COMMENT: Is this standard operating procedure for any Los Angeles City 
construction project?  
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Ms. Maria Martin 
Page 5 
 
PALENTOLICAL RESOURCES 
 
Trenching excavations during project construction could encounter significant 
fossil resources. Disturbance of significant paleontological resources, if any were 
encountered, would result in significant impacts. 
 
Mitigation Measures: Qualified paleontologist shall monitor initial ground 
disturbance at depths below ground surface greater than ten feet. 
 
Level of Significance After Mitigation: Less than Significant with Mitigation.  
 
COMMENT: Was this level of mitigation used for the construction of the Crystal 
Springs Picnic Area and for the construction of Pote Field? Wouldn’t any 
development (large or small) be subjected to this same archaeological scrutiny? 
How was all of Los Angeles built, if so? 
 
COMMENT: How much will this cost if encountered?  
 
COMMENT:  Is this standard operating procedure for any Los Angeles City 
construction project?  
 
Noise from Project Operation 
Park visitors in Picnic Area #1 could be exposed to ambient noise level increases 
of up to 4 dB due to baseball game activities under proposed Alternative 1A. 
Since the project plus ambient noise level exceeds the “normally unacceptable” 
level of 67 CNEL for parks, this impact would be significant. 
 
Mitigation Measure: The City shall relocate impacted picnic and play areas so 
that the noise increase from the new baseball fields is less than 3 dB. To reduce 
the predicted noise increase of 4 dB to less than 3 dB at the picnic and children’s 
play areas, it is anticipated these uses would need to be moved a distance of at 
least 125 from the baseball fields.  
 
Level of Significance After Mitigation: Less than Significance with Mitigation.  
 
COMMENT: Does this mean more than 7 picnic tables will have to be moved? 
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Ms. Maria Martin 
Page 6 
 
Section 2: Project Description, page 2-9. 
 
The proposed project site footprint consists of approximately 4.0 acres.  During 
the site visits conducted by ICF International for the Biological Resources 
Technical Analysis, 67 trees were recorded of which 45 would be removed.  The 
most prevalent tree species within the proposed project site consist of the 
following: (Crystal Springs Preferred Location) 
 
Arizona ash (Fraxinus velutina): native 
Black walnut (Juglans nigra): ornamental  
California sycamore (Platanus racemosa): native 
Camphor tree (Cinnamomum camphora): ornamental 
Canary Island pine (Pinus canariensis): ornamental  
Chitalpa (Chitalpa tashkentensis): ornamental 
Coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia): native 
Fern pine (Podocarpus gracilior): ornamental 
Lavender trumpet tree (Tabebuia avellanadae): ornamental 
Monterey pine (Pinus radiata): native 
White mulberry (Morus alba): ornamental 
 
California sycamores and coast live oaks are protected under the City’s Native 
Tree Protection Ordinance1. Various types of trees, including heritage trees, are 
also protected by Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks (henceforth 
Recreation and Parks or RAP) Tree Preservation Policy2.  The heritage tree 
classification includes individual trees of any size or species that are specially 
designated because of their historical, commemorative, or horticultural 
significance.    
 
COMMENT: What is the city’s responsibility regarding ornamental trees? 
COMMENT: What species listed above has been identified as a “hertitage” tree? 
Opponents of this project cite one heritage tree impacted. If so, which tree 
exactly are they speaking of and why isn’t this called out in the D-EIR? 
COMMENT: Where were the/these heritage trees so designated? 
 
2.5 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
2.5.1 Proposed Project 
 
Up to forty-nine (49) trees would be affected by the proposed project.  Thirty-
three (33) trees are targeted for removal and twelve (12) trees with trunks less 
than five (5) inches in diameter may be relocated, if relocation is deemed 
feasible.  However, if relocation is not deemed feasible, up to forty five (45) trees 
would be removed.  Additionally, four trees may be impacted by construction 
activities.  Protective fencing and other Best Management Practices (BMPs) 
would be implemented to protect these four trees from damage during 
construction.  Removed trees would be replaced in accordance with City policy.   
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Ms. Maria Martin 
Page 7 
 
 
The replaced and relocated trees would be planted at appropriate locations 
within Griffith Park as determined by Recreation and Parks. (page 2-18) 
 
COMMENT: Why is this not indicated in the Executive Summary? There are no 
mitigation measure listed there. 
 
SECTION 3.0 – AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT, IMPACTS AND MITIGATION 
SECTION 3.1 – INTRODUCTION 
 
Hollywood Community Plan 
 
COMMENT: No mention of recreational activities for Griffith Park?  
COMMENT: What does the Hollywood Plan have to do with Griffith Park 
anyway? 
 
1978 Griffith Park Master Plan (Non-adopted Local Plan) 

• “integrating new facilities into the Park landscape in such a way “...as to 
strengthen the Park’s image and to complement the recreational 
environment;” 

 
• developing outlying parcels for use as athletic fields (e.g., north-bound 

Zoo off-ramp parcel). 
 
COMMENT: Why wasn’t this plan adopted? Isn’t the Crystal Springs an “outlying” 
parcel of Griffith Park? 
 
City of Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks Tree Preservation 
Policy 
 
Heritage trees are individual trees of any size or species that are specially 
designated as heritage because of their historical, commemorative, or 
horticultural significance. The list of designated Heritage Trees remains open for 
new designations and provides useful information to Department of Recreation 
and Parks staff regarding the importance of their actions while planning activities 
near heritage trees. 
African Sausage Tree (Green Meadows Parks) 
African Sausage Tree (Mac Aruthur Park) 
African Wild Plum (Green Meadows Parks) 
African Wattle Trees (Echo Park) 
Cape Fig (Barrington Park) 
Giant Dioon (Rustic Canyon) 
Tall Mahoe (Elysian Park) 
Spider Gum (Palisades Park) 
Firewheel Tree (LaFayette Park) 
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Ms. Maria Martin 
Page 8 
 
COMMENT: There are no such trees in the projected area.  
COMMENT: If a tree in the Crystal Springs area has so been designated, when 
did that occur and at whose request? 
COMMENT: If so, why hasn’t the Rec and Parks Forestry Division website been 
updated as such? 
 
3.2.3.3 Project Impacts 
3.2.3.3.1 Construction 
Existing Condition 
 
Although the picnic area space, and the landscape and hardscape elements in it 
that pre-date 1959 are loosely defined as character-defining features within the 
larger park-wide cultural landscape described in the 2009 Griffith Park Historic–
Cultural Monument (HCM) nomination, they are not specifically enumerated as 
significant character-defining components of the HCM. Mature trees are a 
significant landscape feature of the project area, though it is uncertain which 
trees are from the HCM period of significance (i.e., pre-1959). The Crystal 
Springs Picnic Area, as defined in visual terms by road placements, topography, 
landscaping, culverts and swales, and other pre-1959 structures, is both a 
historic landscape as well as a visual setting of high visual quality because the 
visual elements in it possess relatively high degrees of vividness and unity. 
 
COMMENT: How can it be “uncertain” which trees in the project location of 
Crystal Springs are post 1959?  
 
COMMENT: Crystal Springs was not cited as historical in the park’s naming as 
an historical monument.  
 
Although the picnic area space, and the landscape and hardscape elements in it 
that pre-date 1959 are loosely defined as character-defining features within the 
larger park-wide cultural landscape described in the 2009 Griffith Park Historic–
Cultural Monument (HCM) nomination, they are not specifically enumerated as 
significant character-defining components of the HCM. 
 
The Crystal Springs Picnic Area, as defined in visual terms by road placements, 
topography, landscaping, culverts and swales, and other pre-1959 structures, is 
both a historic landscape. . .  
 
COMMENT: The above two notations contradict. Can you explain?  
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Ms. Maria Martin 
Page 9 
  
“Construction activities would include grass turf, re-grading of the terrain, and the 
removal of 46 mature trees and 12 young oak trees —the affected trees include 
native species, such as California Sycamore and Walnut trees, live oaks, as well 
as 11 Heritage trees.  Young trees with trunk diameters of 5 inches or less would 
be evaluated for relocation and relocated if deemed feasible.  However, if 
relocation were not deemed feasible, they would also be replaced.  All trees 
slated for permanent removal would be replaced at a ratio of at least two trees for 
every one removed, with preference given to planting new trees at locations near 
existing locations   
 
COMMENT: Why isn’t the 2:1 ratio included in the Executive Summary? 
 
COMMENT: According to the City’s Recreation and Parks website under 
Forestry, there are no Heritage Trees at the construction area. What 11 Heritage 
Trees are you referencing above and why aren’t they on the Forestry’s Heritage 
Tree List?  
 
Table 3.2-1  
Existing Visual Quality at Key Observation Points (KOPs) 
 
COMMENT: Who provided the qualitative analysis of the KOPs? 
 
Effect on Visual Character and Quality of the Site and Surroundings 
However, the project’s impact on the overall visual character and quality of its 
setting would be less than significant because project design calls for the 
preservation of the overwhelming majority of the Crystal Springs Picnic Area in 
its current natural state, and the planting of new replacement trees in the setting 
at a minimum ratio of two new 15-gallon trees for each one removed. P. 3.2-25. 
 
COMMENT: Why is the 2:1 ratio of the replanting of trees not in the Executive 
Summary?  
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Ms. Maria Martin 
Page 10 
 
3.2.3.3.4 Viewer Response – Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds Guide Criteria 
 
Nonetheless, the project’s impact on the overall visual character and quality of its 
setting would be less than significant because project design calls for the 
preservation of the overwhelming majority of the Crystal Springs Picnic Area in 
its current natural state, the removal of affected native and Heritage trees, and 
the planting of new (15-gallon) replacement trees in the setting at a ratio of at 
least two new trees for each tree proposed for removal (p. 3.2-25) 
 
COMMENT: Why is the 2:1 replacement of trees not mentioned in the Executive 
Summary? 
 
The proposed project and its design elements would be considered appropriate 
in a park setting; however, due to some loss of mature trees and the re-
engineering of the ground surfaces within the ball field area, visual quality would 
be reduced from high to moderate. Given the popularity of the Crystal Springs 
Picnic Area and the presence of sensitive viewers on the adjacent equestrian 
trail, the changes would be apparent to sensitive viewing groups and viewer 
response is expected to be high and considered a substantial adverse effect, 
thus a significant impact under CEQA. (p. 3.2-26) 
 
COMMENT: Is the popularity of the Crystal Springs picnic area quantifiable?  
 
COMMENT: How is an evaluation done over the popularity of the Crystal Springs 
Picnic Area vs. the potential popularity of the site being used for two baseball 
fields? Picnickers would already be at the Crystal Spring site, yes, to be queried. 
But did analysts visit one of the 14 elementary schools to talk to children and 
parents regarding the need for baseball fields? 
 
COMMENT: Isn’t “visual quality” subjective? 
 
COMMENT: We estimate there will be approximately 1,300 children that will use 
the baseball fields year round. With the inclusion of approximately 400 coaches 
and 2,000 parents utilizing the space in a given year we feel these numbers 
provide a higher yield of users 12 months of the year, 7 days a week.  
 
3.2.4 Mitigation Measures 
 
No feasible mitigation measures were identified that would both address the 
resulting impacts and meet project objectives. p. 3.2-26. 
 
COMMENT: The body of the D-EIR clearly states that removed trees would be 
mitigated by a 2:1 replacement ratio. So how is there “no feasible mitigation?” 
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3.2.5 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts 
 
Because no feasible mitigation measures were identified that would both address 
resulting impacts on aesthetics and meet the project objectives, significant 
unavoidable impacts to Griffith Park aesthetic resources would occur as a result 
of the proposed project. 
 
COMMENT: Feasible mitigation measures were identified with the removal 
of/replacement ratio of trees at least 2:1. The D-EIR states the 2:1 other ratios in 
its text. So how can this comment be true? Also, how can it be true given the 
expert opinion that 71% of the trees studied are not healthy and in fact are 
dangerous to people near them? 
 
Section 3.3 Air Quality 
 
Health Risk Assessment 
The proposed project would place new recreational visitors near potential 
sources of pollution associated with the I-5 freeway. Both the ARB and SCAQMD 
provide recommendations for the siting of new sensitive land uses (including 
recreational users) near freeways. ARB has performed several air pollution 
studies, many focused on children, to identify the association between adverse 
cancer and non-cancer health effects and living or attending school near heavily 
traveled roadways. (p. 3.3-16) 
 
COMMENT: Don’t children already use this area and their families for picnics 
and play?  
 
 
Section 3.4 Biological Resources 
 
3.4.2.1.3.3 City of Los Angeles Native Tree Preservation Ordinance 
 
The City of Los Angeles Tree Preservation Ordinance requires mitigation for the 
removal of protected trees. The ordinance requires the replacement of each tree 
removed by at least four trees of the protected tree species of a 15 gallon or 
larger size specimen measuring one inch or more in diameter at a point one foot 
above the base and at least seven feet in height. The current Board of Public 
Works has increased the minimum requirements for protected tree replacement 
to 4:1. (page 3.4-4) 
 
COMMENT: If the City of Los Angeles already has mitigation measures in place 
regarding the removal of “protected trees” with a 4:1 replacement ratio, why is 
that not indicated in the Executive Summary and why does the D-EIR indicate 
there is no mitigation for the removal of said trees? 
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Ms. Maria Martin 
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RAP’s Tree Preservation Policy requires that Department of Recreation and 
Parks Arborists provide recommendations before any heritage, special habitat 
value, or common park tree can be removed, relocated, or pruned. Requests to 
remove, relocate, or prune-protected trees must be submitted to the Forestry 
Division. (p. 3.4-6) 
 
COMMENT: The D-EIR indicates that there are no mitigation measures for 
“Heritage Trees.” The notation above clearly states that indeed heritage trees 
can be removed post a recommendation from a Rec and Park arborist and the 
Forestry Division. So, can heritage trees be removed or not?  
 
The project site and vicinity are relatively level, located within a park setting, 
currently vegetated with ornamental and native trees and turf grass, and is 
heavily irrigated. . . In general, the trees present within and adjacent to the 
project site include California native, ornamental, and invasive tree species.  (p. 
3.4-8) 
 
COMMENT: There is no mention of heritage trees in this notation.  
 
3.4.2.2.2 Site Specific Conditions 
 
During visits to the proposed project site for the Biological Resources Technical 
Analysis, ICF recorded 67 trees of which 45 would be removed. (Site was visited 
by ICF on August 1, 2013. Kim Boydstun.) 
 
COMMENT: The numbers of trees to be removed are consistent with other 
verbiage in the D-EIR.. 
 
The removal or harming of protected trees as a result of construction activities 
would conflict with the City of Los Angeles Tree Preservation Ordinance, RAP 
Tree Preservation Policy, and the City’s Policy for the Installation and 
Preservation of Landscaping and Trees on Public Property, and this would be a 
significant effect.  However, removed trees would be replaced in accordance with 
City policy and coordination and authorization from RAP’s Urban Forestry 
Division would be required for any park trees and other vegetation that is 
removed by the proposed project. P. 3.4-13 
 
COMMENT: RAP’s Tree Preservation Policy, as noted on (p. 3.4-6) that their 
policy clearly makes provisions for the removal of trees only that such requires 
the recommendation of a RAP arborist. The comment at p. 3.4-13 is in direct 
conflict with that on the same subject at p. 3.4-6 and is misleading.  
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COMMENT: No other lighting is proposed as part of the project. No lights, 
obviously reduce playing time. Why can’t there be lights when there are so many 
other lighted areas of Griffith Park and please include a section in your Final EIR 
or the lighted areas of Griffith Park and the impact these lights are causing on the 
community. 
 
Respectfully yours. 
 
 
Allison Cohen Ferraro 
Office: 
4459 Avocado Street 
Los Angeles, CA  90027 
 
Home:  
1156 So. Victoria Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90019 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           Allison Ferraro
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Response to Comment Ferraro_A_20131217 

 

Comment 1: Commentor is referred to Appendix B of the Draft EIR which was prepared for the 
Bureau of Engineering by ICF Jones & Stokes. 

Comment 2 and Comment 3: This mitigation measure is commonly used in Bureau of 
Engineering construction practices.  The cost of assessment and treatment would depend on the 
specific resource encountered 

Comment 4: Relocation of picnic tables pursuant to this mitigation measure would be in 
addition to the seven tables that would be relocated because of project construction. 

Comment 5: Relevant tree policies are discussed in the Draft EIR. 

Comment 6: Commenter is referred to Table 3.4-3, Tree Data, in Draft EIR. 

Comment 7: Compliance with applicable regulations is mandatory and is thus included as part 
of project design, rather than as a mitigation measure implemented separately from project 
design. 

Comment 8: The status of trees in the project area is shown in Table 3.4-3, Tree Data, of the 
Draft EIR. 

Comment 9: The age of a tree cannot be inferred from observation alone. 

Comment 10: Crystal Springs is not identified as a character defining feature in the HCM.  
Crystal Springs is considered historic because of it’s the presence of pre-1959 structures. 

Comment 11: Appendix B (Aesthetics) was prepared for the Bureau of Engineering by ICF Jones 
& Stokes. 

Comment 12: "Popularity" refers generally to the amount of use of the picnic areas. 

Comment 13: Yes. 

Comment 14: Coordination with RAP's Urban Forestry Division would include consultation 
with RAP arborists. 
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12/18/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Opposed to proposed baseball fields at Crystal Springs

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=143027d04ad06ac5 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Oppose d to propose d base ball fie lds at Cry stal Springs
1 message

Emmy Goldknopf <egoldknopf@gmail.com> Tue, Dec 17, 2013 at 1:35 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Martin,

As part of the public comment on the Draft EIR, I have attached a letter opposing putting new baseball fields in
the Crystal Springs Picnic Area, along with a document from the Los Angeles County Department of Public
Health with important recommendations about how far new athletic fields should be from freeways.

Thank you,
Emily Goldknopf

egoldknopf@gmail.com
(213) 483-8183 (home)
(213) 804-0967 (cell)

2 attachments

letter_opposing_Crystal_Springs_baseball_fields.doc
52K

AQinFreeways.pdf
71K
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        December 17, 2013  
      
Dear Ms. Martin, 
 
As an Echo Park resident and frequent user of Griffith Park, I am writing to express 
strong opposition to putting two new baseball fields at Crystal Springs. While I agree that 
it’s important for children to have more ball fields, I don’t think that this heavily used and 
beautiful part of Griffith Park should be destroyed to create them. I support further 
exploration of other options for new ball fields, such as the North Atwater site, Ferraro 
Fields, or some other possibility.  
 
While the Draft EIR covers a lot of ground, important negative impacts of the Crystal 
Springs site on the park, on its users, and even on the children themselves have been 
overlooked. Here are some of the many reasons why it would be a bad idea to put the ball 
fields at Crystal Springs. 
 
1. The proposed ball fields would seriously hurt the Crystal Springs Picnic Area, which is 
a beautiful, graceful space used by many families and groups. With its variety of picnic 
possibilities and tree-studded open space, it is well-suited to small as well as large 
groups; it is the only picnic area in the park that can be reserved by large groups. People 
can park and carry their supplies just a short distance to the picnic area, which includes 
built-in grills as well as picnic tables. The picnic area also contains a number of beautiful 
mature trees. 
 
In response to concerns about the potential loss of the picnic area, proponents of putting 
ball fields at Crystal Springs have downplayed the number of tables that will be affected, 
but the effects would be major, with each plan destroying one of the large clusters of 
picnic tables in addition to much open space. Because ball fields are generally off-limits 
when games aren’t being played, that space would be lost to the general public. 
 
(One supporter of putting the ball fields at Crystal Springs suggested putting picnic tables 
on the fire/service road paralleling and just west of the Merry-Go-Round lots. It would 
not help to replace a beautiful, well-conceived picnic area with scattered picnic tables that 
are further from parking, harder for families to hike up to, and which encroach on the 
park’s “natural core.” Such ill-conceived attempts at remediation, however well-
intentioned, would be inadequate and create adverse environmental impacts of their 
own.) 
 
As has been noted, the proposed ball fields at Crystal Springs would destroy a variety of 
trees, including some large mature one. Proponents of putting the ball fields at Crystal 
Springs have claimed that trees less than 5 inches in diameter could be moved, but a 
number of arborists have stated that this is unrealistic and that these smaller trees would 
be lost. 
 
2. The Crystal Springs Picnic Area is already heavily used by the same people that the 
ball fields would purportedly benefit: families with children, many of them Latino. 
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When Griffith J. Griffith donated Griffith Park to the city of Los Angeles, he said “It 
must be made a place of recreation and rest for the masses, a resort for the rank and file, 
for the plain people." These are precisely the people who, along with their children, most 
use the Crystal Springs Picnic Area. Destroying an area serving these people year round 
to benefit a smaller number of people during part of the year would be a net loss.  
 
This may be why the Griffith J. Griffith Charitable Trust opposes the placing of the 
proposed ball fields at Crystal Springs. 
 
As far as I know, posters soliciting public input about the proposed ball fields were never 
posted at Crystal Springs itself, where the people who would be the most affected could 
see them! This is an outrage and contrary to principles of environmental justice. 
 
3. The proposed ball fields at Crystal Springs would be within 500 feet of the 5 freeway 
and would expose young ball players to harmful pollutants known to increase respiratory 
ailments such as childhood asthma and reduced lung capacity. Putting a facility designed 
for active recreation within 500 feet of a freeway goes against the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health “Air Quality Recommendations for Local Jurisdictions” 
(attached). These guidelines state that new athletic fields should be placed at least 500 
feet from freeways and ideally further. The potential negative impact of this site on 
children and others using it for athletic purposes not addressed in the draft EIR. 
 
Though the picnic area is currently heavily used by families with children, each 
individual family is unlikely to use the picnic area many times within a short period, 
unlike a Little League team that may have one practice and one game a week. In addition, 
unlike baseball, picnicking typically does not involve vigorous physical exercise, which 
makes one more vulnerable to air pollution. 
 
With the exception of one corner of one proposed field, most of the ball fields at the 
North Atwater site would be over 500 feet from the freeway; the Los Angeles River 
creates a buffer zone. Unfortunately, much of the Ferraro Fields site is within 500 feet of 
the freeway, though some of it is over that distance from the main lanes of the freeway 
but within that distance from connectors going from the 134 to the 5 freeways. 
 
For these and other reasons, sites such as North Atwater are not perfect. Nonetheless, 
they are much less destructive than putting ball fields at Crystal Springs. For the sake of 
the park, the people of Los Angeles, and especially the children themselves, I urge you to 
go back to the drawing board and seriously consider alternatives to the proposed Crystal 
Springs site. 
 
       Thank you, 
       Emily Goldknopf 
 
       egoldknopf@gmail.com 
       (213) 483-8183 (home) 
       (213) 804-0967 (cell) 
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AIR QUALITY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LOCAL JURISDICTIONS 

 
Development of new schools, housing, and other sensitive land-uses in proximity to freeways  
 
Studies indicate that residing near sources of traffic pollution is associated with adverse health effects 
such as exacerbation of asthma, onset of childhood asthma, non-asthma respiratory symptoms, impaired 
lung function, reduced lung development during childhood, and cardiovascular morbidity and mortality.1  
These associations are diminished with distance from the pollution source.  
  
Given the association between traffic pollution and health, the California Air Resources Board 
recommends that freeways be sited at least 500 feet from residences, schools, and other sensitive land 
uses.2  Other reputable research entities such as the Health Effects Institute indicate that exposure to 
unhealthy traffic emissions may in fact occur up to 300 to 500 meters (984 to 1640 feet). The range 
reported by HEI reflects the variable influence of background pollution concentrations, meteorological 
conditions, and season.3  
 
Based on this large body of scientific evidence, the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 
strongly recommends:  
 
• A buffer of at least 500 feet should be maintained between the development of new schools, housing 

or other sensitive land uses and freeways. Consideration should be given to extending this minimum 
buffer zone based on site-specific conditions, given the fact that unhealthy traffic emissions are often 
present at greater distances.∗  Exceptions to this recommended practice should be made only upon a 
finding by the decision-making body that the benefits of such development outweigh the public 
health risks.   
 

• New schools, housing or other sensitive land uses built within 1500 feet of a freeway should adhere 
to current best-practice mitigation measures to reduce exposure to air pollution which may include: 
the use of air filtration to enhance heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, and the 
orientation of site buildings and placement of outdoor facilities designed for moderate physical 
activity as far from the emission source as possible.4         

 
Development of parks and active recreational facilities in proximity to freeways  
 
Parks and recreational facilities provide great benefits to community residents including increased levels of 
physical activity, improved mental health, and opportunities to strengthen social ties with neighbors.5,6,7 
However, siting parks and active recreational facilities near freeways may increase public exposure to 

∗ Conditions along a freeway and on different freeways are subject to considerable variation. Vehicle types on the roadway 
(diesel, gas, electric, or hybrid vehicles), average speeds, average daily traffic volumes and other factors all impact the levels of 
pollution generated by a freeway, and thus the necessary buffer zone to reduce health risks.   
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harmful pollutants, particularly while exercising.  Studies show that heavy exercise near sources of traffic 
pollution may have adverse health effects.8, 9, 10 However, there are also substantial health benefits 
associated with exercise.11 Therefore, DPH recommends the following cautionary approach when siting 
parks and active recreational facilities near freeways:  
 
• New parks with athletic fields, courts, and other outdoor facilities designed for moderate to vigorous 

physical activity, should be sited at least 500 feet from a freeway.   Consideration should be given to 
extending this minimum buffer zone based on site-specific conditions given the fact that unhealthy 
traffic emissions are often present at greater distances.  Exceptions to this recommended practice 
should be made only upon a finding by the decision-making body that the benefits of such 
development outweigh the public health risks.   
 

• New parks built within 1500 feet of freeways should adhere to best-practice mitigation measures that 
minimize exposure to air pollution. These include the placement of athletic fields, courts, and other 
active outdoor facilities as far as possible from the air pollution source. 

 
 

1 Health Effects Institute. 2010. Traffic-Related Air Pollution: A Critical Review of the Literature on Emissions, Exposure, and 
Health Effects. HEI Special Report. p.1-11 

2 California Environmental Protection Agency. California Air Resources Board. Air Quality and Land Use Handbook: A 
Community Health Perspective. April 2005. 

3 Health Effects Institute. 2010. Traffic-Related Air Pollution: A Critical Review of the Literature on Emissions, Exposure, and 
Health Effects. HEI Special Report. p.1-11 

4 California Environmental Protection Agency. California Air Resources Board. Status of Research on Potential Mitigation 
Concepts to Reduce Exposure to Nearby Traffic Pollution. August 23, 2012.  

5 L. Frank et al. 2005.  Linking Objectively Measured Physical Activity with Objectively Measured Urban Form: Findings From 
SMARTRAQ. American Journal of Preventive Medicine, at 117-1255. 

6 Tabbush R and E O’Brien. 2003. Health and Well-being: Trees, Woodlands, and Natural Spaces. Forestry Commission, 
Edinburgh. 

7 E. Kuo et al. 1998. Transforming Inner-City Neighborhoods: Trees, Sense of Safety, and Preference. Environmental Behavior. 
30(1): 28-59. 

8 McConnell R, Berhane K, Gilliland F, London SJ, Islam T, Gauderman WJ,  Avol E,Margolis HG, Peters JM. Asthma in 
exercising children exposed to ozone: a cohort study. Lancet. 2002 Feb 2;359(9304):386-91. 

9 Sharman JE, Cockcroft JR, and JS Coombes. Cardiovascular implications of exposure to traffic air pollution during exercise. Q 
J Med 2004; 97:637–643. 

10 Rundell KW, Caviston R, Hollenbach AM, and K Murphy. Vehicular Air Pollution, Playgrounds, and Youth Athletic Fields. 
2006, Vol. 18, No. 8 , Pages 541-547. 

11 de Hartog JJ, Boogaard H, Nijland H, and G Hoek. Do the Health Benefits of Cycling Outweigh the Risks? Environmental 
Health Perspectives. 2010; 118(8): 1109-1116. 
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Response to Comment Goldknopf_E_20131217 

 

Comment 1: The health effects of the air quality impacts of the project are discussed in Section 
3.3 of the Draft EIR (Air Quality) and in Appendix C to the Draft EIR. 
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Hollywoodians Encouraging Logical Planning [HELP]
1926 North Saint Andrews Place

Hollywood, CA 90068
HwoodCA@Gmail.com

Comments on 
Draft Environmental Impact Report 

Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields Project
November 21, 2013

1. Purpose of CEQA and Synopsis of Analysis:

Hollywoodians Encouraging Logical Planning [HELP] submits its
initial analysis of this Project.

A.  CEQA requires the City’s Draft Environmental Impact Report [DEIR]
to study a Reasonable Range of Alternatives. The Project’s Objectives provide
the basis for the scope of that reasonable range. The DEIR’s range includes
construction at two locations, but the range is legally deficient as it excludes
many reasonable alternatives which would better satisfy the objectives. Pub Res.
Code, § 21002, CEQA Guidelines, § 15126.6(a)&(f)

[1] The purpose of an EIR is to give the public and government
agencies the information needed to make informed decisions, thus
protecting " 'not only the environment but also informed
self-government.' " (Goleta, supra, 52 Cal.3d at p. 564.) The EIR is
the heart of CEQA, and the mitigation and alternatives discussion
forms the core of the EIR.  In re Bay-Delta Programmatic Environ-
mental Impact Report Coordinate Proceedings (2008) 43 Cal.4th
1143, 1162

B.  The DEIR omits a plethora of necessary data making it impossible for 
the public to make informed decisions about the adding recreational facilities for
Hollywood and Atwater, which appear to be the target communities. 
Furthermore, the DEIR is at odds with the 2009 Citywide Community Needs
Assessment, City Parks and Recreation Department.

Page 1 of  27
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HELP’s November 20, 2013 Comments on Griffith Park Recreational DEIR

C.  Thus, the DEIR needs to be redone in order to provide a reasonable
range of alternatives and additional pertinent data so that the public may have
meaningful participation.

2. The Objectives Direct Us Towards
The Reasonable Range of Alternatives:

The first step to determine whether this DEIR provides a reasonable range
of alternatives is to assess the Project’s objectives. 

The process of selecting the alternatives to be included in the EIR
begins with the establishment of project objectives by the lead
agency. "A clearly written statement of objectives will help the lead
agency develop a reasonable range of alternatives to evaluate in the
EIR and will aid the decision makers in preparing findings . . . . The
statement of objectives should include the underlying purpose of the
project." (Cal. Code Regs., Tit. 14, 15124, subd. (b).) In re Bay-
Delta, supra, (2008) 43 Cal.4th at 1169 

The Project’s Executive Summary sets forth the Projects Alternatives.  It
states:

ES2.2 Project Objectives

The broad goal of the Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball
Fields project is to provide access to high quality, affordable
recreational programs, based on the needs of the community.

The main objectives of the project are to:

G Restore baseball/softball fields to Griffith Park Crystal
Springs that served the area prior to the construction of the I-5
freeway,

Page 2 of  27
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HELP’s November 20, 2013 Comments on Griffith Park Recreational DEIR

G Increase access to high quality, affordable recreational
programs for youths in the area, especially at-risk boys and girls
ranging from 6 to 12 years of age;

G Provide area residents with team-sports programming
opportunities; Page ES 6 1

3. Significant Problems with the Objectives:

When HELP looked at the Project’s objectives, it was apparent that some
were bogus and the main objective (#2) had a very tenuous relationship to the
preferred Alternative of two little league baseball diamonds to replace a picnic
area in Griffith Park.  

  The body of the EIR provides a mildly different statement of objectives:1

The broad goal of the Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields
project is to provide access to high quality, affordable recreational programs, based
on the needs of the community. The main objectives of the project are to:

�  Restore baseball/softball fields to Griffith Park Crystal Springs that served
the area prior to the construction of the I-5 freeway, 

�  Increase access to high quality, affordable recreational programs for youths
in the area, especially at-risk boys and girls ranging from 6 to 12 years of age;

�  Provide area residents with team-sports programming opportunities;

�  Assist Recreation and Parks in meeting their planning goal to elevate the 1
baseball field per 15,449 persons ratio to 1 baseball field per 12,000 persons by 2013
; and

�  Meet the requirements of available funding sources (Proposition K and
Quimby Act).
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HELP’s November 20, 2013 Comments on Griffith Park Recreational DEIR

When substantial data has been omitted and when the range of alternatives
is artificially truncated, the public is deprived of its opportunity to make
meaning input.  As will be discussed below, this DEIR is filled with tons of data
but it still lacks the critical information which the public needs in order to make
meaningful comment.

The City has the duty to consider any feasible alternative, and if there is
any alternative which the City decides not to include in the DEIR’s Range of
Alternatives, it has the affirmative duty in the DEIR to explain why those other
feasible projects were not included within the Alternatives. As far as HELP
could ascertain, this DEIR does not discuss any feasible alternatives which it
considered but which it decided not to include in the DEIR.  Thus, we conclude
that the DEIR sets forth the full range of all possibilities which the City
considered when deciding upon the Reasonable Range of Alternatives to be
studied in the DEIR.

4. Objective #1:

Restore baseball/softball fields to Griffith Park Crystal
Springs that served the area prior to the construction of the I-5
freeway,

The Golden State Freeway was proposed in 1953 and the freeway sections
in Los Angeles were completed before the decade turned.  Thus, the baseball
fields, which the Project wishes to restore, have been gone for about 60 years. 
It is strange that within the past 6 decades the City was unable to find any land
for baseball fields.  

Let’s look at Hollywood’s population from 1950 to 2010.

///
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HELP’s November 20, 2013 Comments on Griffith Park Recreational DEIR

Year Hywd Population  
________________________
1950 160,047
1960 160,383
1970 156,335 
1980 181,002
1990 213,858
2000 210,824
2010 198,228

While the population was steadily rising between 1960 and 1990, there
was no need to restore these particular ball fields.  Now that Hollywood’s
population has been in a 23 year decline, there would be a diminishing need for
these two particular baseball fields.  

The DEIR never explains why it would be a worthwhile goal to restore
these two fields half a century later.  As the table shows, the demographics have
significantly changed in the last 60 years and there is no rational connection
with the baseball fields during the Korean War Era with the needs of today’s
youth.  

Also, from what HELP has been able to ascertain at this time, the pre-
1953 baseball diamonds were regular adult fields, while these two fields, which
are not physically near the pre 1953 field(s), will be little league size.  Thus, it
is a misrepresentation to say that these two small fields limited to children under
12 years of age will restore baseball field(s) which were regulation size for
adults.

The concept of restoration is not the same as relocation, and since the
pre 1953 baseball fields were not at this site, it is improper to say that this site
anyway qualifies for a restoration.  The Project does not even restore the
demolished baseball fields since they were not located in this area.  They were
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HELP’s November 20, 2013 Comments on Griffith Park Recreational DEIR

near the intersection of Riverside Drive and Los Feliz – where the City had 60
years to restore these playing fields, but the City not to do so.

Also, restoration usually carries the connotation the thing still exists. 
When the thing demolished 60 years ago, the more accurate term would be
rebuild. 

There is no rational reason provided why Angelenos need to rebuild this
(these) baseball field(s) after 60 years.  There is no data that the neighborhood
have demanded their being rebuilt.  As far as HELP has ascertained at this time,
there is no historic group petitioning for this “restoration.” 

HELP’s tentative conclusion is that this Objective is bogus and has been
included in the derogation of studying any non-baseball field alternative.

5. Objective #3:

As this objective #3 also seems to be a non-objective, it is discussed out
of order. It states:

Provide area residents with team-sports programming oppor-
tunities; 

The goal of “team-sports programming opportunities” seems to add
nothing to the  Objective #2 (discussed below).  Also, it uses a vague term “area
residents.”  Is this a code word for Los Felizians only?

Since these fields are in the wealthiest part of Hollywood, there should be
some study on the numbers of children who attend private schools and do not
get home until 4:00 or 5:00 p.m.  There should be some analysis of the rate of
usage in this isolated location as compared with Vermont and Santa Monica
Boulevard areas.  What is the relevant demand for baseball fields as opposed to
other types of recreational facilities?
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What is the demand up here in the far northeastern corner of Los Feliz? 
The DEIR ignores this crucial public policy issue.  Why are we spending the
Prop K funds to benefit so few when the needs are so great farther south?

6. Objective #2

Objective #2 appears to state the bona fide objectives, but the Alternatives
satisfy Objective 2 in a very narrow fashion, if at all.

Increase access to high quality, affordable recreational pro-
grams for youths in the area, especially at-risk boys and girls
ranging from 6 to 12 years of age [bold added]

A. Mismatch of Project Location and 6 to 12 Age Range:

Since access for children age 6 to 12 years of age is an objective, then
placing these ball fields miles from where most youth live rules out Griffith Park
as a proper location.  Griffith Park is not the sort of place that parents would
want their children to attend alone.  As a result, HELP believes that this location
is only accessible to young children whose parents have the financial means to
transport them far into Griffith Park.   Because this location appears to be
designed to cater to a select portion of the population, the DEIR needs to
provide the data how it made this determination and then analyze the data and
explain in detail why this location is preferable. 

Children who come from south of the park will use Crystal Springs Road
– which is a long twisting road and a hazard to kids on bikes.  HELP doubts
many parents want their 6 year old or their 12 year old riding their bike along
Crystal Springs Drive at 4:30 or 5:00 p.m. in the evening after the end of
daylight savings time.  In fact, it is not safe traffic wise and other reasons.  Few
parents allow their children to venture alone into a huge wilderness park. The
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DEIR ignores this dangerous aspect which becomes even greater when we
realize that upon exiting Crystal Springs Drive, the youngsters will be at the
intersection of Los Feliz Boulevard and Riverside Drive.   In fact, HELP can
envision some authorities claiming that it could be parental neglect or child
endangerment for children 6 to 12 years old to be traveling alone through
Griffith Park.

While the DEIR mentions the intention of the Hollywood Community
Plan to designate Los Feliz Boulevard between Riverside Drive and Griffith
Park Boulevard as a “bikeway,” it fails to mention a “bikeway” is no more than
the City’s painting Sharrows on the street.  Sharrows do nothing to make the
street safer and the DEIR has no mention of any way to make the rest of Los
Feliz Boulevard or any of Riverside Drive safe for kids on bikes. It is a given
that the location is too far for 6 to 12 year olds to walk. 

B. Failure to Assess Any Recreation Other than Baseball

The objective clearly states  “recreational programs,” but the Project is
limited to baseball.  This project destroys a wide array of recreational
opportunities for the community in order to construct extremely limited facilities
which will be available to very few children.  Many people believe that baseball,
while dubbed the national pastime, provides virtually no exercise for youth. 
Thus, taking a large area which now serves for multiple type of recreation and
limiting it to a tiny fraction of the community actually reduces the recreational
opportunities for Angelenos. 

C. Failure to Assess Affordable Aspect:

If one were to accept the premise that constructing only baseball fields for
6 to 12 years were a reasonable use of land and public funds, this Project fails
the “Affordability Test.”  The location is so far removed from the general
population that it is financially prohibitive for many youth to attend.
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This inaccessibility due to lack of finances, however, does not afflict this
land when it is used for family picnics since families travel together.  A
relatively few families can afford to drive their 7 year old down from the heights
of Los Feliz and the Hollywood Hills to participate in specially sponsored
baseball clinics, while the vast majority of families in Hollywood cannot afford
such luxury.  On the other hand, when the entire family can attend the picnic
areas, the youngest in the family also gets to visit this family recreational area.

D. Failure to Define “At Risk” or to Discuss How These Facilities
Benefit at Risk Youth

While this objective speaks about “at risk” youth, it fails to define “at
risk.”

Definition of at-risk youth

An individual is considered to be an at-risk youth for the purposes
of Proposition A (Safe Neighborhood Parks Proposition of 1992
and 1996) if he/she is between 14 and 24 years of age and meets
the following definition:  Any individual who is involved in or is at
risk of involvement in any of the following: drug and/or alcohol
abuse, adolescent pregnancy, single parenthood, physical and/or
emotional abuse, gang activity, violence and vandalism, poverty,
family unemployment, truancy, and academic performance below
grade level or failing to complete high school.  Definition from County

of Los Angeles - Department of Parks and Recreation Youth Employment

Program, Verification of At-risk Youth Pro-gram Participation

For the County, at risk youth begin at age 14 which is two years older that
the age range for these at risk youth.  The DEIR does not explain this
discrepancy between the County and the City, leaving the public with an
unresolved conflict as to the age range for at risk youth.
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The City of Mukilteo in Washington State has a definition

The Law defines an at-risk youth as an individual under the age
of 18 years who:

is absent from home for more than 72 consecutive hours without
parental consent;

is beyond the control of his/her parent such that the child's
behavior substantially endangers the health, safety, or welfare of the
child or any other person; or

has a serious substance abuse problem for which there are no
pending charges related to the substance abuse.

Interestingly, Mukilteo, WA, with a population of 20,605 persons in 2012
takes the time to define “at risk youth,” but the City of Los Angeles with 3.7
million residents does not.  Perhaps, there is a City definition which has been
omitted from the DEIR.

Some say that the 1983 article, "A Nation at Risk," published by the
National Commission on Excellence in Education, first used the term “at-risk”
in an academic setting.  It is clear that the City is not referring to academics.
(Placier, Margaret L. (1993). The Semantics of Policy Making: The Case of "At Risk."

Educational Evaluation and Policy Analysis, 15(2): 380)  Often the term is used to mean
children who are at risk of joining gangs or at risk of doing drugs. Those
concepts are common to the County of Los Angeles and to the City of Mukilteo. 
The City fails to provide any guidance about which type of at risk youth to
whom it refers.  The public should not have to guess at what the DEIR means. 
This is DEIR is not organized or written in a manner that is meaningful and
useful to the public as required by CEQA.  Pub. Resources Code, § 21003(b). 

The DEIR’s specificity derives from an underlying activity, which in this
case is to provide “affordable recreational programs for youths in the area,
especially at-risk boys and girls ranging from 6 to 12 years of age.  Due to the
numerous citations to the Hollywood Community Plan and to Griffith Park and
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Los Feliz which is within Hollywood, the public is reasonable in guessing that
the area has to be Hollywood.  However, Atwater is physically closer than much
of Hollywood.  Also, Alternative 2 is on the other side of the 5 Freeway.  Thus,
HELP concludes that both Hollywood and Atwater are target communities, and
HELP is open to additional data whether other subareas with special names
should also be considered.   

Assuming we could ascertain the target neighborhoods where these “at
risk” youth live, the public is at a loss to pin-down the term “at risk boys and
girls.”  One may not omit words from a public document as if they did not exist.
Rather one has to proceed on the basis that when the City used term “at risk,”
it was specifying some subgroup of children who were at risk for something. 
The most common usage is at risk of academic failure or at risk of becoming a
gang member or becoming addicted to drugs.  

The DEIR ignores the fact that the youth who are at risk often come from
poorer homes who cannot afford to chauffeur their children about town.  In fact,
it is hard to imagine a location more inaccessible to “at risk youth” than playing
fields deep inside Griffith Park.

The DEIR has no data on at risk youth which makes it virtually impossible
for the public to make an informed decision.  Due to its history in Hollywood,
however, HELP is aware of some information, but all this information plus a lot
more needs to be included in the DEIR so that the entire community is made
aware.

This Griffith Park portion of Hollywood has no gang injunction.  At Risk
youth do not live in the stately homes of Los Feliz.  They live much farther
south – far enough to be certain that they have no real access to the these base-
ball fields.  While the DEIR makes frequent mention of the Hollywood Com-
munity Plan, it does not discuss the fact that almost all of Hollywood is far south
of Griffith Park.  From the many references to the Hollywood Community Plan,
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one would draw the reasonable conclusion that these baseball fields are for the
benefit of Hollywood in general and not for a tiny slice of the wealthy who live
near and about the eastern end of Los Feliz who have the means to safely trans-
port their children to and from these isolated baseball fields. When one looks at
the DEIR, we appear to be spending $1 million to benefit a select few who are
already wealthy.

E.  The Questionable Limitation of the Fields to 6 to 12 Year Olds:

The public has the right to question the decision to so severely limit these
recreational programs to at-risk you who are between the ages of 6 and 12.  The
DEIR provides no insight for the basis of this extreme limitation, nor is there
any analysis of the per person benefit of limited use vs the benefit of a wider
recreational program.

7. The DEIR has One Alternative to the Preferred Alternative:

HELP finds no substantive difference between the selected Alternative
and Alternative 1B.  They are the same Alternative but with a different con-
figuration of the baseball fields.  Thus, the actual alternative to Crystal Springs
is Atwater.  Under CEQA, the No Project option is not an alternative.
 

8. The Faux Nature Alternative of North Atwater Park:

This Alternative should not be considered genuine.  Since it requires the
destruction of recreational facilities, it is dead before it begins. 

To implement this [Atwater] alternative, an existing basketball court
and sand volleyball court would be removed. DEIR, p. ES 14 

Also, the numerous references to Hollywood makes this alternative geo-
graphically unreasonably far from the vast majority of Hollywoodians. 
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9. The DEIR Needs Bona Fide Alternatives; it Has None.

A. The Need to Study Non-Contiguous Playing Fields:

There is no reason both playing fields must be contiguous.  That  con-
dition is unreasonable.  The City had the duty to look at Alternatives where the
two playing fields were separate.

Los Angeles in general and Hollywood in particular are park poor, and
hence, Hollywood is playing fields poor.  Rather than constructing two
contiguous fields, the City needed to consider two separate fields.  This new
Alternative would hold great benefits:

(1) Two non-contiguous fields can be closer to children’s homes
making the fields more accessible.  They can serve a wider range of
youth.

(2) When the size of the land mass is reduced by ½, more options open. 
It is harder to find a single space for two playing fields which are
tied together than for two spaces for two fields which are separated
by a few block or even a mile or so.  

The DEIR shows no data about where children live and how many
children can be served by a playing field at different locations.   Hiding these
fields in the northeast corner of Griffith Park is unaccessible area for the
majority of Hollywood’s (and Atwater’s) children.

B. The Need for Alternatives Based on Data:

Alternatives which lack substantial evidence are worthless.  Pub.
Resources Code, § 21082.2(c); CEQA Guidelines, § 15384   While the DEIR
abounds with words, it has no evidence to support its selection of Alternatives.
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“Substantial Evidence shall include facts, reasonable assumptions
predicated upon facts and expert opinion support by fact.” CEQA
Guidelines, § 15382 (a) & (b)  

There are no facts underlying the inclusion of any Alternative, other than
that they physically exist.  CEQA also requires the DEIR to discuss other
reasonable alternatives including those which it did not select to be an Alter-
native in the DEIR.  If soccer fields were excluded, the DEIR needs to explain
the factual basis.  If the use of separate fields was rejected, the DEIR needs to2

explain why separate field were not studied.  Why were playing fields for
children over 12 not studied?  Since the objective is to assist at risk youth, the
DEIR needs to discuss why these fields are placed as far away as physically
possible from the neighborhoods where at risk youth live.  There are no facts
and no mention of the criteria for not studying other alternatives.

C.  CEQA Requires a Reasonable Range of Alternatives

The requirement that the selection of alternatives being based on facts is
prerequisite that the DEIR study a reasonable range of Alternative.  Even when
the DEIR omits all facts for its decision of which alternatives to include and
which to exclude, the Draft EIR still has the duty to study a reasonable range.
CEQA Guidelines, § 15126(a)&(f) The alternatives merely need to be
“potentially feasible” CEQA Guidelines, § 16125.6(a), Mira Mar Mobile Com-
munity v City of Oceanside (2004) 119 Cal.App 4  477, 489, 14 Cal.Rptr.3d 308 th

2

There are a few soccer fields at Riverside Drive and Los Feliz Boulevard, but
the fact that some people know about these fields does not relieve the DEIR of its
duty to explain the other recreational facilities.  Furthermore, the DEIR has the duty
to provide extensive data about the demand for different types of activities. 
According to the 2009 Citywide Community Needs Assessment, the need for Youth
Soccer was 20, the need for Adult Soccer was 25, but the need for Youth Baseball
was 26.  Youth Baseball had the lowest priority.
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The City does not satisfy its duty by adding one alternative which by its nature
is less desirable than the preferable alternative.  That’s rigging the game.

The purpose of a DEIR is to provide the public an opportunity to make
meaningful comments. Concerned Citizens of Costa Mesa, Inc. v. 32  Districtnd

Agricultural Association (1989) 42 Cal.3d 929, 936 Many people do not realize
that they should not accept the bogus choices which the City presents, but the
vast majority of people incorrectly believe that it has to be either Crystal Springs
baseball little league fields or Atwater little league fields.

When the public is faced with bogus alternatives in an DEIR which is
basically slanted cheerleading document for what the City wishes to do, CEQA
has been grossly violated. CEQA Guidelines, § 15003(d)

The requirement of a detailed statement helps insure the
integrity of the process of decision by precluding stubborn prob-
lems or serious criticism from being swept under the rug. Sutter
Sensible Planning, Inc., v. Board of Supervisors (1981) 122 Cal.
App.3d 813, 820, 176 Cal.Rptr 342

This DEIR runs afoul of CEQA’s mandate by failure to provide a
reasonable range of alternatives and by failure to provide substantial evidence
for its determinations. 

D. Feasible Alternatives for At Risk Youth

The DEIR is too fact deficient for the public to make meaningful comment
except as it is inadequacy.

With the goal to reach at risk youth, for example, the DEIR took upon
itself the affirmative duty to provide the public factual with data about where at
risk youth live. The DEIR does not even bother to define “at risk youth,”
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making it impossible for the public to undertake the City’s responsibility to
gather the data. 

There is no discussion of the “poor,” nor, is “family income” discussed. 
A search reveals no mention of “Census tracts” or “US Census.”   Because the
objective is to help those children who are at risk, there needs to be some
discussion somewhere in the DEIR of what constitutes an at risk child, where
they live and how these baseballs fields will help them. There is none! All this
information needed to be in the DEIR, but it is missing.  3

One may observe that a Project whose facilities are placed where only
privileged children have access cannot reach their objective to help at risk youth.

The DEIR does not evaluate the health implications of depriving poorer
youth of sports opportunities.  Children who have no parks who have no playing
fields tend to be less healthy.  

Obesity rates increased by 10 percent for all U.S. children 10-
to 17-years old between 2003 and 2007, but by 23 percent during
the same time period for low-income children (Singh et al., 2010a).
This national study of more than 40,000 children also found that in
2007, children from lower income households had more than two
times higher odds of being obese than children from higher income
households. 

Rates of severe obesity were approximately 1.7 times higher

Los Feliz has never been thought to be a haven for at risk youth, which3

means that the City had all the greater duty to present the public with that data in
the DEIR.  Without data, the public is deprived of its opportunity to make
meaningful input.
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among poor children and adolescents in a nationally representative
sample of more than 12,000 children aged 2 to 19 years (Skelton et
al., 2009). 

In California, higher community poverty rates were strongly
associated with higher childhood overweight rates (Drewnowski et
al., 2009). Relationship Between Poverty and Overweight or Obesity, 
Food Research and Action Center, 1875 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite
540, Washington, DC 20009, Phone: 202 986-2200, Fax: 202 986-2525

This type of information is not hidden under some rock.  It is easily
available from the state and federal government and from a myriad of national
health organizations.  Yet, the DEIR found no place to discuss the adverse
health impacts of locating these exercise fields far away from those youth who
probably need the them most.  The rich get richer while the poor get fatter.

Several reasons may explain why people living in poor
counties are less active. One reason may be that violence tracks
with poverty, thereby preventing people from being active
out-of-doors. Similarly, parks and sports facilities are less
available to people living in poor counties (5), and people who live
in poverty-dense regions may be less able to afford gym
membership, sports clothing, and/or exercise equipment. There are
multiple individual and environmental reasons to explain why
poverty-dense counties may be more sedentary and bear greater
obesity burdens. What is unknown is whether reversing poverty
would reverse sedentariness and obesity. It is an urgent matter to
address—both rates of childhood obesity and poverty are
concomitantly on the rise (1,2). [Bold added]  Poverty and Obesity
in the U.S., James A. Levine,  National Center for Biotechnology
Information, U.S. National Library of Medicine 8600 Rockville Pike,
Bethesda MD, 20894 USA 
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The buzz words at risk youth may have been included in the DEIR
because they sounded good without realizing that once they were in the DEIR,
they control the range of reasonable alternatives.   The words “at risk boys and

girls” became integral to this Project, and the City had an absolute duty to
fashion an alternative that had a rational relationship with at risk youth. Because
the DEIR ignores at risk youth, the City now has the legal and moral duty to
explain to the public why the selected Alternative locates the facilities for at risk

youth far out of reach of at risk youth.

E. Failure to Consider the Soccer Fields:

Another reasonable alternative which the DEIR ignored is Soccer Fields.

This Project not only ignores the overwhelming majority of at risk youth
and place these two fields for 6 to 12 years at a distant and dangerous location,
but it flies in the face of Hollywood of today and tomorrow.  The game is soccer
– not baseball.  If this were 1958 and we were actually replacing the two pre-
1953 ball fields, baseball diamonds would be logical, but a lot has changed in
the last half century.  One of the major changes is that soccer is becoming the
game of choice and this fact is especially true for Hollywoodians, more and
more of whom come from cultures where soccer is “the game.”

The term Soccer Moms has entered the modern lexicon because soccer has
broken out of its limits of being an ethnic sport.  It is rapidly becoming the sport
of the future for both genders of all ethnic and racial backgrounds.  The idea of
constructing two baseball diamonds and not providing a single soccer field is
myopic at best.

One of the biggest knocks against soccer is the lack of success of its
professional leagues in the U.S. The latest to make a go of it, Major
League Soccer, has lost $350 million over its first eight years. But
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when you look at the number of people playing soccer, it’s a major
growth sport. Almost 18 million people played soccer in 2002, up
15% from 15 years ago according to SGMA International. Baseball
participation is down 31% over the same period to 10 million
people.  Kurt Badenhausen,  4/13/2004, Forbes, Soccer vs. Baseball

Those statistics are a decade old.  Soccer has been steadily gaining
popularity in the United States since then. 

The largest category of soccer in the United States in terms of
participation is boys' and girls' youth soccer. Soccer is one of the
most played sports by children in the United States. In 2012, soccer
was the #4 most played team sport by high school boys, and soccer
overtook softball to become the #3 most played team sport by high
school girls.[56] As of 2006, the U.S. was the #1 country in the
world for participation in youth soccer, with 3.9 million American
youths (2.3 million boys and 1.6 million girls) registered with U.S.
Soccer.[57] The number of high school soccer players more than
doubled from 1990 to 2010, giving soccer the fastest growth rate
among all major U.S. sports.[58] In recent decades, more youth
sports organizations have turned to soccer as a supplement to
American football,[citation needed] and most American high
schools offer both soccer and football in their fall sports seasons.
Due to the rising number of youths playing, the term soccer mom
is used in American social and political discourse to describe
middle- or upper-middle class suburban women with school-age
children. Americans between the ages of 12 and 24 rank
professional soccer as their second favorite sport behind only
American football.[59] And in 2011, the FIFA video game ranked
as the #2 most popular video game in the country, behind only
Madden.[60] Wikipedia, Soccer in the United States, November 13,
2013
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The DEIR has no analysis of how much more residents can receive from
$1 Million spent on soccer fields than on baseball fields.  It seems that baseball
diamonds would cost considerably more than a soccer field.  How many soccer
fields can Hollywood construct for $1 Million?  HELP found no attempt to
answer this question.

Additional statistics from authoritative sources has to be gathered by the
City since it is the City’s function to study all reasonable alternatives.  The duty
does not rest upon the citizens to gather the data.  No one can deny soccer’s
great advance, making it troublesome that the City was silent about the
alternative of soccer fields inside or outside the park.  

Soccer has a huge advantage over baseball for today’s youth – it provides
exercise while baseball does not.  Baseball is termed the National Pastime.  Yes,
it is a way to pass the time but it is not a way to get exercise. Most of baseball
involves standing with an occasional short run from between bases, whereas
soccer requires constant running. In an entire game, a baseball play may run less
than 100 feet. 

There really is no basis for anyone to claim that baseball provides exercise
for kids, while no one can deny the constant exercise of soccer.  The idea that
the City would build more fields for a non-exercise game when we are plagued
with youth obesity is an issue which this DEIR ignored.  

Just recently, the nation has become to pay attention to the serious injuries
that football causes players and we realize that there is great harm being done
to our children.  Bob Costas has said he would not let his son play football.  One
has to realize that as football declines, soccer will be the replacement game for
American youth.
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10. The DEIR’s Material Misrepresentation of City’s Priorities

The 2009 Citywide Community Needs Assessment by Department of
Parks and Recreation (submitted concomitantly with HELP’s comments) set the
priorities for recreational facilities.  The DEIR Appendix G, Recreation,
inaccurately asserts that the baseball fields are higher in priority than soccer
fields and picnic areas.  This incorrect information deprives the public of the
CEQA opportunity for meaningful participation.  

The public has the right to rely that the City will provide accurate informa-
tion.  This error is a significant one, and in fact, the DEIR inverts the actual
priorities which the 2009 Needs Assessment found.  Picnic areas rate in the top
tier requiring most immediate attention while Youth Baseballs rate at the bottom
tier requiring the least attention

Type of Recreational Overall Percent of Verbal
Facility     Ranking Residents  Priority

___________________________________________________
Shelters and Picnic areas 6 50% High
Youth Soccer 20 31% Medium
Adult Soccer 25 24% Low
Youth baseball 26 25% Low

[source: 2009 Citywide Community Needs Assessment, p 9,14-15]

Youth baseball is the lowest priority, yet the DEIR asserts that no other

recreational priority is higher than youth baseball.   Here we find the DEIR4

4

“Both Alternatives 1A and 1B would reduce the amount of area dedicated to
passive recreation, but the construction of youth baseball fields under these
alternatives would not permanently displace any higher priority facility types
identified in the Needs Assessment.” [bold added] DEIR Appendix G p 27]
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parsing words to mislead the public.  The truth is that the picnic areas will be5

gone with lower priority youth baseball fields in their place.  The fact that picnic
“tables” might be distributed to other places in the park does not mean that the
picnic “area” itself was not destroyed.

The DEIR improperly conflates two concepts, picnic areas with picnic
tables.  A table placed outside does not become a picnic area.  If I take the front
seat out of my car and place it on the front lawn, my lawn becomes not become
a car. The picnic areas will be destroyed ad they will not be replaced.  The land
will forever be inside the baseball diamonds.  It is materially misleading for the
DEIR to say that the picnic area is being replaced because a few tables will be
scattered here and there throughout the Park.

A picnic area is where dads can play catch with toddlers, or young kids
can play tag, or throw frisbees, or people can spread out a blanket and lie on the
ground.  Lots of activities take place a picnics.  Church groups have rely  races
or three legged races or sack hops. People sun themselves and just stroll beneath
the trees.  A picnic area is not the same as cramming the family into a plastic
booth at McDonalds.

The public needs forthright information and not some tricky wording to
pretend that youth baseball is the highest need in the 2009 Needs Assessment,
when it is in least needed category.  Rather than discuss the facts, the DEIR
misleads the public.

This statement is dramatically false and reverses the true Needs Assessment. 
Youth Baseball is in the LOW category and is far behind both picnic areas, which the
fields will destroy, and soccer fields, which were not considered.   

5

DEIR Appendix G, Recreation, p 27 conflates “tables” with “picnic areas.”
Appendix G Figure 3 page 4 and Figure 4 page 6 show that the baseball diamonds
will completely cover a significant portion of the picnic area.
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11. Lack of Adequate Data:

While the DEIR’s Appendices are filled with tons of data, they fail to
present the information to address some basic questions and to a serious extent
they provide false information. A partial list of important issues is: 

How many residents will be served by baseball, by soccer, by picnic
areas?  

What is the per person dollar benefit?  

Prop K funds are collected citywide.

What is the geographic target areas? 
Los Feliz? Atwater? Hollywood? What parts of Hollywood? 

What are the statistics for at risk youth?  

Where do the at risk youth live? 

What is their preferred sports activity?  

Should the facilities be limited to at risk youth?

How will youth of this young age get to these facilities?  

How often will these facilities be used?  

It sounds as if they will be usable only when there is super-
vised practice or an actual game.  That means most of the time, this
land will be unused, and when it is used, it will be reserved for the
benefit of a minuscule percent of the public.  
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What is the data on facilities for soccer located where people live?  

Cannot there be facilities where the area can be used by older children and
adults?  

Cannot soccer fields double as free open space for the elderly and young
mothers with toddlers while school age children are in class?

Why construct a low priority facility (baseball) and destroy a high priority
facility (picnic areas) and ignore a medium priority facility (soccer fields)?

What is the comparison of recreational funds being spent in Griffith Park
compared to other sections of CD 4?  

The current CD 4 budget shows that 94% of its recreational
budget is dedicated to Griffith Park.  CD 4 is spending $7.1 Million
district wide on recreation and $6.7 Million is being spent within
Griffith Park.  Perhaps, the funds in prior years more than compen-
sates for the current budget’s lopsided spending in Griffith Park.  A
DEIR is supposed to provide the data on which the public can have
meaning participation.  When the public is in the dark about where
and how the recreational budget is being spent, there can be no
meaningful participation. The $1 Million allocation may be fine or
it may be unfair.  Without data, the public is deprived of the infor-
mation from which to decide.

Overall it seems like a serious misuse of public funds to
construct little league baseball fields at a location quite remote from
most of the public, while providing no data to support this limited
alternative.
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HELP’s November 20, 2013 Comments on Griffith Park Recreational DEIR

Overall, HELP believes that considerable more data needs to be included
in the DEIR so that people’s participation will be based on comprehensive
information and not limited to the hand-selected information which supports the
City’s pre-determination to spend $1 Million to benefit so few and thereby to
deprive so many.

12. Inverted Nature of the Public Hearings and Approvals:

The City first gave approval to these baseball fields pursuant to Prop K,
but that process was upside down.  Until the CEQA process has been completed,
there is no Project.  Some may lament that it will take too much time to provide
a proper DEIR.  The City should have considered the fact that obtaining funds
for a non-Project would likely encounter the problem of a defective DEIR. 

The City has known since publication of its own 2009 Citywide Com-
munity Needs Assessment that its premature decision to construct Youth Base-
ball fields was a low priority and could not be justified when the higher priority
of Youth Soccer fields was being ignored.  The most damning aspect of the pre-
determined choice of little league baseball fields is that they would destroy
Picnic Areas which have the HIGH priority of #6.

This fatal defect of the DEIR was hidden by the City with its misinfor-
mation that low priority youth baseball field (#26) were the highest priority.  

13. Summary:

This Project is the wrong project at the wrong time in the wrong place.

Baseball is declining and soccer is ascending.  We need soccer fields not
more baseball fields.
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HELP’s November 20, 2013 Comments on Griffith Park Recreational DEIR

Today is 2013 and these prior baseball fields have been gone over a half
a century.  Today’s need and tomorrow’s need is for soccer fields.

Hollywood’s demographics have changed and we have more people from
cultures where soccer is the game of choice and millions upon millions of
“traditional” Americans are switching to soccer.

We need playing fields where the children actually live.  There are other
sites where one or two soccer fields could be built in Hollywood, especially
towards the east.  After all, these two baseball diamonds are as far east as one
can get and still be in Hollywood.

The DEIR articulates no factual basis to spend $1 Million on a project
which can serve so few children, nor is there any factual basis to exclude
children who are over 12 years of age.

When HELP ponders this DEIR, HELP sees that it was structured so as
to make two baseball diamonds a foregone conclusions, but that type of
intellectual gamesmanship has no place when planning for our youth’s future. 
The real objective is open space for children to get a lot of exercise.  That means
the DEIR has to study:

(1) playing fields for a sport which provides exercise, baseball does not;

(2) playing fields which are easily accessible by children 6 to 12 and
older.  There needs to be an discussion of an alternative where 6 to 12 years can
play safely without having to compete with older youth without omitting older
youth altogether.

(3) Most importantly, it means NOT to destroy any existing picnic
facilities of a far higher priority.   
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14. Conclusion:

The objection at this stage is not the City’s selection of one alternative
over the others, but that the DEIR is fatally defective:

(a) due to the lack of Reasonable Range of Alternatives, 

(b) due to its materially false information,

(c) due to the lack of data on many issues, and

(d) due to its depriving the public of their right of meaningful partici-
pation. 

A prejudicial abuse of discretion occurs if the failure to include
relevant information precludes informed decision making and
informed public participation, thereby thwarting the statutory goals
of the EIR process. (Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford
(1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 712.)  Neighbors for Smart Rail (2013)
57 Cal.4th 439

For the reasons stated above, this DEIR is woefully inadequate and cannot
withstand a legal challenge.  In order to save the City the costs and delays of
litigation, the City should send back this entire DEIR to begin ab initio.

End of Hollywoodians Encouraging Logical Planning’s 
Objections to the Draft Environmental Impact Report 

For Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields Project
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Response to Comment HELP_20131121 

 

Comment 1: Alternatives to the project are discussed in Section 4.0 of the Draft EIR and in the 
response to comments on the Draft EIR as well. 
 
Comment 2: Commenter is referred to response to Comment 2 for Comment 
"Anderson_J_20131214" 
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12/18/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park baseball DEIR

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=142ee5651810cbff 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park base ball DEIR
1 message

H Wood <hwoodca@gmail.com> Fri, Dec 13, 2013 at 3:40 PM
To: "Maria Martin, LA Pubic Works, Bureau of Engineering" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Dear Ms. Martin:

Attached please find the following submission for the public record on the Griffith Park Crystal Springs DEIR.

HELP's objections: GP-1006.pdf

The supporting documentation which is also submitted for the public record is:

1.    December 10, 2013 Judge Allan Goodman Opinion in Save-Hollywood.Org and HELP vs. City of Los
Angeles, BS 138370 and associated cases

    2.    October 2, 2013 Task Order Solicitation Pre-Qualified On-call Architectural Division Consultant Contract
City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works Bureau of Engineering   
    
    3.    Los Angeles Recreation and Parks Department’s 2009 Final Community Wide Needs Assessment
Summary Report

Also please note that HELP's comment contain a hyperlink. KCET on-line,  Green Justice, Los Angeles River
Health and Environmental Justice, by Robert García and Ramya Sivasubramanian, August 12, 2013 1:45 PM
http://bit.ly/Jo4tZA

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Hollywoodians Encouraging Logical Planning [HELP]

4 attachments

GP-1006.pdf
137K

HCP 2013-12-11 Tentative Decision.pdf
10774K

2013-10-2 City Task Order Solicitation.pdf
469K

2009 Needs Assessment 78 p version.pdf
5842K
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Hollywoodians Encouraging Logical Planning
H.E.L.P.

1926 North Saint Andrews Place
Hollywood, California 90068

323/957-9588 (phone) 

HwoodCA@Gmail.com 

Friday, December 13, 2013

HELP’s Additional CEQA Objections to Griffith Park’s 
Crystal Springs Youth Baseball Fields Project
Draft Environmental Impact Report [DEIR]

SCH#2013011012
October 2013

Additional defects in the DEIR have been brought to attention of Holly-
woodians Encouraging Logical Planning [HELP].

Environmental Justice in Location of Recreational Facilities:

Writing for KCET on-line, Robert García and Ramya Sivasubramanian
highlight the need to rectify the problem of recreational areas being located
beyond the reach of minority youth.

The [National Park Service] NPS report "Healthy Parks, Healthy
People U.S. (2011)" recognizes that "[p]eople of color and low
income populations still face disparities regarding health and access
to parks." These disparities adversely impact human health. For
example, "36% of black and 35% of Hispanic high school students
nationwide are overweight or obese, while 24% of non-Hispanic
white high school students suffer from these conditions." NPS

emphasizes that park agencies need to alleviate these disparities.
[bold added] KCET on-line,  Green Justice, Los Angeles River
Health and Environmental Justice, by Robert García and Ramya
Sivasubramanian, August 12, 2013 1:45 PM http://bit.ly/Jo4tZA
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HELP’s Additional Objections to Griffith Park Baseball DEIR 
Friday, December 13, 2013

As HELP previously commented, locations deep inside Griffith Park are
inaccessible to “at risk youth.”  Closely akin to this defect is that the playing
fields are being located distant from the minority youth, especially Hispanic
youth who are the largest minority group in the Hollywood-Atwater areas. 
There is a statistical correlation between poverty and minority.

The target age group (6-12 year olds) needs to be transported into the
Park.  Many wealthy children have parents with the spare time to be soccer
Moms or Dads.  Poor children whose parents have to work full time do not have
such transportation.

Conversely, a soccer field somewhere one mile south of Griffith Park, for
example, would be as accessible to a wealthy family living in Los Feliz as is the
Crystal Springs location.  In determining what type of playing fields and where
to locate them, the DEIR should have taken into account the financial ability of
the minority children to participate.

The KCET article also pointed to the reasons that the poor have less
access to parks.

The map and demographic analyses of the River corridor above
support the NPS analyses, along with extensive research by The
City Project and others. Park disparities are not an accident of
unplanned growth, an efficient market in land, or rational choices
maximizing personal utilities. Park disparities reflect a legacy
and pattern of discriminatory land use, housing, education and
economic policies dating back to the New Deal and beyond.  [bold
added] KCET on-line,  Green Justice, Los Angeles River Health and
Environmental Justice, by Robert García and Ramya Sivasubra-
manian, August 12, 2013 1:45 PM
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HELP’s Additional Objections to Griffith Park Baseball DEIR 
Friday, December 13, 2013

The map and demographic analyses to which the KCET article refers are
the City’s map and demographics for the Los Angeles River Project.  Despite
the fact that the RAP itself has gathered the data which document recreational
and  park disparities, the Griffith Park DEIR fails to consider the alternatives
which would be more accessible to the poor and minorities. In other words, the
Griffith Park DEIR perpetuates the pattern of discriminatory land use.  (See
below section on Final 2009 Needs Assessment) 

Interestingly, the city of Los Angeles River Project recommended more
park areas of minorities and poor on the East Side of the River, an alternative
rejected by the DEIR.

Griffith Park on the East Bank of the Los Angeles River presents
one opportunity to improve recreation and health along the River to
serve low income communities and communities of color. The site
is already parkland that the city of Los Angeles is squandering for

use as a service yard, toxic storage, and parking lot. The site can
readily be restored as a real park in a park poor community.    [bold
added] KCET on-line,  Green Justice, Los Angeles River Health and
Environmental Justice, by Robert García and Ramya Sivasubra-
manian, August 12, 2013 1:45 PM

The City’s River Project did not advise the destruction of any picnic areas
which were already been used by the poor and minorities, but rather The River
Project suggested the recreational fields be on the East Side of the River. 
Furthermore, the River Project did not advise the destruction of existing
recreational facilities on the East Side of the River, but rather the creation of
additional recreational areas. The City may not omit from its EIR, the data in its
own studies pertaining to youth recreation in this same area.
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HELP’s Additional Objections to Griffith Park Baseball DEIR 
Friday, December 13, 2013

It seems that the City favors Environmental Justice when its brings a
greener Los Angeles River to Los Feliz, but forgets about Environmental Justice
when it wants to construct special recreational facilities primarily for the
wealthy in Los Feliz. This project achieves the dual purpose of creating private
facilities for the rich, while destroying public facilities for the poor.  In reality,
this DEIR is a propaganda document whose objective is to promote the pre-
selected Crystal Springs site without any bona fide discussion of alternative
recreational activities, alternative type of sports, or alternative locations.

Application of the Final 2009 Citywide Needs Assessment:

After reviewing the Final 2009 Needs Assessment, the situation of
Environment Injustice appears to be all the worse.  We refer to the RAP’s own
findings about the disparity of soccer opportunities for minority youth and the
majority, aka Whites.

Hispanic and Latino Americans have strong cultural and community
traditions with an emphasis placed  on the extended family, often
gathering in large recreational groups where multiple activities
geared towards all age segments of the group may participate. 
Large group pavilions with picnicking amenities and multi-purpose
fields often used for soccer games are integral in the communal
pastime share by many Hispanics.   RAP’s Final Summary Report,
2009 Community Wide Needs Assessment  Page 35, 4,5 ¶ 1

The DEIR will destroy the very facilities which RAP identified in 2009
as particularly important to Hispanic - Latino (whom Angelenos usually call
“Mexican” even though many are from Central and South America.)  They gave
picnic areas an overall High Priority Ranking of 6.
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HELP’s Additional Objections to Griffith Park Baseball DEIR 
Friday, December 13, 2013

RAP’s more detailed Final 2009 Needs Assessment Report highlights the
additional Environmental Injustice of the DEIR.  It ranks the Facilities need for
youth soccer fields for Hispanics at 12 and the need for youth baseball fields for
Whites at 22.   Final Summary Report, 2009 Needs Assessment, figure 1.8.1.e,
page 58 That data is omitted from the DEIR despite its stated objective to assist
“at risk youth.”

The DEIR has to present all the pertinent data and omitting crucial data
makes a DEIR fatally flawed, as Judge Allan Goodman noted in his December
10, 2013 decision rejecting the entire Hollywood Community Plan.  As His
Honor pointed out, if the City had heeded HELP’s and other petitioners’ advice
in 2011 and re-wrote the Hollywood Community Plan DEIR to include all the
material data, then there would not have been a need for him to return the DEIR
to City Planning in order to be re-written.

The City now faces a similar situation with this DEIR.  Because the City
ignored pertinent data in drafting the EIR for the Hollywood Plan, the Court
remanded the entire Plan.  In this case, the City has ignored relevant recreational
data, in particular, the findings of its own Department of Recreational and Parks. 
The public has an unqualified right to have all material the data set forth in the
DEIR.

As the court noted in remanding the Hollywood Community Plan, the city
may not ex post facto add a few words about the omitted subjects.  Because of
the public’s right to consider all material facts and the full range of reasonable
alternatives set forth in an objective manner, subsequent rationalization do not
cure the defect.

Based on the City documents which the DEIR ignored, the Griffith Park
DEIR excludes reasonable alternatives to reach the objectives of recreational
programs for youth between the age of 6 and 12. In aggravation, the alternatives
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HELP’s Additional Objections to Griffith Park Baseball DEIR 
Friday, December 13, 2013

perpetuate the discrimination against Hispanics in general and Hispanic youth
in particular.  

If the data did not come from RAP itself, one would be more likely to
believe that this fatally flawed EIR inadvertently discriminated against
Hispanics in the DEIR.  However, RAP itself complied the data, but failed to
reveal it in its DEIR.  RAP asserts that it is the Lead CEQA Agency which
makes its omission all the more puzzling.  At times, good people innocently fall
into the old bad patterns.  Once, the discriminatory pattern has been brought to
light, good people then take corrective action.

The Problem of Obesity and Youth Recreation:

Today, one may not make recreational decisions for the youth in general
or for poor youth in particular without addressing the obesity problem.

The NPS report "Healthy Parks, Healthy People U.S. (2011)"
recognizes that "[p]eople of color and low income populations still
face disparities regarding health and access to parks." These
disparities adversely impact human health. For example, "36% of
black and 35% of Hispanic high school students nationwide are
overweight or obese, while 24% of non-Hispanic white high school
students suffer from these conditions." NPS emphasizes that park
agencies need to alleviate these disparities. KCET on-line,  Green
Justice, Los Angeles River Health and Environmental Justice,
August 12, 2013 

Los Angeles County was singled out by the NPS for its youth obesity
problem.
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HELP’s Additional Objections to Griffith Park Baseball DEIR 
Friday, December 13, 2013

The NPS draft study for the proposed national recreation area
in the San Gabriel Watershed and Mountains also highlights: "Los
Angeles County is one of the most disadvantaged counties in terms
of access to parks and open space for children of color and people
of color." Non-Hispanic "[w]hites currently have disproportionately
greater access to parks and open space, compared to Latinos and
African-Americans. These groups are 12-15 times more likely to
have less park acreage per capita when compared to [Non Hispanic
w]hites." As NPS points out, "the communities with the least
amount of access to parks and open space tend to have higher rates
of childhood diseases related to obesity such as diabetes."  KCET
on-line,  Green Justice, Los Angeles River Health and
Environmental Justice, August 12, 2013 

The type recreational activity also must be considered.  While baseball has
been called the “national pastime,” it is not known for vigorous activity.  In
selecting the type of recreational activity, the City had a duty to provide
evidence on the vigor of different sports, the amount of calories burned, the
number of children who can simultaneously get exercise.

Anyone who has ever watched a baseball game and a soccer match knows
that baseball involves only momentary spurts of activity by one person as he
runs the short distance between bases 60 feet apart.  Soccer, on the other hand,
is non-stop running for all participants except the goalie. 

Under CEQA’s requirement of a reasonable range of alternatives, the
public has the right to have scientific evidence presented as to the health benefits
of the different alternatives and as to the number of children who will benefit. 
The DEIR is an abject failure in this regard.  It has no alternative to baseball and
no data whatsoever about the health benefits baseball and soccer.
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HELP’s Additional Objections to Griffith Park Baseball DEIR 
Friday, December 13, 2013

The DEIR has to be remanded to include not only the soccer alternative
but also to included scientific data about the relative health benefits of baseball
vs soccer.  This need is heightened by the lack of reasonable locations accessible
to poor and minority youth.  As the main objective was to help ‘at risk youth,”
the DEIR had the duty to identify, what it means by at risk youth and where they
lived.

Additional Evidence that the DEIR is Fatally Flawed:

City Predetermined Which CEQA Alternative Would Prevail:

The comment period on the DEIR ends December 17, 2013 after which
the City has a duty to evaluate and review the comments.  Contradictorily, on
October 2, 2013, the City issued its Pre-Qualified On-call Architectural
Division Consultant Contract, City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works, 
Bureau of Engineering.  The initial paragraph stated:

The City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Engineering (BOE) is
proposing to construct two (2) youth baseball fields and additional
amenities, including, but not limited to bleachers, fencing , trash
enclosure, ADA path of travel, security lighting, parking and
modification of the existing driveway at the Griffith Park Crystal
Springs Ball Fields. The project site is located at 4730 Crystal Springs
Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90027, in the Griffith Park area, bounded on the
north by Los Feliz Boulevard and on the west by Interstate Freeway 5.

The fact that the City included in its Pre-Qualified On-call only the
Crystal Springs alternative strongly indicates that the City has no intention of
heeding any of the comments submitted by the public.  This turns the DEIR
from a propaganda piece for the pre-determined alternative into a travesty.  After
manipulating the process ab initio to arrive at the site and the recreational
facilities which the City favors, the City has plan to take under advisement
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HELP’s Additional Objections to Griffith Park Baseball DEIR 
Friday, December 13, 2013

anything the public says.  This unlawful process was the one which the Holly-
wood Community Plan followed, resulting in its rejection by the courts.

The Legal Privilege of the Public over Desire of Politicians:

The public occupy a “privileged position” in the CEQA process due not
only to their ability to make valuable contributions about the environmental
impacts but also as a crucial part of informed self government.  Concerned
Citizens of Costa Mesa, Inc. V. 32  District Agricultural Association (1986) 42nd

Cal. 3d 929, 936  

The City may not approve a Project when there are feasible alternatives
which would lessen the impacts of the Projects.  Ignoring alternatives is not
acceptable.  Mountain Lion Foundation v. Fish & Game Commission (1997) 16
Cal. 4  105, 134th

The purpose of the DEIR is to inform the public before the determination
has been made.  The issuing of the  Pre-Qualified On-call on October 2, 2013
shows that the City made its determination prior to releasing the DEIR on
October 2013.  Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors, County of
Santa Barbara, Wallover, Inc., Real Party In Interest, [Goleta II] (1990)  52
Cal.3d 553, 564.

A Favored Few Do Not Constitute the Public:

The “public vetting” before a few privileged community members, often
hand picked by the Council District, is not substitute for CEQA.  The law
mandates that the CEQA DEIR is the document which must be made available
to everyone.  It does not matter whether the council district sponsored some
non-CEQA focus groups or whether “The majority of Local Volunteer Neigh-
borhood Oversight Committee (LVNOC) members approved the schematic
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HELP’s Additional Objections to Griffith Park Baseball DEIR 
Friday, December 13, 2013

layout at Crystal Springs, in the Griffith Park area.”  October 2, 2013 Task
Order Solicitation 

The City Engineer is also responsible for creating and convening Local
Volunteer Neighborhood Oversight Committees (LVNOC) in each
Council District. These LVNOCs are responsible for reviewing and
monitoring the progress of all non- Recreation and Parks competitive
grant projects in their respective districts. Each LVNOC is comprised of
no more than a total of seven voting members, including four
neighborhood representatives and one youth representative appointed by
their Council Member and neighborhood representatives appointed by
the City Engineer (BOE Prop K).  LA Dept of Engineering, 
Recreational & Cultural Facilities Program, Proposition K (The LA For

Kids Program) Fact Sheet 1

One should note that the Task Order Solicitation said that a majority of the
LVNOC approved the project. The LVNOC has a maximum of seven (7)
members.  That means as few as four (4) persons, all of whom may have been
selected by the councilmember decide which Alternative shall prevail.  While
that process may function under Prop K, it is illegal for CEQA.  

In addition, the Department of Engineering limits each LVNOC to the
council district, whereas Hollywood has two major council districts, CD #4
where Griffith Park and Los Feliz are located and CD #13, where the poor and
the minority communities are located.

The City is behaving as if the decision of four political appointees can

1

One also has to wonder why the council district is relying on a LVNOC when
the Department of Engineering states that LVNOC’s are for “non-recreational”
projects.
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HELP’s Additional Objections to Griffith Park Baseball DEIR 
Friday, December 13, 2013

trump the public’s right to self-government. Such an elitist group of hand-
selected people is an anathema under CEQA

By Law, CEAQ Comes at the Beginning:

The fact that the City relegated CEQA to the last step rather than utilizing
CEQA as early as feasible does not cleanse the City’s violation.  The City
cannot complain that it has gone through the City Council to obtain Quimby
funds and Proposition K money.  The time for the CEQA was before the city
went through those procedures.   The CEQA and other city procedures had to
run concurrently and not consecutively.   This mandate is especially incumbent
on a City and its departments. Pub. Res. Code, § 21003 (a); CEQA Guidelines,
§ 15004 (b)(1) & (2), Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority v. Hensler
(2  Dist. 1991) 233 Cal.App.3d 577, 594nd

Summary:

The City should voluntarily heed Judge Goodman’s unequivocal statement
in SaveHollywood.Org and Hollywoodians Encouraging Logical Planning
[HELP] and other petitioners vs the City of Los Angeles.

When a public agency does not comply with procedures
required by law, its decision must be set aside as presumptively
prejudicial. Sierra Club v. State Bd. of Forestry (1994) 7 Cal. 4th
1215, 1236. "Noncompliance with substantive requirements of
CEQA or noncompliance with information disclosure provisions
'which precludes relevant information from being presented to the
public agency .. . may constitute prejudicial abuse of discretion
within the meaning of Sections 21168 and 21168.5, regardless of
whether a different outcome would have resulted if the public
agency had complied with those provisions." (§ 21005, subd. (a).)
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HELP’s Additional Objections to Griffith Park Baseball DEIR 
Friday, December 13, 2013

In other words, when an agency fails to proceed as required by
CEQA, harmless error analysis is inapplicable. The failure to
comply with the law subverts the purposes of CEQA if it omits
material necessary to informed decision-making and informed
public participation . Case law is clear that, in such cases, the error
is prejudicial. (Sierra Club v. State Bd. of Forestry ( 1994) 7 Cal.
4th 1215, 1236-1237[]; Fall River Wild Trout Foundation v. County
of Shasta (1999) 70 Cai.App.4th 482, 491-493 []; Kings County
Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cai.App.3d 692, 712[];
East Peninsula Ed. Council, Inc. v. Palos Verdes Peninsula Unified
School Dist. (1989) 210 Cai.App.3d 155, 174 [] ; Rural Landowners
Assn. v. City Council (1983) 143 Cai.App.3d 1013, 1021-1023 [].)"'
County of Amador v. ElDorado County Water Agency (1999) 76
Cai.App.4th 931 , 946.  December 10, 2013 Opinion 27:23-28:115 

As the public has recently learned, the City is ethically-challenged when
writing its EIRs.  The Hollywood Community Plan litigation showed that the
illegalities do not originate with the city employees, but rather the malfeasance
starts with the politicians.  As the HELP learned during the Hollywood Plan
litigation, the prior City Attorney had advised the City Council not to adopt the
Hollywood Community Plan due to its lack of accurate data.  The City council
ignored this advice, so that now, a year and ½ later, Judge Goodman had to
order the City re-write everything from the ground up and to include the
accurate data.

Later with the Millennium Project, the public saw a city council and
mayor with the same capricious disregard for a proper DEIR.  In this later case,
CalTrans and the State had objected to the Millennium’s EIR, but neither the
city council nor the mayor cared.  Now the Millennium Project falls under Judge
Goodman’s injunction.
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HELP’s Additional Objections to Griffith Park Baseball DEIR 
Friday, December 13, 2013

This Griffith Park DEIR has the same fatal defects as Judge Goodman
found in the Hollywood Community Plan.  It is based on grossly inadequate data
and omits a reasonable range of alternatives.  The City has the choice whether
to voluntarily produce a proper DEIR or wait two years for another court order 
requiring the City to follow the law.

Hyperlink KCET on-line,  Green Justice, Los Angeles River Health and
Environmental Justice, by Robert García and Ramya Sivasubramanian, August
12, 2013 1:45 PM http://bit.ly/Jo4tZA

Submitted concomitantly as pdfs:

1. December 10, 2013 Judge Allan Goodman Opinion in Save-
Hollywood.Org and HELP vs. City of Los Angeles, BS 138370 and associated
cases

2. October 2, 2013 Task Order Solicitation Pre-Qualified On-call
Architectural Division Consultant Contract City of Los Angeles Department of
Public Works Bureau of Engineering   

3. Los Angeles Recreation and Parks Department’s 2009 Final Com-
munity Wide Needs Assessment Summary Report
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Response to Comment HELP_20131213 

 

Comment 1: The issue of environmental justice is not considered an environmental impact 
under CEQA. 
 
Comment 2: The DEIR evaluates issues relating to the environmental impacts of the project as  
required by CEQA. 
 
Comment 3: The LVNOC process is distinct from the CEQA process. 
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Hollywoodians Encouraging Logical Planning
H.E.L.P.

1926 North Saint Andrews Place
Hollywood, California 90068

323/957-9588 (phone) 

HwoodCA@Gmail.com 

Saturday, December 14, 2013

HELP’s Public Record Submissions to Griffith Park’s 
Crystal Springs Youth Baseball Fields Project
Draft Environmental Impact Report [DEIR]

SCH#2013011012 [October 2013]
Selected HyperLinks and pdfs of articles on childhood obesity

As far as HELP can ascertain, the DEIR failed to consider the problem of
youth obesity, exercise, and soccer.  Any recreational program for children
cannot ignore the overwhelmingly pressing problem of obesity and which type
of exercise is best suited to reduce youth obesity.

The studies seem uniform that the brief amount of exercise a child
receives from baseball is inadequate to combat obesity and baseball seriously
limits the number of children who can obtain exercise while playing baseball. 
The studies show that soccer provides vastly more intense cardiovascular
exercise and is far superior to baseball in combating youth obesity.

The duty to gather this type of data does not fall on the public, and
HELP’s submissions do not relieve the City of its duty to remand the DEIR in
order to obtain this type of medical data on youth obesity, exercise, baseball, and
soccer and to present all this health data in a comprehensive manner to the
public in a revised DEIR.  

Below is a list of hyperlinks which The City should utilize to obtain this
data and in each instance, HELP has added a pdf of the same data.  When
printing out the material in order to create pdfs, however, the print is quite small. 
HELP trusts that the City is able to enlarge these and other studies so that they
may be included in the new Appendix for a revised DEIR.
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The HyperLinks and PDFs

HyperLink Title with PDF below

http://bit.ly/JpfGt3 Better Health Channel, Internet, soccer health benefits
Better Health Channel Soccer - Health Benefits.pdf

http://bit.ly/19IEi5O Best Health –  Health benefits of Soccer
Best Health How ‘Footy’ can improve health.pdf

http://bit.ly/JpguhD LiveStrong.com Health Advantages of Soccer 
LiveStrong Health Advantages of Soccer.pdf

http://bit.ly/1hTrHFj Short- and Long-Term Beneficial Effects of a
Combined Dietary–Behavioral–Physical Activity
Intervention for the Treatment of Childhood Obesity, 
Pediatrics Vol. 115 No. 4 April 1, 2005, pp. e443 e449
(doi: 10.1542/peds.2004-2172), Dan Nemet, MD, Sivan
Barkan, MSc, RD, Yoram Epstein, PhD, Orit Friedland,
MD, t Kowen, RD, Alon Eliakim, MD
2005-4-12 Obese Children Diet and Exercise.pdf

Sincerely,
Hollywoodians Encouraging Logical Planning [HELP]
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Response to Comment HELP_20131214 

 

Comment 1: The DEIR evaluates issues relating to the environmental impacts of the project as 
required by CEQA. 
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https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142e25ef2b2e3a4c 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Cry stal Springs, Griffith Park
1 message

Kathleen Hobson <kathobson5060@gmail.com> Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 7:55 AM
To: "Mayor.Garcetti@lacity.org" <Mayor.Garcetti@lacity.org>
Cc: "michael.a.shull@lacity.org" <michael.a.shull@lacity.org>, "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

To the Honorable Mayor and others,

Re: No Prop K Funds to destroy Crystal Springs Picnic Area

Crystal Springs in Griffith Park, L.A. And the little league field

Dear Mayor, Michael and Maria,

I cannot for the life of me understand why anyone would want to keep whittling away little by little one of the most
beautiful and unique parks in the world by putting this here and that there and pleasing these people over here
and those people over there. (?).

Reasons why you should NOT put a little league field in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith Park:

1) Removal of our beloved old trees.
2) Disrupting critters ( birds, squirrels, coyotes, deer, skunks, possums, bobcats & cougar) I have witnessed
numerous disrupted animals (coyotes in my backyard) and dead animals (road kill) from all the projects that have
gone on in this (Park).
3) Upsetting the animals at the neighboring zoo animal hospital.
4) Potential traffic congestion in our serene park community.
5) Overload of power and water sources.
6) Creating more Government expenses via maintenance when the Government is "supposed" to be cutting back.
 7) This is a park within a city not a city within a park.

I am a very sympathetic person and understand people's plights, but when it comes to preserving what Mother
Nature we have left (within) a big city I implore you to not let this or any more building happen in this historical
and uniquely serene park.

Please remember that it is always good to ask oneself "what could go wrong?". Sometimes it's best to leave well
enough alone and just say NO.

Sincerely

Kathleen Hobson
1752 Riverside Drive
Glendale, Ca 91201

Sent from my iPad
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Response to Comment Hobson_K_20131211 

 

Comment 1: The Animal Health Center at the Los Angeles Zoo is approximately one mile from 
the project site and therefore would not be impacted by noise from the project. 
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https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=1427298db1299f25 1/3

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Prop K Cry stal Springs base ball fie lds
1 message

Matrushka Construction <info@matrushka.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 3:00 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Mrs Martin,
I am attaching these photos of a Blue Heron feeding directly in the Crystal Springs picnic grounds.  It is vital the EIR take into account
there are feeding and nesting animals in this sensitive area.  Therefore I do not feel it is an appropriate area no matter how much council
member wants it to be.  This park was donated by Colonel Griffith as quoted in his book "Parks and Blvds." to be a natural area free from
"entertainment's by the urban world" .  It was specifically meant to be an area of passive natural reflection.  It was never intended to be a
sport facility.  This park is a Cultural Land Mark and must be respected for that and not to cater to every special interest no matter how
well meaning.  The city must not deprive it's citizens of it's open free space.
Is this area to be free? For at the moment it is.  Is this area now going to be cordoned off for 8-9 month out of the year? Are pesticides
and rodenticides going to be used which drastically harm the eco system?
These are all legal questions that must be addressed before going forward.

I thank you for your time and efforts
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Laura Howe
Owner/Designer
Matrushka Construction
3822 W. Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca 90026
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Prop K Cry stal Springs Ball Fie lds Blue  Heron in Cry stal Springs
1 message

Matrushka Construction <info@matrushka.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 2:41 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Mrs Martin,
I am sending this picture which shows a Blue Heron feeding right in the Crystal Springs picnic area.  I think it is very important for the
EIR to take the proximity to the Los Angeles River into account for the wildlife currently using the Crystal Springs picnic area.  There are
many people with interests in this area and it is very important that Los Angeles maintain it's open spaces.  This park was given to be a
natural area. The Colonel is even quoted as stating it should be left natural and not used for "entertainments" which is published in his
book "Parks and Blvds." of 1910 which was the entire premise of the gift of the park.  It is also imperative that pesticides and
rodenticides are not used in these areas for it directly effects the eco system.
Thank you so much for all your hard work.
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Laura Howe
Owner/Designer
Matrushka Construction
3822 W. Sunset Blvd.  90026
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Response to Comment Howe_L_20131119 

 

Comment 1: Pesticides are likely to be used as part of maintenance operations.  This use will be 
consistent with the Department of Recreation and Parks' procedures in place at similar facilities. 
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20 NOV 2013 
 

Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields 
(WO E170110B) 

(http://eng.lacity.org/techdocs/eng/griffith_park_baseball_field.htm) 
 

Hello, my name is Sergio Lambarri, a member of the Atwater Village Neighborhood Council, Special 
Interest Representative, and an over 50 year resident of Atwater Village and we are opposed to option 2, the 
building of two baseball diamonds in North Atwater Park. 
 
Griffith Park is one of the jewels of L.A. that deserves to be treasured and honored. Col. Griffith J. Griffith 
donated this park so that it should be “available to all”. Additional baseball diamonds will help accomplish 
his vision. 
 
You have three options before you: Option 1A & 1B, which are both located in the Crystal Springs picnic 
area of Griffith Park proper; and Option 2 at the North Atwater Park located across the Interstate 5 freeway 
and across the Los Angeles River.  
 
Crystal Springs has 

- Accommodations for high volume vehicle traffic 
- An extensive dedicated bicycle lane system 
- Pedestrian access 
- An MTA stop at the entrance to Crystal Springs 
- A Ranger/Visitors Station also at the entrance to Crystal Springs    
- A Ranger dispatch/crew quarters adjacent to ball fields for security  
- Multiple restroom facilities  
- Ease of access to other Griffith Park attractions 
- No residential neighborhood issues 
- And it can accommodate the anticipated parking requirements.  

 
North Atwater Park has 

- Very limited access 
- No dedicated bicycle lane 
- Lack of sidewalks to the park 
- Poor security 
- A single antiquated restroom 
- Is located within a residential neighborhood 
- And suffers from insufficient parking 

 
According to the DEIR: (Appendix H, Transportation Study, page 44) 
“…North Atwater Park site would not include construction of additional parking in the park. Overflow 
parking during periods of peak demand would be accomplished on the surrounding neighborhood streets…” 
It goes on to read, “This would result in inconvenience for some project generated drivers who are unable to 
find parking adjacent to the baseball fields and for residents on the adjoining streets.”   
To put it simply, North Atwater Park has inadequate parking for two ball fields. 
  
Yet for Crystal Springs, this same report reads, “Under either layout the project on the Crystal Springs site, 
the roadway would be adequate to serve the anticipated traffic flows. Based on the assumptions used to 
develop trip generation estimates for this project, 30 parking spaces per field would be needed on a weekday, 
when one game is held, or a total of 60 spaces. On weekends when more then one game is held on each field, 
the need would double (120 spaces for the two fields) because of the overlapping demand from arriving and 
departing teams when games are closely scheduled.”  
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I need to point out that the traffic study for North Atwater Park is fundamentally flawed. This study was 
made with today’s traffic pattern and it failed to take into account the future New Hope Chapel on Los Feliz 
(which has already been approved for construction). The previous chapel was a single story 8,840sqft domed 
building with only 324 seats, and 363 parking spaces. The new chapel will be a two story structure of 
85,631sqft, have 1,130 seats, and 1,107 parking spaces. Los Feliz has been designated as the only entry and 
exit for New Hope Chapel for all of it’s multiple services; it is estimated that a significant percentage will 
travel north through Brunswick to either Chevy Chase to reach San Fernando Rd., or to the Colorado/5 
freeway interchange. If games were held at North Atwater Park during services, gridlock will ensue. Police, 
fire, and rescue ambulances response times could be fatally decreased.  
 
North Atwater Park does not have sidewalks that lead to the park, was not engineered to handle high volume 
traffic, does not have sufficient parking (or plans for an expansion according to the Draft EIR), a small 
antiquated restroom, and it has the only basketball court in the Griffith Park system. To be blunt, this is a 
residential neighborhood park that is not capable of hosting city-wide events. 
 
Since Option 2 is obviously undesirable this leaves us with which of the two locations within Crystal Springs 
is more suitable. 
 
Both options, either 1A or 1B, provide adequate parking, three separate restroom facilities, and ease of 
accessibility. 
 
Option 1A is not a viable plan due to the fact that the loop road would become cul-de-sacs, inhibiting the 
movement of emergency vehicles. Option 1A would also destroy an area that is rented out for various 
activities (corporate events, private parties, film and commercial shoots, etc.).  
 
Option 1B on the other hand would be ideally suited for additional diamonds. The diamonds would have a 
road to separate them; it would occupy an underutilized section of the park, and it would be in the immediate 
vicinity of an auxiliary road that runs along the wash, allowing emergency personal to quickly respond to life 
threatening needs. With the Ranger quarters at Petigrew, they could aid in any emergency, shortening 
response time. 
 
Now there are those that would have you believe that a large number of trees will be destroyed; this is just a 
red herring. They may point out that Crystal Springs will loose up to 44 trees and North Atwater Park only 
15. What they may not note is that Crystal Spring has 357 trees, which amount to 12.3% possible loss; verses 
North Atwater Park’s paltry 64 trees, meaning a 23.4% possible loss (nearly double the percentage Crystal 
Springs). The trees that will be removed will be replanted, and the ones that are cut down will be replaced. 
When the Space Shuttle Endeavor was moved from LAX to the Exposition Park well over 100 trees were cut 
down, then replaced at a 2:1 ratio.  
 
The conclusion is obvious; Crystal Springs Option 1B is the only viable alternative.  
 
Thank you. 
 
Sergio Lambarri 
Atwater Village Neighborhood Council 
Special Interest Representative 
www.atwatervillage.org 
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Response to Comment Lambarri_S_20131120 

 

Comment 1: This comment likely refers to the New Life Vision Church on Los Feliz Blvd., 
which is included in the Draft EIR's analysis of cumulative impacts (see Table 5-1). 
 
Comment 2: Impact  on emergency access is discussed in Section 5 of the Draft EIR. 
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Maria Martin 
City of Los Angeles 
Public Works, Bureau of Engineering 
Environmental Management Group 
1149 S. Broadway, 6th Floor Mail Stop 939 
Los Angeles, CA   90015‐2213 
                    December 17, 2013 

Dear Ms. Martin, 

Thank you for the opportunity to speak to the Prop K project, Griffith Park Crystal Springs  Youth Ball Fields, its 

alternatives, and the recently released Draft EIR.  This letter and the attached comments are written on behalf of 

the Los Feliz Neighborhood Council, an elected body representing nearly 40,000 stakeholders in the greater Griffith 

Park neighborhoods.  We have supported this project since its inception as has City Council District 4, various local 

neighborhood organizations, other Neighborhood Councils, and too many individuals to list here.  To be clear, 

Option 1A is the project; Option 1B and Option 2 Atwater are alternatives to the project.   

After careful review by several of our board members, we have compiled a list of issues with the D‐EIR to be 

considered when drafting the Final EIR. There are a few basic errors which are directly related to the “significant 

findings”.  Our notes are not intended to be an exhaustive catalog of concerns, so we have focused on those which 

either support one of the two impacts judged to be without mitigation,  or might be misleading to the reader.  

There are instances of ambiguity in the document which lead to conclusions that cannot be supported by fact.  

Terminology is vague and words are used interchangeably; e.g., project, project area, vicinity, etc.  City ordinances 

are referenced, but no citations are provided.  Documents that are still in draft are referenced as though they are 

expert opinion rather than “received and filed.”  Several of the conclusions in the D‐EIR are rendered inconsistently 

in different sections of the document.  A major conclusion – the decline in the rating of visual appeal appears to be 

based on a formula with a glaring mathematical error or is presented in a chart with data that is not clear.  We 

believe that this is a flawed document and hope that our comments provide some assistance so that those 

individuals making the final evaluation of the project can render a fair decision.   

Thank you again.   

Sincerely, 

 

Linda Demmers 

President Los Feliz Neighborhood Council 

attachment   
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Since the Final EIR will be used by decision makers who are likely unfamiliar with the details of 
the Griffith Park Crystal Springs Ball Fields Project, and will be making their decisions based on 
the information contained in the Final EIR, it is critical the document be as clear as possible.  It 
is equally important the Executive Summary be as comprehensive as possible, as many readers 
form their opinions based solely on the executive summary. 

Finally, it is extremely important the substance of the public comments regarding this project be 
specifically addressed as they underpin a perceived contention we believe was mass 
manufactured to shroud the project in “controversy,” a topic the D-EIR specifically speaks to. 
 

Terminology and Project Definition 
 

1. Project and Project Alternatives. Throughout the D-EIR, reference is made to the "project 
area" and the "proposed project area" when referring to the Crystal Springs "North" or 
Map Reference "1A".  Yet the D-EIR also continually refers to it as a "project 
alternative."  This is confusing to the casual reader and to a decision maker. 

The D-EIR should quantify what location IS the project, and consistently refer to that site 
as the "project area" and not confuse it as an "alternative."  The other two sites (not 
withdrawn from consideration), "1B" & "2" are the alternatives.  Throughout the D-EIR 
document different references to these designations is confusing.  The D-EIR should 
CLEARLY DELINEATE between the original project brought forth (and presented via the 
Prop K application) and the subsequent site alternatives (Crystal Springs "South or "1B" 
and "North Atwater Park" or "2".  The site reference nomenclature has changed as the 
project evolved through the LVNOC, EIR Scoping and D-EIR release. 

 

2. Project Area Definition.  The D-EIR refers variously to the project site, the project area, 
the vicinity, the Crystal Springs Area, and the Park.  A consistent footprint and location 
should be used in judging all potential impacts of the project.  For example, although the 
project area is not considered to be an historic or cultural contributor to the park, historic 
features are in the “vicinity;” yet when the number of trees present is counted, only the 
67 in the project area are referenced when the proportion of impacted trees (45, 47, or 
49 variously) is calculated.  “During site visits 67 trees were recorded of which 49 would 
be impacted” is cited, yet also cited: “The Crystal Springs area contains lawn areas and 
358 trees, including mature as well as young trees. The project site consists of four-
acres of parkland containing grassy areas and forty-four (44) trees, including the 
following species”(NOP).  “A total of 357 trees are found in the Crystal Springs Picnic 
Area (D-EIR 3.2-11) 

Tree counts and other site characteristics are loosely based on area, vicinity, project 
site, and park.  In which cases were which of these geographic designations utilized?  
For example, if tree count was based on project site, then 40 of 67 trees being removed 
would be 2/3 of the total number of trees, but if vicinity were used or area or the park, the 
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percentage falls to far below to a mere 1%.  If the project site is in the vicinity of a 
historic area or an area of high visual quality, does vicinity become the criteria?  This is 
unclear.  And if the entire Park is a cultural and historical monument, but not that part of 
the park, do any of the regulations covering cultural and historical monuments come into 
play? 

Further, the D-EIR defines “project viewshed” (p. 3.2-13), stating:  “The FHWA 
methodology calls for analysis of the project viewshed (i.e., those areas that can be 
easily seen within the project setting), using the criteria vividness, intactness, and visual 
unity captured in key views to assess the level of visual quality present both before and 
after the project is implemented.” 
 
Clearly, from the maps, and conceptual sketches within the D-EIR, plus a first hand on-
site evaluation, the entirety of the Crystal Springs is within the viewshed of the entire 
project area as is alternative 1B.  Not correcting these errors leads to faulty conclusions 
regarding the true visual impact in the project area, and also when compared with the 
site alternatives    

 

Sources Cited  
 

1.  
2.  

1. The D-EIR lists two different master plans and a draft “vision” plan, yet none of these 
were ever formally adopted by an elected body.  However, both architects and land use 
specialists compiled the 1939 and 1978 plans.  In the case of the Draft Vision Plan, a 
panel of “park enthusiasts” authored it over a period of seven years.  It is still in “draft” 
form, and its overall objectivity has been called into question (see below).  

2. The 1978 Griffith Park Master Plan was not officially adopted.  It makes no mention of 
the Crystal Springs Picnic Area.  It should not be referenced in the D-EIR, or caveated 
with the information that Crystal Springs plays no part in its content. 
 

3. The 2013 Griffith Park “Vision” Plan has also not been adopted and it has been 
criticized for being non-objective, borne of one ideology, and clearly biased.  It also 
should not be referenced in the D-EIR.   

 

Folding its conclusions into this Environmental Impact Report is a duplicative error.  For 
example, “In addition, Chapter 2 notes that more than one million people a year use 
Griffith Park for picnics…” (p.3.8-6).  This statistic has no empirical basis in fact.  It is at 
best a guess, and a wildly inaccurate one. 

 
If every picnic table in Griffith Park, seating 8 persons was used daily 365 days a year, 
it would still not add up to a “million people.”  Periodic on-site inspections of Griffith Park 
picnic areas on weekdays (non-holiday) show all its picnic areas to be practically empty.  
The cited number is untenable, and a decision making document that includes it would 
be defective.  This information is misleading and could certainly lead to incorrect 
determinations.  Again, this citation along with any part of the draft “Vision” plan should 
be stricken from the EIR. 
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4. City of Los Angeles Tree Ordinance.  Since the issues relating to tree removal, 

replacement, and relocation are prime to both of the environmental impacts deemed to 
be significant (Biological Resources and Visual Quality), it is critical the reader have 
ready access to the entire Tree Ordinance, which is cited throughout the document.  
The Executive Summary should include the entirety of its much referenced City of Los 
Angeles Tree Ordinance (below).  Or at least reference where the actual ordinance 
language can be found in the D-EIR (Page 3.4-4) 

 

3.4.2.1.3.3 City of Los Angeles Native Tree Preservation Ordinance 
Ordinance number 177404 is an ordinance amending various provisions of 
Articles 2 and 7 of Chapter I and Article 6 of Chapter IV and Section 
96.303.5 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code to assure the protection of and 
to further regulate the removal of protected trees. This ordinance became 
law on April 23, 2006 (City of Los Angeles 2006). The ordinance regulates 
the following Southern California native tree species, measuring four inches 
or more in cumulative diameter, four and one-half feet above the ground 
level at the base of the tree: 
 
• Any oak tree of the genus Quercus indigenous to California 

excluding Scrub Oak (Quercus dumosa) 
• Southern California Black Walnut (Juglans californica var. 
californica) 
• Western (California) Sycamore (Platanus racemosa), and 
• California Bay (Umbellularia californica). 
 
All trees meeting the criteria above will be considered protected trees within 
this report. Removal or relocation of protected trees requires a permit from 
the Board of Public Works. Removal or relocation are defined as “any act 
that will cause a protected tree to die, including but not limited to acts that 
inflict damage upon the root system or other part of the tree by fire, 
application of toxic substances, operation of equipment or machinery, or by 
changing the natural grade of land by excavation or filling the drip line area 
around the trunk.” A protected tree report (PTR) must be submitted to the 
Board of Public Works to apply for a tree removal permit. The PTR must 
contain the required information listed in the City of Los Angeles Standard 
Tree Removal Application Checklist, see Appendix A of the Biological 
Resources Technical Analysis (Appendix D to this DEIR). 
 
The City of Los Angeles Tree Preservation Ordinance requires mitigation for 
the removal of protected trees. The ordinance requires the replacement of 
each tree removed by at least four trees of the protected tree species of a 
15 gallon or larger size specimen measuring one inch or more in diameter at 
a point one foot above the base and at least seven feet in height. The 
current Board of Public Works has increased the minimum requirements for 
protected tree replacement to 4:1. The exact size and number of trees 
planted for mitigation shall approximate the value of the tree to be replaced. 
The exact size and number of tree planted for mitigation will be determined 
by the City of Los Angeles. The ordinance also regulates the act of pruning 
of protected trees. Pruning must be approved and comply with the pruning 
standards set forth in the Western Chapter of the International Society of 
Arboriculture (ISA). A bond must be posted or other assurance acceptable 
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to the city engineer to guarantee the survival of the trees required to be 
mitigated. A fee for the tree permit will be charged and will be determined in 
the manner provided in Section 12.37 I 1 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code 
for establishing fees. 

 

5. City of Los Angeles Rec and Parks Tree Preservation Policy.  The D-EIR quotes, 
“Every tree in the City of Los Angeles Parks is recognized as a valuable asset and must 
be protected.”  (D-EIR 3.2-9) This quotation is misleading as it is taken out of the 
context: “The large number of trees in our parks has a significant cooling effect on the 
urban environment in Los Angeles, where tree canopy represents only 25% of the land. 
Every tree in our City parks is recognized as a valuable asset and must be protected.” 

 
6. D-EIR. 3.2-7, “…when those trees measure four inches or more in cumulative diameter, 

or four and one-half feet above the ground…”  Should this say AT four and one-half feet 
above the ground?   The current City of Los Angeles Ordinance “protects coast live oak 
(Quercus agrifolia), valley oak (Quercus lobata), or any other tree of the oak genus 
indigenous to California measuring eight inches or more in diameter, four and half feet 
above the ground level at the base of the tree”.   Which citation is more current and in 
force?  

Clarifications 
 

1. Executive Summary.  States: “…the removal of certain trees during project construction 
would reduce visual quality from high to moderate and therefore have a substantial 
adverse effect on visual quality” (D-EIR ES-17) Please clarify, if this means that the 
adverse effect would be “during construction” or after project completion.   
 

2. Figure ES-7 is difficult to read, but on close inspection it shows the protected Oak tree is 
not within the ballfields footprint as currently designed.  Yet, in the tree inventory it is 
slated for “removal.”  The final EIR should clarify and/or correct this contradiction. 
 

3. Throughout the document trees are identified as “Heritage” trees.  However, a search of 
the catalog of the City’s Specified Heritage Trees via the NavigateLA Database shows 
no heritage trees in the project area.  The location, 4730 parcel, as cataloged by the 
Department of Recreation and Parks, shows no heritage trees.  Is this due to an error in 
the D-EIR or outdated information in the city’s database?  The third possibility is these 
trees were recently designated Heritage, and if so, that must be discounted because 
“Environmental impacts are measured against the physical environmental conditions at 
the time of the publication of the NOP (CEQA guidelines).”  The NOP was published in 
January 2013; the tree inventory was conducted in August 2013.  Every effort should be 
made to ascertain the date these trees were given a “heritage’ designation, what the 
criteria was for each designation (species, diameter, aesthetics, etc.), and if similar trees 
throughout Griffith Park were also given similar designations based on the criteria used.  
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These findings should be summed up in the final EIR to give objective context to what 
constitutes somewhat of an amorphous “heritage” definition. 
 

4. The definition of a Heritage tree should be clearly stated and conveniently referenced in 
the document.  Further clarification should be indicated that even protected trees can be 
relocated and/or removed per the Recreation and Parks Tree Preservation Policy. 
 

5. (D-EIR. ES-12) “Among the trees to be removed are unique trees located in a sensitive 
and historic location (Griffith Park) that are uncommon specimens because of their size, 
maturity, and visual quality.  The Crystal Springs picnic area was specifically excluded 
as part of the Park’s historical designation.  The D-EIR lists a majority of the trees as 
non-native species, most of which appear to be planted as part of a tree planting 
program.  Not breaking out which trees are specifically unique is problematic because by 
that measure every palm tree in southern California could be grouped with others and 
deemed “unique.”  This pronouncement should be clarified for the decision makers.  
 

6. The D-EIR lists multiple trees as being “uncommon specimens” yet fails to identify which 
ones are “uncommon” and which one’s aren’t; particularly in the critical executive 
summary.  Are all California Sycamores uncommon specimens when Griffith Park has 
hundreds and hundreds of them?  Or is it just an older Sycamore of significant girth?  
This should be clarified in the final draft.  Further a Sycamore’s classification as “fast 
growing” should be indicated when tree planting mitigations are discussed as it’s a 
significant aspect a decision maker should know when contemplating the re-planting of 
such trees. 
 

7. A designator number assigned by the site surveyors currently sorts the executive 
summary tree inventory.  This sort order is meaningless to anyone but the contractors 
who cataloged the trees.  Sorting the list by genus/species name would be the most 
useful way of referencing for a decision maker.  
 

8. The Executive Summary tree inventory fails to indicate whether the tree was planted as 
part of a tree planting/landscaping program.  Not having this information included is 
problematic, as the oft cited City Tree Planting Ordinance specifically instructs on how 
tress planted as part of a landscaping program are treated by the ordinance itself. 

 

Fact Checking  
 

1. Executive Summary 

Please clarify with one cohesive number (even if approximated) how many trees will be 
impacted as there are different totals cited throughout the D-EIR, e.g., “During the site 
visits conducted by ICF … 67 trees were recorded of which 49 would be impacted.” (D-
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EIR ES-5).  Forty five (4)5) trees are noted on page ES-1 and again forty nine (49) would 
be impacted on page ES-A decision maker may be inclined to question a document’s 
validity that reports two different totals within three pages of each other at the onset of 
the executive summary. 

2. Section 3.2 – Aesthetics   

Please clarify how many picnic tables there are?  There are varying references between 
the NOP and within the D-EIR, itself.  “Specifically within the project site are seven picnic 
tables, thirty-two (32) mature trees, twelve (12) young oak trees, a volleyball court, a 
segment of the access driveway, and five parking spaces.” (NOP) “…it is the largest 
contiguous area within the Crystal Springs Picnic Area.  It contains all 119 of the site’s 
picnic tables, all of its outdoor grills, …” (D-EIR 3.2-13).  If only 7 picnic tables are to be 
relocated as part of the project, then ALL 119 can’t be in the project site.  The 
delineation between project site, site area and “vicinity” vary throughout the D-EIR.  
Public opposition continually cites hundreds and hundreds of “evicted” picnickers; the 
fact that there will be no net loss, and easily a net gain utilizing the nearly 2 acres open 
space at Crystal Springs’ southern end in picnic tables has been ignored.  119 picnic 
tables are not under discussion; only 7.  The project site is not all of the Crystal Springs 
area.  Page 3.8-10 D-EIR notes the remaining 112 picnic tables will be fully available 
during the construction period and the temporary loss of parking spaces (1.9%) during 
construction will not be significant. 

Is the existing volleyball area in the project site’s “vicinity” indeed affected by the project 
or not?..  The D-EIR claims it is and maps indicate it isn’t. 

3. Page 3.2-13. “The only manmade elements on the triangular site are a small abandoned 
building at the southern tip of the grass field; small corrugated metal buildings located 
west of the field…” The "abandoned building" is actually a shuttered bathroom facility, 
with the words "MEN" and "WOMEN" stenciled on its separate entrances.  Peering 
through the windows of this structure one can seem commodes and urinals and 
bathroom stalls.  Examining the substructure of this building, one can observe water 
feed and drainage piping. Apparently, the firm engaged at significant cost to taxpayers to 
examine this site, failed to perform an examination thorough enough to ascertain the 
function of this structure and indicate such in the D-EIR. 

 

4. Page 2-28 states: “D-EIR has assumed maximum use for purposes of impact analysis.  
Actual use of the fields has not been determined.”  Public comments have put forth that 
the area will be locked off from general use by the public, fees will be charged, the area 
will be taken over by for profit organizations, and the fences will be covered with 
unsightly banners.  Actual use of the fields has not been determined.  
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5. Visual Quality.  (D-EIR 3.2 – 23) There appears to be either a  mathematical error which
has reduced the visual quality from vantage point #1 from High to Moderate or missing
data in the table showing the “after project” conditions. As this is one of the two
significant environmental impacts, the formula should be reviewed or the table corrected.
The view from vantage point # 3 is unchanged.  The view from vantage point #2 remains
moderate with no perceptible change.  The view from vantage point #1 is downgraded
from high (5.7) to moderate (4.7) although the three indicators, Vividness, Intactness,
and Unity are shown to be unchanged in the second chart.  If the before and after visual
quality indicators are unchanged (6+5+6) then the after project result must be the same.
If the results are different then the numbers in the chart should be changed to reflect a
revised Vividness, Intactness, and Unity.  If the change in visual quality is one of the two
characteristics that cannot be mitigated, then this is either based on an error or the data
is poorly presented.    (D-EIR 3.2 – 26)  “Visual quality would be reduced from high to
moderate.” It was only high from view point one and that is unchanged in the project-
related change table.  Viewer response is expected to be high and considered a
substantial adverse effect…”

Inaccurate Assessments 

On page ES-19 the D-EIR indicates it states there is “No Feasible Mitigation” for an 
“Unavoidable Significant Impact concerning: “Removal of protected trees could be 
considered a significant adverse environmental impact to biological resources.”  While 
tree removal is unavoidable, standard mitigation throughout the City of Los Angeles, and 
the state of California is the situational replanting of trees in greater numbers.  The “No 
Feasible Mitigation Measure” is an opinion that should be re-evaluated.  When the 101 
Freeway was widened, the approved and accepted Environmental Impact Report cited 
mitigation for the removal of over 500 Redwood trees (see appendix). 

Further, the City of Los Angeles approved with the affected communities consent the 
felling/replanting of a reported 400 trees in order to move the Space Shuttle ‘Endeavor 
from LAX to Exposition Park.  How can there be accepted mitigations for trees of a 
Redwood’s stature and in those high numbers, or 400 on L.A. city streets bereft of trees, 
yet there’s none concerning for 39 trees in a public park with tens of thousands of trees?  
With over 300 trees in the view shed of the project area.  This conclusion needs further 
evaluation. 

Public Comments 

1. The public comment and its bearing on this project needs to be formally addressed so
decision makers can draw their own conclusions regarding its veracity and its ability to
be used as a metric truly indicative of public sentiment; not just totaling the quantity of it,
but more importantly, the quality of it.  Many of the mechanisms used to encourage
public comment were clearly laden with unverified statistics (similar to the incorporated
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‘2013 Vision Plan,’ factual errors, and alarming and misleading language designed to 
elicit a desired response in opposition of the project (see appendix).  Intentional and 
outright prevarication concerning them belies an agenda not concerned with the greater 
good of a community or the City of Los Angeles as a whole, but rather personal 
motivations and ideologies. 
 

2. The Final EIR should note this, summarize it, and direct decision makers to the EIR’s 
appendices, where aspects of it can be adequately vetted and given its due weight. 
 

3. The D-EIR speaks specifically to a project’s “Controversy.”  Bureau of Engineering 
officials have been quoted describing this project as being “controversial” citing 
significant amounts of public comment.  One official, Cathy Santo Domingo, cited the 
receipt of over “30 or 40 post cards against the project” yet examination of the EIR’s 
public record in the appendix to the D-EIR, public record submissions include no 
traditional “post cards” but a number of identical form letters signed by various 
individuals.  If public comment can be deemed a measure of “controversy” then the 
compilers of the Final EIR should, as previously stated, take great care to summarize 
this project’s aspect. 
 

4. The D-EIR Appendix includes a compilation of the NOP comments includes only 3 public 
speaker cards.  There were many more speakers at the meeting.  Where are those other 
speaker cards?   
 

5. The majority of written public comments cataloged in the appendix are copies of a letter 
that was drafted and stamped “sample” (See above).  With the majority of those who 
signed this form letter are from other areas of the county including Arleta, Lancaster, 
Huntington Park, Santa Clarita, Bell Garden, Burbank, Glendale, Beverly Hills, Simi 
Valley, San Dimas, Studio City, Long Beach, Upland, Venice, Alhambra, Beverly Hills, 
Pasadena, Lakewood, Palmdale, Glendora, and Tarzana.  These letters are in support 
of maintaining the picnic area in Crystal Springs.   
 

6. Public Comment Quality: One of the speakers at the D-EIR Hearing noted that the loss 
of picnic tables would hurt “those from the city, most of whom do not have back yards.”  
How the opposition speaker could have known that is a mystery, and further, examining 
the list of residences above puts the lack of back yards in question.   Once again, the 
final D-EIR should indicate and summarize that certain pubic comment clearly indicates 
empirical citations have not or cannot be proven. 
 
The distributed form letter (sample below) contains a number of factual errors 
(misinformation) but with no forum to dispute the errors, they easily become facts when 
they’re included within an EIR.  (1) Loss of a historic landscape – Crystal Springs is 
specifically excluded from the historical and cultural status of Griffith Park.  (2) Loss of 
picnic space – no space will be lost, a different user group would use the same space.  
Seven tables will be relocated.  (3) Loss of trees – individual trees will be removed 
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and/or relocated but will also be replaced at a two to one ratio.  (4) Aesthetics and loss 
of a tranquil environment – how can it be tranquil with the purported ”thousands of daily 
picnickers” there out of the “millions” who do it annually.  Additionally, personalized 
comments belie the submitter may have been somewhat mislead by the material, or 
perhaps verbally coerced, when on 05/26/13, Ms. Arandina Galavan, handwrote: “Keep 
it as a picnic area.  Don’t take it away!  Please! (smiley face doodle).”  It appears moving 
seven out of 119 picnic tables constitutes TAKING AWAY the picnic area to Ms. Galvin.  
How would she know any differently given the paper she was handed? 
 

7. In addition to the comments made at the Scoping Meeting, a number of Neighborhood 
Councils representing over 200,000 resident submitted resolutions in support of the 
Project and some are missing from the appendix of public comments.   They include: 

• Los Feliz Neighborhood Council • Atwater Village Neighborhood Council 
• Silver Lake Neighborhood Council • East Hollywood Neighborhood Council 
• Greater Toluca Lake Neighborhood Council • Greater Wilshire Neighborhood 
Council 
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Appendix 
 

Sample Public Comment form letters gathered at Crystal Springs site. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Website calls to action citing subjective and inaccurate statistics: 

 

 

 

 

101 Freeway Widening Approved EIR 
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Response to Comment Los Feliz NC_20131217 

 

Comment 1: The commenter is correct.  The proposed project is located in north Crystal Springs.  
The two project alternatives are Alternative 1B (south Crystal Springs) and Alternative 2 (North 
Atwater Park). 

Comment 2: Figure 3.4-1, Table 3.4-3, and Appendix D of the Draft EIR include tree-level detail 
for proposed project and alternatives. 

Comment 3: Relevant cultural and historic regulations are discussed in Section 3.5 and 
Appendix E of the Draft EIR. 

Comment 4: The viewsheds for the proposed project and alternatives are discussed in detail in 
Appendix B of the Draft EIR. 

Comment 5: The Draft EIR notes that the Draft Vision Plan has not been adopted (p. 3.2-5). 

Comment 6: The Bureau of Engineering is not aware of the basis of the statement cited. 

Comment 7: Ordinance No. 177404 can be viewed in Appendix D of the Final EIR or at 
http://clkrep.lacity.org/onlinedocs/2003/03-1459_ord_177404.pdf 

Comment 8: Comment noted. 

Comment 9: Commenter is correct that as written, this is incorrect.  The word "or" should be 
removed.  This change has been made in Final EIR. 

Comment 10: The citation to "four inches or more in cumulative diameter" is correct. 

Comment 11: It appears the commenter is referring to tree No. 57 in Figure 3.4-1.  This tree is 
within the area that would be graded during project construction. 

Comment 12: Table 3.4-3 contains current information on trees designated as heritage. 

Comment 13: The quote from the DEIR (which ends after the words "visual quality") refers to 
the aesthetic characteristics of trees in a specific context (Griffith Park). 

Comment 14: The Draft EIR adopts a conservative approach and assumes that trees are not 
exempted from the ordiance due to being planted as part of a tree planting program. 

Comment 15: Page 3.2-13 of the Draft EIR is referring to the entire Crystal Springs area (north 
and south). 

Comment 16: There are several volleyball courts at Crystal Springs.  The proposed project 
would not affect any of them. 
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Response to Comment Los Feliz NC_20131217 (continued) 

 

Comment 17:  The presentation of this data has been revised in the final EIR.  The visual quality 
at KOP1 decreases from high to moderate with the proposed project. 

Comment 18: The six public speaker cards in Appendix A of the Draft EIR were included 
because the cards contain written comments. 

Comment 19: Comments are included for informational purposes; their accuracy is not verified. 

Comment 20: Documents that were submitted during the scoping period as part of comments 
are included in Appendix A of the Draft EIR. 
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CERTIFIED COUNCIL #36 

 
PO Box 27003 

Los Angeles, CA 90027 
  

(213) 973-9758 
 

info@losfeliznc.org 
  

www.losfeliznc.org 

 
 
December 17, 2013 
 
Deborah Weintraub, A.I.A. Michael A. Shull 
Interim City Engineer Interim General Manager 
City of Los Angeles City of Los Angeles 
Dept. of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering Department of Recreation and Parks 
1149 S. Broadway, Suite 700 221 North Figueroa Street, Suite 100  
Los Angeles, CA   90015-2213 Los Angeles, CA   90012   
 
 

Re: Griffith Park Crystal Springs Baseball Fields (K277) 
 
Dear Deborah & Michael: 
 
We are addressing both of you jointly, as the above referenced project is equally within your respective 
departments’ purviews, which we will refer to herein as ‘BOE’ and ‘RAP’.  As you know, the 
construction of youth baseball fields specifically serving the Greater Griffith Park neighborhoods is 
undergoing environmental review under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), and is in 
draft form. 
 
We want to advise you a number of concerns have surfaced throughout this process, stemming back to 
the initial Proposition K application that partially funded it.  We are contacting you directly and also 
concurrently submitting this letter as additional D-EIR comment.   
 
Briefly, as an elected advisory body, the city charter tasks us with monitoring the delivery of city 
services and to advise--within their reasonable availability---city officials/employees on matters affecting 
the stakeholders we represent.  The Los Feliz Neighborhood Council (LFNC) sees the construction of 
these recreational facilities, as a much needed city service.  By virtue of an adopted 2006 RAP goal of 
one baseball field per 12,000 residents, Los Feliz is 300% deficient. 
 
Under separate cover, we have submitted lengthy comments on the D-EIR.  However, the city’s 
process, procedures, communications and the overall project handling has become extraordinarily 
concerning to our governing board and many of our stakeholders after the conduct of the public D-EIR 
Comment meeting convened by BOE on November 20, 2013. 
 
Below please find an outline of issues we’re bringing to your attention in the hope these concerns can 
formally addressed.  We also include an appendix of sources cited. 
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13 1217 – Griffith Park Crystal Springs Baseball Fields Project Process 
Page     
 

2 

 
 

1. Overall Project Design Issues 
 
A. The design dimensions of the baseball fields indicate the city plans to construct two (2) 

baseball fields that are too small to serve the community’s needs.  While we could 
certainly utilize another one (1) “U10” (200’ centerfield) diamond to accommodate multiple 
RAP T-Ball and Coach-Pitch programs, what our communities, specifically Los Feliz / 
Atwater Village / Silver Lake, needs are fields for age appropriate play up for kids up to 14 
years old (300-315’ centerfield). 

 
The project’s Proposition K application specifically indicates serving the needs of “children 
6-12 years old...”  We think this citation is erroneous as a key component Prop K’s 
foundational mission is to serve and foster “at-risk” youth.  By every definition (County of 
Los Angeles, State of California, and various federal agencies) citing the age parameters 
of when youths are likely to become “at-risk,” all start at age 14.  This comports with the 
sensible assertion, when are sports facilities/programs more likely to “keep kids on a 
straight and narrow path?”  When they’re entering elementary school or entering high 
school? 
 
Thus, it would be better if the city constructed one (1) baseball field of age appropriate 
proportions, rather than two (2) 200’ fields as our area already has four (4) ”near home” 
when factoring in the facilities at Silver Lake’s Bellevue recreation center, Tommy Lasorda 
Field and Chevy Chase Recreation with North Atwater Park.  What we don’t have, that a 
majority of other L.A. neighborhoods do have, is an intermediate sized field to adequately 
accommodate kids ages 10-14.  It’s at these ages they attrition out of our programs 
generally because the burden of multiple commutes to practices and games many freeway 
exits away from home becomes too onerous for most working parents; the kids lose out. 
 

B. The baseball field(s) need to be lit by field lighting to enable practices after sunset and 
year round use.  This should be included as a feature and vetted in the EIR, regardless of 
whether the funding is currently available or not, in order to accommodate maximum 
availability of the facility.  Golf driving ranges, tennis courts, equestrian rings, parking lots, 
building façades, and a large ‘LOS ANGELES ZOO’ sign are all lit up at night in Griffith 
Park.  There is no viable reason field lighting, prevalent in most RAP baseball facilities, 
should not be afforded to our neighborhoods.  In cases where RAP fields are not lighted, it 
is almost always due to their proximity to nearby residential homes; this project does not 
fall into that category. 
 
 

2. Convoluted Public Process and Procedure Issues 
 

A. Our council has been involved in advising on the effective project planning and 
implementation through interaction with CD4, a seated board member co-chairing the 
project’s LVNOC, and engaging with the stakeholders it’s intended to serve. 

 
B. Both of the aforementioned issues (adequate field size and lighting) have been raised 

verbally, via email, and by letter, and have never received a formal response, and in some 
cases, no acknowledgement whatsoever.   
 

C. Numerous instances of questionable responses, decisions, and directions set by BOE 
have puzzled us, including: 
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13 1217 – Griffith Park Crystal Springs Baseball Fields Project Process 
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3 

 
• An answer to the planned field sizing came when we discovered a legend on a BOE site 

sketch distributed at a CD4 convened Griffith Park general meeting; it was not specially 
called out or mentioned.  We just happened upon it, even after specifically querying BOE 
regarding this with our concerns.  Also, we became aware the field lighting had been 
removed only by reading the D-EIR that shows it specifically omits field lighting and cites 
it; not an “impact” issue. 

 
• BOE’s re-introduction of North Atwater Park as a site alternative—even though the 

RVNOC previously eliminated it-- came when it first appeared on a “Powerpoint” slide at 
the second LVNOC meeting on 02/27/12.   

When asked why a sudden directional change was being introduced, BOE’s Cathie 
Santo Domingo responded, “At the request of certain LVNOC members.”  LNVOCs are 
convened under the Brown Act prohibiting the collusion of official participant’s outside of 
a transparent public forum.  When pressed on which members made the request, Ms. 
Santo Domingo declined to answer.  Later, after the LVNOC was dissolved, it was 
ascertained only three (of seven) LVNOC members made this “request,” which by Ms. 
Santo Domingo’s acknowledged BOE accepted and acquiesced to.  Yet, the decision 
was never agendized, nor debated, not to mention it was most likely borne out of 
collusion.  The public was not afforded adequate notice that a project consideration of 
this import—potentially moving the site to a residential neighborhood- was under 
consideration.  From a procedural standpoint, we think you can see why this decision 
could be construed as somewhat questionable. 

Later, when queried about this, BOE’s Proposition K Program Manager Neil Drucker, 
responded by e-mail (05/14/12), saying BOE’s decision to reintroduce the North Atwater 
Park site was because it was “NOT really vetted fully at the RVNOC, no members of the 
public in opposition to the project, and very few if any in support attended…” 

“Not really vetted fully at the RVNOC…”  City employees don’t generally overrule the 
decisions of appointed oversight commissions or committees.  And if Mr. Drucker’s 
measure of adequate vetting was implemented citywide, 95% of the issues brought 
before city Zoning Administrators would require reconsideration.  While it may or may 
not be in BOE’s purview to reverse the decisions of an RVNOC, the process it was 
decided and executed by was far from transparent, and the decision appears to be one 
made unilaterally by BOE personnel; a decision that effectively changed the LVNOC’s 
charge from how to most effectively implement the project, to where (or should) the 
project be implemented, if at all?  

 
• BOE’s decision to choose “Reservoir Headworks” as an EIR site alternative, one 

ultimately taken out of consideration only after our council sourced a LADWP report 
showing its soil previously tested with high levels of the carcinogen Chromium 6.  Mr. 
Drucker was quoted in a Los Feliz Ledger (SEP 2013) newspaper article saying his 
decision to add it was motivated by a Griffith Park centric (Friends of Griffith Park) club’s 
written request, one submitted in a letter dated 03/06/13, more than three weeks after 
the EIR NOP scoping period had closed on 02/10/13, possibly in contravention of “state 
mandated law” cited in the NOP itself.”  If this is standard BOE operating procedure, it 
seems CEQA guidelines are being arbitrarily interpreted. 

 
• Additional comments by Mr. Drucker stating, “Even if the entire community supported this 

project, if one person is against it, we would have to have an EIR.”  (Los Feliz Ledger, 
SEP 2013).  Aside from being an errant opinion, when it comes from a city administrator, 
it can be, and has been taken as fact, and thus we think it sends the wrong message on 
how CEQA is supposed to serve Californians. 
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• Our Recreation Representative has repeatedly tried to discuss how moving forward can 

best serve the community, but has been subtly reminded the LVNOC phase has 
concluded.  However, according to the project’s D-EIR: 

 
“The members of the LVNOC act as the official community oversight committee for 
the project, and provide assistance to the City project team in terms of design, 
schedule and features of the project, including siting.  Although the LVNOC’s 
comments and recommendations are considered advisory only, the City makes every 
effort to consider the comments and recommendations and concerns of the LVNOC 
members as the project moves forward through the pre-design (project siting, 
environmental and conceptual design) process, as well as during the architectural 
design process.” 
 

 However, if the above passage is correct, why are recommendations from an LVNOC 
member (one who’s also an LFNC councilmember) regarding integral “features of the 
project” going unanswered?  Furthermore, why have other features been completely 
eliminated from the design?  “Every effort” is not being made, here. 

 
By the actions detailed here, it seems Mr. Drucker and his staff lends a sympathetic ear 
by considering and accepting some LVNOC member’s and the community at-large’s 
suggestions, while generally ignoring others. 

 
• BOE’s in-house authored Draft-EIR is laden with numerous errors, omissions and 

confusing syntactical references; it is far from being a reliable aid to a “decision maker.”  
Within the first few pages of its executive summary it contains varying “counting” totals for 
the same subject area.   

It identifies a shuttered bathroom facility as an “abandoned building” even though we 
submitted scoping comments specifically asking the document to investigate whether 
existing facilities (i.e., those bathrooms) could mitigate potential impacts, like wouldn’t a 
bathroom facility in an empty field with mature trees make a good place to relocate some 
picnic tables?  

It seems not only were our scoping comments almost entirely ignored, the site 
surveyors failed to recognize a structure with “MEN” & “WOMEN” stenciled at its 
opposing entrances might be something other than an empty building. 

 
• The project’s 11/20/13 D-EIR comment meeting was so rife with procedural errors (again, 

flogged in the local press), stakeholders present said they were given the impression 
BOE staff intentionally “went out of their way” to thwart the project.  The D-EIR 
interchanges three sites as the “project,” project “option(s),” or project “alternative(s),” the 
public comment cards distributed asked whether a speaker was for or against “the 
project?”  Which one?  Mr. Drucker, who supervised the meeting, did not previously 
announce a time public comment would be halted, nor did BOE sort the comment cards 
by “For” or “Against” which is standard operating procedure for taking such comment.  
The culmination was a meeting where City staff actually spoke longer about than it 
listened to public comment.  With the meeting convened solely for the purpose of 
soliciting public comment, we think you can see why we find its management therein 
lacked in professionalism. 

 
The cumulative actions and decisions of BOE staff along with verbal comments telegraph 
the city intends to construct the smallest of fields possible in our city’s largest park, and any 
features such as adequate sizing or field lighting are out of the question, where even 
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Response to Comment Los Feliz NC_20131231 

 

Comment 1: The project proposes to construct two fields, each of which is approximately 200 
feet from home plate to center field fence. 

Comment 2: The project as currently proposed does not include field lighting.   

Comment 3: The North Atwater Park alternative was identified before the beginning of the 
CEQA process. 

Comment 4: The Headworks site was suggested as an alternative by several commenters during 
the scoping period. 

Comment 5: The area that includes Alternative 1B could potentially be used for relocation of 
picnic tables if the proposed project is constructed. 
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Richard MacNaughton
Attorney at Law

9107 Wilshire Boulevard
     Suite 700                                       Tel 323/957-9588

 Beverly Hills, California 90210                  Fax 310/274–7749

MacNaughtonEsq@Gmail.com

Monday, November 25, 2013

Mr. Neil Drucker, Program Manager email: neil.drucker@lacity.org
Mr. Sean Phan, Project Manager email: sean.phan@lacity.org
Ms. Maria Martin, Project Manager email: maria.martin@lacity.org
City of Los Angeles
Bureau of Engineering
Department of Public Works
Los Angeles, CA 90015

Re: Project: SCH#2013011012
Name: Griffith Park Crystal Springs New Baseball Fields Project

 Preparer:: City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works, Bureau of
Engineering, Environmental Management Group, 1149 South
Broadway, 6th Floor, Los Angeles, California 90015-2213

(1) Comments and Objections to Project
(2) Public Records Request (Government Code, § 6250)

Dear Gentlepersons:

This letter serves as (1) Comments and Objections to the above-referenced
Project and (2) Request for Public Records pursuant to Government Code, §
6250 California Public Records Act.  This Request relates to the Objectives

set forth in the DEIR’s Executive Summary at pages ES 6-7.  

The Project’s Objectives:

The main objectives of the project are to:

� Restore baseball/softball fields to Griffith Park Crystal Springs that
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Public Records Request (Gov’t Code, § 6250)
Griffith Park Baseball Fields Project
Monday, November 25, 2013

served the area prior to the construction of the I-5 freeway,

� Increase access to high quality, affordable recreational programs for
youths in the area, especially at-risk boys and girls ranging from 6 to 12
years of age;

� Provide area residents with team-sports programming opportunities;

� Assist Recreation and Parks in meeting their planning goal to elevate
the 1 baseball field per 15,449 persons ratio to 1 baseball field per
12,000 persons by 2013; and

� Meet the requirements of available funding sources (Proposition K
and Quimby Act).

Comments and Objections on the Project

The DEIR has materially incorrect data, e.g. the relative priority of picnic
areas vs. baseball fields, and DEIR is missing so much data, e.g. alternate
locations where baseball and soccer fields could be located closer to where
resident live, that the public cannot make a meaningful comment on the Project. 
The Request for Public Records is designed to obtain some of the information
which will be necessary for the public to have meaningful participation in the
CEQA process.  As the production of public documents will not make them part
of the DEIR, they will not rectify the DEIR’s defects, but they will help provide
an adequate basis for a revised DEIR (aka Draft Supplemental EIR - DSEIR,
Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors, County of Santa Barbara,
Wallover, Inc., Real party In Interest, [Goleta II] (1990)  52 Cal.3d 553, 560-561,
801 P.2d 1161.
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Public Records Request (Gov’t Code, § 6250)
Griffith Park Baseball Fields Project
Monday, November 25, 2013

Definitions of “Public Records” and “Writings.”

Government Code, § 6252  (e) "Public records" includes any writing

containing information relating to the conduct of the public's business

prepared, owned, used, or retained by any state or local agency regardless

of physical form or characteristics. 

Government Code, § 6252 (g) (g) "Writing" means any handwriting,

typewriting, printing, photostating, photographing, photocopying, trans-

mitting by electronic mail or facsimile, and every other means of recording

upon any tangible thing any form of communication or representation,

including letters, words, pictures, sounds, or symbols, or combinations

thereof, and any record thereby created, regardless of the manner in which

the record has been stored 

The terms “Public Records” and “Writings” are hereinafter collectively
referred to as “Documents.”

The Request for Public Records & Writings (hereinafter Documents)

A.   With respect to objective #1: 
Restore baseball/softball fields to Griffith Park Crystal Springs
that served the area prior to the construction of the I-5 freeway,

1. Any and all Documents which show the location of the baseball-
softballs fields prior to the construction of the I-5 freeway.

2. Any and all Documents which relate to the post-1953 the
decision(s) not to restore the baseball fields on the land adjacent to the south
east of intersection of Los Feliz Boulevard and Riverside Drive.
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Public Records Request (Gov’t Code, § 6250)
Griffith Park Baseball Fields Project
Monday, November 25, 2013

3. If the pre I-5 freeway baseball diamonds were not located within
500 feet of the proposed Project, any and all Documents which support the claim
that the project will “restore” the pre I-5 baseball/softball fields.

4. If the objective is to restore pre I-5 freeway baseball/softball
fields, any and all Documents which support the Project’s not restoring softball
fields while restoring two (2) youth hardball fields.

5. Any and all Documents which show the relative priority the City
has placed on youth baseball fields vs. picnic areas.

6. Any and all Documents which show the relative priority the City
has placed on youth baseball fields vs. youth soccer fields.

B.  With respect to objective #2:  
Increase access to high quality, affordable recreational programs
for youths in the area, especially at-risk boys and girls ranging

from 6 to 12 years of age;

7. Any and all Documents which define “high quality” as used in
Objective #2

8. Any and all Documents which define “affordable.”  Affordable
for whom  The City The users of the facility

9. Any and all Documents which show the definition of “At Risk,”
which was used in Objective #2.

10. Any and all Documents which relate to the determination that
the “at risk boys and girls” should be limited to the age range of 6 to 12 year
olds.  [hereinafter “at risk youth”]
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Public Records Request (Gov’t Code, § 6250)
Griffith Park Baseball Fields Project
Monday, November 25, 2013

11. Any and all Documents which show the recreational programs,
other than baseball, which were considered for “at risk youth.”

12. Any and all Documents which show the geographic location of
“at risk youth” in Hollywood.

13. Any and all Documents which show the geographic location of
“at risk youth” in Atwater.

14. Any and all Documents which show that baseball was the best
recreational program for “at risk youth.”

15. Any and all Documents which compared the benefits of soccer
vs. baseball for “at risk youth.”

16. Any and all Documents which show the Hollywood areas
outside of Griffith Park where playing fields (baseball and/or soccer) could be
located so as to be closer to where “at risk youth” live.

17. Any and all Documents which show the Hollywood areas
outside of Griffith Park where playing fields (baseball and/or soccer) would be
more accessible to youth between the ages of 6 and 12 years.

18. Any and all Documents which show the Atwater areas outside
of Griffith Park where playing fields (baseball and/or soccer) could be located
so as to be closer to where “at risk youth” live.

19. Any and all Documents which show the Atwater areas outside
of Griffith Park where playing fields (baseball and/or soccer) would be more
accessible to youth between the ages of 6 and 12 years.
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Public Records Request (Gov’t Code, § 6250)
Griffith Park Baseball Fields Project
Monday, November 25, 2013

C.   As to objective #3: 
Provide area residents with team-sports 

programming opportunities,

20. Any and all Documents which define the term “area.”

21. Any and all Documents which show the reason the term
“residents” in Objective #3 was limited to 6 to 12 year old at risk youth.

22. Any and all Documents which show the reason the term “team
sports programming opportunities ” in Objective #3 was limited youth baseball
fields for 6 to 12 year olds.

D.  As to Objective #4:  
Assist Recreation and Parks in meeting their planning goal

to elevate the 1 baseball field per 15,449 persons ratio
to 1 baseball field per 12,000 persons by 2013.

23. Any and all Documents which show that Recreation and Parks
has the “planning goal to elevate the 1 baseball field per 15,449 persons ratio to
1 baseball field per 12,000 persons by 2013.”

24. Any and all Documents which show Recreation and Parks goal
for soccer fields by 2013.

25. Any and all Documents which show Recreation and Parks goal
for picnic areas by 2013.

26. Any and all Documents which contradict the Department of
Recreation’s 2009 Citywide Community Needs Assessment that Shelter Picnic
Areas are a HIGH priority with a priority rating of 6.
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Public Records Request (Gov’t Code, § 6250)
Griffith Park Baseball Fields Project
Monday, November 25, 2013

27. Any and all Documents which contradict the Department of
Recreation’s 2009 Citywide Community Needs Assessment that Youth Soccer
Fields are a MEDIUM  priority with a priority rating of 20.

28. Any and all Documents which contradict the Department of
Recreation’s 2009 Citywide Community Needs Assessment that Youth Baseball
Fields are a LOW priority with a priority rating of 26.

29. Any and all Documents which contradict  the Department of
Recreation’s 2009 Citywide Community Needs Assessment that “Rectangular
Fields (Football, Soccer, Lacrosse, et al.) had 170 total; 1 field per 22,991
persons.”

30. Any and all Documents which show how many of the
rectangular fields were for football, how many were for soccer, and how many
were for Lacrosse. 

31. Any and all Documents which contradict the Department of
Recreation’s 2009 Citywide Community Needs Assessment that “Baseball
Fields/Softball Fields – 253 total; 1 field per 15,449 persons.”

32. Any and all Documents which contradict the  Los Angeles
Recreation and Parks Department Community Wide Needs Assessment
Summary Report [ DRAFT] set a goal for “Rectangular Fields (Football, Soccer,
Lacrosse, et al.) – 1 field per 8,000 persons; recommended guideline will require
acquisition of an additional 319 fields over the next 5-years (2008 to 2013)”
whereas the same report set a goal of “Baseball Fields/Softball Fields – 1 field
per 12,000 persons; recommended guideline will require acquisition of an
additional 73 fields over the next 5-years (2008 to 2013)”
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Public Records Request (Gov’t Code, § 6250)
Griffith Park Baseball Fields Project
Monday, November 25, 2013

33. Any and all Documents which show why the Project proposed
a Project which had a LOW priority ranking with a goal of 1 baseball filed per
12,000 persons over a Project which was a MEDIUM priority with 1 rectangular
field per 8,000 persons. 

34. Any and all Documents which show number soccer fields were
included in the Recreation and Parks’ goal of “Rectangular Fields (Football,
Soccer, Lacrosse, et al.) – 1 field per 8,000,” how many were football fields,
how many were Lacrosse fields. 

35. Any and all Documents which tend to explain why the Griffith
Park Baseball DEIR did not provide data on soccer fields in addition to
information on baseball fields.

E.   As to Objective #5: 
Meet the requirements of available funding sources 

(Proposition K and Quimby Act).

36. Any and all Documents which would show that soccer fields
would also qualify for Proposition K and Quimby Act funds.

37. Any and all Documents which would show that soccer fields
would not qualify for Proposition K and Quimby Act funds

Summary

(1) Comments and Objections:

The DEIR provides data that supports the preferred alternative without
providing the full range of data pertinent to the CEQA objectives so that the
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Public Records Request (Gov’t Code, § 6250)
Griffith Park Baseball Fields Project
Monday, November 25, 2013

public may participate in the decision-making process in a meaningful manner.

(2) Public Records Request

The production of these Documents will assist The City to prepare a
DSIER which provides adequate data so that the public’s right to meaningful
participation is a reality.

Very truly yours,

Richard MacNaughton
Richard MacNaughton
RMN:ra

electronically signed
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Response to Comment MacNaughton_R_20131125 

 

Comment 1: For data on the relative priority of picnic areas vs. baseball fields the commenter is 
referred to the 2009 Citywide Community Needs Assessment (Final Report and Executive Summary) 
available in Appendix D of the Final EIR. 
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Response to Comment NAHC_20131120 

 

Comment 1: The Draft EIR determined that the project could have a potentially significant 
adverse impact on cultural resources via impacts to archaeological or paleontological resources 
during construction; however, with the implementation of mitigation measures, the impacts 
would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.  The following mitigation measure will be 
implemented: 

“A qualified professional archaeologist shall monitor all initial phases of 
ground-disturbing activities of the project.  If buried cultural resources – 
such as flaked or ground stone, historic debris, building foundations, or 
non-human bone – are discovered during ground-disturbing activities, 
work shall stop in that area and within 50 feet of the find until a qualified 
archaeologist can assess the significance of the find and, if necessary, 
develop appropriate treatment measures.  Treatment measures typically 
include: development of avoidance strategies, capping with fill material, or 
mitigation of impacts through data recovery programs such as excavation 
or detailed documentation.  A report of findings shall be prepared, and 
recovered materials curated, if needed, in an approved facility.  If during 
cultural resources monitoring the qualified archaeologist determines that 
the sediments being excavated are previously disturbed by construction or 
are unlikely to contain significant cultural materials, the qualified 
archaeologist can specify the monitoring be reduced or eliminated.” 

Pursuant to standard operating procedure for Bureau of Engineering projects, if any human 
remains are encountered during project construction, applicable regulations in the Health and 
Safety Code and Public Resources Code would be followed. 

A literature and records search was conducted at the South Central Coast Information Center.  
The results of this search are described in Appendix E to the Draft EIR. 

This comment will be kept in the project file and so that it may be reviewed if issues relating to 
archaeological resources arise during project construction. 
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Response to Comment SCH_20131217 

 

Comment 1: The comment forwarded was NAHC_20131120. 
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Response to Comment Sorkin_A_20130930 

 

Comment 1: This letter (to Michael Shull, dated September 30, 2013) and attachments are 
included here at the request of the commenter.  Comment 1 refers to an action taken by the 
Silver Lake Neighborhood Council on February 6, 2013. 
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2.2.2 Comment Letters With No Responses 

Reproduced below are the comment letters that did not raise or introduce new significant 
environmental issues and thus for which no response was required. 
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - DEIR comments on ball fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142e8acf1c246c31 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on ball fie lds
1 message

Martin Adamian <martin.adamian@gmail.com> Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 1:18 PM
Reply-To: martin.adamian@gmail.com
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

There are better places to build ball fields in Griffith Park than Crystal Springs. Besides the Griffith Park North
Atwater alternative, other suggested locations have not yet been seriously considered. 

Too many trees would be destroyed at Crystal Springs and the character of the area would change. The Draft
Environmental Review says the "Biological Resources impact after mitigation would be significant."  The DEIR
says the "Aesthetics impact after mitigation would be significant."

Crystal Springs Picnic Ground is a highly successful recreational facility. It serves a wide socioeconomic range
of users.  Most families that use Crystal Springs don't even know this project is going to happen since notices at
the picnic grounds were not even posted!  We need to speak on their behalf.

Thanks you.

Martin Adamian, Los Feliz Resident
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Potential Griffith Park baseball fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142725d0998f1850 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Pote ntial Griffith Park base ball fie lds
1 message

brookeadams1@yahoo.com <brookeadams1@yahoo.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 1:56 PM
To: "maria.martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Hello Maria,

I hope you are well. I am writing to express support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs
area of Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the Interstate-5 freeway.  It would mean
the world to me and to my children, if you were able to assist in facilitating this request.

Thank you!

Warmest regards,
Brooke Adams

Sent from my iPhone
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12/18/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - DEIR comments on ball fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=142f6d0d0cea71d3 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on ball fie lds
1 message

M. Adams <five5yearplan@yahoo.com> Sun, Dec 15, 2013 at 7:12 AM
To: "maria.martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

I strongly oppose building of a baseball field in Chrystal Springs.  There should be other open area in the park to
erect one.
We cannot afford to cut down trees to clear a field when there are other open areas in this HUGE park!!
Sent by M. Adams
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Crystal Springs Baseball Fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=14271eb367574fb1 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Cry stal Springs Base ball Fie lds
1 message

Jeff Agner <jeff.agner@gmail.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 11:51 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

"I am  writing to express our support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Cry stal
Springs area of Griffith Park that were rem oved as a result of the construction of the 5
freeway ."

 

 

--

Jeff Agner

Jeff.Agner@gmail.com

310.466.3679
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Crystal Springs Ball Field in Griffith Park -- I Support

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=1427c00dbf769d5f 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Cry stal Springs Ball Fie ld in Griffith Park -- I Support
1 message

krisanderson <krisanderson@zoho.com> Thu, Nov 21, 2013 at 10:51 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Greetings,

I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith

Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway.

Thank you,

Kris Anderson

(323)821-0852
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12/18/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Please keep Crystal Springs picnic area as-is

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=142db1e5139bc410 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Please keep Cry stal Springs picnic are a as-is
1 message

Robert Aronson <r_aronson@ureach.com> Mon, Dec 9, 2013 at 10:04 PM
Reply-To: R_Aronson@ureach.com
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org, councilmember.LaBonge@council.lacity.org

To: Maria Martin, Bureau of Engineering, and Tom LaBonge, Councilmember, District 4

Dear Ms. Martin and Councilmember LaBonge,

I am writing to ask that the City does not destroy the Crystal Springs picnic area by replacing most of it with
baseball fields.  Why destroy a picnic area that's been used and loved for over 50 years?  It doesn't make sense
to replace an open picnic area with fenced baseball fields that are only used by organized leagues, with no one
using it at all when the baseball season ends.  It is not wise to cut down large, mature trees in a park, including
magnificent native sycamores.

Please build the proposed baseball fields at the Ferraro soccer field area instead.  There's lots of room there, and
it won't ruin a great picnic area.   This need not be an "either/or" situation, there's plenty of room for the baseball
diamonds at the Ferraro field.

Thank you for considering my opinion.

Robert Aronson
108 Catamaran Street #1
Venice, CA  90292-5708
(310) 437-0683
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - baseball fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=1427273ea630c2db 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

base ball fie lds
1 message

Val Artle <val@4cweed.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 2:19 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

I am writing to express our support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith
Park that were removed as result of the construction of the 5 freeway.

 

Thank you,

Virgil and Val Artle
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Crystal Springs Recreation Area

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142df88898517137 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Cry stal Springs Re cre ation Are a
1 message

Shay Astar <madameastar@gmail.com> Tue, Dec 10, 2013 at 6:42 PM
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

Ms Martin,

As a member of your community, a resident of Burbank and a frequenter I Griffith Park's Crystal Springs, I
beseech you to preserve the rural beauty of our park. I can certainly understand a parent's desire to carve out
more space for their child to play team sports but these activities have parks devoted specifically to them as
close as 3-4 miles away. If this serene landscape is destroyed for their purposes, we cannot get it back. We
can't grow back trees that have taken dozens if not hundreds of years to give shade and we cannot return Crystal
Springs to its virgin state. It seems that our beautiful park is constantly under threat of developers looking to
"use" one of the only real parks Los Angeles has to shelter it's citizen from the thrum of the city. We know
already that Los Angeles falls well short of cities like New York in our park areas but Griffith park retains it's
special purpose because we have managed to keep it as a park is intended- for everyone to enjoy, for a Sunday
picnic, a family trail ride, hikers desperate for some cleaner air. We need Crystal Springs because there is
nothing else quite like it. I am certain that after feeling a mild inconvenience of driving a few extra miles to one of
their many other options, the parents of these little leaguers will later on be glad that there is a beautiful, peaceful
glen for them to enjoy not just for a moment but for their whole lives and their children's.

Thank you for your work and for taking this into consideration.

Shay Astar
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Keep Crystal Springs a picnic area

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142e2639f510afb9 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Keep Cry stal Springs a picnic are a
1 message

Nicole Auckerman <nicoleauckerman@gmail.com> Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 8:00 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org, michael.a.shull@lacity.org, rap.commissioners@lacity.org, Mayor.Garcetti@lacity.org

Dear Sir or Madam,

Please reconsider bulldozing beautiful crystal springs picnic area.  We enjoy the area on horse back and
countless other families enjoy it for picnicking.  Griffith park has a huge equine contingency that is constantly
being encroached on.  We are quickly losing our places to ride.  Please help us keep Griffith Park horsey for
years to come.  Every month it seems there is just a little more of the park we can't ride in.  One more trail gone,
one more area bulldozed.  When will it stop?  Surly there is another place to make the field?

Sincerely,

Nicole Auckerman
233 Winchester Ave
Glendale CA 
91201
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Restore Griffith Park baseball! ! !

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=1427c0ee7107c6ae 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Restore  Griffith Park base ball! !!
1 message

Nelson Bae <nelson.bae@sbcglobal.net> Thu, Nov 21, 2013 at 11:06 AM
Reply-To: Nelson Bae <nelson.bae@sbcglobal.net>
To: "maria.martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

I am writing to express our support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs
area of Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway.

Nelson Bae
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12/18/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - DEIR comments on ball field

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=142ea37d7033d31e 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on ball fie ld
1 message

Rick Baird <rickbaird@lakehillscommunity.org> Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 8:29 PM
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

 Dear Maria Martin,

It's my understanding the City wants to build baseball fields in Crystal Springs in Griffith Park. I want to make a
strong and heartfelt personal plea for you all to reconsider. Crystal Springs is a very special place for so many in
our city. I respectfully appeal to you to please consider the following points:

1 - There are other better places to build ball fields in Griffith Park than Crystal Springs. The Griffith Park North
Atwater is an alternative.

2 -  Too many trees would be destroyed at Crystal Springs and the character of the area would change. The Draft
Environmental Review says the "Biological Resources impact after mitigation would be significant."  The DEIR
says the "Aesthetics impact after mitigation would be significant."

3 - Crystal Springs Picnic Ground is a highly successful recreational facility. It serves a wide socioeconomic
range of users.  I understand most families that use Crystal Springs don't know this project is going to happen
since notices at the picnic grounds have not been placed there.

Please do not build baseball fields in Crystal Springs.

Respectfully,

Rick Baird

Associate Pastor
Lake Hills Community Church
Castaic, CA. 91384
(661) 257-5777

Rick Baird

Associate Pastor
Lake Hills Community Church
Castaic, CA. 91384
(661) 257-5777
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - DEIR comments on baseball diamonds

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142f8421b8c8eb70 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on base ball diam onds
1 message

Brad Balduff, TheNetPros admin <brad@thenetpros.net> Sun, Dec 15, 2013 at 1:55 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Maria:

I encourage you to support placing baseball diamonds at the Crystal
Springs park and NOT at North Atwater park.  North Atwater park can
not accommodate baseball fields as well as Crystal Springs.  Here are a
few reasons why:

- Crystal Springs HAS Accommodations for high volume vehicle traffic 

- Crystal Springs HAS AN extensive dedicated bicycle lane system 

- Crystal Springs HAS Pedestrian access 

- Crystal Springs HAS a Ranger/Visitors Station at the entrance to Crystal Springs 

- Crystal Springs HAS an MTA stop at its entrance 

- Crystal Springs HAS a Ranger dispatch/crew quarters adjacent to ball fields for security 

- Crystal Springs HAS multiple restroom facilities 

- Crystal Springs HAS NO residential neighborhood issues 

- Crystal Springs HAS ease of access to other Griffith Park attractions 

- Crystal Springs CAN accommodate the anticipated parking requirements 

North Atwater park is NOT A GOOD / VIABLE CHOICE for these reasons:

- North Atwater Park has very limited access 
- North Atwater Park has NO dedicated bicycle lane 
- North Atwater Park has NO sidewalks into the park 
- North Atwater Park has ONLY  ONE antiquated restroom 
- North Atwater Park has poor security 
- North Atwater Park Is located within a residential neighborhood 
- North Atwater Park has insufficient parking to accommodate the projected traffic and their parking requirements

Thank you.

Brad Balduff
4015 1/2 Edenhurst Ave
North Atwater Village Resident and property owner
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11/5/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park Crystal Springs Draft EIR comments

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1422961532416fbf 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs Draft EIR com ments
1 message

Steven Barrett <steven.f.barrett@lacity.org> Tue, Nov 5, 2013 at 9:48 AM
To: Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Hello Ms. Martin       As a former Park Maintenance Supervisor for Griffith Park I am very familiar with the daily
use of all areas of the Park and would oppose the construction of additional baseball fields in Crystal Springs
picnic area.  The frequent use of crystal Springs for large corporate and other picnics would be adversely affected
by the removal of tables as well as the reduced parking spaces. Additionally the entire area would suffer from the
reduction in space for the average park visitor who uses this area. I feel that the elimination of so many trees
would be a detriment to an area that already suffers from a lack of suitable shade in a dedicated picnic area
where shade is much desired.   I would support alternative 1B if it did not entail the problems I noted in opposing
the first option but would find the siting of these new fields to best suited to Atwater Park where a baseball
complex could be developed.   Thank you for your time.                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                     Steven
Barrett
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12/19/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park Crystal Spring Draft EIR Comments (North Atwater Park Layout)

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&q=Beck&qs=true&search=query&th=143035399842b648 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Spring Draft EIR Com ments (North Atw ater Park Lay out)
1 message

Peter Beck <peterhbeck@gmail.com> Tue, Dec 17, 2013 at 5:30 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Hello,

I play basketball at North Atwater Park at least 2 - 3 days per week, and would very much like to be able to
continue to do so.  I have not been privy to all of the proposals about the baseball expansion, but feel it is a
shame that the city would decide that baseball is in some way superior to citizens having access to a free
outdoor basketball court.  

I heard that the basketball court was deemed expendable because it "is not used enough."  I do not know what
tests are being used to determine the amount of use it gets, but can only assume that the Little League is a
powerful lobby, and able to muscle their agenda forward.  I am happy with the basketball court as it currently
stands, but it might get more community use if more time and money were allocated for it's upkeep.

Thanks you for considering my thoughts on the matter.

Peter Beck
213-453-3532 
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Crystal Lake - Little League Baseball Field

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142e320227b2b2ed 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Cry stal Lake  - Little  League  Base ball Fie ld
1 message

Lisa Belen Burditte <belen_burd@yahoo.com> Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 11:26 AM
Reply-To: Lisa Belen Burditte <belen_burd@yahoo.com>
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

Dear Ms. Martin,
I am a resident of Silverlake and an advent park user, hiker
and equestrian.   I ask that you do not make a Little League
Baseball Field in the Crystal Lake picnic area.  I believe
there are several other areas that would be more
accommodating to a little league field that would not destroy
a beautiful picnic area and animal refuge.  

Please keep our park a park for families, hikers, equestrians
and wildlife.  A Little League Baseball Field would be limiting
use of that property.

Sincerely,
Lisa Belen Burditte
2284 Duane Street
Los Angeles, CA  90039
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Cyrstal Springs Destruction

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142f8f8fcd24a09d 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Cyrstal Springs De struction
1 message

Stella Bella <stella_bellala@hotmail.com> Sun, Dec 15, 2013 at 5:15 PM
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>, "michael.a.shull@lacity.org" <michael.a.shull@lacity.org>,
"rap.commissioners@lacity.org" <rap.commissioners@lacity.org>, "Mayor.Garcetti@lacity.org"
<mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>

Hello Everyone,

I am writing is email in protest of turning the Litt le League Baseball Fields replacing the Crystal
Springs Picnic Area.   Crystal Springs is a santuary for families to enjoy " together"  .  Making a
baseball f ield will exclude families from v isit ing this most beautiful park of the park.  This
proposition will destroy the env ironment and wildlife not to mention MY personal hav en,
because guess what, I DON'T play baseball.

There are so many other locations a bb field can be placed without DESTROYING the picnic
area that we frequent ev eryweek end.  PLEASE consider ALL people who will be affected by
this project.

As well, I'd like to mention how fithy Bronson Canyon Park has become with trash, cigarette
butts and dog defecation.  Where are the rangers?  I f ind myself spending most of my hikes
picking up poop and trash.  Please do say the money isn't there because as you see the
growth of LA and the money made on parking meters alone can fund placing staff there. 
DOGS should NOT be allowed because the owners are not responsible and the dogs are NOT
leased.  It 's almost as discusting as Runyon Canyon.

Thank you!

Stella
323.365.4915
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12/17/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Crystal Springs baseball fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=142e38a65b083306 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Cry stal Springs base ball fie lds
1 message

j b <jaybenoit@sbcglobal.net> Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 1:22 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Martin,

As a long time resident of Los Feliz, an environmental science teacher at one of the local schools, and someone
who has worked tirelessly over the years with his students to take care of and help maintain the Crsytal Springs
area of Griffith Park, I strongly oppose the proposed plan to build baseball fields in the area. Furthermore, despite
what I have heard from the local Councilman's office, I have yet to speak with a single neighborhood resident who
feels it is a good idea. This is an area of the park with significant ecological importance, not to mention a picnic
area frequently utilized by my students and their families. In class, we often speak of how decisions are made
regarding the multiple use of environmentally significant public lands. I strongly urge you to do whatever is within
your authority to make certain that the Crystal Springs area of the park remains unchanged, and that an
alternative site is used for the baseball fields.

Sincerely,
Jay Benoit
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11/19/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Restore the baseball fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1426ca98b7055cb5 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Restore  the  base ball fie lds
1 message

Susannah Blinkoff <cornblink@earthlink.net> Mon, Nov 18, 2013 at 11:21 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Martin,

I am writing to express our support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith

Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway.  My husband has already attended two

meetings about this & we care very much about this issue.

Thank you,

Susannah Blinkoff

2926 Waverly Drive

L.A., CA 90039
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park Crystal Springs - EIR

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142fc6f7eef19921 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs - EIR
1 message

Lawton Boardman <lbboardman@yahoo.com> Mon, Dec 16, 2013 at 9:23 AM
Reply-To: Lawton Boardman <lbboardman@yahoo.com>
To: "maria.martin@LAcity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Hey L.A., let 'em play. I support plan 1A!

Thanks,

Lawton Boardman
3744 Clayton Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90027
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12/18/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - DEIR comments on ball fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=142ede2ffa05bd5c 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on ball fie lds
1 message

Jeff Brunk <jeffrobrunk@hotmail.com> Fri, Dec 13, 2013 at 1:34 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Dear Maria, 
I was deeply saddened to learn of the proposed  baseball fields at Crystal Springs in Griffith Park.  My kids and I
have attended so many birthday parties there that it's practically our second home. Yet, I'm a little shocked to be
learning of this development so late. All the time we spend there, including the Carousel and Shane's inspiration,
and I never saw a single sign posted about the project.

We love this Crystal Springs area as it is including the 100 year old oaks. This park is a beautiful natural treasure
that we should be protecting, not chopping down!  There are other cites where people can have their baseball that
don't destroy popular family destinations. Families of all backgrounds and income levels are using that park
everyday!  It's up to us to preserve it for future generations.
Thank you and best wishes,
Jeff
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park Baseball Fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=1427231917fc3cec 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Base ball Fie lds
1 message

Brian Butler <brianbutler5@gmail.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 1:07 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Hi Maria,

I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith
Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway. 

The park is big enough for everyone to enjoy and the fact that there are individuals that oppose 2 baseball fields
for kids is absolutely mind boggling. It is my sincere hope that the shortsighted, narrow minded and extremely
self-centered views of these few people in the minority will not keep the baseball fields from being built and take
away a potential great resource that can be enjoyed for generations to come.

Thank you for your time and please contact me with any questions.

Regards,

Brian Butler
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1/8/14 City of Los Angeles Mail - DEIR Griffith Park Crystal Springs Baseball Fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&as_from=marybutton59%40gmail.com%2C&as_subset=all&as_within=1d&search=adv&th=142877… 1/2

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR Griffith Park Cry stal Springs Base ball Fie lds
1 message

Mary Button <marybutton59@gmail.com> Sat, Nov 23, 2013 at 4:15 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org
Cc: Mary Button <marybutton59@gmail.com>

Maria Martin
City of Los Angeles
Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
1149 S Broadway,  6th Floor
Los Angeles CA  90015-2213

November 23, 2013

Dear Ms. Martin,

I am disappointed the City has not taken my advice more seriously regarding alternative locations for the
proposed ball fields in Griffith Park.

In February 2013 I wrote the following:

I am writing to let you know I am opposed to the proposed ball fields in the Crystal Springs area of
Griffi th Park .  There are many reasons why I am against ball  fields in this location, but the primary reason
is I don't think  the ball fields in Crystal Springs serves the purpose of the Prop K funding.   The purpose
of Prop K projects is to increase and enhance recreational opportunities for k ids.  Due to the
displacement of a huge user group of passive recreational users, picnickers, that would result i f the
Crystal Ball Fields were to be built, there would actually be a net decrease in recreational opportunities! 
Even on a cold wintery day, famil ies go to historic Crystal Springs for picnic gatherings.  In the
summertime on any given weekend there are hundreds of famil ies and groups that picnic here!

As others have said, the loss of trees to build the fields would be tragic.   Under the proposal,  44 trees
would be cut down, including the gigantic ancient sycamore tree.   Although 12 of the trees would be
transplanted, i t would sti l l  be a substantial loss of trees.  

Please, do consider other alternatives for ball  fields.   Griffi th Park  was designated as City of Los Angeles
Historical Cultural Monument No. 942 in 2008.  Let us honor and respect this important status which
should offer a layer of protection for Crystal Springs against the proposed ball fields.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
Mary J Button

For the record, I still stand by my above comments and objections to the ball fields in Crystal Springs.  

Sincerely,

Mary J Button 
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1/8/14 City of Los Angeles Mail - DEIR Griffith Park Crystal Springs Baseball Fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&as_from=marybutton59%40gmail.com%2C&as_subset=all&as_within=1d&search=adv&th=142877… 2/2
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Baseball Field

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=1427c8666272a840 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Base ball Fie ld
1 message

Bibi Caspari <bibicaspari@gmail.com> Thu, Nov 21, 2013 at 1:17 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Hi Maria,

 

I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith
Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway. We need more available healthy outlets
for our youth. Restoring the baseball fields is one such opportunity. Thanks!

 

All the best,

Bibi Caspari – Life Coach & Consultant

Founder Forward Step: The Learning Coalition

Recipient of the David Chow Humanitarian Award

“Where the rubber hits the road.”

Practical methods for greater well-being.

www.bibicaspari.com 

http://bibicaspari.blogspot.com

http://skipforchange.blogspot.com

(323) 660-3027
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Baseball fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142b6b7d88891f79 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Base ball fie lds
1 message

Roberta Cerveny <rcerveny@me.com> Mon, Dec 2, 2013 at 8:29 PM
To: "maria.martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

I support 2 baseball fields in the crystal springs area.
Roberta Cerveny
2035 Meadow Valley Terrace
Los Angeles, CA 90039

Sent from my iPad
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park Youth Baseball Fields.

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=1427bfcc83a47bd3 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Y outh Base ball Fie lds.
1 message

CHAMBERS John <John.CHAMBERS@lisi-aerospace.com> Thu, Nov 21, 2013 at 10:47 AM
To: "maria.martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

I	am	writing	to	express	my	support	for	the	restoration	of	the	baseball	fields	in	the	Crystal	Springs	area	of	Griffith	Park
that	were	removed	as	a	result	of	the	construction	of	the	5	freeway.

	

Regards,

	

 

 

John	Chambers

Logistics	Account	Analyst

	

LISI	AEROSPACE	NORTH	AMERICA

2602	Skypark	Drive

Torrance,	CA		90509

Email:	John.Chambers@Lisi-Aerospace.com

 

Ce message et toute pièce jointe contiennent des informations confidentielles et sont la propriété de LISI AEROSPACE et de ses fi l iales. 
IIs sont destinés seulement aux personnes ou á l 'entité á qui le message est adressé. 
Toute uti l isation, divulgation ou reproduction de ce message ou de son contenu sans autorisation préalable est strictement interdite.
Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire de ce message, veuil lez en avertir immédiatement l 'expéditeur et le supprimer de votre messagerie. 

This message and any attachments contain confidential information and are the property of LISI AEROSPACE and any of its subsidiaries. 
They are meant only for the named recipients or entities to whom this message is addressed. 
Any unauthorized use, disclosure or copying of this message or any of the information contained herein is strictly prohibited. 
If you are not the intented recipient of this message, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete it from your system. 
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park Baseball Fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=1427d4c366fd80e5 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Base ball Fie lds
1 message

Anselm Clinard <anselmclinard@gmail.com> Thu, Nov 21, 2013 at 4:53 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Hi,

I am writing to express my  support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Cry stal Springs area of
Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway .

best
Anselm Clinard
310.999.3972
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - North Atwater park development proposal

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142f81d2a9674d43 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

North Atw ater park de velopm ent proposal
1 message

Liz Cooke <howdyliz@hotmail.com> Sun, Dec 15, 2013 at 1:15 PM
To: "maria.martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Dear Ms. Maria Martin:
 
I have owned a horse at the San Rafael Stables for over 20 years.  I have enjoyed riding in the quiet 
neighborhood , down the river, across the river into the park, and in the various equestrian rings. 

I do not support the development of the baseball fields of the North Atwater Park, because I feel that it will greatly
increase traffic, affect parking, and may cause harm to riders and horses.I am deeply concerned that the voice of
the equestrian community that has long been entrenched in the area is not being heard.
 
Liz Cooke
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Crystal Springs Baseball Feild

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=1427d3e5b18fcd2d 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Cry stal Springs Base ball Fe ild
1 message

David Cormier <davesclan@gmail.com> Thu, Nov 21, 2013 at 3:39 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith
Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway
 
Thank youu for your time,
Sincerely,
David Cormier
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11/19/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Please bring back baseball fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=14270d54156e98b7 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Please bring back base ball fie lds
1 message

Carolyn Corrie <cjcorrie@yahoo.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 6:48 AM
Reply-To: Carolyn Corrie <cjcorrie@yahoo.com>
To: "maria.martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

I am writing in support of the proposal to restore the baseball fields in Griffith Park.

There is a tremendous need for recreational spaces in the city of Los Angeles where children
(and adults) can exercise and participate in team sports. This type of space is critical for a
HEALTHY society.

Thank you,

Carolyn Corrie
resident of Los Angeles, 90027
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           November 19, 2013 
 
Aaron Craig 
2509 Silver Ridge Ave. 
Los Angeles, CA 90039 
 
EMAIL TO: Maria.Martin@lacity.org 
 
Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering 
Environmental Management Group 
1149 South Broadway, 6th Floor, Mails Stop 939 
Los Angeles, CA  90015-2213 
 
EMAIL SUBECT: Supporting Griffith Park Crystal Springs – 
Draft EIR 
 
Dear Maria Martin, 
 
 As an attorney, as a volunteer coach (Toluca Pinto), 
and as a parent of an 8 year old power-hitting catching 
prospect, I convey herein my/our full support for the D-EIR 
project site designated “2,51” or known as “Crystal Springs 
North.” 
 
 It strikes me that placing two new baseball fields 
next to “Pote Field” makes the most sense for all 
stakeholders.  The synergies are obvious with respect to 
the environmental impact, costs of groundskeeping and 
maintenance, and building the development of a 
comprehensive youth baseball program of the type found in 
the San Fernando Valley but which is much more rare on this 
side of the hills.   
 

I especially like the idea to build a new bridge that 
connects Crystal Springs North/Pote Field to the other 
diamond in Atwater, which would allow for more teams and 
even tournaments, allowing players and parents to walk from 
field to field without having to drive.  This would enhance 
the sense of community for the players and their families 
that would use the field.   

 
It would be a great thing for the city to have a 

comprehensive baseball program for kids of all ages.  The 
Pote Field location allows for that.   

 
When I first moved to Los Angeles 15 years ago, I 

assumed that Griffith Park would have a large number of 
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publicly accesible baseball fields and a thriving little 
league program.  I was very surprised to learn otherwise.  
This seems like a great opportunity to correct this flaw.  
Having a resource like this in L.A.’s largest park makes 
very good sense. 
 
 Two additional baseball fields would be of great 
benefit to the community and surrounding areas – as a safe 
and lovely place for children to engage in athletics, and 
form the kind of bonds that, among other virtues, have been 
proven to help “at risk” youth who are involved in 
character-building sports programs. 
 
 Please add my name to the list of those who are in 
support of this very good cause. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
/s/  
 
Aaron Craig 
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Grifith Park Crystal Springs -EIR

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142b75055c5e8349 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Grifith Park Cry stal Springs -EIR
1 message

Nicole Craig <nicowcraig@yahoo.com> Mon, Dec 2, 2013 at 11:16 PM
To: "Maria.Martin@LACITY.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

Hey LA, let 'email play, I support plan 1A

Nicole Craig
2509 Silver Ridge Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90039

Sent from my iPad
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11/19/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Let's Play Ball !

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=14271389edda73f6 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Let's Play  Ball !
1 message

patrick@ocpmedia.com <patrick@ocpmedia.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 8:36 AM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms Martin,

As long time residents of Los Feliz and the parents of three young children, we are writing to voice our full
support of the proposed baseball fields in Griffith Park.

Over the past ten years, our neighborhood has become one of the premier neighborhoods in LA to raise a family.
And yet this community is in dire need of more sports facilities for our youth. The proposed baseball fields will
make an enormous and positive impact on all of our community.

Please take whatever steps necessary to support this effort: our families -- and especially children -- will be
forever grateful.

Sincerely,
Patrick Creadon and Christine O'Malley
Los Feliz, CA
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

GRIFFITH PARK CRY STAL SPRINGS - DEIR
1 message

patrick@ocpmedia.com <patrick@ocpmedia.com> Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 4:30 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org
Cc: christine o'malley <christine@ocpmedia.com>

Dear Ms Martin,

As long time residents of Los Feliz and the parents of three young children, we are writing to
voice our full support of the proposed baseball fields in Griffith Park. 

Over the past ten years, our neighborhood has become one of the premier neighborhoods in LA to
raise a family. And yet this community is in dire need of more sports facilities for our youth. The
proposed baseball fields will make an enormous and positive impact on all of our community. 

Please take whatever steps necessary to support this effort: our families -- and especially
children -- will be forever grateful. 

Sincerely,
Patrick Creadon and Christine O'Malley
4550 Kingswell Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90027

 
Patrick Creadon
Director: Wordplay (2006), I.O.U.S.A. (2008), If You Build It (2014)

O'Malley Creadon Productions 
4550 Kingswell Avenue

Los Angeles, CA 90027

office: 323-668-2104

fax: 323-668-9145
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs Ballfie lds - EIR
1 message

Jean Dalton <jeancdalton@gmail.com> Mon, Dec 2, 2013 at 9:57 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Hello Ms Martin,
I am a resident of Los Feliz and a big fan of Griffith Park.

I am against building the ballfields on the proposed location for the following reasons:

The park should remain, as much as possible, the open space that it is.
People frequent the park for this very reason - to be in a place that is open, and for all to use, not just for ball
players. I go through the park regularly, at least 4 days a week. The picnic spaces are full of people on our nice
days. Don't crowd them even more by taking available open space to build ballfields.

Alternate locations for the ballfields certainly exist. The Park cannot be the only one. I have kids and I know how
important it is to have places for teams and for organized sports. Griffith Park is NOT the place to build these
venues. During the times that there is no game or practice going on, the space is lost for others.

Games bring many cars, all at the same time. The traffic will be a burden on everyone. Peak times (weekends,
and summer weekends especially) already see gridlock around the zoo, and on surrounding roads like Los Feliz
Boulevard. The park does not need nor can it sustain more "event" type spaces.

I respect the users of the trails. The trail users include the equestrians. I am also an equestrian. The routes in
and out of the park are limited. The ballfields as proposed would be a trial for equestrians. A spooked horse is a
danger to the rider and others around them. Please don't mix kids ballfields and horses, it is an accident waiting
to happen. 

Thank you.
Jean Dalton 213-219-8798

-- 
Jean Dalton
jeancdalton@gmail.com
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs--draft EIR
1 message

Robert Davison <22ftpersec@gmail.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 3:58 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

It would seem to me that Tom LaBonge’s ‘legacy’ as city councilman would be
better served by saying he protected Griffith Park from development.  But no,
he’s wanted to put baseball fields and senior centers and more museums around
the park since he took over.  Here he’s got another neighborhood council to
claim they want something developed—not that Los Feliz has enough kids in it
to make up a team, or that the kids there would give up fencing and dressage to
stand in right field.  Once he had his hand on Silverlake’s back, getting their
dummy to say his words.  Now the dummy is Los Feliz.  Great.

Let’s see.  There’s some money to spend?  The Park desperately needs its
watering system returned to working order.  The roads and parking lots are
crumbling thanks to constant use by movie trucks.  Forget the drain pipes and
other pipes.  Hard not to notice the thousands of dead trees that need to be
removed and new trees planted.  Vista del Valle is one long pot hole.

I live on the P-22 side of the park and none of my neighbors imagine that Griffith
is our neighborhood.  Just the opposite.  Since it’s not being maintained, it gets
too much use as it is, and we want to see an end to it being developed in any
way, shape, or form.   Parks are parks.  Baseball diamonds are not parks—
they’re recreation.
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

CRYSTAL SPRINGS BALL FIELDS
1 message

Mark DeCarlo <markdecarlo@me.com> Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 12:14 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Martin.

I am writing in support of the addition of 2 new baseball fields in Griffith Park in the Crystal Springs area.

As I’m sure you know, Griffith Park is the largest city park west of the Mississippi River, yet suffers from a
shortage of ballfields for pickup and organized play.  More than 50% of the students in the immediate area are at
or below the poverty line, and the availability of these fields would greatly enhance their social and physical
fitness opportunities.

I grew up playing organized baseball, and continue playing in men’s leagues where ever I live.
Playing on a team teaches essential skills for the ‘real world’ - working toward common goals, stress
management, learning how to win and lose gracefully.

From what I understand, the only meager opposition to these fields comes from a few NIMBY households who
object to the relocation of a fews picnic tables a mere 250 yards away. Is this reasoning even worth debate?

These new fields will open up the use of Griffith Park to even more kids and families, and allow them to discover
all the hidden treasures right here in the heart of our great city.

I urge you to actively support their creation.  Thanks for your time.

Sincerely,

Mark DeCarlo

Mark DeCarlo
213.500.6275

markdecarlo@me.com

DeCarloINC.com
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Base ball Fie lds in Griffith Park
1 message

emil iana dore <emdore@yahoo.com> Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 3:13 PM
Reply-To: emiliana dore <emdore@yahoo.com>
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

Hello Ms. Martin,

I am unfortunately unable to attend this evening's meeting regarding putting baseball fields in
the Crystal Springs area of Griffith Park, but I wanted to write and voice my support.  My
husband and I have lived by and enjoyed Griffith Park since we were children.  Our youngest
son is an avid baseball player who won MVP in his Little League last year in Glendale.  We
would love the chance for him to play ball closer to home.  

I love Griffith Park and do not want to see any needless development take place there, but there
is plenty of room in the proposed area for baseball fields.  I believe this project would enhance
the lives of many families in the area, while causing a minimal amount of disruption to the park.

Thank you for giving us a chance to join this discussion.

Sincerely,

Emiliana Dore
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

griffith park cry stal springs-e ir
1 message

Kevin Dosch <kdco@ymail.com> Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 1:20 PM
Reply-To: Kevin Dosch <kdco@ymail.com>
To: "maria.martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

I support plan 1a

lifelong resident of Atwater-silverlake
John Marshall class of 74
We need the ballfields
Thank you  

Kevin Dosch
The Kevin Dosch Company
3165 Los Feliz Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA  90039 
323.222.5510
323.662.1558 (fax)

 
Sent from my iPhone
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Cry stal Springs Fie lds
1 message

Edwards, Derek <Derek.Edwards@chasepaymentech.com> Thu, Nov 21, 2013 at 5:35 PM
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

"I am writing to express my  support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Cry stal Springs area of
Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway ."

 

 

Derek J. Edwards | Business Development - Middle Market | Chase

Los Angeles, CA | C: 323.203.5656 | F: 855.336.7209

derek.edwards@chasepaymentech.com   

 

www.chasepaymentech.com

 

 

----------

Learn more about Chase Paymentech Solutions,LLC payment processing services at

www.chasepaymentech.com.

THIS MESSAGE IS CONFIDENTIAL.  This e-mail message and any attachments are proprietary and

confidential information intended only for the use of the recipient(s) named above.  If you

are not the intended recipient, you may not print, distribute, or copy this message or any

attachments.  If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender by

return e-mail and delete this message and any attachments from your computer.
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on ball fie lds
1 message

Barristerblue <barristerblue@earthlink.net> Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 9:44 AM
Reply-To: Barristerblue <barristerblue@earthlink.net>
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

 
Dear Ms Martin:

I need to add my objections to the proposal to destroy Crystal Springs for a
playing field:
 
1 - There are other better places to build ball fields in Griffith Park than
Crystal Springs. Besides the Griffith Park North Atwater alternative, other
suggested locations have not yet been seriously considered. 

2 -  Too many trees would be destroyed at Crystal Springs and the character
of the area would change. The Draft Environmental Review says the "Biological
Resources impact after mitigation would be significant."  The DEIR says the
"Aesthetics impact after mitigation would be significant."

3 - Crystal Springs Picnic Ground is a highly successful recreational facility. It
serves a wide socioeconomic range of users.  Most families that use Crystal
Springs don't even know this project is going to happen since notices at the
picnic grounds were not even posted!  

My family has been going to Crystal Springs for generations.  My schools all
had events at Crystal Springs. I would hate to see the area mutilated when
there are other possible locations that would be less intrusive.

Please ask the City to reconsider the site.

Sincerely,
Joanna Erdos
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

North Atw ater Park
1 message

Germanderspeedwell <gfgermanderspeedwell@gmail.com> Fri, Dec 13, 2013 at 4:23 PM
To: "maria.martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

As I said before, why are you people meddling where there is no need?  If it ain't broke,don't fix it!
North Atwater Park does NOT need a new baseball diamond put in. They already have one, and they have a
basketball court (newly repaved) and the City just spent thousands of dollars in fixing the little area adjacent to
the river. There would be not enough parking, and too much traffic on the street leading to City Service
Maintenance Yard. Your stupid proposed project would disrupt the peace of equestrians trying to train their
horses in the adjacent riding ring.
Why can't you "Do-Gooders" leave well enough alone?  It's difficult enough trying to ride my horse up and down
the levee with all the noise and heavy machinery going on as it is. No more noise and crowds or baseball
diamonds are needed. Stop meddling!
Gina Fiore-Levin

Sent from my iPad
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Cry stal Springs
1 message

Germanderspeedwell <gfgermanderspeedwell@gmail.com> Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 9:31 PM
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

Hey!  Why don't you people just stop meddling and poking your noses where they shouldn't be, and leave Crystal
Springs alone?  It's just fine the way it is without baseball diamonds being built and destroying a beautiful green
space. LEAVE IT ALONE and find someplace else to build your Little League parks. If you want to get something
done, try finishing up the equestrian bridge at Atwater. It's already almost a year behind schedule.

Sent from my iPad
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Kids base ball
1 message

Shana Fleiss <shanamf7@gmail.com> Mon, Dec 2, 2013 at 9:54 AM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

I support youth baseball fields plan 1

Shana fleiss
3819 glenfeliz blvd
Los Angeles, ca 90039
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs
1 message

Mark <Mgeraci14@aol.com> Tue, Dec 10, 2013 at 11:05 AM
To: "maria.martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Hey LA let them play I support plan one a

Mark geraci
4126 Brunswick ave
Los Angeles ca 90039
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           11-19-2013 
Steve Gewecke 
Alhambra Moors Baseball/ Alhambra High School 
101 S. Second Street 
Alhambra, CA 91801 
 
TO: Maria.Martin@lacity.org 
 
Department of Public works, Bureau of Engineering 
Environmental Management Group 
1149 South Broadway, CA 90015-2213  
 
Subject: Supporting Griffith Park Crystals Springs – Draft EIR 
 
Dear Maria Martin, 
 
 We, Alhambra High School Baseball, convey herein our full support for the D-
EIR project site designated “2,51” or known as “Crystal Springs North.” 
 
 
 Positioning two new youth baseball fields adjacent to the existing adult 
baseball diamond known as “Pote Field” is a most effective plan in terms of 
environmental impact, upkeep and maintenance, and equally important, the 
development of a comprehensive youth baseball program.  Additionally, 
constructing a new bridge that would connect to north Atwater’s baseball field, 
allowing players and parents to walk from field to field without having to drive, 
would make for an optimal community experience.  This lays the groundwork for a 
recreational and instructional program that could serve ages 5-17 in one location. 
Having a resource like this in L.A.’s largest park makes very good sense. 
 
 The compelling reasons for building these youth baseball fields in Crystal 
Springs North far outweigh the possible downsides.  It would be of great benefit to 
the community and surrounding areas – as a safe and lovely place for children to 
engage in athletics, and from the kind of bonds that, among other virtues, have been 
proven to help “at risk” youth who are involved in character-building sports 
programs. 
 
 Please add Alhambra High School Baseball to the growing register of those 
who are in support of this very good cause. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Steve Gewecke 
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Ball fie lds
1 message

Marc <marc90039@gmail.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 8:54 AM
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

I support the ball fields!   Please do not let a small group of Nimbys ruin what will be a wonderful addition for
decades to come!

Marc Giroux
2485 Moreno Dr
LA 90039

Sent from my iPhone
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

(no subje ct)
1 message

Erica Goebel <ericagoebel@ymail.com> Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 11:21 AM
Reply-To: Erica Goebel <ericagoebel@ymail.com>
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

Dear Ms. Martin:

1 - There are other and better places to build ball fields in Griffith Park than Crystal Springs. Besides the
Griffith Park North Atwater alternative, other suggested locations have not yet been seriously considered. 

2 -  Too many trees would be destroyed at Crystal Springs and the character of the area would change. The
Draft Environmental Review says the "Biological Resources impact after mitigation would be significant."  The
DEIR says the "Aesthetics impact after mitigation would be significant."

3 - Crystal Springs Picnic Ground is a highly successful recreational facility. It serves a wide socioeconomic
range of users.  Most families that use Crystal Springs don't even know this project is going to happen
since notices at the picnic grounds were not even posted!  We need to speak on their behalf.

Please stop your plans.

Sincerely,
Erica Goebel
Silverlake resident
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Base ball Diam ond re storation at Cry stal springs
1 message

Hpg104 <hpg104@aol.com> Thu, Nov 21, 2013 at 4:36 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

I am in favor of restoring the baseball diamonds at
Crystal Springs. It is a good project for the youth of
our city.
Hilda Goldsmith
852 N Detroit St.
LA 90046
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

(no subje ct)
1 message

Leslie Gonzales <bonitaflor21@gmail.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 8:14 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith
Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway.

Thank you.

-- 
Leslie Gonzales, JD
bonitaflor21@gmail.com
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Prop K funds m ust not be  use d to priv atize  Cry stal Springs Picnic Are a
1 message

George Grace <gmrnet1@mindspring.com> Tue, Dec 10, 2013 at 1:22 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org
Cc: bob.pool@latimes.com, christina.villacorte@dailynews.com, Steve.Lopez@latimes.com,
socalconnected@kcet.org

To:       Ms. Maria Martin,

From:   George Grace, Founder, Griffith Park Natural History Survey

Date:   December 10, 2013

Dear Ms. Martin,

Below are comments expressing my opposition to Little League Baseball Fields replacing the Crystal
Springs Picnic Area. I emailed them to my list of 600 Griffith Park Supporters. In addition to my
reasons opposing this project, I’d like to know if the proposed ball fields will be open to the public
without a prior reservation? The RFP distributed for the ball fields by the Bureau of Engineering
specifically states that "Projects not accessible to the general public" are ineligible. Funding these ball
fields with Proposition K funds that will be fenced and locked except for Little League games is a terrible
precedent, and a violation of your RFP criteria for funding Proposition K projects. If the ball fields are not
available on an open door policy, is a misuse Proposition K funds.

Sincerely yours,
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George Grace                                                                                            

Dear Griffith Park Supporter,

I attended the "workshop and hearing" meeting to discuss the Draft Environmental Impact Report
(DEIR) about replacing the Crystal Springs Picnic Area with Little League Baseball Fields on
Wednesday evening, November 20th. The meeting was conducted by the City's Bureau of
Engineering who would actually build them. About 150 people attended. The "workshop" consisted
of 15 (or so) minutes of Power Point Presentation showing the two alternative locations (Atwater
Park or Crystal Springs), and how many trees would be destroyed. For the rest of the meeting,
attendees were allowed one minute each to tell whether they supported or opposed the Crystal
Springs location. Unfortunately since the moderator ended the meeting at 7:20 (it started around
6PM), many of us didn't get a chance to speak. We were all advised to send our comments to Ms.
Maria Martin in the Environment Management Group.

Opponents to the Crystal Springs location expressed dismay that this historic, immensely popular,

and arguably the most beautiful picnic area in Griffith Park - open to all Park users -  would be

sacrificed for Little League Baseball Fields - unavailable to the public without a prior reservation.

Proponents - many brought their kids - praised the virtues of playing Little League Baseball, and said

that building a baseball field would give their kids the opportunity to play closer to home since other

Little League fields were too far away.

 

In all the supporting comments, I did not hear anyone say why the baseball fields had to be located

in the Crystal Springs Picnic Area as opposed to some other area, only that having them was a good

thing.

 

Almost no one denies that having baseball fields in Griffith Park would be good - and I'll add, if they

are open to the general public, and not a select few. I repeat my question to the City: Why wasn't

the Ferraro Soccer Field area on the table? As I stated in my last email, "The ball fields require 3

acres Ferraro is 23 acres. There is plenty of room there, and the area has the potential to be the

location of a complete team sports complex. A complete team sports complex could also provide

amenities for all team sports participants that are too expensive to build in multiple locations. It

could even support basketball courts that are almost non-existent in the Park!

 

The comment period ends on December 17th. If you agree with me that the Crystal Springs Picnic

Area should not be sacrificed for Little League Baseball Fields - essentially privatizing this beautiful,

green, open space - please send an email to  Ms. Maria Martin at the Bureau of Engineering; your

City Councilmember; Michael Shull, Acting General Manager of Recreation and Parks; Barry Sanders,

President of Recreation and Parks Commissioners; Martha Swiller, President; Prop K - L.A. For Kids

Program; and Mayor Garcetti. We need to let the City know that bulldozing this irreplaceable picnic

area that has served the general public for decades is not good for Griffith Park, its visitors, or its

wildlife, and we don't approve of this action. The City should "go back to the drawing board", and

stop this tragic event from happening.

Contact email addresses are:

1.      Ms. Maria Martin: Maria.Martin@lacity.org (mailto: Maria.Martin@lacity.org )

2.      You can find your Councilmember’s email addresses at:

http://cityofla.org/government/ElectedOfficialOffices/CityCouncil/CouncilDirectory/index.htm
3.      Michael Shull, Acting General Manager Recreation and Parks: Michael.Shull@lacity.org
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4.   Barry Sanders, President, Recreation and Parks Commission: rap.commissioners@lacity.org

5   Martha Swiller, President, Prop K – L.A. for Kids Program:: Martha.Swiller@lacity.org

6.  Mayor Garccetti: Mayor.Garcetti@lacity.org

 

If you haven't already done so, please click below and sign the Friends of Griffith Park Petition to 

Save the Crystal Springs Area.

 

http://survey.constantcontact.com/survey/a07e8ig876dhnwq7mon/start

 

Thanks for your continuing support for Griffith Park and Griffith Park wildlife!

 

George Grace, Founder, Griffith Park Natural History Survey
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park Crystal Spring Draft

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142b53c06450fbae 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Spring Draft
1 message

Laura Griffin <LGriffin@unifiedgrocers.com> Mon, Dec 2, 2013 at 1:34 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Dear Maria,

 

I am writing in reference to the North Atwater Park Alternative plan. I keep my horse at the Verdant Equestrian
Center of which the public arena and their private arena border this area.  If this plan goes through it will highly
impact our stables by parking and traffic issues.  These issues will impact the safety of our horses as well as the
safety of the riders.  Please keep in mind that not all riders are experienced nor are their horses. Horses are
highly sensitive by nature and should not be impacted by yet another group affecting their movements.

 

Atwater has long been a designated equestrian area for many, many years. The public arena that is next to the
baseball field is used by not only the LA County Mounted unit but by a handicapped children’s riding facility to
name just a few. Please do not disturb this area as it is very precious to our riding community and will remain so
for many years to come.  

 

 

********************************************************************************
This message and any attached documents contain information that may be confidential
and/or privileged. The information herein may also be protected by the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act, 18 USC Sections 2510-2521. If you are not the intended
recipient, you may not read, copy, distribute, or use this information. If you have 
received this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by reply 
e-mail and delete all copies of this message to include any attachments.
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Ballparks at Griffith Park - Crystal Springs

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142e87a556a86f82 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Ballparks at Griffith Park - Cry stal Springs
1 message

Van Griffi th <gvg805@aol.com> Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 12:23 PM
To: Tom Labonge <tom.labonge@lacity.org>
Cc: "Maria.martin@lacity.org" <Maria.martin@lacity.org>

Dear Mr. LaBonge,

I am writing on behalf of myself and the Griffith charitable trust to express our opposition to the ball fields
proposed in the Crystal Springs picnic area of the park. This area is one of the most pristine picnic places in the
park and the most heavily used. To remove 49 mature trees for the benefit of 50 to 100 little leaguers that would
only use it on the weekends would be a shame.  Especially if these fields are going to be locked when not in use
and not available to the public is something I feel my great grandfather would strongly oppose.  I cannot help but
think of the tens of thousands of families who live in apartments with no backyards or lawns whatsoever who
would be denied access to this beautiful spot.  I feel a much better place for the ballparks would be up by the
soccer fields.  I think it should be called The Tom Labonge Sports Complex at Ferraro fields.  There is plenty of
room up there and no need to remove the beautiful trees.

I hope you will consider this alternative location.  If you have questions or comments please don't hesitate to call
me.

Yours Truly,

Van Griffith
2440 Juniper Avenue
Morro Bay, Ca. 93442
(805)772-0582

cc.  Maria Martin

Sent from Van Griffith
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11/19/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park Crystal Springs - Draft EIR

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1426d5cecb44c0ea 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs - Draft EIR
1 message

Donna Gri l lo <vinidon@aol.com> Mon, Nov 18, 2013 at 2:37 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org
Cc: councilmember.labonge@lacity.org, communications@losfeliznc.org

Hello -

I won't be able to attend the meeting in person but I'd like to give my opinion on the matter of
building new baseball areas in Griffith Park.

I'm against it.

I'm in favor of keeping the park as natural as possible as it's one of the cities greatest assets, a
place to go when you need nature and quiet time.  Not noise.

New baseball areas will increase traffic dramatically when there are games.  That increase will
bring more traffic and pollution and will surely impact the animals that call the park home.

I'd prefer to keep the park natural.

thank you,

Donna Grillo
1959 N. Kenmore Ave.
Los Angeles, CA  90027
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Yes - baseball fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=1427c092e29dfd7f 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Yes - base ball fie lds
1 message

Betsy M. Hall <betsy@betsy-hall.com> Thu, Nov 21, 2013 at 11:00 AM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Dear Marian,

I am writing to express my  support for recreating a couple of baseball fields in the Cry stal Springs area of
Griffith Park. Having read the pros and cons, I think it is still the better choice. 

Thank y ou very  much for y our consideration. 

Betsy  McClellan Hall
Sponsor Relationship Dir.
SilverLakeStar.com
Text/Call: (323) 304-87 49

Enhager Media • engage • enhance
Online and offline community  
T he power of com m unity . T he power of .com  unity .

Silver Lake Star, a news and social network for Silver Lake Los Angeles
San Pedro News Pilot, it's a social network, not y our daddy 's fish wrap. 
Rancho Park Online, where Los Angeles feels like home. 
Echo Park Online for the oldest neighborhood in Los Angeles.
Leimert Park Beat, the social network for the Soul of Los Angeles.
University  Park Family , in partnership with the University  of Southern California.
Culver City  Times, the social network for the Heart of Screenland.
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1 

 

 
Gerry Hans 

5926 Chula Vista Way 

Los Angeles, CA 90068 

 

 

December 17, 2013 

 

(submitted via email: maria.martin@lacity.org) 

 

Ms. Maria Martin 

City of Los Angeles Bureau of Engineering 

Environmental Management Group 

1149 S. Broadway, 6th Floor, Mail Stop 939 

Los Angeles, CA 90015-2213 

 

Re: DEIR Prop K ball fields 

 

Ms. Martin,  

 

Mike Eberts’ book, Griffith Park, A Centennial History, points out that the Great Depression 

presented booming times for Griffith Park. People had very little money. Colonel Griffith’s son, Van 

Griffith, continued to embrace his father’s convictions that the park be free to everyone. Eberts says, “For 

many people, Griffith Park became their vacation resort.” And it still is for many.  

On any given warm non-work day, hundreds and sometimes thousands of park users enjoy the 

Crystal Springs Picnic Facility. It has been used for family picnics and celebrations dating back to the 

1930s. Grills are fired up and families gather, often spreading blankets beneath the shady trees to enjoy a 

few hours of rest, relaxation and play. This is a time-honored tradition. I’ve heard picnickers state their 

families have been coming to the Crystal Springs Picnic Facility for four generations and they want to 

continue to do so. Some live in housing without back yards they can enjoy. Crystal Springs is the only 

area that groups can reserve and one of a few areas where grills are allowed. 

 To build ball fields at Crystal Springs, too many trees would need to be cut down, many which 

are greatly valued native species trees. Picnic tables can not simply be moved to mitigate less open space, 

as they are not the key ingredient to great picnic areas; the grass, the shade and the open landscape are! 

These adverse impacts at Crystal Springs Picnic Grounds are more severe than the DEIR represents, and 

should be rewritten for this reason alone. 

 Griffith Park’s historic picnic grounds, along with the park’s hiking and equestrian trails, seem 

almost sacred because of their traditional and abundant usage. A city-wide survey conducted by 

Recreation and Parks and cited in the Griffith Park Vision Plan, says of picnicking: “Annually, more 

people come to Griffith Park for this use than to any other park in the municipal system.” 

 So where can the two ball fields be built with less adverse impacts? This is the greatest and 

most complete failure of the DEIR. Several feasible alternatives were suggested during scoping comment 

period, including Central Service Yard and Ferraro Athletic Fields. Neither were discussed and analyzed 

per CEQA requirements. Another suggestion, splitting the two fields to two locations, to minimize 

adverse impacts, was not studied or considered. 

 For all these reasons, the DEIR in inadequate and should be re-written. 

 

Sincerely, 

Gerry Hans 
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Page 1

Constant Contact Survey Results

Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 13, 2013.  188 Respondents

Submitted Answer Respondent

11/12/2013 21:33 Yes I oppose building ball fields in Crystal Springs. I am for preserving the country's largest city park!! +
+
Shelley Goldstein, North Hollywood.

����������	�
�����������

11/13/2013 5:21 Margery Gould+
Los Angeles+
+
The Park should be preserved as a nature area and not for sports fields.

�	��
��������

11/13/2013 5:42 I oppose Ball Fields in Crystal Springs.  It should be left as a historic picnic ground.  Ball fields can go to Ferraro Fields, 
Headworks or another area.+
+
Anna Cresciman+
Los Angeles, CA

�����������������

11/13/2013 5:47 Kevin Clayton+
649 South Reese Place+
Burbank, ca 91506+
+
Please find an alternate location for the ball field.  Our family loves Crystal Springs and would use the park less without 
it.

���������������

11/13/2013 6:02
Penny Black. Los Angeles, CA 90027. I am a resident of Los Angeles and a frequent guest of Griffith Park. Crystal 
Springs is a favorite spot. Please do not add ball fields to this area. Many residents use this area for picnics ect. There 
are other places in the park more appropriate for this type of activity. We love ball fields, but not at Crystal Springs!+
PENNY BLACK AND FAMILY. LOS ANGELES.

����������������

11/13/2013 6:39 Suzanne Wenzlaff. Los Angeles. 90027+
+
Crystal Springs is crowded as it is. Adding 2 ball parks there will mean MuCH more traffic, concessions, noise.


����������������

11/13/2013 6:39 Traffic in the Los feliz area is already unbearable.  Additional functions in the park hwill adversely affect the residents, of 
which I am one, even mor unbearable.  In addition, my young daughter and her school use this area of the park for 
school activity which will be taken from her.  Also will adversely affect traffic in the park impacting horses and riders 
safety.   +
+
A really. BAD idea.   Please don't let this happen!

�������

11/13/2013 6:40 I strongly oppose cutting down heritage trees to build a sports complex ball park next next to  the I5 corridor+
+
John F John Jr

�������������������

11/13/2013 6:50 Let children have free unstructured places to play and interact.+
Jane Harrington

�������

1. I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end of Crystal Springs. It is important that you type your 

name, and city along with any comments. - Responses
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Page 2
Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 13, 2013.  188 Respondents

11/13/2013 6:55 Jane Button+
Fort Collins  Colorado +
Friends of Griffith Park Member

�������������

11/13/2013 7:02 I strongly oppose locating the baseball fields in Crystal Springs. I do support installing ball fields in another location, but 
not one that requires tree removal and loss of picnic area. Please do not destroy one kind of recreation area in favor of a 
different kind. Thank you.+
+
+
Mary Alice Toomey+
Los Angeles

����������������
�������

11/13/2013 7:04 Dan Ruderman+
3765 Effingham Pl+
Los Angeles


���
������������

11/13/2013 7:14 Rebekah Valdes, Los Angeles ����	������
�

11/13/2013 7:18 Nicole Possert+
Los Angeles resident

�	���
������������

11/13/2013 7:19 Michele Suttles+
Los Angeles, CA

������ �������

11/13/2013 7:22
I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs. Griffith Park is a very historic part of Los Angeles and a treasure to those who have visited with their 
families and friends for many years. I ask the LA City council and any other department in charge of this matter to take 
every action necessary to protect the picnic area and Griffith Park from any further unnecessary development. +
+
Sincerely,+
Jason Vega+
Bell, CA

���	� !�������

11/13/2013 7:30 I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs.+
+
Bonnie Borkowski+
Los Angeles, CA

������������	�������

11/13/2013 7:31 Kate Hawkes+
Los Angeles, CA

����������������	�������

11/13/2013 7:39 Anna Fischer, Los Angeles, CA ������������	�������

11/13/2013 7:44 I agree with the above statement and think we need to preserve family recreation/picnic areas in Griffith Park. +
+
Robert S. Young+
2419 Park Oak Drive+
Los Angeles, CA 90068

��������� ! �������

11/13/2013 7:44 Diane Kerr+
Los  Angeles


�������������
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Page 3
Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 13, 2013.  188 Respondents

11/13/2013 7:45
I oppose putting ball fields in Crystal Springs because Griffith Park should be kept as natural as possible.  It would be 
like putting ball fields in Yellowstone or any other special places.  Ball fields belong in neighborhood parks.+
+
Delphine Trowbridge


�������������	��������

11/13/2013 7:49 Any loss of mature trees and open space should be an immediate decline.  Please preserve the beauty of this picnic 
area that is used by many to benefit an organized group.+
+
Thank you,+
Lois Westphal+
Burbank, CA

�������

11/13/2013 7:50 I strongly oppose the ball fields in both areas of Crystal Springs.+
Elizabeth Richardson, Franklin Hills, Los Angeles, CA

�������������

11/13/2013 7:56 Anne Button, Denver, CO ��������������������������

11/13/2013 7:56 Jay Benoit+
The School for Environmental Studies at+
John Marshall High School+
Los Angeles, CA 90027

����! ������
����

11/13/2013 8:06
The possibility that Griffith Park may lose its Crystal Springs Picnic Area is devastating!  I would support an alternate 
location for the fields outside of Griffith Park.  Please preserve the history of the Picnic Area as it also holds a lot of 
personal history to the many families that have enjoyed their gatherings in that area for the past 75+ years.  It is also 
necessary to save the trees in that area because of their value to the wildlife in the park.  Griffith Park is the largest 
urban park in the country with wilderness habitat.  That's a special feature to maintain.  I take great pride in working for 
the City of Los Angeles in Griffith Park since 2000; and because I live so close to the park, I usually spend 3-5 days a 
week off-duty either hiking, picnicking, or visiting the LA Zoo and Autry National Center (as I am a member of both).  
Please continue to support one of the greatest urban parks in the country!  Thank you.+
+
Andrei Deocampo

�������

11/13/2013 8:15 We picnic in this area all the time, strongly oppose ball fields in this area.+
Maria Rowson+
Los Angeles

������������"""�������
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Page 4
Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 13, 2013.  188 Respondents

11/13/2013 8:17

The city has suggested that ballfields were always part of Griffith Park, While there may have been open fields available 
to people coming in to play on weekends or even pickup games, I've never come across any supporting 
documentation.+
+
However, Crystal Springs has been considered home to picnickers since the late 1880s when it was an Ostrich Farm. 
People would come from downtown to enjoy the birds and then sit in the shade with their picnic basket lunches. +
+
Baseball fields would not only disturb groups of people coming into the park for a restful weekend picnic... the potential 
for fields in this area would be far-reaching in a variety of ways. Baseball fields (or a Sports Complex) would lead to 
further "privatization in the park" and would forever change this place of respite as envisioned by Griffith J. Griffith.+
+
Crystal Springs should not have a "Sports Complex" built here. +
+
Kathryn Louyse, Glendale

���#���������������

11/13/2013 8:21 My daughter and her cross country team practice and race in Crystal Springs. It would be such a shame for them to 
lose this magnificent area to experience nature while they exercise and compete. I had never been to the area before 
and fell in love with it. +
Please keep the area as it is!+
+
Brenda Rees, Los Angeles CA

�������

11/13/2013 8:21 Susan Swan+
Mountain Oak Drive, Hollywood

�������

11/13/2013 8:21 William Mackenzie-Smith+
Los Angeles, 90039+
+
I strongly oppose the building of ball fields in the Crystal Springs area.+
+
This area is an important one for the habitat and landscape of Griffith Park and it is totally unacceptable that 45 trees 
would be cut down to create these ball fields.+
+
Yours,+
William Mackenzie-Smith

��������������������������������

11/13/2013 8:23 Griffith Park must remain intact. The more it is cut up the more it loses it's original intent. It would be a tremendous loss 
to the millions of Angelinos who take advantage of it's beauty every day.+
Carla McMorran+
Los Angeles, California

��������!���������������

11/13/2013 8:30 Marilyn Johnson, Los Angeles, CA �����������	�������

11/13/2013 8:32 stop  the ball park from being built ��������������
�	�������

11/13/2013 8:33 You have my support! ���
���������
�����
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Page 5
Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 13, 2013.  188 Respondents

11/13/2013 8:35 I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs.+
+
Tom Hammock+
Los Angeles

���������	�������

11/13/2013 8:36 David Edgar, Tujunga CA ���������$��	�������

11/13/2013 8:38 William Clements+
Los Angeles

����������������

11/13/2013 8:39 Siobhan McCafferty+
2255 Bronson Hill Dr.+
Los Angeles, CA 90068

���������	�������

11/13/2013 8:43 While I welcome the addition of more sports fields to Griffith Park I oppose that any be located in the Crystal Springs 
Picnic area.+
+
Sincerely,+
Eric Kramer+
Los Feliz Resident+
323-203-5352

����������������	�������

11/13/2013 8:43 This has been a family picknic area for decades , please do not loose it for this purpose.+
+
Kim Tucker & Julie Drake

����������������

11/13/2013 8:43 I have a weekly play group with about 10 kids. We have been doing it for 3 years. Every week we see families playing. 
Organized sport classes, blue herons, hawks and egrets visit. We BBQ in the pits, my child learn to ride a bike here. It 
is a popular spot for big fiestas and bounce houses. We use the horse tunnel to access walks along the river. Generally 
a great place to run and play. Not once have I seen a baseball team using the diamond that is already there. But I do 
see the batting cages in use next to the large field. Please keep open wide play space. We love and enjoy crystal 
springs!!!+
Thank you!

�������

11/13/2013 8:48 We have so few spaces like this one left in the City! Please don't pave paradise. ����������������	�������

11/13/2013 8:49 Griffith Park is one of L.A.'s treasures. Keep it as natural as possible.+
+
Christine Shade+
4640 Farmdale Avenue+
North Hollywood, CA 91602

���
�������
�

11/13/2013 8:49 Ron Martinolich+
Los Angeles CA USA

�������

11/13/2013 8:52 We need to keep our natural environment as much as possible.  NO ballpark please.+
+
              Yvette Perrault, RSM+
              St Charles Borromeo Church

��������������
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Page 6
Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 13, 2013.  188 Respondents

11/13/2013 8:57 Sheryl Havered, Los Angeles, CA+
+
I am a Naturalist and a member of Horticultural Society of Southern California, and I am proud to say am a life long user 
of the Park including Crystal Springs Picnic/Wildlife area.+
+
All native California species, and some non native species live in a precarious balance in the park.  Many use the 
Crystal Springs critical corridor and flyway down to the river for food and necessary water.+
+
Should the baseball park be forced through in such sensitive habitat the balance will be forever altered/  Wildlife belongs 
to all of us as our City Heritage legacy; baseball is entertainment, and sport.   +
+
While baseball is also important.  There is really no comparison between the two ideals.+
+
I can hardly believe that this initiative has gotten this far.  How ignorant can we be in Los Angeles.  We ruin everything 
natural we have been given by God.

���#�������

11/13/2013 8:58 Richard S. MacNaughton+
1916 North Saint Andrews Place+
Hollywood, CA 90068-3602+
+
Hollywood was once barren and in those prior days, it was wise to construct things for future generations such as 
parks.  Hollywood has long passed the time when we had to add more stuff.  We know that time has passed when we 
start destroying good things like park areas which have been serving us well for generations.+
+
This project merits an EIR.  In that EIR the City will have to admit, that Hollywood has been experiencing a 20+ year 
population decline and that we need to realize that it is time for Logical Planning.+
+
There are other places for ball fields.  For one thing, they should be where people live and not miles away in Griffith 
Park.  I propose the site of the Millennium Earthquake Towers. I am certain that area can handle s soccer field along 
with a baseball field and the fields won't collapse during an earthquake.

���������	�������

11/13/2013 8:59 I agree with this petition.+
+
- Matt Whitmire

�������

11/13/2013 8:59 I agree with the above and strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the norther part of the picnic area 
and in the south eas end of Crystal Springs. Griffith Park is very special and important to me and my living in this aread. 
+
Thanks,+
Christina Cucinotti+
Los Feliz

����������������

11/13/2013 9:00 David C. Snow+
1518 Ben Lomond Drive+
Glendale CA 91202+
+
Crystal Springs is a treasure and no place for ball fields.  Please find a more appropriate location and preserve this 
beautiful little corner of the park.


���
�����
��������
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Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 13, 2013.  188 Respondents

11/13/2013 9:01 Kristin Sabo+
Sunland CA +
+
I am the Caretaker at Amir's Garden in Griffith Park.+
+
I cannot believe that this manufactured project which in reality is a battle of wills on the part of Councilmember 
LaBonge, has even evolved to this point. Place the project on the alternate site, or do not do this at all. No pressing 
need -- ZERO -- has been shown that would warrant displacement of an entire user group (the families who heavily 
utilize Crystal Springs now) and the destruction of habitat and heritage trees. This is about a public servant exerting his 
will over Griffith Park, and nothing more. +
+
How sad and petty this is.

��������
���
������	

11/13/2013 9:01 Norma Faith Rockman+
Los Angeles, CA 90036+
I think we can save trees and passageways rather than pave away so to speak for ball fields. We love ball, but we love 
nature.

�������������	��������

11/13/2013 9:02 Angela Austin+
West Hollywood+
It would be a crime to turn this beautiful space into a parking lot.... Why would you want to do that?

�������

11/13/2013 9:02 I agree with this petition. I do not think they should build the baseball fields. +
+
- Matt Whitmire +
Los Angeles

�������

11/13/2013 9:04 Cecelia Wagers, Burbank CA+
Leave Crystal Springs the way it is. The area in it's present state is used and enjoyed by a variety of people. Ball fields 
would destroy the beauty and be used by a select group only. Plus, the lie they are telling about the ball fields being 
good for underprivileged kids, when it costs $300 to $500 a year to be on a little league team. Also, Councilman 
LaBonge is backing them because he wants the fields to be named after him.

�������

11/13/2013 9:11 Debra Spinelli+
1140 Coronado Terrace+
Los Angeles, CA  90026+
I strongly oppose the proposed Prop K ball fields in Griffith Park.+
The loss of ANY  trees and ANY green space is UNACCEPTABLE+
Please keep the park from becoming developed!  It's perfect the way it is!  There are plenty of places to play baseball 
around but only one Historic Griffith Park.+
NO prop K ball fields in Crystal Springs!


��������������	�������

11/13/2013 9:12 My name is Katherine Pakradouni and I am a resident of Los Feliz within walking distance of Crystal Springs, and I 
oppose putting ball fields in this area.  There are numerous other alternatives that do not destroy habitat for wildlife or 
free space for the public.  Please consider alternatives.

�������������������

11/13/2013 9:14 This was a favorite area while our child was growing up. Please don't alter this idyllic place. �
�����������

11/13/2013 9:16 DANIEL VERGARA+
daniverg@hotmail.com+
8860 LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN AVE. L.A. CA 90046


������	����������

11/13/2013 9:21 Emily Boyle. Los Angeles resident.  I strongly oppose the change of Crystal Springs. ������������
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Page 8
Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 13, 2013.  188 Respondents

11/13/2013 9:22
Surely the city can find -- or construct -- an alternative space for the proposed, and valuable in their own right, ball 
fields. Crystal Springs, however, should be out of bounds for such a project! Back to the drawing board, folks!

������������������

11/13/2013 9:22 Raquel Quiroz+
1870 talmadge street+
Los Angeles, ca 90027

���%����������������

11/13/2013 9:27 Aaron Sosnick+
2243 East Live Oak Drive, Los Angeles CA 90068

��	��		�
�	���	�������

11/13/2013 9:34 Heide Perlman+
Los Feliz

���
�&�����������	��������

11/13/2013 9:35 I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs. +
+
Sarajo Frieden,+
Los ANgeles/Los Feliz

���������������
�����

11/13/2013 9:36 Prop K funds are designed for projects that increase recreational opportunities. By displacing the thousands of 
picnickers who currently use Crystal Springs Picnic Area, the ball fields will actually reduce the number of people who 
recreate in that area.+
   The alternate site in N. Atwater already has one baseball diamond which can be upgraded and room for a second 
field. It would have a much smaller impact on displacing current users and require the removal of many fewer trees. It is 
the environmentally and economically superior alternative.+
+
Marian Dodge+
Los Angeles

��

	���������������

11/13/2013 9:49 Sharon Croskery, Santa Monica, CA ���������������

11/13/2013 9:53 Deanna McMenemy, Sherman Oaks �������

11/13/2013 9:59 There will be a loss of habitat in an already habitat poor area of Los Angeles.  Please consider thecwildlife and build the 
ballpark in an area more suitable. +
+
Allison+
Glendale,CA

���������������	�������

11/13/2013 10:00 Heather Persons, Los Angeles �������

11/13/2013 10:01 R.R. Wilkniss, Los Angeles �����������������

11/13/2013 10:03 If Crystal Springs were an under-used area of the park, without significance to the multitude of residents who have 
enjoyed its comforts for generations, I would support the ball fields project. Best to rethink this proposal before a great 
public resource is lost.+
+
Lloyd Hamrol, Los Angeles

����
�������	��������

11/13/2013 10:06 Karl Steudel, Burbank.+
To me, this is the heart of Griffith Park. My wife and I hike here regularly. There has hardly been a time when a family 
was not picnicking there. These families have a great, quiet outdoor spacious place. I do understand the need for ball 
fields, but this location is at the parks' quiet center. We even saw a Bobcat crossing through just a few yards in front of 
us a few months ago. a less likely site with tons of soccer families jamming in.

�����
���������

11/13/2013 10:07 Kristen Foster+
Los Angeles 90026

�������
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11/13/2013 10:09 Cynthia Roberts+
Los Angeles, CA

�������

11/13/2013 10:13
Lane Barden+
Los Angeles, CA+
+
Please find a location where the construction of  ball fields for athletics does not take space from families and children 
or destroy historically and environmentally significant areas of the park. We know you can find a better place if you try.

�������

11/13/2013 10:23 This must not happen to the park �������

11/13/2013 10:24
Senores es nesesario botar arboles para construer un campo? hay mas areas donde se puede hacer esto..porque no 
hacerlo en el area de golf? yo estoy en total desacuerdo de perder los arboles y el area de recreacion existente por 
anos. he caminado ese parquet por cerca de 18 anos y no es justo lo que le hacen con todos esos eventos que solo les 
deja ganacas a ello sy el que pierde siempre es el parque y los que le damos el buen uso. y hoy ademas de danarlo 
quieres hacerlo mas quitandole arboles y construyendo algo que a lo major ni funcione a menos que ya esten pensado 
en sus volcillos y lo quieran rentar,,,,Agustin Alcides Godinez..

	
����&���������������

11/13/2013 10:26 Dana Pehrson+
1633 Hi Point Street+
Los Angeles, CA+
90035+
+
I am a Los Angeles native and strongly oppose the proposed ball field.  There are plenty of other options.  I believe in 
the importance of keeping our park spaces as they are for picnics and play space for all.

��#��������������

11/13/2013 10:29 Los Angeles does not have enough green space. When I first moved here from NYC, I found it very difficult to get used 
to the fact that there isn't a park in every neighborhood, a place to read, meet with friends, and just get away from the 
city sounds.+
+
We need to maintain all of the green space we have!+
+
Thank you,+
Jody Price+
Los Angeles

�������

11/13/2013 10:30 blah blah blah ����������������

11/13/2013 10:34 The park is supposed to be a place of tranquility and relaxed environment. Baseball fields are a+
development. The baseball activity should be located at Chavez Ravine.

�������

11/13/2013 10:36 Maude Lewis+
Burbank California+
+
As a local Rancho resident and a frequent user of Griffith Park, I am astounded that the city would move in a direction 
to destroy one of it's most wonderful spots.  Every weekend, I am out in the park on my horse, with other riders, and 
Crystal Springs is a bucolic, well used area for families.  Building a ball field will not only ruin the nature of the 
area....where families picnic, deer emerge from the brush, and horses ride by, but it would create a actual danger to the 
riding community.  We do not need flying balls, crowds, extra cars and noise where rental groups ride past on easily 
startled horses.  One of the great treasures of this city is the beautiful, preserved natural wonder of Griffith Park.  We 
do NOT need another ballfield in place of that.

�������
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11/13/2013 10:39 I oppose the current plan for development of ball fields in this location. There are other sites in the park that are not 
historically and biologically threatened by such development better suited to sports. Please reconsider locating the new 
fields elsewhere and preserve Crystal Springs.+
+
David Dassey+
Los Feliz



�����!�������

11/13/2013 10:40 Please save Crystal Springs!+
+
Diana Sieradski+
Los angeles

�������

11/13/2013 10:40 Megan Runquist Holmstedt, Burbank CA �������
�������	

11/13/2013 10:41 Loree Gold+
Los Angeles, CA+
+
The loss of  this historical landscape would be an absolute shame..+
shame on us if this goes through.

�������

11/13/2013 10:43 Please - we need park space for picnic tables, running around and just enjoying the outside.  There are so many people 
who do NOT play softball.+
+
Ann Greer+
6400 Primrose Ave # 10+
Los Angeles, CA 90068+
(323) 463-8803+
anngreer@earthlink.net

�������

11/13/2013 10:47 Preservation of these historical Crystal Springs  is like Balboa Park Did with the Japanese Gardens. This will be a draw 
for ecotourism!+
There are plenty of other places To tar for BBall courts.

�������

11/13/2013 10:54 Beth Ida Stern+
Please do not build two new Prop K ball fields on the site of Crystal Springs Picnic area. The loss of picnic, recreation, 
wildlife, and foliage areas would be great, and the benefit to the public would not outweigh the detriment. Thank you for 
preserving our green spaces in Griffith Park!

�������

11/13/2013 10:56 This is lovely area for so many to enjoy. I always thought historic places were supposed to be preserved, not destroyed 
for a "new use".

�������

11/13/2013 10:59 Jennifer Young, Glendale, CA ���������
����	�������

11/13/2013 11:03 Laura E.P. Rocchio; Los Angeles, CA �������	�������

11/13/2013 11:05 Please keep crystal springs the way it is!+
+
Kelly Mandavia+
Los Feliz owner for 38 years!

����
�����������

11/13/2013 11:13 Mark Bennett+
Los Angeles, CA  90068+
+
There are so few areas in the city like Griffith Park that offer this type of space, I object to developing ball parks in the 
Crystal Springs picnic areas.

�������������
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11/13/2013 11:13 I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs - the major reduction in picnic area and the removal of 45 trees and 
many "protected" species is not acceptable.  +
+
Lucinda Phillips,+
Los Angeles

�����������������
���#��������

11/13/2013 11:15 Colleen Frojen+
Los Angeles, CA 90027+
+
We - our community of Greater Los Angeles - need this open natural space with trees and dirt and access to the rest of 
the park.  We don't want the additional traffic, hustle and activity that go with ball parts.  Why not incorporate that in 
another area of the park that already is able to accommodate this good activity.+
+
Please do not add a ball park to the Crystal Springs area.+
+
Thank you.

������������������

11/13/2013 11:16 Adrienne Meadow, Burbank CA 91506 ����
������������
�

11/13/2013 11:18 This is a travesty! Griffith Park is a conservationist's jewel amongst the streets of Los Angeles!  I totally oppose any 
more development of the land especially when it involves chopping down trees!  Griffith provides me with a place to 
commune with nature, run & hike trails & appreciate all that we have that is beautiful in LA!  How could anyone wish to 
alter it?  HANDS OFF MY PARK!!!!!+
+
Francine Natale+
Los Angeles, 90065

�������������������

11/13/2013 11:18 Ron Calvisi+
Toluca Lake+
We need as much green opeb space as possible for recreation.

���'�#����	��������

11/13/2013 11:18 Please don't turn the area into ballfields. There are too many families that use the area constantly. It's the only open 
space many of these people use!+
+
Courtney Van Ess+
Los Angeles, CA

�������

11/13/2013 11:24
Amy Dichter, Sherman Oaks, CA+
+
I grew up in Los Feliz and much of my family is still there. Picnic and free play area is extremely important. I still bring 
my daughter, who is 4, to Crystal Springs and the idea of losing trees and landscape, in this city, where there seems to 
be quite enough when it comes to ballfields and more...well, why take away from natural beauty?

�������������	�������
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11/13/2013 11:31
Adilia F. Koch, Los Angeles, CA  90027+
+
I am strongly opposed to future development of Griffith Park. Griffith Park should remain as uniquely rural as possible. 
Continued development of this park will affect local wildlife and will not allow disadvantaged children to experience a 
natural undeveloped setting. A baseball field in Crystal Springs will erode its uniqueness and will make the park just like 
any other park in L.A. It would also add to the heavy traffic already caused by zoo, museum and park visitors.+
+
Greater good will come of creating a baseball field in Atwater.  A baseball field in Atwater would support anti-gang 
measures initiated by Mayor Villaraigosa. The extra lighting and community-based activity a baseball field would bring to 
an Atwater community would encourage family and local community activities. An Atwater location would also be more 
accessible to disadvantaged children, elderly or families who do not own a car.

�
�����������	��������

11/13/2013 11:41 Maureen Toth - I strongly oppose the ball fields+
in Crystal Springs.

�������������������������

11/13/2013 11:43 Rosemary De Monte, Los Angeles, Ca+
+
there are more locales with easy access for children from all of Los Angeles not just the kids from the Los Feliz 
neighborhood  The mass transit necessary for the children of Los Angeles to take advantage of this location will only 
add a larger carbon footprint to this urban wilderness and ecosystem.

�
������
���#��������

11/13/2013 11:43 The springs are for everyone,   While the baseball park is for the few. �����!�������

11/13/2013 12:10
Putting ballparks in Griffith Sounds like a pretty good idea until we hear that they would go in the Crystal Springs picnic 
area. This is a very short-sided view of the best use of the area. It is one of the only places around here   where so 
many people live in apartments and need to get outdoors to enjoy some relaxed family time. +
+
Ball fields in either of the Cristal Springs areas under consideration should be out of bounds. +
+
Robert and Virginia Heuga+
Los Angeles (Silver Lake)

�����	��	�������

11/13/2013 12:15
There are better sites for the ball fields than Crystal Springs, and I encourage you to explore them before intruding on 
this beautiful and historic site.  Crystal Springs can be used by everyone; only ball players will use the fields.+
+
Thank you for considering my comments.+
+
Patricia Morton, Los Angeles

��������#���������

11/13/2013 12:23 Johanna Woollcott+
Please consider another location. This beautiful shady area is constantly in use. +
Thank you

����������	�������

11/13/2013 12:47 Dirk V., Burbank, CA �������!����������

11/13/2013 12:48 Laverne Caceres, Burbank, CA+
Please help us save the Crystal Springs Picnic area so that everyone can continue to enjoy this open location.

�������
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11/13/2013 13:16 I oppose the proposed ball fields in Crystal Spring!! +
+
Such development is contrary to the mission underlying the existence of Griffith Park as a nature preserve and 
designated Historic Cultural Monument No. 942.+
+
Thank you for your consideration and be assured that I will closely monitor developments associated with this ill advised 
proposed development.+
 +
 Peter Bodlaender, Los Angeles CA 90039

���
����
����������

11/13/2013 13:29 Crystal Springs must be preserved for picnic and free play area and maintain fauna and flora.  Original bylaws and 
guidelines for this area must be respected. My family and I enjoy listening to the history talks provided by the Friends of 
Griffith Park, we enjoy frequent hiking and taking visitors to these areas. +
+
Virginia Meek+
Los Angeles, CA 90043

�������	�������

11/13/2013 13:45 I hike every Sunday @ Griffith Park.  I would like to preserve what is there.+
+
Thank you,+
Jennet Troy

�������

11/13/2013 13:46
Rosario Orozco+
Paramount, CA +
+
I STRONGLY oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs. There are plenty of other areas where ball fields could be placed.

�������

11/13/2013 13:46 Fernando Anaya - Los Angeles, CA! �������

11/13/2013 13:47 Jenifer Palmer-Lacy+
2370 Silver Ridge Avenue+
Los Angeles CA 90039+
+
+
some things should remain the same

������
������

11/13/2013 13:48 Let's not kill any more of nature than what we already have. -Veronica Aleman �������

11/13/2013 13:48

This is a wonderful park- My family and I use it at least twice a week- it is quiet, open, shaded and has a great play 
structure (a rarity in Griffith Park),and is much more suited to families than other places in the park.+
The trees are beautiful, and create much needed shade in the summer months for picnicking and pick up games.+
The baseball field that is currently there is empty 95% of the time, and the grass is fenced off and unshaded.  Please do 
not turn Crystal Springs into more baseball fields which are not multi-use!  There is plenty of space for a pick up 
baseball game as it is- which suits younger players much more than a limiting adult sized baseball diamond.    +
Parks and Rec is broke, lets not spend money on unnecessary changes that ultimately make the park less useful for 
the general public. +
-Anna Belknap+
Los Angeles

�������
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11/13/2013 13:53 There are some things that can't be replaced. Please give future generations a place to make their own memories.  It is 
NEVER the wrong thing to protect living things........+
Julie David

�������

11/13/2013 13:55 Kim Roberson+
Los Angeles, CA 90027+
+
I strongly oppose the ball field in Crystal Springs!

�������

11/13/2013 14:04 I, Nathaniel Contreras oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs. +
It has been a family spot for my entire life and it is a beautiful place where one can get away from the city

�������

11/13/2013 14:08 Derek Max Wlodyka +
Los Angeles, CA+
Crystal Springs is perfect for family get togethers and large celebrations! A baseball fields kills the imagination space 
and limits possibilities for good fun

�������

11/13/2013 14:09 I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs. +
+
Ricardo Martinez, Atwater Village ca

�������

11/13/2013 14:09 Kista Cook, Los Angeles, CA. DON"T DO IT! �������

11/13/2013 14:09 J. Matt Merritt, Thousand Oaks, CA �������

11/13/2013 14:10 David Archey of Atwater Village, Los Angeles strongly opposes the ball fields to be built in Crystal Springs �������

11/13/2013 14:11 Gabriel Benitez, Los Angeles 90031 �������

11/13/2013 14:15 Judy Rosenberg, Los Angeles+
+
Crystal Springs is a beautifull, active, well-used picnic area, with lovely mature trees.  There is no reason to put ball 
parks there when there are already several ball parks within the park that are hardly used....upgrade those and leave 
Crystal Springs in its natural beauty!

��
���
����������

11/13/2013 14:16 Bleu Borkowski+
Los Angeles

�������

11/13/2013 14:19 Absolutely no more construction, cement, fencing, etc. please. Not everyone is family friendly and would rather have a 
more uncongested and less populated space. We chose not to have children for a reason... to stay as far away as 
possible.

�������

11/13/2013 14:20 Danny Meza Burbank California. �������

11/13/2013 14:20
Plenty of ball fields already exist at schools and parks. How many beautiful open spaces are left in LA? Not many. +
+
So, let's stop manipulating, digging up, developing every scrap of land we can and let Nature just be. +
+
Crystal Springs is a gem. Leave it alone. +
+
DonnaAnn Ward

�������

11/13/2013 14:22 Please save Crystal Spring area... This place is obe of my favorite walks you can do withing LA.... +
No to baseball fields.... +
Maria Lantero-Fogelberg

�������
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11/13/2013 14:24 Mike Rodriguez +
Elysian Valley Los Angeles, CA+
+
I grew up in the area and I hold crystal springs and it's surrounding area close to my heart. It would be a tradegy to see 
it torn down. Please reconsider.

�������

11/13/2013 14:34 Monique Frese- Los Angeles. The impact of excessive traffic off the 5 freeway and Griffith Park Blvd. to get to these 
fields will be more than the area was designed for.  These fields will add 100's ++ of cars to an area that is overly 
congested now... thus I am against these baseball fields.  Thanks

��������������������

11/13/2013 14:35 Julie Scott+
Los Angeles+
+
The city of L.A doesn't need any more ball fields.  It needs more open fields for families to picnic in, lie in, play music in 
and just relax.  Places with big trees like the Crystal Springs area already have.  Keep Griffith Park Crystal Springs the 
way it is.  I go there almost every day, I can't imagine ball parks where these majestic trees now stand.  It would be 
horrible.

�������

11/13/2013 14:37 Please reconsider the location of proposed ball fields in Crystal Springs.  I STRONGLY oppose the idea.  Just a few 
reasons:+
+
1.  It is a fairly small, quiet picnic area located in the middle of Griffith Park.  Wildlife in the surrounding hills frequent the 
area.+
+
2.  The small windy roads cannot handle the increased traffic.  Cyclists are in danger.+
+
3.  The parking already barely can accomodate the frequent hikers or visitors in the area.  +
+
4.  Mature trees and historical value cannot be replaced.  Ball fields can be located anywhere.+
+
Thank you,+
Kristen Klegseth+
Burbank, CA

�������

11/13/2013 14:45 Ruth Meyer+
Tarzana 91356

�������

11/13/2013 14:49 Denise N Delurgio+
Redondo Beach, CA+
Crystal Springs has been a favorite picnic area for my family since 1940. We have so many lovely memories of 
picnicking with family friends over the years.+
I think kids should have baseball fields, but not at the sacrifice of Crystal Springs.


������������
���������

11/13/2013 14:55 Antonio Montes,Losangeles  ++
+
I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs.

�������

11/13/2013 14:57 Both so STRONGLY oppose a ball park at Crystal Springs.  The tree removal, disturbance of wildlife habitat & 
diminsment of open areas for ALL to enjoy is offensive.  There are other areas where sport fields are more appropriate 
(e.g. Off I5 near the soccer fields & dog park.  Sincerely, Tom & Melinda Peters, LA 90027

��������������	��������
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11/13/2013 15:04 Griffith Park is a national gem.  Within it the Crystal Springs Picnic Area is one of the most family/senior citizen friendly 
spaces in Los Angeles.  I utilize it regularly and am impressed by the wonderful diversity of cultures and age groups 
who share it with me.  It is also bucolic.  Easily utilized by adults, children, dogs, horses, this small pocket of tree filled 
beauty is a respite within this hectic metropolis.  It is used from dawn to dusk.  I was actually shocked when I became 
aware that a plan was being considered that would destroy or drastically change the many activities that currently 
flourish in Crystal Springs.  And for what...a select group that likes one sport.  Doesn't sound like Col Griffith's wishes 
to me.  And then there are the mature decades old trees that will be removed and replaced with saplings elsewhere.  
The whole thing is a terrible plan.+
+
Fontaine Hebb+
Glendale

�������

11/13/2013 15:05 Zoe Rodriguez Encino, CA+
818 225 6220 +
zodana@aol.com

�������

11/13/2013 15:07 Deirdre Pfeiffer, Los Angeles+
+
The picnic grounds are one of the few places I can take my infant son nearby to be outdoors. Please don't destroy 
them!! LA has few places for young kids.


��(!��	�������

11/13/2013 15:12 Donna J. Zenor+
Los Feliz Area+
Los Angeles


���������������

11/13/2013 15:15 We need this sanctuary. Lillian Abel, Los Angeles CA 90058 �������

11/13/2013 15:18 I STRONGLY oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast 
end of Crystal Springs.+
+
Lisa K. Peters, Atwater Village.

�������

11/13/2013 15:25 Shlomit Yelin-Arber, Los Feliz �������

11/13/2013 15:44 I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs. +
+
This beautifully treed area is enjoyed by many: hikers and picnickers alike.  And once these majestic trees are gone, 
they're gone for good.  +
+
 +
+
Bernadette Eva Tilger+
233 S. Lamer St.+
Burbank, CA 91506

�������

11/13/2013 15:47 Robert Kelley 1941 1/2 Palmerston Pl. L.A. 90027 �
���#�	�������

11/13/2013 16:01 John Watson377 Crane Blvd L.A. 90065+
+
THIS area is the only spot many families can have some contact with nature.  It gets heavy usage; many more users 
than a ball field would have.

���������������������
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11/13/2013 16:08 Vivien Shea, Los Angeles+
I have memories of Crystal Springs from childhood. Back in the late 40's and 50's our family went there and cooked on 
the grills and sat at the picnic tables. I would be devastated  to see this area turned into what resembles a "commercial" 
undertaking. We need to keep the Griffith Park area as natural as possible. We shouldn't have to constantly fight to 
keep our beloved park for generations to come.

�����������������

11/13/2013 16:38
Carol S. Mercado+
Burbank, CA+
+
I ran the Stough Canyon Nature Center in Burbank and know how important our open space is to the Los Angeles 
County community.  In addition, I attend Toastmasters meetings in the vicinity of Griffith Park twice a month and would 
be greatly impacted if these ball fields are allowed to be constructed in the Crystal Springs area. +
+
As someone who has been involved in the recreation field for over 30 years, I know the need and desire to have more 
ball fields and other sports complexes.  However, this is not an appropriate location.  There is even more of a need to 
keep our natural environment and to allow for more passive leisure activities.

�������

11/13/2013 16:44 Brigitte Prokhorenko; Santa Monica �������

11/13/2013 16:57 I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs.+
+
+
Daniel McPeek+
Los Angeles

������
���	�������

11/13/2013 17:00 Joy boyajian+
Los Angeles

���$�������

11/13/2013 17:03 Antran Manoogian, Tujunga, California �������

11/13/2013 17:06 Stephen Stanard+
Atwater Village, Los Angeles, CA 90039+
+
I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs.

�������

11/13/2013 17:10 Ethel McClatchey+
  I live in the Los Feliz area and want Crystal Springs to rmain a picnic grounds for everyone to continue to enjoy for 
picnics.

�������
!������

11/13/2013 17:13 I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs. There are less environmentally sensitive and historic areas within Griffith Park that would be more 
appropriate for ball fields.+
+
Sincerely,+
Lindee Levicke+
Valley Village, CA

����������	�������
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11/13/2013 17:51 I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs. It is important that you type your name, and city along with any comments.+
+
Lane Maser+
Los Angeles 90036

�������

11/13/2013 17:51 There are ball park across the freeway .  we need the open space for our kids to invent their own games and use their 
imagination +
+
Ray and Janie Kohler+
Los Angeles, CA 90068

��������������

11/13/2013 17:52 Sandra Hemmerlein, Beverly Hills ���
������������

11/13/2013 17:53
Jane Cook+
Silverlake+
Los Angeles resident, registered voter+
+
A little league field is a bad, inefficient use of city property.  It is expensive to maintain, draining funds from  Parks 
programs that benefit more people, a wider spectrum of age groups. It is only useful on game days; otherwise offering 
no amenities at all. The loss of the trees and open space is irreparable.+
+
Other outdoor activities offer far more health benefits.  Using the area for an "exercise station" jogging path would help 
far more people. Competitive sports for very young children is often counterproductive  to their physical and 
psychological health. A Nature Study Center would be much better use of time and money, and would be in the spirit of 
Col. Griffith's gift intentions. PLEASE DROP THIS DESTRUCTIVE BOONDOGGLE OF A PROJECT!

�����������	��������

11/13/2013 17:57 Harold Slater - Los angeles �����
�	�������

11/13/2013 18:03 Crystal Springs should stay as it is!+
+
Glendale, Ca.+
+
Anna Rundle

�������
��������

11/13/2013 18:14 I very strongly oppose the installation of ball fields in Griffith Park. This is not what Mr. Griffith envisioned when he 
donated the land to the city. I believe keeping this park open for picnicking and wildlife is more important than hitting 
some balls into the air. An I'm extremely opposed to any plan that would remove a single tree!+
Christine Moore+
3312 Wood Terrace+
Los Angeles, CA 90027

������������������

11/13/2013 18:57 steve bailey, san diego, ca. ������������������

11/13/2013 19:19 People love the park because it is as close to wilderness as they can get while in the City of LA. Put the ball fields near 
but not in the park.+
Danila Oder+
Koreatown, Los Angeles



��������
�
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Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
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Period of submittal: November 13, 2013.  188 Respondents

11/13/2013 19:41 Gerald Orcholski+
Pasadena, CA+
+
I have used the picnic area and feel it would be too big a loss to do away with it.  Also to cut down so many trees is 
unconscionablee.

	�������������	�������

11/13/2013 19:57 Judith A. Flicker, Downey, CA.  Our garden class from Santa Monica Emeritus College has toured this area and I feel it 
should be preserved. I support the creation of ball fields, but they can be built in other areas.

��
������������������

11/13/2013 20:12 I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs.+
+
- Ryan Bradshaw+
Los Angeles, CA

����
������""�	�������

11/13/2013 20:25 Mark Kristula+
Los Angeles, CA

��������������	��������

11/13/2013 20:25 Susan Considine+
855 Inverness Drive+
La Canada, CA 91011+
+
+
It's very important for Angelenos to have outdoor recreation space that anyone can use.

���������
����	�������

11/13/2013 20:25 Cathleen Cawley, Studio City+
+
The park - our park - should stay the perfect pristine place it is now and has been for many, many years!  I've been 
using "our" park for over 35 years.  Ball fields - the heck with that idea!  Just another way to continue the "asphalt 
jungle"...

�������

11/13/2013 20:30 Carol Kennedy of Gilroy, CA (formerly Burbank).  Really?  What on earth is wrong with these park planners?  Is there 
any place left in LA that just cannot remain beautiful and peaceful?

�������

11/13/2013 20:34 Janet lam - Atwater - I see so many families enjoying the picnic areas on Sat.  and Sun. I can't imagine where they 
would go.  There are a lot more families that use the park vs. baseball players.  Being a mom of a baseball player from 5- 
18 years old there are limited spectators vs. entire extended families who enjoy Crystal Springs.  A game will last 
approx. two hours and then the field is vacant for hours or days unless scheduled.  I've been running in the park for 
over 25 years and families make an entire day using the facilities for various celebrations and holidays.  Crystal Springs 
should remain a picnic area!  Thank you.

����������������

11/13/2013 21:31 Ruth Eliel, Los Angeles �����������������������

11/13/2013 21:35 I believe there are other areas proposed for the baseball fields other than Crystal Springs that would be far less 
disruptive +
+
Thanks+
+
Mario Milch, MD+
Los Angeles, CA

���	������	�������

11/13/2013 21:40
please do not take our park away! I live in the 90027 area code and this is the only park we have!     Yustina Cap L.A.

�������
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Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 13, 2013.  188 Respondents

11/13/2013 21:48 Please preserve our open space.+
+
Thank you,+
Shana Rapoport

������������������

11/13/2013 22:05 I have picnicked at Crystal Springs for many years. It's part of our family. Please save it !! �������

11/13/2013 22:11
Jason David+
+
Los Angeles +
+
There is enough ball fields in the park already and even more where the old rail yard is on the other side of the river.

�������

11/13/2013 22:25 Griffith Park is the crown jewel of Los Angeles and unique in its preservation of natural habitat.+
+
Adding more infrastructure is one step further in destroying this rare and valuable asset.+
+
Forrest O'Connor+
Los Angeles, CA 90027

��������	�������

11/13/2013 22:58 My name is Jonathan Baca. I am a resident of nearby neighborhood, Atwater Village in Los Angeles, CA. +
I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs. +
I feel that we have enough ball fields in the area to accomodate the general public. There are many recreational centers 
and other parks in the vicinity where individuals can go to play baseball. Plus there is already a ball field in Crystal 
Springs; building anymore would be excess. A ball field just isn't necessary. It wouldn't be fair to families and children to 
have this well known playground and picnic area removed. I also know of the nearby high schools that use the area to 
train for cross country. Changes in the area could be detrimental to their program. It would be a shame to know that this 
historic landscape, which is home to many trees and wildlife, would be torn down and replaced with something as 
insignificant as a ball field.

�������
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Constant Contact Survey Results

Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 14-19, 2013.  Respondents 163 (this period)

Submitted Answer Respondent

11/14/2013 6:31 I am one of many who hike, walk and picnic in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith Park every week, and I am opposed 
to the construction of a new ball field there. -
-
Amanda Jill Smith-
Los Angeles, CA 90026

����������	
���
	

11/14/2013 1:01 City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Engineering - Maria.Martin@lacity.org-
Councilmember Mitch O'Farrell - councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org-
Councilmember Tom LaBonge - tom.labonge@lacity.org-
Mayor Eric Garcetti  - mayor.garcetti@lacity.org-
-
-
Crystal Springs is an open space with 45 trees, including an ancient native sycamore designated by the City as a 
Heritage Tree.  It is an important habitat for wildlife, including the mountain lion â€" known as P-22. -
-
I'm sure there are other places to build baseball fields - but Crystal Springs cannot be relocated or recreated, once it's 
gone, it's gone forever.-
-
PlEASE do not take the Crystal Springs Picnic area away from us.  Baseball fields can be put almost anywhere - 
Crystal Springs cannot be replaced.-
-
Valerie Lupton-
4424 Brunswick-
los angeles 90039

��������

11/14/2013 7:35 Alan Ruiz, Los Angeles. -
I live within earshot of this place, it's perfect for birthday parties and get togethers. Only a select few people can use a 
ball field for a BBQ area.

��������

11/14/2013 7:44 Please do not change the park, it is beautiful and loved the way it is, there are so few wonderful and historic areas left, 
do not add a ball park it will not add anything , the park is peaceful and loved for its natural beauty and serenity. We 
enjoy coming up to Griffith for its beauty, vistas and natural qualities.-
thank you-
Doris Goldstein-
San Diego, CA

��������

11/14/2013 8:14 I'm sure there are many other areas for structured play to be found. Why choose something that is historically 
significant, and available to everyone? (including the animals)-
I am against Crystal Springs being turned into ball fields.-
-
Sidney Higgins, Los Angeles

��		����	�����	�����������

1. I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end of Crystal Springs. It is important that you type 

your name, and city along with any comments. - Responses
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Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 14-19, 2013.  Respondents 163 (this period)

11/14/2013 9:30 Timothy Power-
Los Angeles, 90026

��������

11/14/2013 10:29 Shanta Herzog-
-
I strongly oppose the building of Ball Fields in Crystal Springs area. There is precious little area in the city where one 
can really escape the urban surrounding.-
I remember the day 35 years ago when I was driven through Griffith Park and I marveled at the fact that there was a 
place like this right in the middle of the city and easily accessible.-
The people of Los Angeles NEED and deserve to have this area where they can relax, enjoy their family and friends and 
be able to appreciate nature.-
I know sports are important, but there are lots of other areas that can be developed for that purpose, areas that do not 
encroach upon the trees and natural habitat and is a historic landscape. -
So please leave the Crystal Springs area alone. -
Thank you.

�
������������������
	

11/14/2013 10:02 I strongly appose any kind of further development of Crystal Springs including baseball fields, etc. -
-
Thanks,-
Mary Wolf-
Los Angeles

��	�
�����	���
����������

11/14/2013 10:19 There are already many ballparks - and many family areas --- leave some beauty for the hikers, horseback riders, and 
explorers of all kinds.  Don't take all the hard work that has been put into it to create the beauty it is --- for just another 
loud ballpark.-
-
Claudia Anderson-
Tujunga, CA 91042

��������

11/14/2013 10:20 Seems like there are other options for where these fields can live. ������
����������

11/14/2013 10:38 Please preserve some open space for families to use in this city. Don't segment off every inch of available green space 
for "organized activities"--human beings need space to stretch out and feel connection to nature. This is one of the few 
places you can bring your family for a picnic in the area.-
-
Karl Mueller-
Los Angeles, CA

��������

11/14/2013 10:42 I love Crystal Springs. We don't need a ball field at Griffith Park. Crystal Springs is fine right where it is. ��������

11/14/2013 10:59 Bonnie Sachs ��������

11/14/2013 11:30 Regina Leeds,-
Los Angeles, California  90048

��������

11/14/2013 11:41 This is valuable space for the people and wildlife who use this area, which would be threatened by the construction of a 
sports complex.-
-
Meredith Murphy, Los Angeles, CA

�
�
��	������������������

11/14/2013 12:01 Valerie Kemp-
Los Angeles

���
���
��	�������
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Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 14-19, 2013.  Respondents 163 (this period)

11/14/2013 12:08 Sarah Whittaker-
San Clemente, CA-
-
Hope my signature counts:  my grandson lives in LA and spends a great deal of time at Griffith-and Crystal Springs.  
Love, the beauty!

��������

11/14/2013 12:25 Erika Duffee, Glendale, CA -
-
I run in Griffith Park every day with a group and we meet in this area. It is a heavy use area for people of all ages and 
race for all types of activities from picnics and birthday parties to drums circles. Removing this area from public use and 
relegating it to a single purpose would be a huge loss for the community at large--particularly those whose only 
opportunity to experience green space is the park. I STRONGLY OPPOSE THIS.

��������

11/14/2013 12:33 Geoffrey Cordner, Los Angeles ��������

11/14/2013 12:58 Faye Jackson-
Griffith Park is not the place for a sports complex!!!  This is in direct violation of what the park was designed for -- as a 
green refuge for the residents of Los Angeles.  Let's not destroy Crystal Springs for the sake of a sports complex that 
would better serve the community elsewhere!!

���
������������

11/14/2013 13:32 As a child I had many happy memories at this site.  I would hate for other families to be deprived of these wonderful 
moments of real family time together unlike a baseball field could provide-
-
Although I no longer live in the area I do visit and would be disappointed to see a stadium where I once frolicked with 
childish abandon.-
-
Please keep this area as it is and as it is meant to be.-
-
Sincerely,-
Janis Mulhall-
Pleasanton, CA

��������

11/14/2013 13:32 Nancy Arriaga-
Los Angeles -
-
Want to conserve the park and its wildlife. There are plenty of other options to build baseball fields in the city and 
surroundings.

��������

11/14/2013 13:45 I'm opposed to any development in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith Park. Please keep this area a free picnic and play 
area where it can be used by all our citizens, not just a few.-
-
Heather Herbert-
1417 N Kenwood St-
Burbank, CA 91505

��������
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Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 14-19, 2013.  Respondents 163 (this period)

11/14/2013 13:56 Griffith Park is such a wonderful place for families to gather and especially for wildlife.-
We have so little in the middle of Los Angeles where wild life can still be undisturbed by-
development.  This is the one place where it can't.  There are other alternatives for ball fields that don't need trees cut 
down.  They can be anywhere there is dirt.  -
Equestrians depend on the area to transition from one area to another on the trails.  Imagine what-
a baseball would do to a horse.  -
-
Linda Barnes-
3363 N Lamer St.-
Burbank, Ca. 91504

��������

11/14/2013 14:52 Victoria Shulem-
Studio City-
-
Currently, Crystal Springs is open for many activities which benefits all of our citizens. It's a lovely, natural area in the 
Park, useful at every time of year.-
-
Installing ball fields would destroy the beauty of this area and only benefit a tiny segment of our society. Put them on the 
other side of the freeway.-
-
The Park was a gift to all of us, not just a few.-
-
Victoria Shulem

��������

11/14/2013 18:49 Martha Hunt-
Los Angeles, CA 90029O-
-
Open space and trees are very important for the general public.-
A ballpark wold gobble up space just for a select group of-
the public and more asphalt for cars.-
-
Please keep Griffith Park a park for urban youth and families.

��������

11/14/2013 15:52
Stop chiseling away at Griffith Park...this was not the original intent of Mr. Griffith...more people want picnic and open 
shady areas for use than will play ball...ridiculous, with all the empty fields at local parks and school nearby.-
-
Thank you,-
-
Linda

������
����
�����������

11/14/2013 16:07 There are already ball fields in the area and this kind of mixed-use open green space that would be lost is invaluable to 
the neighborhood and community. Please let it remain a flexible space for families and events.-
-
Nick Decker-
Glendale, CA

������������
	
������

11/14/2013 16:07 Judith A. Zeller, Los Angeles, CA �������������������
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Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 14-19, 2013.  Respondents 163 (this period)

11/14/2013 16:46 My family and I have enjoyed this area for over 20 years.  There are plenty of spots for ball fields, but open areas for 
eveybody's enjoyment are increasingly rate.-
-
Please reconsider! -
-
Sabine Meyer, Glendale CA

��������

11/14/2013 17:06 Carshenah Jefferson- West Toluca Lake, CA ��������

11/14/2013 17:41 To whom it may concern,--
-
I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs. -
-
Jen Tait-
1807 W. Parkside Avenue-
Burbank, CA 91506-
818/567-0076

��������

11/14/2013 17:45 Martha Solorio-
Psadena

��������

11/14/2013 17:52 I strongly oppose demolition of the Crystal Springs picnic area and removal of heritage/historic trees.  The area will have 
far more use as a picnic site vs. ball fields that will be underutilized.-
-
Jim Hughes-
Los Angeles (90041)

��������

11/14/2013 18:08 I strongly oppose the ball fields in crystal springs. In both the northern picnic area and the southeast end.-
Rita eisenberg-
Brentwood ca 90049

��������

11/14/2013 18:24 Please keep Crystal Springs the way it is!  It is an invaluable resource to us Angelenos!-
-
Jessica Clements-
Los Angeles, CA

��������

11/14/2013 18:57 Sandra Davis ��������

11/14/2013 20:08 conrado pacas & family & friends,LA,CA.AGREE.NO-
Ball Fields at CRISTAL SPRINGS,GP.GRACIAS.

��������

11/14/2013 20:13 To whom this may concern,-
Crystal Springs is the foundation of where I grew up, how could you take that away from me and my fellow inhabitants 
just to put a baseball field? I've shared too many memories at Crystal Springs and would hate to see it go! I urge you to 
please let Crystal Springs stand! It is a monument and will continue to be appreciated by all the children, athletes, its 
ecosystem and all walks of life! It's not like it would go to waste if left alone. SO many people go to Crystal Springs 
everyday just to relax, play with their kids, kick a ball around, lay in the sun, etc... How are we going to be able to do any 
of that if there is huge INACCESSIBLE baseball field there instead? Doesn't make sense to me. Please listen to the 
masses. CRYSTAL SPRINGS DESERVES TO STAY. It's been here longer than ANY OF US. Please be respectful to 
history and nature. Thank you.

��������

11/14/2013 20:14 LET CRYSTAL SPRINGS STAND! (Megan Murphy) ��������
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Period of submittal: November 14-19, 2013.  Respondents 163 (this period)

11/14/2013 20:23 I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs.-
I have spent many happy occasions here with my family and friends and would hate for it to be gone! Please do not take 
it away from the community!-
Mavis Figuls

��������

11/15/2013 0:40 Keep tall of Griffith Park open for all, not fencing in anymore areas for the few. And cutting down trees, especially the 
ancient Sycamore, is horrifying. Besides, I never see anyone in the designated fields already existing in Griffith Park. 
Please do the right thing and do not develop the Crystal Springs Picnic area into ball fields, or anything other than open 
green space for all people.-
-
Stephanie Hernstadt, Los Angeles

��������

11/15/2013 5:54 Griffith Park is a very special park, with lots of open space-
and semi commercial features. I oppose putting in another ball-
field which would mean the destruction of trees and denying the general public general passive use.-
-
Molly Bosted-
Los Angeles, CA

����	
������
����
	

11/15/2013 8:22 No, no... the park needs to stay pristine. I visited there many times when I lived in L.A. I would like to think it will still be 
there when I return.-
-
Barbara Gehrke-
Waterloo, Iowa

��������

11/15/2013 8:39
Our family has been attending this magical nature island in-the-city for years, and would like to continue to do so!!-
-
THANKS!-
-
NAME:  YOAD ARBER, LOS ANGELES

��������

11/15/2013 9:27 Mary-Jo Uniack-
Sierra Madre, CA-
-
Baseball fields service a small group of individuals. The park should be kept as is to service the needs of many. 
Showing favoritism to a select group of individuals is inappropriate.

��������

11/15/2013 9:38 Passive, multi-generational uses in naturalized settings are much more attractive, easier to maintain, better for water 
resource management and definitely more in keeping with the original historic design intent of the park.  There are other 
places for organized sports.-
-
I am a grandmother (2) and mother of children (3) who use this park and a professional landscape architect and 
educator with 48 years of work in park design.  Any move to remove the current highly successful uses is short sighted 
and ill founded thinking.-
-
Patricia S. Loheed, Boston, MA ASLA

��������

11/15/2013 13:13 Pamela Caruso-
St. Louis, Missouri

��������
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11/15/2013 15:27 Frank Iglesias -
Rancho Cucamonga -
I have being coming to park for the past 13 yrs and I love the park the way it is. It brings me and my family a lot of good 
memories.

��������

11/15/2013 16:33 Rick Baird-
Castaic, CA -
-
I affirm that I strongly oppose the above mentioned change to Crystal Springs.-
-
-
Rick Baird

�������	��
�����������

11/15/2013 18:16 Keymi Ordenana - Los Angeles, CA ��������

11/16/2013 11:44 Mario J. Novoa, Hollywood CA-
I oppose any new development at Griffith Park, specifically at Crystal Springs.

��������

11/16/2013 8:19 Crystal Springs has been an area I've used for so many years to take youngsters to for a free area in which to walk & look at the natural wonders of Griffith Park.  More ball fields are not going to enhance that wild experience.  Please keep it the wonderful space it has been for so long.  Thank you,  Sylvia Stachura, San Gabriel, CA��	���� !�
��	�������
	

11/16/2013 12:00 I oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end of Crystal 
Springs.  There are several other areas at which to locate additional ball fields.-
-
David Harralson-
davidharralson@hotmail.com-
Hollywood, CA 90068-1217

��������

11/16/2013 12:15 George Grace, Los Angeles, 90027-
If this happens, it will be a very sad day for Griffith Park, and its users - both human and wildlife. Don't do it!

��������

11/16/2013 13:43 Cathy Ford-
Los Angeles-
-
It is unacceptable to take out old growth trees and bulldoze lovely picnic grounds for a ball field!-
-
This proposal is unacceptable and would be a huge loss to all who have seen the beauty of this site and to all who 
would be deprived of seeing it in the years to come. -
-
The loss of 45 trees, including an ancient native sycamore designated by the City as a Heritage Tree? NO! I plead with 
you to stop this!

��������

11/16/2013 14:03 Lyn Bradford , Los Angeles ��������
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11/16/2013 15:19 I love all of Griffith Park and especially the Crystal Springs area.  I lived for 30 years on Avon Street in Beautiful 
Downtown Burbank and my love for Griffith Park doesn't diminish.-
-
Please do not disturb the Crystal Springs area by installing ball fields.  -
-
Keep the picnic area for all to enjoy.  -
-
Not everyone attends ball games; everyone, from time-to-time avails themselves of the pleasure provided in the 
picnic/Crystal Springs area.-
-
Thank you.-
-
Willie Disbrow-
32 Jetty Drive-
Corona del Mar, CA 92625

��������

11/16/2013 15:18 We need to keep Crystal Springs intact! ��������

11/16/2013 15:21 James Wakefield, Los Angeles 90027 (Los Feliz) ��������

11/16/2013 15:41 jim suard -
-
burbank calif

��������

11/16/2013 15:48 Simone Boudriot-
Tujunga, CA-
-
It is a much enjoyed natural area, been there since the beginning. Why change it to accommodate special interest. Go 
-
Build the ball park on sparking lot for chrissake!-
Please

��������

11/16/2013 15:53 Michael W. Fuller-
2562 Glen Green-
Hollywood, CA  90068-2310-
Member: BCNA

��������

11/16/2013 15:52 Dawn Didawick, Los Angeles, Ca.-
 Because of loss of -
Animal habitat,forty five trees, picnic area for families. Please review other suggested areas for ball fields.

��������

11/16/2013 15:56
not everyone plays sports, or is on a team, or cares about it.  There are those of us who actually use this place, love it, 
and want to have a place to go that is free and unfettered, and undeveloped.  NO.  There are enough places for-
sports.  Let those who are older, not on a 'team', or just basically don't care have OUR space, too.  I oppose the ball 
fields in Crystal Springs.  leave it alone.-
Sincerely,-
Marsha Waterbury

��������
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11/16/2013 15:58 Martha Hunt-
-
Open space is very important.-
Ball parks should be where the children are, not in the this lovely picnic area of historic Griffith Park.-
-
Please think of the future.

��������

11/16/2013 16:07 Griffith Park is such an amazing asset to Los Angeles, and I've had many wonderful picnics in the Crystal Springs area. Please don't turn this into a sports center! Families love playing here! On the lawn!��������

11/16/2013 16:10 Wendy Brueder, Glendale ��������

11/16/2013 16:18 JEANETTE D. BIRD     FROM HOLLYWOOD, CA 9068-
-
PLEASE LISTEN!  I AM STRONGLY OPPOSED TO THE  IDEA OF HAVING TWO BALL FIELDS IN THE CRYSTAL 
SPRINGS AREA!

��������

11/16/2013 16:12 susan townes-
Los Angeles, 90046

��������

11/16/2013 16:18
I think space for wildlife, preserving trees and connection to the river is so much more important than a ball field.-
Please keep Griffith open and wild.-
-
Ellen Jacobs-
Los Angeles


��
�������������

11/16/2013 16:27 Griffith Park is for the quiet enjoyment of urban dwellers. Having a baseball field in the middle of Crystal Springs goes 
against everything the park was created for. Destroying mature trees and disrupting animal life which give please to so 
many to create a venue for a select few boggles the mind. Obviously some politician and a large corporation will benefit 
from this disaster. -
-
It's time to have this issue investigated by the media.-
-
Linda Rappoport

��������

11/16/2013 16:22 Karen P. Morris, Echo Park-
Please save the Crystal Springs Picnic Area.

��������

11/16/2013 16:50 I oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end of Crystal 
Springs.-
-
The proposed development violates the original mission/purpose of Griffith Park as a historic monument, and nature 
preserve. This type of irresponsible encroachment into the park must be brought under the control of concerned experts 
who have a longer range perspective about what is in the best interest for the park, residents in the surrounding areas 
and citizens of greater Los Angeles, the rest of California and, since federal funds were involved in establishing the 
park, US citizens across the rest of our country.-
-
Be assured, I will closely monitor developments and will support all efforts to stop/alter this plan for a beloved and 
popular section of the Park.-
-
Thanks for your consideration,-
Peter Bodlaender  (Los Angels 3009-3034)

��������
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11/16/2013 16:34 enough already. leave crystal springs the way it is. -
-
barb page-
los angeles

��������

11/16/2013 16:51 Maggie Wineburgh-Freed, Los Angeles. Please retain Crystal Springs and put the ball field elsewhere in Griffith Park! ��������

11/16/2013 17:07 Alyce Heath Schwartz, Van Nuys, CA says No.-
-
No to killing trees when there are places with no trees for building ballparks.-
-
No to telling thousands of people, "the public", that they can never have picnics, never have birthday parties, family 
reunions, any social events, never ever set foot on this public land. Oh, yes, they could rent the baseball field and play 
baseball - but who do you think will be first in line booking the fields for the rest of the year, no, years...you bet, the Little 
League(TM). And they'll most likely book them for most of the week and any other time during the week they're not 
booked, you can bet they'll be locked up.-
-
No to no more bike riding cause the area will be closed off.-
-
Just say no, go someplace where you won't hurt trees and people.-
-
aheaths@sbcglobal.net-
Alyce Heath sag-aftra-
aka Alyce Schwartz, Asst. Prod. Acct. Local 871

��������

11/16/2013 16:56 ��������

11/16/2013 16:58 Mike Vandeman: Wildlife need to be given top priority, because they can't protect themselves from us. Baseball can go somewhere else -- somewhere where wildlife habitat won't be destroyed!��������

11/16/2013 17:06 Howard G Lau-
Los Angeles-
-
I grew up in Silverlake in the 1950's and my parents took me and my brothers to Crystal Springs several times a month.  
We had picnics, flied kites, rolled down the grassy hills, and played like a family like should.-
-
Years later I took my kids there to have brithday parties, have bbqs and play frisbee ...-
-
I hope that future Angelenos can have similar enjoyable and enriching experiences.-
-
hL

��������

11/16/2013 17:03 I have been to great birthday parties and picnics here. The annual summer Shakespeare in the part is here. We do 
NOT need Little League fields here; there are plenty of such things already in Los Angeles, and plenty more suitable 
areas for them elsewhere. DO NOT put ball fields in this area! More people than Little Leaguers and their families have 
the right to enjoy this space.-
-
Kate Tews-
2447 Micheltorena Street-
Los Angeles CA 90039

��������
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11/16/2013 17:03 Karon and Tom Gilles-
2481 Hollyridge Drive-
90068

��������

11/16/2013 17:21 Victoria Dyer-
Los Angeles-
Hollywoodland

��������

11/16/2013 17:33 I strongly oppose the building of baseball fields in Crystal Springs area of Griffith Park.-
Please place them in more appropriate locations.-
-
Thank you,-
-
Rhonda Casper-
1967 N. Wilton Pl-
Los Angeles, CA 90068

��������

11/16/2013 17:40 Please keep the Crystal Springs area as it is, for families to enjoy. To even think of this as a suitable area for baseball 
fields is very short sighted.-
-
Carol Van Beek Los Angeles. 90042

��������

11/16/2013 17:48 Jack Conrad-
Hollywood-
-
Griffith Park wasn't given to the city to rape and pillage. The Autry concessions, the zoo and various other 
'improvements' have degraded the park. Enough with this misguided use of public resources!

��������

11/16/2013 17:49 Please reconsider the destruction of one of the few green areas in the City of Los Angeles - there is enough room in 
Griffith Park for both ball fields and picnic areas.  Crystal Springs is heavily used by picnickers, and it would be a 
terrible loss if this area could no longer support that.  -
Thank you, -
Jennifer Mandel-
Hollywood 90038

��������

11/16/2013 17:59 Charles Mack, John Marshall HS Cross Country Coach, Los Angeles-
-
Any change in Crystal Springs will ruin a valuable practice area for Marshall's Cross Country Athletes.  Without Crystal 
Springs, we would not be in contention for a city championship this year in Cross Country. Please keep Crystal Springs 
a multi-use area as it stands now.

��������

11/16/2013 18:03 I agree that the ball fields should be build in an area other than in Crystal Springs.-
Martin Montoro-
Glendale-
Daily Griffith Park user for over 40 years

��������

11/16/2013 18:03 Barbara Jarvik-
Los Angeles, CA 90026

��������
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11/16/2013 18:29 Christy Richmond-
Los Angeles (SIlverlake)-
-
Please stop destroying the beautiful park where I spend so much of my free time! There are many things that need to 
be done to maintain the park, but destroying the Crystal Springs picnic area to create ball fields is just criminal! There is 
no other way to describe it. I realize that no matter what the public or the patrons of the park may say, those in power 
will do whatever they want to do, but I want to make my feelings known. I am a tax payer. I am a voter, and I do NOT 
forget these things.

��������

11/16/2013 18:33 There are so many other areas that these additional ball fields can be located. Why destroy one public area that is open 
to all to create another public area that will be only used by a few? Leave the Crystal Springs area alone and find 
another spot. -
-
Jeffrey M.Natkin-
Los Angeles, CA 90068

��������

11/16/2013 18:42 Anna Nicola-
Los Angeles 90027-
-
Long time resident of Atwater and Los Feliz...I used to go to day camp in Crystal Springs and have birthday parties 
there.  Later parties and picnics with my daughter...and now my grandchildren.  We neeed to save our green and open 
spaces and leave the park as natural as possible.

��������

11/16/2013 18:45 Carol B Miller-
958 The Pike-
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420

��������

11/16/2013 19:12 Keeping the landscape in it's more natural state is important in this very urban environment. Certainly Sports fields can be set into other already non natural setting? Griffith Park needs to be preserved since it is vital to the wildlife that calls it home, as well as being important to all people living near it. Open space is essential to our sense of positive feelings for the earth.��������

11/16/2013 19:12 Marc Weinstein-
2740 Beachwood Drive-
L.A., Ca 90068-
-
Please preserve this all-too-rare picnic area for the residents & find a more suitable place to develop Ball Fields !!!! 
Thank You !!

��������

11/16/2013 19:27 I definitely oppose the ball fields!-
-
Mark Aller-
Glassell Park, CA   90065

��������

11/16/2013 19:33 What is wrong with Rec and Parks staff. Don't you remember the saying, "When it ain't broke, don't fix it?"-
-
I am 70. I played in Crystal Springs as a kid. I took my kids to play and picnic there, as well. I now take my 
grandchildren. -
-
For the love of Heaven, leave Crystal Springs alone. If you just dying to spend your Prop K money, use it where it is 
needed and not by doing more harm than good because you have a check.

��������

11/16/2013 19:57 From: Katie Twohy-
Sun Valley CA

��������
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11/16/2013 20:50 Michelle Milosh-
Los Angeles, 90027 -
Los Feliz neighborhood-
-
It would be criminal to lose this beautiful wildlife and picnic area,-
please put the ball field elsewhere,-
Thank you,-
Michelle

��������

11/16/2013 21:36 Jeff Pierce - Glendale, CA-
-
The Crystal Springs picnic area is accessible to those that need it most:  the poor and the park less.  We don't need 
another sports complex or any other entertainment center in an already fragile park land surrounded by urban sprawl.  
Put the Prop K funds to better use by protecting this treasure for the majority that are not affluent and only want a park 
they can enjoy for themselves and their children.

��������

11/16/2013 22:31 MICHAEL EDWARDS-
WEST HOLLYWOOD, CA. 90046-
-
We need to maintain the open spaces that occur naturally in the park.

��������

11/16/2013 22:43 As an avid softball player, I am aware of the shortage of fields in the LA area BUT am shocked that anyone would consider converting the Crystal Springs area from multi-use family space to single use sports area.  You should be looking at trashy areas along the LA River to UPGRADE to playing fields instead of trashing trees and existing green areas for this purpose.��������

11/16/2013 22:54 Eleanor Kidd-
Valley Glen, CA

��������

11/16/2013 23:25 We need t keep this green space for picnicing and reading to be used by everyone.-
It is not right to appropriate this public space for ball fields. -
Mary Cullather-
Los Angeles 90027

��������

11/16/2013 23:46 Leslie Kearney-
Los Angeles, ca 90039

��������

11/17/2013 7:17 Laurence Frauman Los Angeles  Progress is certainly an important part of being alive and there are times when leaving things as they are is the most important and sometimes the most challenging to do. Please leave Crystal Springs as it is and work out another resolution for the new ball fields. Thank you.��������

11/17/2013 7:18 Steve Toby-
Shadow Hills

��������

11/17/2013 9:00 Elizabeth Gerencser-
Los Angeles, CA 90065-
-
I believe Crystal Springs should remain a picnic area for families and large events.  Open space that may be enjoyed by 
all was the Griffith vision and it should remain as such.

��������

11/17/2013 9:20 It would not be fair to destroy this multi use recreation/picnic area.  Where else would apartment dwellers with no 
personal outdoor space go to congregate with friends and family?  Ball fields can go anywhere.  Not fair at all to destroy 
Crystal springs for one small group of specific sport enthusiasts.  -
-
Rosie and David French-
Burbank, CA

��������

11/17/2013 9:34 Elizabeth Richardson, Los Angeles, 90027 ��������
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11/17/2013 9:49
Susan Basko, Hollywood, CA-
-
I disagree STRONGLY that this picnic space should be changed in any way.  This is a public disgrace that this would 
even be considered.  Los Angeles has plenty of money to spend to buy more park land, and if baseball fields are 
needed and desirable, and I think that is highly questionable, then new land should be purchased for those.  -
-
 I do not think having baseball fields in Griffith park is a good thing or an appropriate use of the park space.  Baseball 
fields are not natural, and Griffith park is a natural setting. -
-
Also, baseball fields are used mainly by young boys who belong to paid groups.  What about the other 99% of the 
population?  Did you see the ruckus when a group of women recently started taking a little space in Echo Park to do 
yoga?  How about if the young boys get one baseball field, and equal size space (and development money) be set aside 
for yoga, tai chi, cheer, dance, etc. But NONE of this belongs in Griffith Park.

��������

11/17/2013 10:15
There are better places to put baseball fields. Please leave the Crystal Springs picnic area intact.-
-
My son played a couple of high school soccer matches across the freeway at the Ferraro complex. Using some of their 
EXISTING space and upgrading the EXISTING fields would be a much better use of the limited Prop K dollars.-
-
Rick Teplitz-
Los Angeles, CA

��������

11/17/2013 10:43 Roger Ruud 324 Dst Davis , Ca 95616 I was born in Hollywood and growing up I and my family and friends have had many great visits to Griffith Park. The LA area has a great lack of open land why would you develop any precious open land that we have left to enjoy? I am sure there are plenty of developed properties old industrial , schools , or city park property that could be developed or redeveloped to supply these ball fields. I am so totally opposed to any redevelopment to the Crystal Springs and any of the Griffith Park open land other than open land maintenance. Thank You Roger Ruud��������

11/17/2013 11:38
Georgia Mantell-
Los Angeles, CA-
-
Crystal Springs is a haven for families to gather together. I know because I have had picnics there with family and 
friends throughout the years.  The trees are historic.  There are other areas where the ball fields could be placed.

��������

11/17/2013 15:33 Nina Sorkin-
Los Angeles 90039-
Rather than destroy the Urban Wilderness given to all residents of Los Angeles, the City should utilize the North 
Atwater Park area for the baseball fields and NOT the Crystal Springs area that is utilized by families who want to picnic 
and run and play.  The City should also promote the use of Tommy LaSorda Field of Dreams located at the end of the 2 
Freeway.  -
I personally have brought preschoolers from Centro de Ninos on a field trip to picnic and run a play following a trip to the 
train ride.  -
Thank you for this opportunity to voice my concern.-
I am also a stakeholder with the Silver Lake Neighborhood Council and the Council did vote earlier this year NOT to 
support the baseball fields as presented by the Los Feliz Neighborhood Council.  -
One Question:  How many disadvantaged children live in Los Feliz?  What guarantee will there be for disadvantaged 
children will be given priority.  -
Keep Crystal Springs a premiere picnic area for families.

��������

11/17/2013 15:46 Timothy Vadney, Torrance. -
I think the park should be left as-is. The city needs more general use open space, not less.

��������
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11/17/2013 16:17 ��������

11/17/2013 16:26 I am so disgusted by this idea, which LaBonge brought up several years ago. I did a lot of research at that time, 
because I was running in that area several times a week, and know it better than most people.-
-
Will attach it separately, but in part: this sport (like all sports) EXCLUDES all people who don't play a sport!!! I would 
even call it sexist or ageist. -
-
Separate document attached.-
-
Donna Borstow-
Los Angeles

��������

11/17/2013 16:23 Lucy Alvidrez, Los Angeles 90004 ��������

11/17/2013 18:24 Don Tidwell-
North Hollywood, Calif  91606

��������

11/17/2013 21:14 Andy Chase-
2575 Park Oak Drive-
Los Angeles, CA 90068-
-
Keep "Park" in Griffith Park. Removing 45 trees in a park when there are other alternative locations is just plain stupid.  
Shame on anyone in LA City government that supports building in this location.

��������

11/17/2013 23:44 I am empathetic about the need for little league baseball fields but not to the degree of destroying Crystal Springs picnic area. Find another place!  Build school playgrounds and High School facilities with the intention of multi-use fields for sport activities. Not a bad idea for community centers either. Find another place that will not require the destruction of Historical Griffith park.  This park is one of the few "Jewels" in this over-populated, poorly managed city. Why does everyone want to destroy the park when there are acres of deserted, unsafe, building structures that could be cleared for the purpose and create "Open space" in this jam-packed city? Children should be encouraged in team sports & outdoor activity.  Why hasn't this been planned for and provided? There isn't room for destruction in this beautiful location of the park that serves so many to justify the need of one group.  Sheila Harmer Burbank,CA��������

11/18/2013 7:37 Kinsey McLean-
Silver Lake, L.A., CA

��������

11/18/2013 7:55
Diana Regan-
Tujunga-
-
I work in close proximity to the park and it is very convenient to go to the picnic area for lunch.  -
I see alot of people coming for lunch.-
I do not want any ball fields to be built there.-
And, with all of the pollution in the air, we need as many trees as possible.  We definitely don't want any trees cut down.

��������

11/18/2013 8:44
It is unbelievable to me that you would even consider destroying beautiful trees and a Historic-Cultural Monument No. 
942 in Griffith Park.  Emphasis on PARK! What's wrong with the ball field that is already there?  Griffith Park is not for 
bigger and grandiose things, it is for nature and fun.  Calm & relaxing, not Six Flags or the like.-
Sincerely-
Kathleen Hobson-
Glendale, CA

��������

11/18/2013 9:36 Andrea Newman-
Los Angeles 90027-
(323) 913-7909-
-
I am strongly against ball fields in any part of the Crystal Springs area of Griffith Park.

����
��
������������
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11/18/2013 11:28 Please protect this historic landsite, trees, open play area, and space for wildlife. Griffith Park needs to remain an open, 
natural habitat. Baseball fields would increase traffic, cause parking congestion and detract from the open space that 
has been set aside for generations to explore and enjoy.-
I oppose the proposed ball fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith Park.-
-
Julie Lister-
648 Glenandale Terrace-
Glendale, CA 91206

����
���	
�������������
	

11/18/2013 9:45 Joan Weaver, Chatsworth, CA 91311-
-
I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs.-
-
1) Loss of picnic and free play area used by individuals and families in LA and environs since 1936.-
-
2) Loss of 45 trees, including an ancient native sycamore designated by the City as a Heritage Tree.  -
-
3) Loss of a historic landscape. Griffith Park is a designated Historic-Cultural Monument No. 942.  -
-
4) Loss of habitat for wildlife and loss of connectivity to the LA River.

��������

11/18/2013 9:43 Gregory Byrne -
4322 normal ave-
Los Angeles, ca, 90029

���	���!"����������

11/18/2013 9:44 Stephanie Evans-
North Hollywood CA-
-
Please save Crystal Springs in Griffith Park for all of the reasons listed above.-
We don't need more ball fields.

�	
��
������������

11/18/2013 9:43 Gina Sandler, Los Angeles, CA ���������
�����������

11/18/2013 11:01 Lois Maki-
Van Nuys 91406

���������
���
��������	�����

11/18/2013 10:03
I have fond memories of my family picnicking in Crystal Springs. I would hate to have the area damaged by the 
incursion of baseball fields.  I understand that there are other possible locations available.  Why not use those?-
-
Joanna Erdos-
Pasadena, CA

������	
����
�
��	�������
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11/18/2013 10:05 Please find another area for the ball fields.  -
Thanks-
-
-
-
-
-
Helen Drohan-
Thousand Oaks, CA

�������������������

11/18/2013 11:36 Catherine Oyster-
Los Angeles, CA

�������	
�����������

11/18/2013 10:44 Andrea Leah Ward-
Los Angeles, CA  90029

�����������������

11/18/2013 11:00
Nancy Beverly-
13449 Riverside Dr. C-
Sherman Oaks, CA  91423-
-
I've been hiking in Griffith Park and using the picnic area near Crystal Springs for over 15 years.  Please, let's not lose 
this valuable resource.  The ball fields can be built at the Ferraro Soccer Field, a much better alternative.-
Thanks!-
Nancy Beverly

��������

11/18/2013 11:11 Ken Lewis-
Los Feliz Los Angeles.

��������

11/18/2013 11:22 Marie Ammerman, North Hollywood ��������

11/18/2013 11:53 Gerald Manise.Los Angeles ����������������

11/18/2013 12:45 I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs !!! -
Crystal Strings Picnic and Free Play Areas are areas frequently used by hundreds of children from Chrildens Hospital of 
Los Angeles over the years, and our own and other families' activities for the past 50 years.  DO NOT ALTER THE 
CRYSTAL SPRINGS AREA.  -
Conrad E. Angone, Los Angeles

��������

11/18/2013 13:02 Please, preserve! ��������
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11/18/2013 13:16
This is an Historic site/area, and it would be a shame to endanger the trees, especially the ancient sycamore, as well as 
trying to crowd too many activities in an area that has functioned extremely well as a picnic/congregation area for many 
city residents. The traffic engendered by ball fields can be dangerous as well as a source of pollution, and this area of 
Griffith Park would be irreparably damaged by putting these ball fields in either of these areas. The additional loss of 
connectivity to the L.A. River would also be harmful to both it and the park.-
-
Thank you for opposing this action, in enough time to prevent it.-
-
A regular voter,-
Nancy Weeks-
10628 Whitegate Ave-
Sunland, Ca 91040

��

�����
����
�
��

11/18/2013 13:49 wayne Schlock ���
����	����������������
	

11/18/2013 14:29 As a local homeowner, I oppose the proposed change in use for the Crystal Springs area.-
-
I suggest you put in all the soccer fields and ball fields you desire on the site of the golf course which is vastly 
underused in relationship to its size.  Golf is a dying sport for the elite.  Use our tax dollars in a more fair way.-
-
Suzanne Phillips, 2415 Ledgewood Dr.  90068

��������

11/18/2013 15:11 Carolyn West-
Glendale 91201-
Resident on property along Bette Davis Picnic  Area.-
Visit Griffith Park on a daily basis.-
-
One big issue for me is traffic.  The report glossed over it, just saying that there might be a bit more traffic during 
construction.  What a joke!!!  A great deal of traffic is generated by soft ball / baseball games.  There are many parties 
that travel by vehicle:  players, families, coaches, equipment carriers, spectators, security personnel, spectator dogs, 
etc.  All this will be a big increase in traffic and-
congestion on narrow 25 mph roads.  The wildlife are used-
to evening quiet, for example.  Night games will me alot of noise and lights and traffic that will impact their lives and 
travel patterns.  There will be alot more ROAD KILL as a result of the balls fields.

��������������������

11/18/2013 17:08

Eda G Hallinan-
-
No one is opposed to ball fields....we love them.....but removing the  space much used for play, picnic, birthday party, 
and family outings is not a solution.-
-
Please consider the alternative places to construct the ball fields proposed by the Save Griffith Park organization whose 
only agenda is keeping the park available for use by as many people as possible. Adults and young people who want to 
play ball will find the ball fields regardless of where they are...because it is a 'go to' destination.-
-
Please keep Crystal Springs for the families, younger children and seniors to enjoy as they have for so many decades

��������
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11/18/2013 17:14 Jennifer Smith-
Valencia, ca

�����	�
�
���������

11/18/2013 17:16 Gail Zaritsky-
Los Angleles

��������	���������������
	

11/18/2013 17:44 Gayathri Roshan Marshall, Beachwood Canyon, Los Angeles ����	������������������

11/18/2013 17:52 Susan McMurray, West Hollywood CA. 90069 ��������

11/18/2013 18:51 Maria Gonzalez, City of Los Angeles.-
Please plant a tree, do not destroy it, preserve nature!!!

��������

11/18/2013 18:52 Ann Liashkov-
1052 Manzanita St.,-
Los Angeles, CA 90029

�������������������

11/18/2013 18:54 Grace Davis, Los Angeles, CA ��������

11/18/2013 19:24 Carol McGovney-
cmcgovney@gmail.com

��������

11/18/2013 22:34 David Klar, Los Angeles-
-
There are many picknicking families who would lose a very beautiful picnic area and there are other places to put a 
baseball field which should be considered first.

�����������������

11/18/2013 22:55 Strongly oppose the ball Fields in Crystal Springs.-
-
Natalie Glatt - West Hollywood

��������

11/19/2013 8:13 Keeping green open space is vital to the health and usage by all of Griffith Park.  Please find another location for ball 
fields and maintain Crystal Springs open area.-
Many thanks,-
Judy Kameon-
Elysian Landscapes, Los Angeles CA 90012

��������

11/19/2013 9:12 Tessa Darbonne, Los Angeles ��������

11/19/2013 9:26 I feel that I must add my name to those opposing the plan to sacrifice the largest open picnic and recreation area in the 
park -
in order to place two baseball fields in its place. As has been noted elsewhere, there are other areas in or adjacent to 
the park that are far better suited to the addition of more ball parks. -
I live in an area adjacent to another park, a state park in fact that -
is undergoing a similarly disappointing change. From an open-
area, for all to use, to a concert venue. (see Los Angeles State Historic Park -Chinatown) Suffice to say, this is not a 
great occurance for the neighbors. -
Los Angeles needs these open park spaces to stay just that, -open-
recreation areas for all to use, Not fenced areas that are only used occasionally for a limited portion of the city's 
population.-
I strongly oppose this idea.-
Sincerley,-
-
Erik Otsea

��������
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11/19/2013 9:23 Joshua Meindertsma-
-
I enjoy Griffith Park and Crystal Springs almost every week, please don't put in a baseball field at the expense of nature, 
historic landscapes and a picnic area for families and friends.

��������

11/19/2013 14:02 Jeffery Su-
Monterey Park, CA-
-
-
The open spaces in Grffith Park should be preserved as per the original wishes of Col. Griffith.  As a regular visitor of 
the park, I OPPOSE the ball fields in Crystal Springs.

�
��
������������
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Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 19-28, 2013.  Respondents 39 (this period)

Submitted Answer Respondent

11/19/2013 14:22

Jeffrey Brandzel+
Studio City+
+
Please keep the  historic lands in their natural state. ����ִ����

11/19/2013 14:41

Fiona King: Sydney, Australia:+
+
I visit the Crystal Springs and Griffith Park area, daily when I visit Los Angeles, every few months. +
This space needs to be conserved, not developed.+
The loss of beautiful trees in this park, due to some baseball fields / a sports complex, would be a tragedy.+
+
Please leave this sanctuary alone let the animals be in peace. I'm sure if you really want to build this complex, you can 
find a location that doesn't impact wildlife or trees. �	
���������������

11/19/2013 15:19

I am not against ball fields, as a matter of fact, there are proposed alternative areas for ball fields in Griffith Park+
Shelley Feinman+
Beachwood Terrace+
Hollywood, Ca ����ִ����

11/19/2013 16:21 David B. Katz, Los Angeles 90068 ����ִ����

11/19/2013 18:23

Lynda Skeen+
Hollywood, CA+
Griffith Park is one of the few "wild," mulituse spaces in the city; not all of us play baseball.  Please keep Crystal 
Springs as it is, available for many uses, including those of wildlife! ����ִ����

11/19/2013 20:49 Carmen Wolf, Los Feliz ����ִ����

11/19/2013 21:21

Linda Hackett Los Angeles, 90039+
I use the park to run on a regular basis, three times a week on average. +
Griffith Park is the reason I moved to Atwater Vlg., because it affords me nearly endless running trails .+
I am opposed to the baseball fields because of the huge increase in car traffic it will bring to the park and to the roads 
that are already treated like a freeway by most motorists.  +
While crossing the road in the park (which is a 25 mph zone) I have been nearly hit by cars going 45-50 mph so many 
times, I can't even count. +
In the morning the cars use the roads (specifically Crystal Springs Dr)in Griffith Park as a short-cut to avoid the 5 
freeway but they don't slow down.  +
The speed limit is not policed at all now and it's absurd to think it would be any more policed with the increased traffic 
from the baseball fields. +
I know because I also walk my dogs in the morning when moms are speeding through the neighborhood at 45 mpg to 
drop their kids off at school. ���������	�����	��������

1. I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end of Crystal Springs. It is important that you type 

your name, and city along with any comments. - Responses
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Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 19-28, 2013.  Respondents 39 (this period)

11/19/2013 22:30 I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end of Crystal Springs.  ~ Greta Anderson, Los Angeles����ִ����

11/19/2013 23:00

Stephen Stanard+
3910 Glenfeliz Blvd.+
Los Angeles, CA 90039+
+
Please find another more suitable location for the ball fields. There are other options than Crystal Springs, and our city is 
tree-starved as it is without destroying them when we don't have to. ����ִ����

11/20/2013 9:55
Mary Ellen Gorski+
Los Angeles 90027 ���ִ�������������

11/20/2013 9:58
Benjamin McMurray+
 Arcata, CA ����ִ����

11/20/2013 12:42 Jennifer morgan ����ִ����

11/20/2013 14:31

New ball fields should be located closer to residences so that young children can walk from their homes to play ball. 
Consider sharing baseball diamonds with local schools and developing vacant lots instead.+
+
Shirley Mims+
Los Angeles, CA 90027 ������������������

11/20/2013 14:55
Demetrius Griffin i am against building anything that takes away from the nature of the park+
I live in Silver Lake Ca. 90026 ����ִ����

11/20/2013 15:58

Sue Schohan, Burbank.  +
Many of us use this park several times a week including these areas of the park.  I take a couple of blind hikers out on a 
regular basis and these area are some of their favorite areas to walk due to the terrain,wildlife & trees. Pleas reconsider 
tearing these areas down for 2 other ball fields. ����ִ����

11/20/2013 16:14
Jim Rea+
Los Angeles ����ִ����

11/20/2013 18:54
Lora Martinolich+
Eagle Rock �������������������	���������

11/20/2013 20:27

Please do not add ball fields at Crystal Springs.+
 +
Craig Baker +
Sylmar ����ִ����

11/20/2013 22:09

I live with my family in the Los Feliz neighborhood of Los Angeles. Both my children loved playing in the Crystal Springs 
picnic area and attending friends' parties there.+
+
Mark Nickerson ����ִ����

11/21/2013 17:07

My family and I have used Crystal Springs for birthday parties, exercising, relaxing, etc.  We have lived in Los Feliz for 
over 30 years.  We see more and more influx of wildlife in our neighborhoods with additional housing and the loss of 
natural wilderness.  There is no way to replace this area.  You take it away you take away future enjoyment not only 
from future generations of families but you permanently remove the natural habitat of the wildlife and wilderness that 
deserves to be preserved. Please use the alternative sites that require the removal of benches rather than trees.  Just 
because you have the option to use this site doesn't mean it is the right option.  +
Nancy Krank, Los Feliz ����ִ����
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Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 19-28, 2013.  Respondents 39 (this period)

11/21/2013 17:35
Becca Gordon+
Glendale, CA ����ִ����

11/21/2013 17:45

Janis Hood+
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423+
+
Stop ruining our home!!!!!!!!!!!! ����ִ����

11/22/2013 8:05
Patty Suiker+
Pasadena ����ִ����

11/22/2013 12:11

Robyn Zucchino+
+
Burbank California ����ִ����

11/22/2013 14:36

Lee Gordon+
Glendale, CA+
+
I'm there almost everyday. The other location is better for the field. ����ִ���������ִ�������

11/22/2013 17:20 Elizabeth Neat, 1731 S. Walker Ave, San Pedro, 90731 ��������	��������

11/23/2013 14:33

Dear Griffith Park,+
I oppose the formation of ball fields in North Griffith Park, because there are no faclities for parking, and this will impact 
on the Childrens Ranch program for children with 'special needs'.  The ranch is adjacent to the property in question, 
and the noise and intense activity will cause danger to children on horses.    At the present time, there is building of the 
bridge across the Los Angeles River from Atwater Village to Griffith Park, facilitating the horse-riding programs in these 
two areas.  The new ball fields will endanger the riders of horses, and will cause intolerable congestion with so many 
more people in this relatively sequestered area.  +
Please use the Crystal springs area for the ball parks, to avoid the dangerous congestion around the Chidrens Ranch.+
Sincerely,+
William R. Sloan, MD and Professor Judy B. Sloan+
4007 Verdant,  Atwater Village �����������������

11/24/2013 14:27

Putting in ANY sort of facility, especially a permit required facility at Crystal Springs is plain and simply stealing another 
piece of the park from the people it was destined to serve. +
+
I'm inclined to agree that the Ferraro 23 acres is a far better place for Little League fields that a spot treasured for its 
welcoming environment in Grifith Park for at least 60 years that I am personally aware of.+
+
Don't know why government is always sooooooo ready to injure the many to pander to the few. +
+
Royan Herman ����ִ����

11/24/2013 16:45

I cherish this spot and have done for 15 years. Please locate the ball field elsewhere. Please do not cut down the 
trees.+
Paul Rabjohns, Los Feliz. ����ִ����

11/24/2013 18:37
We need to keep all the trees we have.+
Katie Baldwin, Burbank, California ����������
��ִ����������

11/24/2013 19:55 take your fields to some car park in the middle of cungested metropolitan shit hell. this is a nature preserve you retards.����ִ����
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Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 19-28, 2013.  Respondents 39 (this period)

11/25/2013 14:00

This becomes so taxing to always fight to keep a sanctuary from being destroyed. There are more than enough baseball 
fields and NOT nearly enough places to go and and relax and spend time outdoors with your family and friends.+
+
I am VEHEMENTLY opposed to these ball fields. I NEED this park to maintain my peace of mind and have a place to 
go to daily to take a moment to breath not to mention the death of precious trees and wildlife.  Just STOP!!!+
+
Please do NOT destroy our getaway!+
+
Barbara Simpson+
Los Angeles, CA  90038+
Ph:  323.365.4915 ����ִ����

11/25/2013 14:12

Bobbi Rosenquist+
Reseda, CA+
+
Please preserve picnic grounds, we do not need a ballfield! ����ִ����

11/25/2013 14:54 Please preserve the picnic area!  Picnics are important! ����ִ����

11/25/2013 19:05

Fara Phillips+
1200 W Riverside Dr+
Burbank ����ִ����

11/26/2013 6:58

Hello,+
+
I am strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast 
end of Crystal Springs. The last thing the city needs is another ball field which merely attracts beer swilling hooligans 
and undesirables. Have you no conscience? Do the right thing and abandon this dreadful and awful idea. Keep Crystal 
Springs as it is and forget all of this foolishness about useless ball fields.+
+
Thank you,+
+
Douglas Phillips+
Los Anageles 90039 ����ִ����

11/26/2013 10:13

I've lived in Los Angeles for over 36 years, and a local resident in Franklin Hills/Silver Lake/Los Feliz area since 2006. 
The idea of destroying a public-space for a privatized sports facility in Crystal Springs is perversely wrong. I'm in the 
park every weekend. Seeing more public space vanish into a private facility is bad, bad, bad. +
+
Larry Gassan+
Los Angeles ����ִ����

11/26/2013 11:43
Tanya Samazan, West Hollywood+
There are other ball fields in the area. It is not worth what will be loss. ����ִ����
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Survey Name: Save Crystal Springs 1 (originated by Friends of Griffith Park)
Response Status: Completed
Period of submittal: November 19-28, 2013.  Respondents 39 (this period)

11/27/2013 10:06

I strongly oppose the ball fields in Crystal Springs in both the northern part of the picnic area and in the southeast end 
of Crystal Springs. +
+
Jett Cameron Johansson+
+
Los Angeles+
+
this is Failure and utterly tragic ����ִ����

11/28/2013 3:41

I, William E Dickson, at 581 Grand Blvd, Los Angeles, CA, use Griffith Park for hiking, and some picnicking 10 to 15 
times a month.  I enjoy the ambiance and of others also there, especially the families, and groups who picnic and play in 
the park, with rules they make up as they participate in the parks activities.  Ball fields do not belong in this park, 
families do, for get togethers, throwing the frizzbies, playing catch, celebrating birthdays.+
Where else can those who live in the crowded city go?  Perhaps the lawn at City Hall?   Or Pershing Square, and have 
a family outing with the homeless nearby to beg food from those who just scratch by to have it. ����ִ����
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12/18/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park Crystal Springs Draft EIR Comments

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=143036a8c265fb31 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs Draft EIR Com ments
1 message

Henry Harris <donethisdonethat@sbcglobal.net> Tue, Dec 17, 2013 at 5:55 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org, rap.commissioners@lacity.org, tom.labonge@lacity.org
Cc: Felicidad.Pingol@lacity.org

Maria Martin
City of Los Angeles
Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Environmental Management Group
1149 S. Broadway, 6th Floor, Mail Stop 939
Los Angeles, CA  90015-2213

Kids in our region should have access to nice fields close by.

That there doesn't exist youth fields in Griffith Park is ironic (there's almost everything else there) and
discouraging.

The strong efforts of those who are spearheading this cause should be rewarded.  What is bad or untoward about
trying to get ball fields constructed for kids to play on?  Nothing that I can think of, especially not having to
relocate some picnic tables and trees.

Let's do the proper thing here.

Let these kids play.

Thank You.

--
Henry Harris
4422 Franklin Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90027

P.S. Kids in our region should have access to nice fields close by.  That there doesn't exist youth fields in Griffith
Park is ironic (there's almost everything else there) and discouraging.  The strong efforts of those who are
spearheading this cause should be rewarded.  What is bad or untoward about trying to get ball fields constructed
for kids to play on?  Nothing that I can think of, especially not having to relocate some picnic tables and trees.
 Let's do the proper thing here.  Let these kids play.  Thank You.
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Supporting Griffith Park Crystal Springs  Draft EIR...

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=14277e1a73fdf1ad 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Supporting Griffith Park Cry stal Springs   Draft EIR...
1 message

Henry Harris <donethisdonethat@sbcglobal.net> Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 3:39 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Maria Martin,

 

    I am a Los Feliz resident, a frequent solicitor of Griffith Park, a coach of y outh baseball in the Los Angeles area

since 2004, and a parent of two club baseball play ers, ages fourteen and twelv e.  I want to conv ey  herein my  full

support for the D-EIR project site designated “2,51 ” or known as “Cry stal Springs North.”

    When my  eldest son first enrolled in organized y outh baseball, the only  local program that would suit his skills

and was commensurate with his desire to play  was in Toluca Lake.  We hav e play ed in that league ev ery  y ear

since 2005.  Can y ou imagine our time and expense and wear-and-tear on Los Angeles roads and freeway s if

there had existed suitable fields for him to play  on in Griffith Park, a mere mile-and-a-half from our home?

    I try  to understand the perspectiv e of the self-appointed ‘sentries’ of Griffith Park.  I’m sure they  feel they  must

contend with the congestion as created by  v arious golf courses and bicy clists and families picnicking and riding

ponies and in that most splendid of destinations.  But I’m confused;  Are these bad things?  Would hav ing y outh

baseball fields added to that line-up be bad things?

    I’v e read about as much as can be studied on this topic, short of the E.I.R. hav ing my  full attention – I’m just

not literate in that v ernacular.

    But again, somewhere along the way  in our city ’s brief history , it was decided that all of the activ ities I

mention abov e were suitable, and many  more that I’v e neglected to mention, and NOW we’re drawing the line at

hav ing kids play  organized ball on what would be beautiful fields located in the wonderful setting of Griffith

Park?

 

    I’m hoping y ou’ll agree with me, and please add me and my  family  to the growing roster of those who are in

support of this v ery  good cause.

 

Sincerely ,

Henry  Harris
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11/4/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park Crystal Springs Draft EIR Comments

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&msg=1421ac5cf64f69c4 1/2

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs Draft EIR Com ments

Joey Harris <joeyharris@sbcglobal.net> Sat, Nov 2, 2013 at 2:44 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

November 2, 2013

 

 

 

Ms. Maria Martin

City of Los Angeles

Public Works, Bureau of Engineering

Environmental Management Group

1149 S. Broadway, 6th floor, Mail Stop 939

Los Angeles, CA 90015-2213

 

Dear Ms. Martin:

 

I am the current bicycle rental concessionaire in Griffith Park at the Crystal Springs location.  This area currently
is utilized by low income families who live in the neighborhood that do not have patios or yards.  They picnic here,
have barbeques and have a safe environment for the family to go bicycle riding.

 

If these barbeques are relocated I will lose my base support for my business.   I am in hopes that the proposed
Project Alternative location (North Atwater Park) will be taken more into consideration as this will not affect the
neighborhood recreationally or my business.

 

Best Regards,

 

 

 

Joey Harris

Spokes N Stuff
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7777 Melrose Ave

Los Angeles, CA 90046

323-653-4099

310-210-4017 (mobile)

 

Hard copy to follow via US Postal Mail
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11/19/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Baseball Fields in Griffith Park

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=142712b0d0c2fc93 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Base ball Fie lds in Griffith Park
1 message

Renee Hense <reneehense@gmail.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 8:21 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Maria,
I understand there is an upcoming hearing regarding the baseball fields in Griffith Park. Sadly I will not be able to
attend. However, I would like to voice my strong support of restoring the baseball fields to Griffith Park. I so
appreciate the efforts being made to keep the part pristine, but also feel it can serve the community in this way
without compromising that intent.
Thank you for your consideration,
Los Feliz resident,
Renee Hense
Renée Hense
323-665-0650
efax:413-622-0650
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park Baseball Fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=14273163b797a043 1/2

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Base ball Fie lds
1 message

Alfredo Hernandez <alfredo.hernandez@hfcp.org> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 5:18 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Martin,

 

My name is Alfredo Hernandez and I am the Co-Founder of the East Hollywood Neighborhood Council and a
founding board member of the Friends of the Hollywood Central Park.  I am writing you today as a resident of the
park poorest neighborhood in Los Angeles to express my full support of the North Crystal Springs site for the two
proposed baseball fields. 

 

Baseball is our national pass time and a study through the LiveStrong Foundation shows that baseball is still one
of the most highly played sports by youth today.  These ball fields will not only be used by a multi-ethnic
community that surrounds Griffith Park but will restore ball fields that were removed in order to allow the
construction of Interstate 5 over fifty years ago. 

 

Please add this statement in lieu of my testimony at the upcoming hearing and please feel free to contact me if
you have any further questions. 

 

Thank you,   

 

 

Alfredo A. Hernandez
Friends of the Hollywood Central Park
1680 N. Vine St. Ste. 1000
Hollywood, CA 90028

323.383.5915
alfredo.hernandez@hfcp.org
www.hollywoodcentralpark.org

East Hollywood Neighborhood Council
Corresponding Treasurer, Executive Committee
PO Box 292359
Los Angeles, CA 90029
323.383.5915
alfredoh@easthollywood.net 
www.EastHollywood.net
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12/18/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Ball fields in Crystal Springs

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=143028f6d85dddd9 1/2

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Ball fie lds in Cry stal Springs
1 message

Dora Herrera | Yuca's <dora@yucasla.com> Tue, Dec 17, 2013 at 1:56 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

The DEIR for the ball fields project says its objective is to provide recreational programs “based on the

needs of the community.” 

What about the community that consists of thousands of families who rely on and heavily use the

Crystal Springs picnic area and have done so for half a century?

The DEIR talks about “high quality, affordable recreation programs for youth in the area, especially at

risk boys and girls.” 

How is changing from free passive recreation, available all year-round, to a cost-incurring activity more

affordable?

The ball fields project will benefit the few at the expense of the many. These ball fields will be available

only to children who are organized in youth baseball leagues. When baseball season ends, or when no

one reserves them, the ball fields will be unavailable. They will be surrounded by chain link fences with

locked gates. Most of the time, they will be closed, as is Pote Field (also in Crystal Springs). Four more

acres of open green space in Los Angeles will be gone. And, when the bulldozers roll in, Crystal Springs

picnic area and its users—humans and wildlife—will be out of luck.

A “workshop and hearing” meeting to present and discuss the DEIR was held on Nov. 20. Attendees

were allowed 1 minute each to tell whether they supported or opposed the Crystal Springs location for

the ball fields. Many who wanted to speak did not get a chance to do so before the meeting ended.

One aggresive man was allowed to take over the microphone and speak at length although he had not

filled out a speaker's card. This, after the session had been closed for public comment. Why was this

man allowed to push his agenda at the expense of all the other law-abiding citizens present?

There is a need for ball fields. Thre is also a need to protect the trees that would be destroyed, the

wildlife corridor that would be disrupted, and the users who would be displaced. The current project

actually reduces the amount of people who will be able to recreate at Griffith Park. How can this be

consideered a plus?

Why is the Ferraro Soccer Field area was not included as an alternative? This location is 23 acres and

has the potential to host a complete sports complex. 

Two youth baseball fields—dugouts, bleachers, warm-up areas, scoreboards, security lighting,
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https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=143028f6d85dddd9 2/2

landscaping and fencing. Open to Little League (private) Teams only.

Picnic & free play area – lovely trees, areas to relax, exercise and enjoy nature. Open to all, year-

round.

As a former athlete, I appreciate the benefits of organized sports. As an avid park user, I appreciate

even more the beauty and nature available to myself and thousands of other Los Angelenos on a year-

round basis. I also appreciate our sharing of this beautiful park with our wild, natural friends.

Build Little League Fields if you must; just don't ruin the natural beauty Griffith Park in the process.

Thank you.

Dora Herrera

Yuca's Restaurants

4666 Hollywood Blvd. 

L.A. CA 90027

323. 661 - 0523
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https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=14271c926d859408 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

base ball fie lds
1 message

LM Howard <stingbaby76@gmail.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 11:14 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

"I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs
area of Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway."
Linda Howard
Ornamentalist/ Science teacher
Fear is the mind killer.
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Proposed development of ball fields at the Crystal Springs area of Griffith Park

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142f260216e77e18 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Propose d de velopm ent of ball fie lds at the  Cry stal Springs are a of Griffith
Park
1 message

Rick <slick7533@gmail.com> Sat, Dec 14, 2013 at 10:30 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Martin,

I urge you to reject going ahead with the re-purposing of the Crystal Springs picnic area.  Griffith Park is steeped
in history and tradition and this area - one of the few flat and accessible parts of the park - should remain as a
multi-use green area for family gatherings.

I whole-heartedly support the development of sports facilities and in particular baseball/softball fields having been
a player almost all of my 60 years, but this area in Griffith park is not the right place.  I think there are several
better sites nearby across the river.

Thank you for your attention.

Respectfully,

Richard Hyman
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https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1426c80fd0758f04 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

GP Base ball Fie ld re storation
1 message

Renata Kanclerz <renatak@mac.com> Mon, Nov 18, 2013 at 10:37 AM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Martin,

I am writing to express my SUPPORT for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of

Griffith Park. 

We have 14 elementary and 4 middle schools in the Griffith Park area and no Little League in an era when

afterschool activities & sports are being cut. Our children, especially those at risk, between the ages of 8-14,

need positive outlets for their growth. Youth sports are proven to be a beneficial influence in a child's life.  

I am pleased with the decision by the city to replace any disrupted trees.

Thank you,
Renata Kanclerz 
Los Angeles 90068
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https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=142d9a619d147508 1/2

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Re:  Griffith Park Cry stal Springs - EIR
1 message

sskaye <sskaye@yahoo.com> Mon, Dec 9, 2013 at 3:16 PM
To: Allison Cohen <Allisoncohen@losfelizledger.com>
Cc: maria.martin@lacity.org, Mitch O'Farrell <mofarrel@sbcglobal.net>

Re: Footnote "*" from my initial email. The picture below depicts 90% boys baseball participation:

But if you could cite your source for: "In other leagues in Los Angeles girls' softball meets if not exceeds boys'
participation. . . .", I'd be happy to take a look.

My source? I was the first girl under Title IX to join public league baseball in my hometown. Although I have no
stats, from what I've seen, I believe my negative experience hasn't changed much.
While I also believe that sports is inherently important to growing girls, I don't believe facilities, or public support,
 are ever shared 50-50.  
Notwithstanding that fact, as we both know, girls have NO professional career possibilities playing baseball or
softball. (Olympics=designated amateur status).

What I propose is that this issue be considered w ith a Title IX ideology. Is there one in ex istence?

Best,
Sandy

On Dec 9, 2013, at 2:18 PM, Allison Cohen <Allisoncohen@losfelizledger.com> wrote:

I'm not sure where you got that impression this would be centered around "boys." In other leagues in Los
Angeles girls' softball meets if not exceeds boys' participation. . . . 

Allison B. Cohen
Publisher
Los Feliz Ledger
4459 Avocado Street
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Los Angeles, CA  90027
phone: (323) 667-9897
fax: (323) 667-1816
email: acohen@losfelizledger.com
Losfelizledger.com

From: sskaye <sskaye@yahoo.com>
Date: Monday, December 9, 2013 2:15
PM
To: "maria.martin@lacity.org"
<maria.martin@lacity.org>
Cc: Allison Cohen
<acohen@losfelizledger.com>, Mitch
O'Farrell <mofarrel@sbcglobal.net>
Subject: Griffith Park Crystal Springs -
EIR
All this time and energy for a project that apparently is going to be centered 90% on boys*?

When will we learn.  

Cheers,
Sandy Kaye
Duane Street Association
LA 90039

*See the full page ad in the 12/2013 LF Ledger
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BENNETT KAYSER 
Board Member 

 
 
December 16, 2013 
 
Maria Martin 
City of Los Angeles, Public Works Bureau 
Engineering Environmental Management Group 
1149 S. Broadway, 6th Floor 
Mail Stop 939 
Los Angeles, CA 90015-2213 
 
Dear Ms. Martin, 
 
As the Board Member for District 5, I am pleased to lend my support to the proposal of 
building the Crystal Springs baseball fields in Griffith Park. The baseball fields will not 
only provide the venue for the community to come together, but will also be a great 
complement to our ongoing support for the revitalization of the LA River as they will be 
situated close by.  
 
On September 17, 2013, I sponsored a motion which the Board adopted that highlights 
the need for increased physical activity, especially in our elementary schools.  It is a fact 
that a healthy body translates to improved academic performance for our school children. 
With the new baseball fields and park, our schools will have additional options for their 
field trips and after school programs. 
 
We look forward to receiving a positive response to this letter and invite you to contact 
my office if you have any questions or concerns. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
Bennett Kayser 
Board Member 
District 5 
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12/18/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - DEIR comments on ball fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=142e9eff6a52e9f6 1/2

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on ball fie lds
1 message

Doug Kilpatrick <doug@foothillconstruction.net> Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 7:11 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Please – no ball fields in Crystal Springs!!!!!!

 

1 - There are other better places to build ball fields in Griffith Park than Crystal Springs.
Besides the Griffith Park North Atwater alternative, other suggested locations have not yet
been seriously considered.

2 -  Too many trees would be destroyed at Crystal Springs and the character of the area
would change. The Draft Environmental Review says the "Biological Resources impact
after mitigation would be significant."  The DEIR says the "Aesthetics impact after
mitigation would be significant."

[Note: These impacts won't stop the project, unless people scream and yell.]

3 - Crystal Springs Picnic Ground is a highly successful recreational facility. It serves a
wide socioeconomic range of users.  Most families that use Crystal Springs don't even
know this project is going to happen since notices at the picnic grounds were not even
posted!  We need to speak on their behalf.

 

Sincerely,

 

Doug Kilpatrick

dnkilpatrick@sbcglobal.net
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12/18/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - DEIR comments on ball fields
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - "I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith Park that were r…

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=1427bf1547839741 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

" I am writing to e xpre ss m y support for the  restoration of the  base ball fie lds
in the  Cry stal Springs are a of Griffith Park that w ere remov ed as a re sult of
the  construction of the  5 fre eway
1 message

KIM <kimtaejoon8@gmail.com> Thu, Nov 21, 2013 at 10:34 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Maria,

I am writing to express my  support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Cry stal Springs area of

Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway

 

---

Excel still more,

Kim金泰俊
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11/19/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park Crystal Springs Draft EIR Comments

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1423e772c9f817b1 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs Draft EIR Com ments
1 message

David King <kingwane@att.net> Sat, Nov 9, 2013 at 12:04 PM
Reply-To: David King <kingwane@att.net>
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

Dear Ms. Martin:

 

Having spent many enjoyable picnics at  the Crystal Springs picnic area

after hiking in Griffith Park, I favor the North Awater Park Alternative.

 

David C. King

1832 Oxley Street

South Pasadena,CA 91030

Phone: 626-441-1819
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December 13, 2013 
Maria Martin 
City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Engineering 
 
Dear Ms. Martin, 
We have lived in Los Feliz since 1979, raising two sons who played baseball 
through the Silverlake Park program in the 1980’s.   As they moved beyond T- 
ball in the Silverlake Park program they had to play in other parks, usually in the 
Griffith Park North Atwater park, but in other area parks as well.  It was not ideal, 
but those parks were always easily reached on a Saturday, something that 
cannot be said for Griffith Park.  Los Feliz comes to a standstill every Saturday, 
Sunday, and holiday as people head to the many attractions in Griffith Park.  
Families trying to make it to their child’s scheduled game would have a lot of 
trouble getting there on time.  Although it doesn’t seem to be of concern, 
baseball diamonds in Crystal Springs would increase the traffic problems 
because they could only be reached by the same road taking park visitors to the 
Autry, the Zoo, the Merry go Round, the golf courses and the Old Zoo area.  
Unlike picnics which last hours kids’ baseball games follow one after another with 
families for the four teams playing at any given moment moving in and out of the 
park. 
 
The increased traffic including increased numbers of frantic parents and 
screaming children is not nearly as upsetting to me as the loss of mature trees.  
Mature trees have survived  and in the process sequestered large amounts of 
carbon dioxide in their crowns and under ground in their roots.  They are busily 
cleaning the air and rainwater of pollutants, while directing that water into the soil 
instead of allowing it to run off into the river.  We are told that two new trees will 
be planted for every tree removed, hardly a comforting thought for those of us 
who care about trees and are familiar with the fates of most of the young trees 
planted in our parks.  Few last long, for young trees need care and they need 
protection from our rowdy park visitors, neither of which do they receive.  The 
few that survive will need decades to even begin to duplicate the work currently 
being done by the trees they are to replace.  Our children need the beauty and 
environmental services mature trees provide a lot more than they need baseball 
diamonds that will be unreachable because of weekend crowds. 
 
Areas away from the most crowded sections of Griffith Park should be 
investigated more seriously.  Griffith Park North Atwater was easily reached and 
should be expanded.  What about using school yards as they do in the City of 
Orange?  There are alternatives to the slaughter of trees. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Frances Klein 
1938 N. Hobart Blvd. 
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park Crystal Springs Baseball Field

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=1427bc12752c8121 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs Base ball Fie ld
1 message

Orquidea Labrador <oolabrador@aol.com> Thu, Nov 21, 2013 at 9:42 AM
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

Maria,

Good morning! My name is Orky Labrador, I am the softball coach at Marshall HS and I attended the community
meeting last night. Throughout my high school career I played and practiced at North Atwater Park.  The softball
field is an integral part of the community.  Girls softball would be negatively affected if 2 baseball fields were built
there.  We all know that little league baseball fields are built for boys.  We saw a great example of that last night
where I did not see one girl in a little league jersey or hat.  

The LA Parks organization has a program called Raise The Bar.  This program was set up because girls were
underrepresented in the parks.  This program has increased the number of female participants tremendously.  If
baseball fields replace the North Atwater softball field then LA Parks Raise The Bar program will not be fulfilling
their goals, which are to:

Involve more girls in sports and recreation programs in the City by undertaking measures to encourage
their participation and by providing opportunities for participation.
Improve the representation of girls and women in sports programs where they are not adequately
represented.
Ensure the Department is equitable in its distribution of resources for all youth sports.

The girls in the North Atwater Park area should not have to travel out of their community to play softball.  The city
should look in to ways to improve North Atwater Park.  The sand volleyball court and basketball court are used by
mostly low income families.  If these 2 courts are removed, where does the community go to stay active? The
nearest parks are quite a distance.  

I sincerely hope you build the baseball fields at the Crystal Springs location and keep the softball fields at North
Atwater Park so that girls may continue to stay fit and build their interest in softball, as well as allow the
community to continue to participate on the existing sand volleyball and basketball courts.

Sincerely and thank you,

Orky Labrador
626-757-2310

Sent from my iPad
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12/18/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - DEIR comments on ball fields--OPPOSED TO USE OF CRYSTAL SPRINGS

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=142eeada467fe88c 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on ball fie lds--OPPOSED TO USE OF CRY STAL SPRINGS
1 message

Frank Latino <franklatino@sbcglobal.net> Fri, Dec 13, 2013 at 5:17 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

While I support the creation of new ball fields in the north-west part of the city, I am opposed to the placement of
the fields in the Crystal Springs picnic area. It is possibly one of the most used picnic areas in the city; on
popular weekends the area is quite crowded. Please do not displace the groups who are already using Crystal
Springs for their picnics, barbecues and parties.

Sincerely,

Frank Latino
2027 N. Serrano Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90027
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Youth baseball fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=14272b878eeef763 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Youth base ball fie lds
1 message

Lil ly, Christopher A. <CLilly@troygould.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 3:35 PM
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

I am writing to express my  support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Cry stal Springs area of
Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway .

 

Sincerely ,

 

Christopher Lilly , Los Angeles resident
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Restoration of baseball fields in Crystal Springs are of Griffith Park

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=1427706eb3d53f6b 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Restoration of base ball fie lds in Cry stal Springs are  of Griffith Park
1 message

Lori Li l ly <LoriLilly@livenation.com> Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 11:40 AM
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal
Springs area of Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5
freeway.

 

The fields were removed when the I-5 Freeway was built. The city of LA promised to
restore the fields, but never did.  Through Prop K we now have $500,000 to restore the
fields.  LA Parks and Recreation considers this neighborhood to be 130% deficient in youth
ball fields.

 

Please do what you can to make sure they get restored.

 

Lori

 

Lori S. Lilly | Vice President of Legal Affairs, Labor and Employment

(:: 310.975-6875 / 310.861.1143 fx

LoriLilly@LiveNation.com 

*:: 9348 Civic Center Drive | Beverly Hills | 90210 

This email and any attachments are confidential, may contain legally privileged information and

are intended solely for the use of the addressee. If you are not the intended addressee and/or

have received this email in error, please immediately notify me and delete it from your email

system without disclosing its contents or that of any attachments to any third parties and without

retaining any copies. Thank you.
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith park Crystal Springs

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142e54679f54cc48 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith park Cry stal Springs
1 message

ratdancer@juno.com <ratdancer@juno.com> Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 9:26 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org, michael.a.schull@lacity.org, rap.commissioners@lacity.org, Mayor.Garcetti@lacity.org

Dear Sirs and Madams,

I am writing to you today to ask that you cease plans to turn Crystal Springs into a sports field. The place is a
wonderful haven in the middle of Griffith Park that is fully utilized as it is. Every weekend Crystal Springs is full of
picnic goers, hikers, horse riders, parties. Its an amazing little piece of nature in Griffith park where coyotes play
and deer come to graze. To take this away and put in sports fields when there are two sports fields less than 5
minutes away is ridiculous and a waste of my tax payer money. I would rather see my dollars go to better things
than this.
Please reconsider and stop any plans to change Crystal Springs. Its perfect as it is now.
Sincerely,

Betina Loudermilk

____________________________________________________________
Do THIS before eating carbs &#40;every time&#41;
1 EASY tip to increase fat-burning, lower blood sugar & decrease fat storage
http://thirdpartyoffers.juno.com/TGL3131/52a94934db29649344916st01vuc
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11/14/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Crystal Springs

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=14255e3af8a23bf6 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Cry stal Springs
1 message

valerie lupton <vlup2@yahoo.com> Thu, Nov 14, 2013 at 1:14 AM
Reply-To: valerie lupton <vlup2@yahoo.com>
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>, "councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org"
<councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org>, "tom.labonge@lacity.org" <tom.labonge@lacity.org>,
"mayor.garcetti@lacity.org" <mayor.garcetti@lacity.org>

City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Engineering 
Councilmember Mitch O'Farrell 
Councilmember Tom LaBonge 
Mayor Eric Garcetti 

Crystal Springs is an open space with 45 trees, including an ancient native
sycamore designated by the City as a Heritage Tree.  It is an important habitat
for wildlife, including the mountain lion — known as P-22. 

I'm sure there are other places to build baseball fields - but Crystal Springs
cannot be relocated or recreated, once it's gone, it's gone forever.

PlEASE do not take the Crystal Springs Picnic area away from us.  Baseball
fields can be put almost anywhere - Crystal Springs cannot be replaced.

Valerie Lupton
4424 Brunswick
Atwater Village 90039
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12/18/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - DEIR comments on ball fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=142ea70a8d99d05c 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on ball fie lds
1 message

Christine Lynne ~ <xine30@aol.com> Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 9:31 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Maria,
Please don't kill more trees in Griffith Park ~ 
and please build the ball park / 
field somewhere other than Crystal Springs...
 
1 - There are other better places to build ball fields in Griffith Park than Crystal Springs. Besides the Griffith
Park North Atwater alternative, other suggested locations have not yet been seriously considered. 

2 -  Too many trees would be destroyed at Crystal Springs and the character of the area would change. The
Draft Environmental Review says the "Biological Resources impact after mitigation would be significant."  The
DEIR says the "Aesthetics impact after mitigation would be significant."

[Note: These impacts won't stop the project, unless people scream and yell.]

3 - Crystal Springs Picnic Ground is a highly successful recreational facility. It serves a wide socioeconomic
range of users.  Most families that use Crystal Springs don't even know this project is going to happen
since notices at the picnic grounds were not even posted!  We need to speak on their behalf.

Thank you for your time & help with this!

Happy Holidays!!

Christine Lynne-Trepczyk
5361 Russell Ave. #107
L.A. CA 90027
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - DEIR comments on ball fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142e82dfb714a57e 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on ball fie lds
1 message

Will iam Mackenzie-Smith <william@williammackenziesmith.com> Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 10:59 AM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms Martin,

1 - There are other better places to build ball fields in Griffith Park than Crystal Springs.
Besides the Griffith Park North Atwater alternative, other suggested locations have not yet
been seriously considered.

 

2 -  Too many trees would be destroyed at Crystal Springs and the character of the area
would change. The Draft Environmental Review says the "Biological Resources impact
after mitigation would be significant."  The DEIR says the "Aesthetics impact after
mitigation would be significant."

[Note: These impacts won't stop the project, unless people scream and yell.]

 

3 - Crystal Springs Picnic Ground is a highly successful recreational facility. It serves a
wide socioeconomic range of users.  Most families that use Crystal Springs don't even
know this project is going to happen since notices at the picnic grounds were not even
posted!  We need to speak on their behalf.

sincerely,

William Mackenzie-Smith
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park Crystal Springs Draft EIR Comments

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142f9e1d4fe783fa 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs Draft EIR Com ments
1 message

Austin Mann <amann223@yahoo.com> Sun, Dec 15, 2013 at 9:29 PM
Reply-To: Austin Mann <amann223@yahoo.com>
To: "maria.martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

I am opposed of the proposal to add a new baseball field at the North Atwater Park. The
parking during the peak season is difficult enough as it is. It is also a shame that the basketball
courts were just recently updated and will be removed for another baseball diamond. The
variety of activities to choose from will outweigh any benefit of extra baseball space. The most
discouraging part is the removal of the trees that will take place if the new field is added.
People take advantage of the shaded areas for leisure. I strongly hope you reconsider the
effects of this change. 

Thank you,

Austin Mann
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park Crystal Springs - EIR

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142b4b9b45dfd4ea 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs - EIR
1 message

Mariscal, Silvia <mariscal@library.ucla.edu> Mon, Dec 2, 2013 at 11:12 AM
To: "maria.martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Hey L.A., let 'em play, I support plan 1A.  Recreation and organized sports

for kids are of utmost importance in their development as citizens.  Please

move forward with the baseball fields

 

Silvia Mariscal

810 N. Occidental Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90026
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Crystal Springs Baseball Fields

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=1427be9443e6e979 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Cry stal Springs Base ball Fie lds
1 message

lamcgoo@aol.com <lamcgoo@aol.com> Thu, Nov 21, 2013 at 10:25 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

I am writing to express my  support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Cry stal Springs area of
Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway .

Thank y ou.

Hilda McGonigle
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11/19/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Griffith Park - Crystal Springs - Draft EIR

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&search=inbox&th=1426edc661897ad6 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park - Cry stal Springs - Draft EIR
1 message

Nick McNaughton <nickfmcn@yahoo.com> Mon, Nov 18, 2013 at 9:36 PM
Reply-To: Nick McNaughton <nickfmcn@yahoo.com>
To: "maria.martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

I would like to voice my support for a solution that results in youth baseball fields and preservation of the Crystal
Springs picnic area.   I believe that would be best for everyone.  I know that some alternative sites have been
proposed - I don't know if they are viable, but Crystal Springs means a lot to people from miles around who use it.
  

We should remember that people all over Los Angeles will be affected for generations to come by whatever
decision is made.  So let's take the time to do it right.  I'd also like to point out that we have the best chance of
getting it right if people can act towards each other with a spirit of cooperativeness without animosity.

I love baseball and I want kids to have the same opportunity to play that I did.   But green space like Crystal
Springs is also valuable for many reasons.  I really hope that there is a way to have both.

Nick McNaughton
1716 N. Edgemont Street, #38
Los Angeles 90027
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - In support of baseball field restoration

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142748637ecb3275 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

In support of base ball fie ld re storation
1 message

Carol Menz <camenzio@yahoo.com> Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 12:00 AM
Reply-To: Carol Menz <camenzio@yahoo.com>
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

Dear Ms Martin,

I am writing to express my  support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Cry stal Springs area of Griffith
Park that were remov ed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway . Research shows that kids who are
inv olv ed in sports are healthier and more likely  to graduate from high school, and are also less likely  to get
inv olv ed in drugs. They  need fields for all ages and lev els of play , particularly  in urban areas.

Thank y ou for y our time and consideration,

Carol Menz
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Baseball fields in Griffith Park

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=142726c7fb11dc88 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Base ball fie lds in Griffith Park
1 message

Lindsay Menz <lindsay.menz@yahoo.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 2:13 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Good afternoon Maria,

I hope all is well on your end.  I am writing to express support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the
Crystal Springs area of Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway.  It would
be a huge blessing to have these baseball fields restored here.  The children of this neighborhood, and those in
surrounding areas who enjoy creating priceless childhood memories in Griffith Park, deserve these baseball
fields.  Baseball, kickball, and other fun activities all help to prevent obesity in children and promote healthy,
active lifestyles. These baseball fields would allow for a safe, free place for children of all ages to gather and enjoy
themselves, build self-esteem through sports, and further their social development interacting with other children
on this level.  Any opposition to this benevolent, joy-creating goal must surely be a miscommunication or
oversight.  I thank you in advance for taking the time to both read and deliver my message to the proper channels
to further escalate this very necessary restoration.

A confirmation of you receiving this will be greatly appreciated as well.

Thank you,
Lindsay Menz
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12/20/13 City of Los Angeles Mail - Youth sports, Crystal Springs

https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=42bca99cdd&view=pt&cat=GP Crystal Springs New BBF DEIR Comments&search=cat&th=14275c527311b4c3 1/1

Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Youth sports, Cry stal Springs
1 message

Menz, Reed <Reed.Menz@level3.com> Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 5:48 AM
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

I am writing to express my  support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Cry stal Springs area of
Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway

 

Reed T. Menz
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

base ball fie lds re store d
1 message

Debra Mooradian <dmoorad@att.net> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 8:34 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

"I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball
fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith Park that were removed as
a result of the construction of the 5 freeway."

This would be a wonderful thing to accomplish!  

The Mooradian Family
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Support for Ballfie lds in the  Cry stal Springs Are a of Griffith Park
1 message

christina moses <christina.moses@hotmail.com> Thu, Nov 21, 2013 at 12:57 PM
Reply-To: cmoses@threeshades.com
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Dear Maria,

I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith
Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway. It's high time that the fields are restored
to the community and the proposed plan is reasonable and well-thought out, addressing many of the initial
concerns about the proposed location.

I hope that the children of our city will be able to enjoy these new fields in Griffith Park, a park that we are so
fortunate to have.

Thank you,
Christina Moses
Los Feliz Resident
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

RESTORATION BASEBALL FIELDS IN CRY STAL SPRINGS " GRIFFITH PARK"
PROJECT
1 message

Josie Nava <JNava@dmh.lacounty.gov> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 7:42 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Martin:

 

I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs
area of Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway." It’s my
that there’s going to be a meeting on the November 20 which I can’t make it, but I do support
this project which will benefit the community and most of all our kids. Thank you,

 

Josie Nava

Phone:  (213) 738-4610

Fax:      (213) 381-7092
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs Ne w Base ball Fie lds
1 message

Chuck O'Donnell <chuckloneoak@aol.com> Mon, Dec 16, 2013 at 4:13 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Maria Martin;

I am writing this letter about the Griffith Park Crystal Springs Baseball Fields.

I am native of Los Angeles of 48 years, and would like to voice my opinion.  I have read the proposal and
understand that there are multiple sites for this project. I am not opposed to having more recreation parks in Los
Angeles, If they are in an area that is conducive to the neiboring areas, and residents. I understand that one such
area, "North Atwater Park" may be under consideration. I think this particular site is NOT A GOOD CHOICE! This
area is residential, with narrow streets, and the added traffic would not be welcomed.There is limited parking
already at this Park with dirt roads. Further more this area is one of the last original "Equestrian Areas", In Los
Angeles. If there were to be an expansion of Baseball Fields, There would be more traffic, and congestion in a
quite place where many people like myself, enjoy keeping there horses. There are about 300 horses tucked away
in this area at Boarding stables, residents who have horses in the back yards, and the LAPD Mounted Horse
Stables. There are people who make a living training horses, and giving horseback ridding lessons who use the "
Parks Public  Ridding Arena", not 30 feet away from the proposed site or the baseball field.
I think this would be a terrible site for the Baseball Field, because of the increased danger this would put on
people who ride there horses due to more traffic in a heavy horse populated area, and the already limited parking.
Then there is also the danger to residents of the added population of gang crime in this area, that has always
been a problem

In short, I am all for a Baseball Field at Crystal Springs, Just Not At The North Atwater Park Location.
Thank you, and I hope my letter will hopefully make a difference in the Site of this project

Chuck O'Donnell

323-481-1467
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2173 Cedarhurst Drive, Los Angeles, California, 90027       | www.enrichla.org  |         323 387 3866 
 

 

To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org 

We are writing to express our support for the restoration of the baseball fields in Griffith Park that were 

removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway. We have seen first-hand throughout this city the 

severe lack of local green and recreation facilities for our young folk. 

In particular, we are concerned with the need for families in Los Angeles to travel long distances in order 

to participate in organized sport.  

The Los Feliz, SilverLake and Atwater Village area is rapidly becoming an uber-popular area to raise a 

family. Our elementary and middle schools year after year are reaching higher and higher because our 

families believe that we should learn locally.  We have a very local feel here. The missing component is a 

local sports facility.  

Our city streets are congested, our air quality is terrible and our quality of life is reduced all because of the 

time we spend driving long distances just to have our kids participate in the American pastime.  

Restored Griffith Park baseball facilities will keep our community connected, reduce traffic and improve air 

quality. 

We support the untouched, unimproved wilderness feel of the vast majority of Griffith Park that is 

respectful of wildlife. That is how Colonel Griffith would have wanted it.  

The Crystal Springs area in question though is already a “people” space and the plans even show minimal 

disruption and changes to the current picnic table layout. With the possible exception of a few trees, the 

plans will have ZERO impact on the wilderness component of this park. This is a good plan. 

 

Tomas O’Grady 

Executive Director 

www.enrichla.org 

323 387 3866 
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Supporting Griffith Park Cry stal Springs   Draft EIR
1 message

Tim O'Hare <tdoh24@att.net> Sat, Nov 16, 2013 at 11:05 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

November 16, 2013

 

Timothy O’Hare

2227 Elsinore Street

Los Angeles, CA 90026

Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering

Environmental Management Group

1149 South Broadway, 6th Floor, Mails Stop 939

Los Angeles, CA  90015-2213

 

EMAIL SUBECT: Supporting Griffith Park Crystal Springs – Draft EIR

 

Dear Maria Martin,

 

            I /We  (if applicable, introduction of organization and or individual, parent, player, coach,

etc.)  convey herein my/our full support for the D-EIR project site designated “2,51” or known as “Crystal

Springs North.”

 

            Positioning two new youth baseball fields adjacent to the existing adult baseball diamond known as

“Pote Field” is a most effective plan in terms of environmental impact, upkeep and maintenance, and equally

important, the development of a comprehensive youth baseball program. Additionally, constructing a new

bridge that would connect to north Atwater’s baseball field, allowing players and parents to walk from field

to field without having to drive, would make for an optimal community experience.  This lays the groundwork

for a recreational and instructional program that could serve ages 5-17 in one location.  Having a resource

like this in L.A.’s largest park makes very good sense.

 

            The compelling reasons for building these youth baseball fields in Crystal Springs North far outweigh

the possible downsides.  It would be of great benefit to the community and surrounding areas – as a safe and

lovely place for children to engage in athletics, and form the kind of bonds that, among other virtues, have

been proven to help “at risk” youth who are involved in character-building sports programs.

 
            Please add our names to the growing register of those who are in support of this very good cause.

 

Sincerely,
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Tim, Melissa & Declan O’Hare
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Ball Fie ld Com ments
1 message

Colleen Paeff <ckpaeff@gmail.com> Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 4:22 PM
Reply-To: ckpaeff@gmail.com
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

I just want you to know that I am very much in favor of putting baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area. I think
they would benefit the community, especially its young people and families.
Best,
Colleen Paeff 
2351 Teviot St.
LA 90039
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on ball fie lds
1 message

Yoav <yoav@judithsiirila.com> Mon, Dec 16, 2013 at 9:40 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Regarding the proposal to build baseball fields at Crystal Springs area of Griffith Park:

 

1.     This is a bad idea because the active recreation of baseball will significantly and
negatively affect the passive activity of picnicking.  They will not be compatible, and the
character of the grounds will be permanently changed.  The baseball league will not
suffer, but the former picnicking public will.  And the diverse users of the picnic
grounds should not have this resource taken from them after so many years of
successful use.

2.     Too many mature trees will be removed.  This will be a significant impact to the
immediate environment of flora & fauna, as well as the restful ambiance.

3.     There are alternative locations in the park that could be better suited to sports fields.

 

Thank you,

Yoav Paskowitz
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park base ball fie lds re v iv al
1 message

Frank Pavon <dreem363@pacbell.net> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 6:53 AM
Reply-To: Frank Pavon <dreem363@pacbell.net>
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of

Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway.

 

Thanks,

 

Frank Pavon
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Base ball
1 message

Todd Peart <xpeart@earthlink.net> Tue, Nov 5, 2013 at 4:41 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Hi Maria,
I am writing to you because I believe we need more baseball field around LA. We can not figure
out why our kids are having health problem at a young age,yet we have no place for our kids to
go out and play. Organized sports can not be overlooked as an important building block for our
kids.

Todd Peart
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on ball fie lds
1 message

Deirdre Pfeiffer <dap624@gmail.com> Fri, Dec 13, 2013 at 9:42 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Martin,

I am deeply saddened by the proposal to build ball fields at Crystal Springs. The picnic grounds are one of the
few open park spaces that I can take my son to near my home. He loves looking up at the big trees in the area.
We've used the picnic grounds about eight times over the past six months. LA has an embarrassing lack of open
natural spaces that residents of all ages can enjoy. Please do not destroy one to put in recreational ball fields
that are only useful to a very narrow segment of the population. 

Thanks for your consideration of these comments,

Deirdre Pfeiffer
3210 1/2 Rowena Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90027
(323) 333-6783
(mother of Max (age 8 months))
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Supporting Griffith Park Cry stal Springs – Draft EIR
1 message

Jack Provost <provostjax@aol.com> Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 12:08 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

                          November 20, 2013

Jack Provost
President/CEO

LABL, INC. 
[LOS ANGELES BASEBALL LEAGUE] 

4570 Van Nuys Blvd #122
Los Angeles, CA 91403

TEL:  (818) 988-8150
FAX:  (818) 988-8152

Maria Martin
Department of Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Environmental Management Group
1149 South Broadway, 6th Floor, Mails Stop 939
Los Angeles, CA  90015-2213

Dear Maria Martin,

    I, Jack Provost, am writing on behalf of the 1000+ members of the LABL to  convey herein our full support for
the D-EIR project site designated “2,51” or known as “Crystal Springs North.”  The LABL is an amateur baseball
league for men age 18+.  LABL teams play two games on most Saturdays at Pote Field.  Many of our players
are stakeholders in the neighborhoods surrounding Griffith Park who have children who want to participate in
organized youth baseball at a facility nearby.  

    Positioning two new youth baseball fields adjacent to the existing adult baseball diamond known as “Pote
Field” is a most effective plan in terms of environmental impact, upkeep and maintenance, and equally important,
the development of a comprehensive youth baseball program.  Additionally, constructing a new bridge that would
connect to north Atwater’s baseball field, allowing players and parents to walk from field to field without having to
drive, would make for an optimal community experience.  This lays the groundwork for a recreational and
instructional program that could serve ages 5-17 in one location.  Having a resource like this in L.A.’s largest park
makes very good sense.

    The compelling reasons for building these youth baseball fields in Crystal Springs North far outweigh the
possible downsides.  It would be of great benefit to the community and surrounding areas – as a safe and lovely
place for children to engage in athletics, and form the kind of bonds that, among other virtues, have been proven
to help “at risk” youth who are involved in character-building sports programs.

    Please add the LABL to the growing register of those who are in support of this very good cause.

Sincerely,

Jack Provost
President/CEO
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LABL, INC.
www.labl.org
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Cry stal Springs
1 message

Sara Quintanar <musicwithsara@gmail.com> Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 10:40 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Hi, my name is Sara Quintanar.
I am a weekly visitor of Griffith Park, all areas including Crystal Springs.
I am also a music teacher at a nearby school in Glendale.

I am saddened to hear about the proposed baseball field. The trees that would be lost would really bring so much
more pollutants into the air from the freeway. The air quality at the park because of the vicinity of the freeway is
already hazardous and losing anymore natural life would be detrimental to the area.

I see hundreds of families using that picnic area every week. It is truly a gem of a park and it would be a huge
loss for our community.

I hope we can save Crystal Springs! 
Sara Quintanar

-- 
Sara Quintanar

Music With Sara

www.musicwithsara.com

(818) 795-9417 

www.facebook.com/musicwithsara

@itsmusictime - twitter
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on ball fie lds
1 message

Kim Roberson <kro323@gmail.com> Fri, Dec 13, 2013 at 2:38 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Martin,

Please reconsider building ball fields on Crystal Springs in Griffith Park. I am a Los Feliz resident who enjoys
running, picnicking, and doing a boot camp there in the park and would be heartbroken if that lovely section of the
area were altered. Please, if there is any other location, it should be considered.

Thank you,

Kim Roberson
323 896-6909
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

(no subje ct)
1 message

Nur Saldivar <sharifahnadine@gmail.com> Mon, Nov 18, 2013 at 10:22 PM
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

I support the restoration program can't make it to the meeting due to work
Nur
Sent from my iPad
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Cry stal Springs Base ball Fie lds
1 message

Neal Salisian <neal@salisian.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 2:03 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Maria,

I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith
Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway.  Please let me know how I can further
support this effort.

-- 
Neal Salisian
neal@salisian.com
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs Draft EIR Com ments
1 message

Alyce Schwartz <aheaths@sbcglobal.net> Tue, Dec 17, 2013 at 5:05 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org, rap.commissioners@lacity.org, tom.labonge@lacity.org
Cc: Felicidad.Pingol@lacity.org

Maria Martin
City of Los Angeles
Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Environmental Management Group
1149 S. Broadway, 6th Floor, Mail Stop 939
Los Angeles, CA  90015-2213

City of Los Angeles, re: letter you may be getting from people who read this website (sample of one of the
paragraphs:

I understand this requires clearing trees and relocating a handful of picnic tables, however the required replanting
of even more trees and adding more tables will make Crystal Springs even better.  Therefore, I declare my
support for this project, knowing the benefits of creating this athletic resource for thousands of children now and
for decades to come far outweigh the costs.

I DISAGREE COMPLETELY. There is no need to displace thousands of people and kill trees. There are plenty of
areas that can be used. Please take the time to read below. Please take the time that should have been taken all
these years to use the lands that exist with the room that is needed for these "thousands" of children (almost all
of whom will undoubtedly be members of the "Little League" (TM)).

This is a PUBLIC park, park = nature, nature = flora & fauna and that = trees.
This is a PUBLIC park, "a hand full of picnic tables" to be relocated (the term I've heard at the meetings is
"somewhere"). These handful of picnic tables are used by thousands of people who are the PUBLIC. The ball
parks, which somehow ended up being linked with the Little League (TM) because of the need to be "Little
League" (TM) regulation sized because it's the "Little League" (TM) that's going to play there. I, the PUBLIC won't
be allowed to be there unless I plan to play baseball AND can find a free day that hasn't been booked by the
"Little League".

Another thing, I feel the people who are going to be affected by this possible closure have no idea of what's being
done and will be shocked when they next plan their picnics, family reunions, birthday parties or just a day to
contemplate nature only to find the land, the trees, the fauna, the nature in this public park are no longer available
for their, the public, use.

And this area is used by a lot of handicap people because it's the only flat parking lot and park combination.
Imagine trying to push your wheel chair up an incline on the grass or have your caretaker try to hold your
wheelchair back while going down hill.

Following is what I've written to as many people as I can:

This has to do with Proposition K from 2009 and baseball fields which, from what I've heard have had the term
"Little League" (TM) attached to it since inception. Note I use the (TM) since (per http://www.littleleague.org/
Trademark.htm) “LITTLE LEAGUE,” “LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL,” “LITTLE LEAGUER,” “LL,” “DUGOUT,”
“CHALLENGER DIVISION,” the OFFICIAL LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL EMBLEMS, etc., are the principal
registered trademarks and service marks of Little League Baseball, Incorporated. These marks are protected both
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by a special Act of Congress and registrations with the United States Patent and Trademark Office. All rights in
and to any and all marks of Little League Baseball, Incorporated, are reserved."

I have ridden my horse on the bridle trail and talked with people as I ride by - I have driven to the area on a
Sunday and walked around and talked with the people there - and not one person I spoke to knew about this. If I
had a way to go every weekend with a bull horn, this is what I'd say to these people, the public, who are currently
allowed to be in Crystals Springs, which is in a public park:

SAY GOODBYE TO CRYSTAL SPRINGS PICNIC AREA

THIS MAY BE THE LAST TIME YOU, YOUR FAMILY, AND YOUR FRIENDS WILL STAND ON THIS PUBLIC
LAND.

There is a project that was started in 2009 called Proposition K,  or, as it apparently became known: the Little
League (TM) Baseball Fields. The plan is to build two Little League (TM) regulation size for boys and girls to play
baseball.

What will happen is that 30-40 of the trees you are looking at now will be killed: cut down, uprooted and thrown
away. The picnic tables you are looking at now will be put "someplace else". The grass and foliage you are
looking at now will be replaced. You, the public, will never, ever be able to have a picnic here, never be able to
celebrate a birthday, an anniversary, a quincieros, a bar mitzva or bah mitzva, a family reunion, or even just sit on
the grass and enjoy the scenery - unless you plan to play baseball....and assuming you can find a date not
already taken by Little League (TM).

Look around you. Instead of all these people you see enjoying this space now and every day - especially the
weekends - there will a group of Little League (TM) baseball players, their mothers or fathers (or both), some
umpires (and maybe some Little League(TM) staffers) playing baseball.

Little League (TM) Baseball, Inc. is a non-profit based out of Williamsport, Pa. According to its most recent
federal tax filings, it turned a $2.8 million profit in fiscal 2012 on $24.5 million in revenue. It finished the year with
$78.5 million in assets. The Little League (TM)World Series generates an additional $6.1 million in non-broadcast
revenue, according to tax filings. Some of that comes from nearly two-dozen major corporate sponsors, including
Honda, Hilton, Chiquita Bananas, Gatorade and New York Life. Little League (TM) is a registered name and when
that name is applied to anything, the implication is that whatever that anything is, it belongs to the Little League
(r).

Do you want your access to public land in a public park taken away from you by big business? Do you want
nature to be destroyed by big business? I don't. I say let the Little Leaguers(TM) take the time to drive to fields
that already exist. Let them find land that's not already being used by thousands of people, let them find land that
doesn't have trees (flora and fauna) that have existed undisturbed for many many years.

If you don't want to be shut out of this public land do something. Fill out a petition. Call City Hall. Call Griffith
Park. Call the radio stations, the TV stations, the newspapers, blog it. Let the others around you know that if we
just sit here and don't speak up, we won't be able to ever sit here again.

Mr. Grover, this is also about killing trees in Griffith Park so that parents of Little League children don't have to
waste time driving to existing ball parks - or the powers didn't (and don't) want to take the time to find areas tha
don't have trees.

I attended a couple of meetings last year (which I only heard about because I'm a horseback rider and there's a
group of people who keep up with what's going on in Griffith Park that might affect the equestrians). one of my
concerns, the Little League is a private profit making company and once you let private money making
companies dictate what can and cannot be done on PUBLIC LAND I believe you start down the road of no return.
I question how much money the Little League has spent towards getting into Griffith Park.

Forgive me if I repeat myself...this is a plan to destroy 30 - 40 trees in the Crystal Springs area to put in 2 ball
fields right next to Pote Field (built in 1950, a regulation sized ball field that is available by permit only and is
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used primarily by Los Angeles City College, the Municipal Baseball Program and by a lesser extent, Pote is also
used by private high schools and other groups and for motion picture filming - Pote Field was named after Phil
Pote, a baseball standout at Los Angeles City College baseball and a long-time Major League scout) would just
turn the whole area there into a space that no one else except baseball players can use. (I believe that even in
the 1950s if the PUBLIC had known that nature would be killed and the PUBLIC would be excluded forever by
putting Pote Field in Griffith Park's Crystal Springs Picnic Area, it would never have been built. It is a space that
sits empty and locked up for days. The same will be true if these ball fields are allowed to be built here - empty
and locked up until the "Little Leaguers" (TM) come in to practice and play their games.)

In addition to getting rid of the trees, the picnic areas and the picnic tables will also have to be removed. The one
Sunday I went by and spoke to most of the groups that were using the area - definitely over 100 people (mom,
dads, children, grandparents) and I iterate not one of them was aware that there was the possibility that next year
they might not have this public space in this public park available to them, the public. There are no signs
indicating changes are in the air.

During the meetings when those who want the ballparks discussed the picnic aspect of Crystal Springs, they'd
say the picnickers could "go elsewhere" in the park. Well the park is a very busy place during the good weather
months - the same months the ballparks, if built, would be used and all that public land would sit empty for many
of those days while those hundreds of people would have to go to other areas of the park and squeeze
themselves in - and I do mean squeeze.

This Chrystal Springs area, used by these families, many of whom have been coming here for years, also offers
bicycling opportunities - and with the the ballparks claiming the park land, the parking lots will be changed and
bicycling around the area will no longer be available.

In other words a public area in a public park that is utilized by hundreds of families for picnics, gatherings,
birthday parties, graduation parties, etc. will be destroyed so that ballparks that can only be used by baseball
players and only for baseball can be built. And, in my opinion, since they have used the title "Little League (TM)"
and most of the speakers for this project were either children in the Little League (TM), parents of children in the
Little League (TM) or adults with some connection to the Little League (TM), if these baseball parks are put in
this public picnic area, the first person in line to make reservations for the parks will be someone from the Little
League (TM). And, as I understand it, Little League (TM) games are played Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays, this
person will tie up the ballparks in this public park on this public land for those days and, in my opinion, they'll
probably want to reserve the days before the games to be able to prepare the fields for the games and then also
reserve the park for the days after the games to repair the parks, the Little League (TM) will essentially book the
fields built in this public park on public land (and weren't the Propositions created with public funds, this I don't
know) for Little League (TM) use only.

And, can you believe this, one of the reasons I heard while at the public meeting was that it would be easier for
the parents to drive here rather than to fields that already exist. These are people who have the wherewithal to
pay dues, buy uniforms and supply their children with equipment who want to kill trees, displace hundreds of
people who most likely don't have that "wherewithal" so use the public park because it fits their budget just to
save time?

There are other areas that can be developed that will not disrupt nature or the public.

I appreciate anything you can do to help spread the word. SAVE THE CRYSTAL SPRINGS PICNIC AREA IN
GRIFFITH PARK - A PUBLIC PARK - FOR THE PUBLIC.

Thank you - and I apologize if I repeated myself too many times and for any spelling or grammatical errors I
made.

____________________________
Alyce Heath, SAG-Aftra
aka Alyce Schwartz, Assistant Production Accountant - Payroll, Local 871
Civilian Volunteer, LA County Sheriff's Mounted Posse, Altadena
818-681-9715  C
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Help stamp out virus hoaxes, check before you
forward on that email to your contact list.

--
Alyce Schwartz
P.O. Box 8143
Van Nuys, CA 91409-8143

P.S. I have sent copies of what I wrote above to others. If there are any changes made I will know. I am AGAINST
these ball parks in the Crystal Springs Picnic Areas.
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on ball fie lds
1 message

Will iam Scott <seavast@hotmail.com> Mon, Dec 16, 2013 at 12:23 PM
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

1 - There are other better places to build ball fields in Griffith Park than Crystal Springs. Besides the Griffith

Park North Atwater alternative, other suggested locations have not yet been seriously considered. 

2 -  Too many trees would be destroyed at Crystal Springs and the character of the area would change. The

Draft Environmental Review says the "Biological Resources impact after mitigation would be significant."  The

DEIR says the "Aesthetics impact after mitigation would be significant."

[Note: These impacts won't stop the project, unless people scream and yell.]

3 - Crystal Springs Picnic Ground is a highly successful recreational facility. It serves a wide socioeconomic

range of users.  Most families that use Crystal Springs don't even know this project is going to happen

since notices at the picnic grounds were not even posted!  We need to speak on their behalf.

William Scott
Technical Solutions Specialist
(310)-831-6448
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs Dfaft EIR Com ments
1 message

Jackie Sloan <jackie.thechildrensranch@gmail.com> Fri, Nov 22, 2013 at 2:11 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Molina,
I am part of The Children's Ranch Foundation, offering therapeutic equestrian programs to children and teens with
special needs.  We are located at 4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA  90039.  As part of our programs, we use the
horseback riding ring and trail located next to the North Atwater Park.  I OPPOSE the Crystal Springs Draft EIR
PROJECT ALTERNATE location of North Atwater Park.  I approve of the location at Crystal Springs.
There are many serious problems with the North Atwater Park alternative location in the  proposal, including:
1.  the noise and activity from the new baseball fields would make horseback riding UNSAFE in the public arena
and adjacent trail, which The Children's Ranch Foundation uses for its therapeutic equestrian programs;
2.  there is not adequate parking at North Atwater Park to support 4 teams, fans, and other guests of the park;
3.  the road that leads to the North Atwater Park is unpaved, making increases in traffic dangerous;
4.  a Wetlands was just built adjacent to North Atwater Park; and painters, artists and bird watchers gather in the
current grass area by the softball field to create artwork and watch wildlife; this natural and peaceful setting,
which was just created the City of LA, would be destroyed if 2 baseball fields were constructed;
5.  an equestrian bridge is currently being constructed right now to allow more equestrians to access Griffith
Park via the North Atwater Park riding trail adjacent to the riding ring and softball field; 2 new baseball fields
would dangerously abut this trail access to the equestrian bridge, making the bridge unsafe and waste of money.

For all these reasons, I strongly OPPOSE the Crystal Springs Draft EIR PROJECT ALTERNATE location of
North Atwater Park.  I approve of the location at Crystal Springs.

Yours,
Jackie

-- 
Jackie Sloan, Director
The Children's Ranch Foundation
4007 Verdant Street, LA, CA  90039
213-447-6456
www.thechildrensranch.org
jackie@thechildrensranch.org
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DIER com ment on ball fie lds
1 message

Bil l  Sloan <bill@sloanduo.com> Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 8:56 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Maria,
I hope you will consider this letter seriously, since I spend much of my activity in Griffith Park, and it is such an
important part of my life in the Los Feliz area.  My occupation is Medicine, and I care for patients in the Los
Feliz, Atwater Village, and Glendale areas.  Nevertheless, I spend a good deal of time in the park, hiking, bicycle
riding, and horseback riding.  One of the delights is riding horses in the Grifith Park North Atwater area, which is
protected near the Police Academy, and has a public arena provided by the park.  Griffith Park is a 'JEWEL',
unlike that in any other major metropolitan area in America.  Over the past 100 years, 'specialized' areas have
developed in the park, which cater to particular activities.
You have expressed an interest in the construction of ball fields, and certainly some people will be very happy
with your suggestions.  It's a good idea to learn about the 'specialized' activities in the very areas you have
selected, since you will impact the people enjoying those locations.  The North Atwater location has no additional
parking available, and some of the roads are dirt and gravel.  This is perfect for horses, but not adequate for the
additional vehicles attending ball games.  In addition, children riding horses in this 'protected' area, will be placed
in a dangerous situation, when motor vehicles cause anxiety for the horses, and possible injury to the children.  I
will be happy to spend some time with you in this location, so that you can understand the situation.
The Crystal Springs area already is very busy, but does have satisfactory paved roads, and provisions for vehicle
parking.  However, there are many runners on the roads, and bicycle riding and hiking will be impacted by the
additional vehicular traffic.  Tom Labonge should be consulted about this, since he is a frequent hiker in the park,
and we meet on occasion.  I will be happy to walk around with you in this area, and maybe we can take a bike
ride through the adjacent roadways.  This may be your preference, but it will be important to keep the roads clear
for hikers and bikers, and minimize the chance for pedestrian injury with the increase in motor vehicles.  
I know that you respect the various 'specialized' areas in Griffith Park, which have made it the outstanding park in
the USA, and that you will be very cautious with you decision on ball field construction.  I would be honored to
work with you if you wish.
Sincerely,
William R. Sloan, MD.
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs - EIR
1 message

Al Sorkin <apsorkin@gmail.com> Tue, Dec 17, 2013 at 12:40 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Martin:
I have no problem for an equitable distribution of youth ball fields in the City of Los Angeles.  However, I am not in
favor of destroying a beautiful picnic area utilized by all residents of the City of Angels.  
For me, the argument that the "I-5 Wiped Out Kids Ball Fields in L.A.'s Griffith Park" as stated in a full page ad in
the Los Feliz Ledger, does not acknowledge that there are other resources that are available or could be
developed.  There was really no outcry when the Dodgers destroyed the community of Chavez Ravine to make
way for their stadium.  We must find alternatives such as making Pote's Field adjustable, develop North Atwater
Park, and inform parents that there is the other option of Tommy Lasorda Field of Dreams at the end of the 2
Freeway.  
I have heard the arguments of parents saying that they have to travel too far.  One has to think of all the families
that do not have transportation or even formal recreational facilities close to their homes.  
PRESERVE CRYSTAL SPRINGS AS A PICNIC AREA.  

Thank you for this opportunity to provide you with my thoughts.
Sincerely,
A. Sorkin 
2354 Kenilworth Avenue 
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs-EIR
1 message

Nina Sorkin <nina.sorkin@gmail.com> Tue, Dec 17, 2013 at 8:42 AM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Martin:
I oppose building baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area.  This area is open and highly utilized by those
wanting to picnic as well as run around and enjoy the fresh area.  

I propose Pote's Field be upgraded and a removeable mesh fencing be available to make the field youth friendly. 
This is done at Robinson Park in Pasadena.  There is also Tommy Lasorda Field of Dreams that could be used
by the youth.  In addition, I would propose use of North Atwater Park with one ball field.
  
I live at 2354 Kenilworth Avenue, Los Angeles 90039.

Nina Sorkin
Resident in this area past 47 years
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

In Fav or of Base ball Fie lds in Griffith Park!
1 message

Viiu Spangler Khare <VSpanglerKhare@bcrslaw.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 8:12 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org
Cc: sam khare <samkhare@hotmail.com>

Dear Ms. Martin –

I am writing  to express my family’s support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of
Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway.  My 11 year old son, Aidan
Khare, is a rabid baseball fan and an accomplished baseball player.  He is a member of the Wilshire Warriors
baseball team and plays regularly for two other teams as well.  We NEED more FIELDS!  It amazes me that
there would be any opposition to building fields in Griffith Park.  There are facilities and fields for nearly every
recreational interest, but where are the fields for baseball players? 

 

There is a tremendous interest and great support for youth baseball.  Please help our boys and girls play
baseball in their own backyard!  Build fields for our kids to play on and develop their skills and become disciplined
and well rounded team players in the community.

 

Thank you,

Viiu Spangler Khare

 

 

Viiu Spangler Khare, Esq.

Berkes Crane Robinson & Seal

515 S. Figueroa Street, Suite 1500

Los Angeles, California  90071

Tel: 213.955.1150

Fax: 213.955.1155

Email:  vspanglerkhare@bcrslaw.com

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS EMAIL MESSAGE IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO WHOM
IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER
APPLICABLE LAW.  IF THE READER OF THIS MESSAGE IS NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT OR THE EMPLOYEE OR AGENT RESPONSIBLE
FOR DELIVERING IT TO THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION OR
COPYING OF THIS COMMUNICATION IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED.  IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS IN ERROR, PLEASE IMMEDIATELY
NOTIFY US BY TELEPHONE AND RETURN THE ORIGINAL MESSAGE TO US AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS.  THANK YOU.
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Cry stal springs
1 message

Debbie Spinell i  <debbiespinelli@gmail.com> Wed, Dec 11, 2013 at 9:52 AM
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

Hello
I am a resident and long time user of Griffith Park
I am opposed to the plans for the ballpark takeover of the Crystal Springs picnic area.
Please stop trying to develop our beautiful park!   There are plenty of baseball fields nearby
Our park is a precious resource that should be protected from development.
Please keep the picnic area as is!
Thank you,
Debbi's Spinelli
1140 Coronado Terrace
LA 90026
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

restoration of the  base ball fie lds in the  Cry stal Springs are a of Griffith Park
1 message

Dashiel St. Damien <Dash@sunnysleevez.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 8:49 AM
Reply-To: "Dashiel St. Damien" <Dash@sunnysleevez.com>
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

Dear Maria,
I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith
Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway.
regards
Dashiel
 
Dashiel St. Damien
323 282 SUN2 (7862) www.SunnySleeveZ.com 

Block 99% UV Rays - recommended by TRIATHLETE MAGAZINE 
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs - Draft EIR
1 message

Mark Staufer <markstaufer@gmail.com> Mon, Nov 18, 2013 at 2:34 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

I am unable to attend this meeting
However, like the Lorax, I would like to speak for the trees.
If ANY old growth trees are being cut-down to make way for these baseball diamonds
I would strongly argue against such an intrusion and clearing of land
New trees may be planted
But they will take years and years to grow to a sufficient level
Let's not just consider our kids today - let's consider the children of tomorrow
Please - NEVER cut down trees.
Thank you,
Mark of Los Feliz.

-- 
@MarkStaufer                          
 310.7 09.8092                      
 thenuminousplace.com 
 @dadsaster

 dadsaster.com/

"Nothing has greater power than an idea whose time has arrived."
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on ball fie lds
1 message

Nancy Rae Stone <nancyraestone@gmail.com> Mon, Dec 16, 2013 at 12:33 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms. Martin:

I am writing to hopefully prevent the building of baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith Park.
 
There are other better places to build ball fields in Griffith Park than Crystal Springs. Besides the Griffith Park
North Atwater alternative, other suggested locations have not yet been seriously considered. 

Too many trees would be destroyed at Crystal Springs and the character of the area would change. The Draft
Environmental Review says the "Biological Resources impact after mitigation would be significant."  The DEIR
says the "Aesthetics impact after mitigation would be significant."
[Note: These impacts won't stop the project, unless people scream and yell.]

Crystal Springs Picnic Ground is a highly successful recreational facility. It serves a wide socioeconomic range
of users.  Most families that use Crystal Springs don't even know this project is going to happen since notices at
the picnic grounds were not even posted!   Please do not destroy this area.

  thank you

Nancy rae Stone
Los angeles, Ca
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs - EIR
1 message

Matt Sull ivan <matt@lightintheattic.net> Fri, Dec 20, 2013 at 8:05 AM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Dear Maria:

I read with great sadness the difficulties of bringing a little league baseball field to Griffith Park.  I am a father to a
future little leaguer as well as an independent business owner with an office in Los Feliz.  I strongly feel that it is
an important part of our community to have a baseball field in Griffith Park for boys and girls - far more important
than a field for adults. 

Happy holidays and thank you for your time.

Best,

Matt Sullivan
Founder/Co-Owner, Light In The Attic Records
4459 Avocado Street
Los Angeles, CA 90027
o: 323-661-5482
Light In The Attic  |   Twitter   |   Facebook
..................................................................
Lee Hazlewood Industries Box Set: Out Now!
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Restore  youth base ball fie lds to Griffith Park
1 message

Ryan Tansey <rytansey@yahoo.com> Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 5:27 AM
Reply-To: Ryan Tansey <rytansey@yahoo.com>
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

I am writing to express my  support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Cry stal Springs area of

Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway . Thank y ou 
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR for ball fie lds in Cry stal Springs
1 message

Delphine Trowbridge <dtrowbridge36@gmail.com> Mon, Dec 16, 2013 at 3:26 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

I am Opposed to putting ball fields in Crystal Springs picnic area in Griffith Park.  My children played ball in a
league in Toluca Lake when they were children and it is a wonderful experience.  None of the children they played
with we underprivileged however.  I believe that city parks should be open for all people to use.  Taking an area
away from one group of people and giving it to another is not a good idea.

I believe more effort should be make to find places for ball fields that do not impact other people.

Sincerely,
Delphine Trowbridge
450 E. Olive Ave, # 236
Burbank, CA 91501
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Lette r of re storation support
1 message

johnny truong <js268@hotmail.com> Thu, Nov 21, 2013 at 11:12 AM
To: "maria.martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith
Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway.

Dr Johnny Truong
President and Clinic Director
Truong Upper Cervical Chiropractic Corporation
(213) 385-3858
3600 Wilshire Blvd. #932
Los Angeles, CA 90010
www.DoctorTruong.com

"Balance is life"

"When you start to do extraordinary things, you become extraordinary."   --Dr Johnny Truong
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs - Draft EIR
1 message

Cecelia Wagers <cdw20@ymail.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 4:47 PM
Reply-To: Cecelia Wagers <cdw20@ymail.com>
To: "maria.martin@lacity.org" <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Dear Ms Martin,

I'm writing you in regards to the proposed Crystal Springs Baseball fields or as they will be known as the "Tom

LaBonge Baseball fields"! Yes, it is widely know that Councilman LaBonge wants these fields to be his legacy! I find it

sad that he will not consider any other location for these fields because he wants them to be front and center in Griffith

Park.

Griffith Park was conceived and maintained to give quiet enjoyment for the majority of people in urban Los Angeles who

want to experience nature in a open and serene environment. I hardly think that two baseball diamonds, and parking

facilities, surrounded by chain link fencing fits into that category.

You are taking away picnic areas and riding and walking trails that are utilized by many and replacing it with a venue

that will be enjoyed by a select few. You are also endangering equestrians who frequent the area. The noise from the ball

field and the crack of the bat will likely spook a horse. We have rental riders, many of them children, who are not

experienced enough to control a horse that might panic.

Besides the additional traffic, parking requirements, and the noise levels that will come with this project, you must

consider the trash that will accumulate from the ball fields. The rangers and volunteers can't manage the unsightly litter

that plagues the park now, how will it handle the additional trash? The cost of this project would be better spent on more

patrols, graffiti removal, and litter control.

The setting at Crystal Springs is breathtaking and peaceful...a delicate balance between fauna and flora. The abundance

of mature trees and wild life are what urban dwellers look forward to experiencing. Your proposal to relocate and destroy

many of the mature trees will disrupt the animal habit that resides there now.

The destroyed trees include approximately 70 old growth sycamores and pines, and one Historically Designated Ancient

Oak. All lost forever, to be replaced by asphalt, cement, dirt, fencing, and a little manicured grass. Hardly a fair trade.

Griffith park is about preserving nature for generations to come. There are plenty of ball fields in the city, and other

locations that are more suited the this project. 

I am 100% against the Tom LaBonge Baseball fields being built in Crystal Springs
area.
 
Cecelia Wagers

Burbank, Ca
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on ball fie lds
1 message

benjamin wegner <bwegner@mac.com> Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 12:45 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Hello,

Having raised my children in Los Angeles (and still doing so!) I can tell you that nothing has been better for my
kids, or made us feel more a part of a community, than spending time in Crystal Springs.  Nowhere in Los
Angeles does such a diverse population get the chance to come together and spend time in the outdoors away
from traffic and congestion.  It is truly a magical place, and developing it into ballfields – where nine children at a
time are allowed to be on it – would be a tragedy.

Please do the right thing for the thousands of people who use Crystal Springs and develop the ballfields in a
different location.

Thank you,

Ben Wegner
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Restoration of base ball fie lds
1 message

leslie weinstein <lmw@finewein.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 6:59 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

"I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball
fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith Park that were removed as
a result of the construction of the 5 freeway."

Leslie Weinstein
Friends of King - Parents of King Middle School
President & Elizabeth's mom - 7th Grade
www.friendsofking.org
www.facebook.com/FriendsOfKingMiddleSchool = JOIN US!

"All kids are gifted, some just open their packages earlier than others."

PastedGraphic-2.ti ff
28K
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Supporting Griffith Park Cry stal Springs   Draft EIR
1 message

Devra Weltman <dweltman@sbcglobal.net> Wed, Nov 20, 2013 at 4:18 PM
To: Maria Martin <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

Dear Maria Martin,

 I am in full support for the D-EIR project site designated “2.51” or known as “Crystal Springs North.”

 

 Allowing families from Atwater and Eagle Rock and surrounding areas to have youth baseball fields in

Griffith Park would make for an optimal community experience.

 How can the city or its' denizens refute that a safe and lovely place for children to engage in athletics

and form the kind of bonds that have been proven to benefit all youth is nothing but a very good thing.

 Please add my name to the others who are in support of this very good cause.

 

Sincerely,

Devra Weltman
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs Draft EIR Com ments
1 message

Will iam West <info@slywest.com> Tue, Dec 17, 2013 at 10:50 AM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org, rap.commissioners@lacity.org, tom.labonge@lacity.org
Cc: Felicidad.Pingol@lacity.org

Maria Martin
City of Los Angeles
Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Environmental Management Group
1149 S. Broadway, 6th Floor, Mail Stop 939
Los Angeles, CA  90015-2213

City of Los Angeles,

To foster and protect our nation’s youth, we must do all we can, intellectually, emotionally, physically…  And the
sport of Baseball is as synonymous with America as blue jeans and rock-n-roll; it’s our national pastime and part
of our cultural heritage.  More importantly, Baseball instills a sense of teamwork, camaraderie and fair play
extending far beyond the playing field into adulthood and everyday life.

Los Angeles is “park poor,” yet with Griffith Park’s 4200+ acres it’s one of our largest city parks, a perfect
example bringing urban and wilderness together.  The park boasts 55 miles of winding trails, four golf courses, 27
tennis courts, a dozen soccer fields, plus a 3500-seat equestrian ‘Equidome’ polo field.  Additionally, it's home to
an observatory, the City Zoo, museums, the Greek Theatre and multiple family amusements.

But, it doesn’t have one baseball field made for kids?  How could this happen in the largest public park of our
second biggest city?

Two city appointed groups, both a regional and local oversight commission, recommends using four acres (site
‘1A’) in the park’s ‘Crystal Springs’ area to return youth baseball to Griffith Park, which would also serve its
surrounding communities that have 14 elementary and four middle schools, many with students living at or below
poverty level.  ‘1A’ was chosen the best option by people with proven experience running youth sports programs,
coaching kids, teaching kids, raising kids, and nurturing them to be responsible adults.

Co-locating new fields with the adult-sized ‘Pote Field’ and connecting them via the new bridge to North Atwater
Park will create a cohesive environment for generations of children, adolescents, and adults to experience the
wonderment of playing the "great game" of Baseball, together.

I understand this requires clearing trees and relocating a handful of picnic tables, however the required replanting
of even more trees and adding more tables will make Crystal Springs even better.  Therefore, I declare my
support for this project, knowing the benefits of creating this athletic resource for thousands of children now and
for decades to come far outweigh the costs.

I urge the rapid building of regulation size fields to serve youngsters and at-risk adolescents featuring every
resource afforded to other Los Angeles’ city-owned facilities.

Let them play, L.A!

Thank you.
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--
William West
4411 1/2 Ambrose Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90027

P.S. Please, this is very important for me and my young son.
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Hey L.A., le t the m play ...
1 message

Amy White <amyelizabethwhite@gmail.com> Mon, Dec 2, 2013 at 4:00 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

I support plan 1A

I hope you do, too.

1902 Redcliff Street 90039
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Youth Sports Support
1 message

Walter Whitney <wwhitney@farmersagent.com> Thu, Nov 21, 2013 at 10:55 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Maria Martin,
 
I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs
area of Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway.
 
Regards,
 
Walter 
Walter Whitney 

Farmers Insurance 

8500 Steller Dr Bldg 8-b 

Culver City, CA 90232-2451 

License Number: 0H33944 

310-801-0108 (Office) 

310-574-2304 (Fax) 

wwhitney@farmersagent.com 

http://www.farmersagent.com/wwhitney 

------ Original Message ------ 
Received: 10:21 AM PST, 11/21/2013 
From: Rob Menz <rjmfinancial@gmail.com> 
To: Alyssa Valentine <alyssa@buyinlosangeles.com>, Anselm Clinard <anselmclinard@gmail.com>,
BetsyMHall-LFLedgerMCPress <moon072069@gmail.com>, Bibi Caspari <bibicaspari@gmail.com>,
Derek Edwards <derek.edwards@chasepaymentech.com>, Johnny Truong <js268@hotmail.com>,
Mark Romano <mark@datashuffle.com>, Natalie Andres <natalie@holepunchdesign.com>, Peter
Silvester <plsilvester@gmail.com>, Walt Whitney <wwhitney@farmersagent.com> 
Subject: Cut /Paste Youth Sports Support 

Can any one spare two minutes to cut and paste an email to support y outh sports?
We are in the 9th inning of fighting to restore y outh baseball fields to Griffith Park. There is a small,
wealthy  contingent of foes to resorting the fields that were removed when the I-5 Freeway  was built. The
city  of LA promised to restore the fields, but never have. We now have $500,000 of money  from Prop K
to restore the fields. but the vocal and wealthy  minority  is throwing a wrench in the equation. LA Parks
and Rec considers our neighborhood to be 130% deficient in y outh ball fields.
All y ou need to do is cut/paste this message: "I am writing to express my  support for the restoration of the
baseball fields in the Cry stal Springs area of Griffith Park that were removed as a result of the construction
of the 5 freeway ."
and email it to Maria.Martin@lacity .org. 
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Thanks,
Rob 

-- 
 
Robert J. Menz
Your Neighborhood Financial Advisor
Financial Advisor / Life Insurance
CA Insurance License: 0F47 313
RJM Financial Group and NPC
3901 Los Feliz Blvd. Suite 301
Los Angeles, CA 90027
Office: 323-522-6941
Cell: 323-316-6333
www.rjmfinancialgroup.com
www.twitter.com/robertjmenz
www.linkedin.com/in/robmenz

 

Securities and Advisory Services offered through National Planning Corporation (NPC), Member FINRA/SIPC, a
Registered Investment Advisor. Additional advisory Services offered through Elite Financial Advisory Services,
LLC, a Registered Investment Advisor. Elite Financial Advisory Services, LLC and NPC are separate and
unrelated companies.

This e-mail message and any documents accompanying this transmission may contain confidential information
and are intended solely for the addressee (s) named above. If you are not the intended addressee/recipient, any
use of, disclosure, copying, distribution, or reliance on the contents of this e-mail information is strictly
prohibited. Please reply to the sender advising of the error in transmission and immediately delete/destroy the
message and any accompanying documents.

Farmers Group, Inc. and its subsidiaries and affiliates, including Farmers Financial Solutions, LLC, reserve the
right to monitor and review the content of all e-mail communications and attachments sent or received by or from
this address and to retain them in accordance with the applicable regulatory requirements. Securities are offered
through Farmers Financial Solutions, LLC, 30801 Agoura Road, Building 1, Agoura Hills, California 91301.
Member FINRA & SIPC.
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on ball fie lds
1 message

Crispin whittel l  <crispinwhittell@gmail.com> Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 2:30 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms Martin:

I am writing to you to ask you, please, not to build ball fields in Griffith Park at Crystal Springs.

Griffith Park is the jewel of Los Angeles. It provides the community with a sense of nature, even of the wild. And
while there are many reasons why this seems to be the wrong project in the wrong place, I would simply say that
the human footprint in the park is already big enough, and something fundamental to the character of Griffith Park
would be lost.

Building ball parks here would send a sad message about where Los Angeles's priorities lie. 

I hope you will give this consideration.

Best wishes,
Crispin Whittell
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    December 17, 2013 
 
 
Bureau of Engineering 
City of Los Angeles 
 
 
 
Re: Development of Youth Baseball Fields At Crystal Springs 
 
 
Dear Sirs: 
 
American Youth Soccer Organization’s region in Los Feliz has over 300 families 
with children who participate in active, healthy recreation.  I have been the 
commissioner of AYSO Los Feliz since I started the region five years ago.  I have 
also been a resident of the Los Feliz community for over 30 years. 
 
Based on my experience with youth sports and recreation in our community, I 
believe that we need many more youth recreation facilities.  The children and 
families who participate in our soccer program would be very grateful to have 
access to high quality youth baseball fields at Crystal Springs.  I am sure that the 
facilities would be heavily used and appreciated by the community. 
 
I have heard opponents of the project opine that development of the fields would 
interfere with the use of Crystal Springs by picnickers.  Nothing could be further 
from the truth.  Only seven tables will need to be moved to accomplish the project, 
and those tables will simply be moved, not lost.   Further, many picnickers may 
enjoy a baseball game during their picnics, and the ball teams that use the facility 
will enjoy picnicking.  It’s a win-win for picnickers and ball players! 
 
AYSO Los Feliz strongly supports the development of the fields, and urges the 
Bureau to proceed with the project. 
 
 
     Brent Whittlesey 
     Regional Commissioner  
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Cry stal Springs Re cre ational Are a
1 message

Leland Wil l iams <tlc.casting@mac.com> Tue, Dec 10, 2013 at 7:15 PM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

Hello there...  this is almost certainly too little too late, but here goes:
  I was born at Monte Sano Hospital (once located near Glendale Blvd & Rowena) in 1950.
I was a resident of Atwater Village for most of 19 years... then moved to Silverlake.
My family spent countless weekends in Crystal Springs (with its Pettigrew animal area).
The area seemed idyllic....so very sylvan, virtually bucolic.  
It was sad to see the gas stoves taken out...
Too "socialistic" I guess....though the Griffith Park golf courses have been called 
the first "socialist golf courses in the world".
The reshaping of Crystal Springs to include a baseball diamond met with my approval.
Do you intend to remove 90% of the trees to leave us with
an Oklahoma of the West with 4 diamonds?  Like the west side of Balboa west of Lake Balboa?
Rio de los Angeles SP looks huge.  North Atwater Park could easily accommodate
another diamond or two...
We've already  had Vista del Valle and Mt Hollywood Drive taken from us
with no rumors that I've heard of them being returned.
Don't make me go all "tea party"... with all that hating of Government.
I tried.  Thanks for your time.   -Leland Williams
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

DEIR com ments on Ball Fie lds
1 message

Johanna Woollcott <woollcarthy@gmail.com> Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 1:05 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org

Dear Ms Martin,

Please DO NOT with the Crystal Springs ball field. Too many tree's would be taken down. The CS Picnic ground
is a highly successful and highly used area by families and persons of all types. I walk the park daily and I am
always amazed how much use it gets, all year round.
There are other areas for ball fields, please.
Sports should not take over every area. Families need areas to gather and picnic and commune in a pretty
setting. That is what the city is short of.

Please reconsider the proposal.

Johanna Woollcott
2526 Park Oak Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90068
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December 17, 2013

Attention: Ms. Maria Martin
Department of Public Works - Bureau of Engineering
City of Los Angeles
1149 South Broadway, Suite 700
Los Angeles, CA 90015

Re: Opposition to Creation of Ball Fields In Crystal Springs Picnic Area, Griffith Park

Dear Ms. Martin:

The Airport-Marina Group of the Angeles Chapter - Sierra Club opposes the creation of ball fields in the Crystal Springs
Picnic Area of Griffith Park for the following reasons:

! Griffith Park is geologically the eastern end of the Santa Monica Mountain chain, and  therefore consists naturally
of mountainous terrain with very little acerage of flat or gently sloping land suitable for picnic sites

! Much relatively flat land has been incorporated into commercial enterprises such as the Zoo parking lot, the Autry
parking lot, and golf courses.

! While it is an excellent site for picnicking, the Old Zoo site is unavailable for picnicking for five to six weeks each
year (due to the Haunted Hayride event).  And this site is also a target for a permanent stage which will  remove
additional acreage from picnicking. 

! The Crystal Springs Picnic Area has provided and continues to provide areas of quiet and commercial - free areas
full of natural wonder.

! The few remaining areas within Griffith Park suitable for picnicking contain beautiful, ancient trees some of which
would be demolished if the ball fields were built.

! Ball fields will be off limits to the public YEAR ROUND even when not in use.
! Crystal Springs Picnic Area provides educational opportunities which would be diminished if a portion of it is

carved out to create ball fields.

  
To illustrate the education opportunities Crystal Springs Picnic Area provides, here are pictures taken in the area showing
kids learning about the ancient trees within Griffith Park.  These pictures were taken on trips organized by the Sierra Club’s
Inner City Outings program whereby students from Title 1 schools are provided transportation and learning opportunities
which would be diminished if ball fields were created in the picnic areas.

Please consider the needs of ALL of the public, including especially under-privileged youth whose learning opportunities
will be diminished if any of Crystal Springs Picnic area is lost to special interests.

Regards,

Joseph F. Young
Chair, Airport - Marina Group, Angeles Chapter, Sierra Club
12551 Presnell Street
Los Angeles, CA 90066 - 6730
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Base ball Fie lds
1 message

Chris Younger <chris@ayzenberg.com> Mon, Nov 18, 2013 at 10:43 PM
To: "Maria.Martin@lacity.org" <Maria.Martin@lacity.org>

I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith
Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway.

Thank you for considering,
Chris Younger
Cyounger@sbcglobal.net
Cell: 323-791-1257
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Base ball Fie lds
1 message

eyounger@sbcglobal.net <eyounger@sbcglobal.net> Mon, Nov 18, 2013 at 10:34 PM
Reply-To: eyounger@sbcglobal.net
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org
Cc: Chris Younger-wk <chris@ayzenberg.com>

I am writing to express my support for the restoration of the baseball fields in the Crystal Springs area of Griffith
Park that were removed as a result of the construction of the 5 freeway.

So needed!! Thank you for considering,
Erika Younger
Eyounger@sbcglobal.net
Cell: 310-614-3467
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

WE support the  base ball fie lds in Griffith Park
1 message

Greg Zedlar <gzedlar@calcapmgt.com> Tue, Nov 19, 2013 at 10:46 AM
To: Maria.Martin@lacity.org

WE support the baseball fields in Griffith Park

 

Made in America, 
--
Gregory J. Zedlar, ChFC
Partner

California Capital Management
4729 Lankershim Boulevard
North Hollywood, CA 91602

818.766.0660 x 207
818.766.0770 Fax

http://www.CalCapMgt.com

Securities Offered Through LPL Financial (LPL) Member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advice offered through
California Capital Management, a Registered Investment Advisor and separate entity from LPL Financial.

 

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or
authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any
information contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by
reply e‐mail and delete the message. Thank you.
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2.2.3 Form Letters 

Form letters were submitted via email with the tag line “Let them play, LA!”  A representative 
example of this letter is reproduced below as “Form Letter 1”.  Also below is a table showing 
the names of the individuals who submitted this form letter.  If the commenters made 
comments beyond the standard text of the letter, those comments are noted in the table: 

 

Full Name Additional Comments, If Any 
Teri Mckeen   
C. Howe   
Heather Weiss   

Mark LaBoo=nge 

P.S. Growing up in the Los Feliz Silver Lake Area in the 40's and 50's 
my seven olders brothers were able to play little League baseball 
at the 2 Fields located at Los Feliz Blvd and Riverside Dr. The 
introduction of the US Interstate Freeway system TOOK those 
fields away….DO THE RIGHT THING AND RETURN THE 
BASEBALLFIELDS TO CRYSTAL SPRINGS….it the RIGHT THING to 
do!!!! 

Karen Knapp P.S. I agree that Crystal Springs is the place for new baseball fields! 
Judith Ortega   
Mark F Mauceri   
Allison Cohen   
Charles Cohen   

James Retzner 

P.S. I played Little League baseball three blocks from home when I 
was growing up in small-town Wisconsin 65 years ago. I still have 
treasured memories and current friends who are half a continent 
from here. Give the Los Feliz kids a similar opportunity. Perhaps 
some Dodgers can make cameo appearances! I saw Hank Aaron 
when I was seven years old! Kids who play together make 
friendships that attract them away from gangs. Give those kids the 
chance they deserve. You are only a kid once. 

Joe Hart P.S. just do it 

Jeff Nimoy 
P.S. And please don't let people play soccer on these fields! It ruins 
the turf for baseball! 

Matt P   
Jessalyn Gilsig P.S. Softball too!! 
AJ Handegard   

Patti Troisi 

P.S. Please build these fields for the kids. The grown ups are 
playing golf in the park. It's a beautiful and grounding feeling. Let's 
be a community that knows our priorities and put our children at 
the top of the list. A place in nature where they belong. Thank you! 

Mark Fay 
P.S. My son has been playing baseball through la parks and rec 
since he was 4 and now plays travel ball. 

Kelly Dannunzio 

P.S. Of 4 children my only boy....who has already proven to be 
athletic is about to start baseball.  What better than to have him 
play "practically" in my own back yard. Page 2-406



Michelle Anderson 
P.S. Mom of a surfer, soccer player, baseball player & motorcross 
rider, Michelle Anderson 

Anne Stuart    
Rhonda Waller   

Douglas Ferraro 

P.S. It is time to open the park for use for childen.  Those opposed 
hold only onto ideology and not for proper use for the areas 
residents. 

Heather Williams 

P.S. Please make room for kids to do sports.  We travel to play a 
variety of sports and see so many awesome facilities that have 
been developed in other cities.  It sets a different tone of support 
to the kids when you make room for them to do their sport. 
 Please show that same support to the youth of Los Angeles. 

Lynn Kowal    

Andrew Kobliska 

P.S. I'm a native Californian who spent the firsts 45 years of my life 
in the Golden State - 22 of those years in Los Angeles. I have 
always compared Griffith Park to my favorite park in the world, 
Central Park in NYC. I live 5 minutes away from the city, and my 5 
year old plays little league in the city, in Central Park, and on one 
of the 26 baseball and softball fields available for league play. 
That's "26" fields for multi-use play 
( http://www.centralparknyc.org/visit/things-to-
do/sports/baseball-softball.html )! Yes, it brings more people to 
the park to use the facilities. Yes, it brings more money to the park 
to pay for it's beauty. Yes, this has been a time-proven formula for 
a making millions of New Yorker's happy. Please stop treating this 
city property like a nature preserve. 

Sergio Lambarri 
I personally support option 1B, but as long as option 2 is discarded 
I can live with option 1A. 

Tom Whyte   
Carol Fodera P.S. Organized sports for children supports health and social skills! 

Justin Holt 
P.S. Keeping baseball accessible to the youth will further the sport 
all while keep up with child weight issues. 

Clint Lukens   
Elizaberh Mcdonald P.S. Please build baseball fields in Griffith park crystal springs! 

Tom Henneberry 

P.S. As a parent of a 7 year old boy, I want him to have a field that 
is safe and close to our home, where he can participate and play in 
Little League. Please help this dream come into a reality. 

Gary Schwartz 
P.S. Please keep Pote Field and then add 2 little league fields 
adjacent 

Sandra Gorence 

P.S. Baseball was one of the first sports where I was taught what 
family and team meant. It was infinitely crucial to have a place to 
go to learn the game properly. I found out also that I was 
extremely talented. My father coming home from work, would 
take this 7 1/2 year old out to the baseball field and break it down 
and teach me the basics. I took it from there. Baseball fields are a 
need not a luxury. Give our children the field of family. 

John McNally   
Ty Greenberg Pass this! 

David Rountree 
P.S. I want to keep Pote Field and then add 2 little league fields 
adjacent.  I've played on Pote for years as has my family.  It's a Page 2-407



landmark that should stay. 

Mike Simon 
P.S. keep Pote field and build and build two little league fields 
adjacent to it. 

Andre Martin P.S. What a perfect park to foster children's athleticism! 

Kenyon Smutherman 

P.S. I personally recognize the need and benefit of youth 
recreational sport from my own experiences growing up. I played 
baseball for 12 years, and I cannot even begin to count the number 
of instances where it contributed to necessary formative childhood 
development, involving cooperation, friendship, leadership, and 
much, much more. Please support this measure. 

Kenia De Santiago 

P.S. It would be a great if we can have a field for the kids at Griffith 
park.My son Aya for parks and rec.tgere fields are so small and 
they also have to share it with many other teams.griffith park has 
so much land why not do this for the kids? 

Stacy Payne   
Tamiko Jordan   
Steve Gewecke   
Adriana Roze   
Joseph Barrett    

Kathleen Salvaty 

P.S. We are now spending about 2 hours in the car each week so 
my 7-year old son can pursue his love of baseball. We are 
fortunate enough to be able to spend the time and money to do 
this, but many in our neighborhood are not.  In addition to being a 
place of natural beauty, Griffith Park should be a dynamic, active 
space-- like the City of Los Angeles itself. Please support building 
the Crystal Springs baseball fields. 

Sarah Gossage   
Yuri Nichelson P.S. If you build it they will come 

Jess Whitehill  

P.S. While I am all for youth baseball fields this project must  NOT 
 come at the expense of pote field which is the ONLY full size 
regulation ball field controlled by the city of LA and is a necessity 
and a treasure to hundreds of adult hardball players like myself. 
Put the youth fields on the adjoining areas. Thx! 

Malcolm Edwards P.S. Build little league fields and keep Pote Field. 

Florie Savage 
P.S. Lots of other places for folks to "picnic," baseball fields would 
be great for my kids.  Thanks! 

Bodhi Elfman 
And to clarify, I want to make sure we KEEP Pote Field and then 
ADD 2 little league fields adjacent. 

Andy Lazarus   
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Gary Zelman 

P.S. Hello,I have been a player/manager in the MSBL since 
1993......I am 51+ years of age and I can think of nothing else that 
has kept me young at heart, physically active, physically challenged 
then my Valley Mets Baseball team.  We have gone on to win the 
2006 Rawlings Cup Amatuer Baseball Championship in Phoenix 
wher were beat the Bulldogs from Georgia....Now, my 19 year old 
son plays along side of me after 23 years in the league.....I implore 
you to keep Crystal Springs going for our baseball...Both for us 
guys as well as the kids that geta once a year thrill to play on such 
a magnificent setting...Please don't take this away from us 
taxpayers that really love the way it is right now!  Best regards, 
Gary Zelman....Player/Manager Valley Mets Baseball Club 

Ethan McQuerrey P.S. Let kids PLAY! 
David Ortiz   
Adrienne McNally   
Chris Brown   

John Larson 

P.S. Pote field is a historic field with a long history and should be 
preserved for future generations. Fill sized baseball fields are verty 
scarce and should be preserved to serve ball players from 13 and 
up. Many older kids and adults play on this great field and with the 
vast amount of space in Griffith Park, retaining Pote field is a no-
brainer. Please retain this great and historic park.Thank you. 

Scott Gamzon 

P.S. As a parent of 9 year old living in Silver Lake, I urge the city to 
move ahead with the construction of these fields.   Our community 
is sadly lacking in facilities like this. 

Dave Becker 
P.S. I'm in favor of putting in 2 little league field IN ADDITION to 
keeping the existing Pote Field. 

Tracy Do Baseball Fields would be GREAT! :-) 
Kristen Murphy   
Laura Alcorn   
Kestrel Thomas   
Richard Zoeller P.S. Have the courage to do what is right in life! 
Greg Reposa   
Greg Brouwer   
Liz Reilly   
Amalia G. Mauceri   
Jean Boyles   
Lucca T. Mauceri P.S. I want to play baseball in my own Los Feliz neighborhood. 
Ryder J. Mauceri P.S.  I want to play baseball in my own Los Feliz neighborhood. 
Linda Demmers   
Ingrid Bauer P.S. We had to go to Glendale to join a Little League! 
Mark Moses P.S. the city needs more baseball fields for kids. 
Terri Saia   
Chloe Lines   

Emiliana Dore 
P.S. My son currently plays baseball at Pacific Park in Glendale. 
 We would love to see a place for local kids to play in Griffith Park. 

Jeff Noles   
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Lisa Dosch 
P.S. Look forward to knowing my representatives will make the 
right decision.   Bring baseball to Griffith Park! 

Justine Tyler 

P.S. As a family in the neighborhood, we can't not support this 
one.  Seems like it's a good idea all around, even for those who 
don't play or have kids who do.  Let's build community in our 
communities 

Susanna Wilson P.S. One baseball field, one soccer field would be best I believe. 
Alexianne Searle   
John Thomas Waite P.S. Do it for the kids 
Charlene Castle P.S. Enough dog parks, more kid spaces. 
Lalanya Bridges   

Melissa Chalsma 
P.S. Let's get these things built, already! It's going to be great for 
the youth leagues to have a home is fantastic Griffith Park! 

Tony Shatsky 
P.S. I support this project and 1000s of children matter more than 
3 dozen trees 

Leah Whitaker P.S. Kids need more options in this city. 
Yu-Ling Tse   
Stephanie Widmer   
Woody Thompson   
Jaime Hartwick Please give kids a great way to spend their time 

Paul Cajero 

I do NOT ENDORSE the idea of additional baseball fields.  Pate 
field, which is next door is almost vacant!  I would rather see 
Basketball courts which are more popular and take less space. 
 thank you. 

Hector Rivera 

Having worked in an around Griffith Park for 38 years, for the city 
of L.A. Rec & Parks Dept. Retiring as a Park Maintenance 
supervisor in 2009. I'm real familiar with the area in  question, 
since it was my crews that refurbished Pote field with new 
irrigation and resodding the whole field. it never ceased to amaze 
how a park of that size, and the crown jewel of the park system, 
didn't  have any ball fields for kids to play baseball. especially since 
the area in question is  so underused. The area is perfect for kids, 
right next to ranger station away from traffic, a safe play area for 
kids. 

Jennifer Levins 
Our children in the neighborhood need more outdoor activities to 
help their health! Please approve this project. Thanks 

Sherman McClellan Build the ball park and "They will come" 
Jonathan Green   

Stephanie Vendig 

I am a senior and I hike Griffith Park and I think the baseball fields 
would be an appropriate addition to the fine balance of organized 
recreation and wilderness. 

Jessica Crocker   
Marc Glassman Baseball fields would be a great addition to this wonderful park 
Jennifer Guerra There is no reason NOT to restore these baseball fields 

Charlie Romanelli 

i lived in los angeles for ten years. i wish i were there now. i hope 
you let the ballfields happen. i am sure there will be an equitable 
way to distribute field time. 

Nelson Bae Can you pls let the kids play ball???!!!! 
Dan Sandman   
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Bryan Rasmussen Kids need baseball! 
Daniel Hoskins Baseball... the American game. 
Benjamin Le Vine Kids need baseball. 
Duncan Logan Please help get the kids off the couch. 
Basil Beshkov It's simply a good use of public resources. 

Mario Jimenez 
Let the Kids enjoy the Field. Didn't we all want our Children to 
have a better time, here it is, LET Them Play 

Barry Markovitz 

As a pediatrician at Children's Hospital Los Angeles, and a resident 
of Los Feliz,  I wholeheartedly support this initiative to improve the 
recreational opportunity for our area's children! 

Bruce Haring 
Please, no more foot-dragging on this. We need the ballfields this 
year! 

Alicia Bleier Please build the ballparks! 

Lynda Larsen 
As a mother of son and daughter, now grown, would have been 
gret then, But good all local kids now. 

David Mcdonald 
I live in Franklin Hills and I would love to have some ball fields in 
our neighborhood. 

Shelli Anne Couch   

Daniel Bornstein 

I am a SilverLake resident and watched my godson grow up in the 
local little league. I believe that it promotes positive socialization 
and community building. I hope to have kids one day that can also 
benefit from this. I believe that this initiative would be a great use 
of public domain. 

Hank Bunker 

There are several rational arguments one could make about the 
cultural benefits of giving kids a chance to play ball: the value of 
learning to collaborate, or the value of learning to subordinate 
personal goals to a greater common goal, or the value of meeting 
people with whom one might otherwise never have a chance to 
know and learn from -- but baseball contains something more than 
a rational appeal. And the real values of life are ALL grounded in 
mysteries that defy and transcend mere empirical knowledge. 
Wisdom comes from experiences that are felt more than thought, 
and baseball's eternal appeal is that it keeps us feeling something 
worthwhile about ourselves as individuals and as Americans. I urge 
you to defy reasoned opposition and preserve the ability of kids to 
gather and play ball. 

Ron Ostrow   
Shiva Ghods   

Dorsay Dujon 

The children are our future and they need sports and the arts to 
help form them as individuals and as co-workers and team-mates. 
 We need well rounded individuals of charecter who are focused 
on being the best person they can be.  The fields will help us keep 
the children grouned learning to play well together. 

Ken Winick  I am totally behind the effort to build the baseball fields 
Sandra Hill Yes, we need some baseball fields in Griffith Park. 
Edward McGinty  Do it for the kids 
Howard Lorey  Let them play!  Let's build it!!! 
Patrick Supple   
Kristi Duran They need a field! 
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David Yeats 
 support this project and that 1000s of children matter more than 
3 dozen trees (BTW: the city says it will replant 2:1). 

Michele Grey 

Our family lives walking and biking distance from Griffith Park.  Yet 
we drive all the way to West Hollywood to find an available 
baseball field. 

Mark Keizer So sad this is even a question! 
Aldo Parisot support this 100% 

Ron Sobel 

I grew up going to the park and other rec and parks in the city of 
Los Angeles.  Growing up in LA I was always at my local park.  This 
experience was a great part of my life and I believe that every child 
should have this experience. Put baseball into this park 

Tracey Calland 
How is baseball one of  America's favorite past times and you have 
no fields? 

Brigid Labonge 
We played Toluca baseball for 5 years. There is a tremendous joy 
in watching and hearing children play league baseball. 

Nicole Kahn 

Our almost 5 year old has recently discovered baseball. And we 
don't like driving to Glendale for the foothill little league. We 
would LOVE and thoroughly enjoy a park close that he and his 
baby brother could play and watch ball. Please!!! 

Scott Campbell 

I've had the opportunity to review the different options as a 
member of the East Hollywood Neighborhood Council Board.  I 
support the 1A option.  Thank you, Scott 

Lara Plutte it's the right thing to do 
Dara Hyde   
Cecilia Barragan   
Fernando Porras PLEASE HELP 
Jacqui Biery   
Chris Howe Kids need MORE fields! 

Kathy McDonald 

Both my children played on the city's Park & Recreation 
department teams via the Silver Lake Recreation Center. Their 
home field (from age 5 to high school) was the non-regulation 
sized field at the 2 and Glendale Blvd. Please, let's see if we can 
improve this situation for the next generation! 

Niko Deleon   
Meisha Rainman   

David Gluck 

I have read documents that says that trees will be moved and 
replanted.  That's the issue, right?  Not sure what the big deal is, 
the park is for everyone and there should be baseball fields here, 
the park is definitely large enough 

Jen Clark    

Libby Butler-Gluck 
It makes me sad, all of the political spin and drama when the 
person who donated Griffith Park wanted this to be for children. 

Joshua Kaufman   

Geoff Miller 
Come on.  This is a no brainer.  There's nothing like baseball to 
keep kids out of trouble. 

Chris Elwell   
Tara de Lis I support this project. 
Katrina Vieane Sports,especially baseball has been a lifesaver for my children. 
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Ellen Jacobs   
Franklin Ferguson   

Anna Liebau 
I have 2 boys - loving to play baseball - yet i have to drive a lot to 
get them to a field, eventhough we live right next to Griffith park. 

Heather Kaufman    
Anthony Russo    
Catherine Sutton  Catherine Sutton catherine.sutton@technicolor.com 

Katy Tipton  

We really need a place to play baseball.  My boys both love 
baseball.  So hard on the family to drive to Toluca Lake.  Would 
love to see these built. 

Catherine Foulkes    

John Lee 
Happy to help children's health.  Also, let's stop the irresponsible 
chem trails to further ensure their health. 

Michael Iorio  Please build the baseball field for these kids. 

Francis Sheehan 
PS - keeping kids in youth sports may keep them out of trouble, 
please give the fields a chance 

Radomir Luza  
More baseball fields for kids are a must in our second-largest city. 
 Play ball!!! 

meret keller    
Neil Kaplan    
Matt Dallas    
Mitchell Miller    
Mario Giron  Now you're up to bat. Lets bring it home! 
Tina Christopulos    

Nicole Lorey  

Thank you for considering this! We live in Silver Lake but drive to 
Studio City for baseball. Seems silly, given the proximity of Griffith 
Park. Thank you! 

Carrie Clarke    

Todd Gold  

As a baseball scout based out of Los Angeles the geographic 
disparities of which areas produce college baseball players in 
Southern California is quite striking. The affluent suburbs of 
Orange County and San Fernando valley are veritable hotbeds for 
baseball talent. Yet the city limits of Los Angeles, in spite of a 
staggeringly large population, lags behind significantly. Facilities, 
and access to them is a major factor in this disparity. 

Mitchell Brody  Please, It can only help today's misguided youth 

David Fischer  
Every dollar spent promoting healthy youth activities comes back 
many times over to our society. Let's do this! 

Meghan Rose    
Michael Weiss    
Josh Rizack  Don't be small you are the adults 
Daphne Kozek    
Morgan Spurlock    
Jennifer GiAncola Please allow fields in the park. 

Meredith Wick  
The park is for everyone, and the kids need to fields.  Come on, 
this is the home of the Dodgers! 

Dana Randall  Our city and kids need this! 
Duncan Sobel    Page 2-413



Marla Willmott  Good for families and communities 
Scott Disharoon We've waited long enough. 

Drinna Garcia  

It will be beautiful if they built a baseball field in Griffith Park, that 
park Is huge . It will so beautiful for the Angelenos to have those 
fields 

Riley Robbins  And the kids deserve it. 
Lou Golshan    

Mary Kelly  
As a former Los Angeleno I know the area well and also the need 
for this.  Great idea.! 

Rita A. Mauceri  Give our kids a place to play ball in Los Feliz. 
Keith Kurlander   
Wesley Stahler    
Aasha Mullen    
Gina Tucker    
Lenin Merchan   
Blake Koh    
Susan F Rice    
Crystal White    
Christopher Noxon   
Erik Grammer    
Julie Hermelin    
david mcalister    
Devra Weltman    
Devika Ranjan    
C Hogan    
Brian Davis    
Andy Yeatman    
Kristen Argo-Solomon    
Marita Forney    
Brent Whittlesey    
Jeff Wong    
David Baldwin    
Debra Matlock    
Sara Mortimer-Boyd   
Mellano Michael    
Lisa Levy    
Matt Rice    
Craig Smith    
Melissa Disharoon    
Matt Field    
Cari Field    
Ben Skerker    
Scott Crawford    
Andrew Keller    
Bill Murphy    
Joy Mcmanus    
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Gerard Fierro    
Joel Delgadillo    
Ross Fenstermaker    
Jon Paino    
bella fiorindo    
marcia fiorindo    
Ryan Tomey    
Ryan Johnson    
steve fiorindo    
Sam Yarin    
Aaron Castellan   
Daniel Evans    
Debbie Rose    
Derek Harvie    
Brittany Hayes    
Heather Aguilar    
Vincent Rivas    
Kimberly Gomez Fraser    
Dan Kram    
Joey Adkins    
Daniel Perez    
Jesse Lubove    
Mary McInerny    
Edward McMurphy   
Griffin Cohen    
Lynn Shepodd   
David Lukan    
Marc Giroux    
Courtney Pickard    
Linnaea Dawson    
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Maria Martin <maria.martin@lacity.org>

Griffith Park Cry stal Springs Draft EIR Com ments
1 message

Aasha Mullen <aasha@sweatshopfilms.com> Sun, Dec 15, 2013 at 6:32 PM
To: maria.martin@lacity.org, rap.commissioners@lacity.org, tom.labonge@lacity.org
Cc: Felicidad.Pingol@lacity.org

Maria Martin
City of Los Angeles
Public Works, Bureau of Engineering
Environmental Management Group
1149 S. Broadway, 6th Floor, Mail Stop 939
Los Angeles, CA  90015-2213

City of Los Angeles,

To foster and protect our nation’s youth, we must do all we can, intellectually, emotionally, physically…  And the
sport of Baseball is as synonymous with America as blue jeans and rock-n-roll; it’s our national pastime and part
of our cultural heritage.  More importantly, Baseball instills a sense of teamwork, camaraderie and fair play
extending far beyond the playing field into adulthood and everyday life.

Los Angeles is “park poor,” yet with Griffith Park’s 4200+ acres it’s one of our largest city parks, a perfect
example bringing urban and wilderness together.  The park boasts 55 miles of winding trails, four golf courses, 27
tennis courts, a dozen soccer fields, plus a 3500-seat equestrian ‘Equidome’ polo field.  Additionally, it's home to
an observatory, the City Zoo, museums, the Greek Theatre and multiple family amusements.

But, it doesn’t have one baseball field made for kids?  How could this happen in the largest public park of our
second biggest city?

Two city appointed groups, both a regional and local oversight commission, recommends using four acres (site
‘1A’) in the park’s ‘Crystal Springs’ area to return youth baseball to Griffith Park, which would also serve its
surrounding communities that have 14 elementary and four middle schools, many with students living at or below
poverty level.  ‘1A’ was chosen the best option by people with proven experience running youth sports programs,
coaching kids, teaching kids, raising kids, and nurturing them to be responsible adults.

Co-locating new fields with the adult-sized ‘Pote Field’ and connecting them via the new bridge to North Atwater
Park will create a cohesive environment for generations of children, adolescents, and adults to experience the
wonderment of playing the "great game" of Baseball, together.

I understand this requires clearing trees and relocating a handful of picnic tables, however the required replanting
of even more trees and adding more tables will make Crystal Springs even better.  Therefore, I declare my
support for this project, knowing the benefits of creating this athletic resource for thousands of children now and
for decades to come far outweigh the costs.

I urge the rapid building of regulation size fields to serve youngsters and at-risk adolescents featuring every
resource afforded to other Los Angeles’ city-owned facilities.

Let them play, L.A!

Thank you.
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Additionally, forty-two individuals submitted copies of the form letter reproduced below as 
“Form Letter 2.”  The following persons submitted this form letter: 

Yvette Perrault 
Bonnie B. Erickson 
Griffith Van Griffith 
David King 
David F. Eisenberg 
Janet A. Bartel 
Raphael Confortes 
E. Nilsson 
Thomas W. Thompson 
John Lang 
Ken Harstad 
Annelies Kischkel 
Lois Livendale 
Theresa M. Hassman 
Charlotte Feitshans 
Paul Anthony Briggs 
Ronald F. Brusha 
Clare C. Darden 
Genevieve Kalinowski 
Mike Johnstone 
Adilia Koch 
Jay W. Marks 
Marilyn Marks 
Hamish McCollester 
Maggie McCollester 
Ilana Milch 
Mario Milch 
Ed Ogawa 
Patricia Ommert 
Judy Rosenberg 
Randy Sommer 
Kay Tornborg 
Delphine Trowbridge 
Olivia Escobasa 
Dorothy Leschenko 
Walter Ellert 
Elizabeth P. Roberts 
Carmen C. Otto 
Joella Sproles 
David Gonzalez Page 2-417



Louis Ramos 
Linda Barrio 
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A form letter was submitted that is reproduced beginning on the next page as Form Letter 3. 
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SECTION 3.0 – CLARIFICATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS 

 

This section of this Final EIR contains modifications to the Draft EIR based on minor corrections 
to formatting or grammar and on comments received from the public. No clarifications or 

modifications have been made to the Draft EIR that would add a new significant unmitigated 

impact or a substantial increase in the severity of an impact already analyzed. This section is 
organized into subsections that correspond to the section headings in the Draft EIR. Each 

subsection contains a list of the modifications (if any) that were made to the corresponding 

section. The Draft EIR section headings and corresponding subsection headings are as follows:  

 Table of Contents 

 Executive Summary 

 Introduction 

 Project Description 

 Affected Environment, Impacts and Mitigation (including each environmental topic 
discussed in the Draft EIR) 

 Alternatives  

 Analysis of Long-Term Effects 

 References 

 List of Preparers 

 Appendices 

3.1 TABLE OF CONTENTS 

The Table of Contents of the Draft EIR has been modified to address a pagination error on pages ii 

and iii.  Under Section 3.7 – NOISE, the section numbers are listed as 3.6 rather than 3.7 and Under 

Section 3.8 –RECREATION the section numbers for the page numbers are listed as 3.6 rather than 

3.7. 

3.2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Executive Summary of the Draft EIR has been modified for clarification of  Mitigation 

Measures BIO-1, CUL-1 and CUL-2 Table ES-1, Summary of Environmental Impacts and 
Mitigation Measures.  

 Table ES-1, pages ES-18 and ES-19, under Mitigation Measures, edit BIO-1 for 

clarification as follows, with deletions struck through and additions underscored: 
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“BIO-1:  Mitigation Measure for Protection of Nesting Birds. 

Construction activities that involve tree removal or trimming would be timed as much 

as possible to occur outside the migratory bird nesting season, which occurs generally 

from March 1 through August 31, and as early as February 1 for raptors. 

If construction must occur during the migratory bird nesting season that would remove 

or disturb suitable nesting habitat, one biological survey would be conducted within 72 

hours prior to construction, or if observed during construction activities. The surveys 
would indicate the presence or absence of any protected native birds in the habitat to be 

removed and any other habitat within 300 feet of the construction work area. If a 

protected native bird is found, surveys would be continued in order to locate any nests. 
If an active nest is found, prior to or during construction, construction within 300 feet of 

the nest (500 feet for raptor nests) would be postponed until a qualified biologist 

determines that the nest is vacated and juveniles have fledged (minimum of six weeks 
after egg-laying), and there is no evidence of a second attempt at nesting.  The buffer 

may be reduced by the monitoring biologist based on site-specific conditions, including 

the bird species and nest location (e.g., within the vicinity of developed areas, taking 
into consideration the site’s pre-construction noise and activity levels, etc.).” 

 Table ES-1, page ES-20, under Mitigation Measures, “CUL-1” is replaced with “CR-1”. 

 Table ES-1, page ES-21, under Mitigation Measures, “CUL-2” is replaced with “CR-2”. 
 

 Table ES-1, page ES-23, under Mitigation Measures, “NOS-2” is replaced with “NOI-2” 

and “feet” is added to the last line of the mitigation measure to read as follows with 

deletions struck out and additions underscored: 
 
“NOS-2 NOI-2: The City shall relocate impacted picnic and play areas so that the 
noise increase from the new baseball fields is less than 3 dB. To reduce the predicted 
noise increase of 4 dB to less than 3 dB at the picnic and children’s play areas, it is 
anticipated these uses would need to be moved a distance of at least 125 feet from the 
baseball fields.”   
 

3.3 INTRODUCTION 

There are no clarifications and modifications to this section of the Draft EIR. 

3.4 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

There are no clarifications and modifications to this section of the Draft EIR. 
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3.5 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT, IMPACTS AND MITIGATION  

 Section 3.2.2.1, on pages 3.2-7 and 3.2-8 of the Draft EIR. Delete the word “or” of the 
paragraph under the City of Los Angeles Tree Preservation Ordinance heading.  
Deletion struck through: 

“City Ordinance number 177404 (2006), as amended, regulates the removal of Southern 
California native tree species commonly found in Griffith Park when those trees 
measure four inches or more in cumulative diameter, or four and one-half feet above the 
ground level at the base of the tree. Protected tree species include: nearly all indigenous 
oak trees of the genus Quercus; Black Walnut (Juglans californica); California Sycamore 
(Platanus racemosa), and California Bay trees (Umbellularia californica).  All trees meeting 
the criteria above will be considered potential visual resources for the purposes of this 
analysis. 

 Section 3.2.3.3.2, on pages 3.2-23 and 3.2-24 of the Draft EIR, the table below is added for 
clarification.  The average ratings listed under column 5 (Average [V+I+U/3]) below are 
the ratings used in the DEIR Table 3.2-2, column 6 (Average [Proposed Project]):   

Visual Quality at Key Observation Points (KOPs) - Proposed Project 
 

Key 
Observation 

Point 

Vividness Intactness Unity Average 
(V+I+U/3) 

Visual Quality 
Rating 

1 4 4 6 4.7 Moderate 

2 4 3 4 3.7 Moderate 

3 4 3 4 3.7 Moderate 

 

 Section 3.2.3.3.2, pages 3.2-24 of the Draft EIR, Table 3.2-2 is revised by changing the 
value of the cell under column 7, row 2 from “-0.5” to “-0.6”.  This change is needed to 
correct a rounding error.  

 Last paragraph of Section 3.4.2.1.3.6, on page 3.4-6 of the Draft EIR. Replace “ordinance” 
with “policy” (text revised is strikethrough/underscored): 

“RAP’s Tree Preservation Policy requires that Department of Recreation and Parks 
Arborists provide recommendations before any heritage, special habitat value, or 
common park tree can be removed, relocated, or pruned. Requests to remove, relocate, 
or prune protected trees must be submitted to the Forestry Division. Pruning must be in 
compliance with ISA tree pruning guidelines and under the supervision of an ISA 
certified staff member. For heritage and special habitat value trees, the Forestry Arborist 
makes a recommendation to the General Manager for removal. The General Manager or 
designee must make the final approval before the tree can be removed. For a Common 
Park Tree, the Forestry Arborist may recommend removal. For large scale tree removal 
projects, the Griffith Maintenance/Forestry Division must follow established 
Notification Protocol when informing the public, local government officials, 
organizations, and department representatives.  Removal of trees under RAP’s tree 
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preservation ordinance policy requires mitigation, including, replacement in accordance 
with the ordinance policy ratios.  Coordination and authorization from RAP’s Urban 
Forestry Division is required” 

 Section 3.4.4, Mitigation Measures, on page 3.4-20 edit BIO-1 for clarification as follows, 

with deletions struck through and additions underscored: 

“BIO-1:  Mitigation Measure for Protection of Nesting Birds. 

Construction activities that involve tree removal or trimming would be timed as much 

as possible to occur outside the migratory bird nesting season, which occurs generally 
from March 1 through August 31, and as early as February 1 for raptors. 

If construction must occur during the migratory bird nesting season that would remove 

or disturb suitable nesting habitat, one biological survey would be conducted within 72 
hours prior to construction, or if observed during construction activities. The surveys 

would indicate the presence or absence of any protected native birds in the habitat to be 

removed and any other habitat within 300 feet of the construction work area. If a 
protected native bird is found, surveys would be continued in order to locate any nests. 

If an active nest is found, prior to or during construction, construction within 300 feet of 

the nest (500 feet for raptor nests) would be postponed until a qualified biologist 
determines that the nest is vacated and juveniles have fledged (minimum of six weeks 

after egg-laying), and there is no evidence of a second attempt at nesting.  The buffer 

may be reduced by the monitoring biologist based on site-specific conditions, including 
the bird species and nest location (e.g., within the vicinity of developed areas, taking 

into consideration the site’s pre-construction noise and activity levels, etc.).” 

  Section 3.5.4, under Mitigation Measures, on page 3.5-19 “CUL-1” is replaced with 
“CR-1” and “CUL-2” is replaced with “CR-2”. 

 Section 3.7.4, under Mitigation Measures, on page 3.7-27 “NOS-2” is replaced with 

“NOI-2” and “feet” is added to the last line of the mitigation measure to read as follows 
with deletions struck out and additions underscored: 

“NOS-2 NOI-2: The City shall relocate impacted picnic and play areas so that the 
noise increase from the new baseball fields is less than 3 dB. To reduce the predicted 

noise increase of 4 dB to less than 3 dB at the picnic and children’s play areas, it is 

anticipated these uses would need to be moved a distance of at least 125 feet from the 
baseball fields.”   

3.6 ALTERNATIVES  

 Section 4.3.7.3, on page 4-29 and 4-30 of the Draft EIR replace “proposed project” with 
“Alternative 2” to read as follows with deletions struck out and additions underscored: 

“Griffith Park Master Plan 
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Goals 3 and 4 of the 1978 Griffith Park Master Plan are the only goals in the plan that are 
directly applicable to the proposed project Alternative 2 (Goals 1, 2, 5, and 6 are only 

indirectly related). Goal 3 of the Griffith Park Master Plan calls for more efficient use of 

existing facilities and developed areas before using more open parkland for new 
facilities, which the proposed project Alternative 2 would do by virtue of its respective 

locations within developed areas of Griffith Park. Goal 4 specifies that the civic function 

of Griffith Park should be perpetuated and improved. The proposed project Alternative 
2 would provide facilities for a new group of users who are not currently served by 

Griffith Park facilities while continuing to serve existing park users. Therefore, 

implementation of the proposed project Alternative 2 would not conflict with the 
Griffith Park Master Plan.  

Draft Griffith Park Wildlife Management Plan 

The only directly applicable goal of the Draft Griffith Park Wildlife Management Plan 
relates to efforts to minimize human/wildlife conflicts. Given that the possible locations 

for the proposed project Alternative 2 are in already developed portions of Griffith Park 

and not near undeveloped areas that are likely to serve as wildlife habitat, the proposed 
project Alternative 2 would not conflict with efforts to minimize human/wildlife 

conflict.  

Draft Vision Plan for Griffith Park 

The main goals of the Draft Vision Plan for Griffith Park related to the proposed project 

Alternative 2 have to do with minimizing impacts from developed portions of the park 

on natural, undeveloped areas of the park as well as recognizing and considering the 
interests of the various groups of park users, including picnickers. As noted in the Draft 

Griffith Park Wildlife Management Plan discussion, the possible locations for the 

proposed project Alternative 2 are in already developed portions of Griffith Park and 
not near undeveloped areas that are likely to serve as wildlife habitat, thereby 

minimizing impacts on natural areas. Alternative 2 would remove a sand volleyball 

court and basketball court, neither of which would be replaced. However, Alternative 2 
would construct two youth baseball fields at North Atwater Park; therefore, only a 

change in the specific types of recreational facilities at this location would occur. Overall, 

the proposed project would not conflict with the Draft Vision Plan for Griffith Park.” 

During circulation of the DEIR, a commenter suggested construction of only one new ball field 

at the Crystal Springs site.  This reduced project alternative was not proposed during the 

scoping phase of the EIR and therefore was not examined in detail.  A “reduced project” 
alternative would have less impact in some areas:  depending on the specific location of the one 

field, it is likely that fewer trees would have to be removed or relocated and noise from project 

operations would be lessened.  However, potential effects on aesthetics and cultural resources 
would remain.  Lastly, a reduced project would require revision of the Proposition K grant that 

provides the majority of the project funding, which would delay implementation of the project. 
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3.7 ANALYSIS OF LONG-TERM EFFECTS 

There are no clarifications and modifications to this section of the Draft EIR. 

3.8 REFERENCES 

There are no clarifications and modifications to this section of the Draft EIR. 

3.9 LIST OF PREPARERS 

There are no clarifications and modifications to this section of the Draft EIR. 

3.10 APPENDICES 

In Appendix E, Cultural Resources Impact Analysis of Draft EIR, all references listed as (CEQA 

Section 15054.5(b)) are replaced by (CEQA Section 15064.5(b)).  
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